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Bahrain disrupts bid to

smuggle in explosives
Manama recalls envoy from Iran over ‘hostile comments’

DUBAI: Bahrain authorities have disrupted an attempt
to smuggle high-grade explosives, automatic weapons
and ammunition into the country by sea and have
arrested two Bahraini suspects, the Interior Ministry
said. The two suspects had admitted receiving the ship-
ment from Iranian handlers outside Bahrain’s territorial
waters, it said, adding that one of them had received
military training in Iran in 2013. The ministry statement
said the coastguard intercepted a vessel on July 15
heading towards Bahrain and seized about 44 kg of C4
explosive, eight Kalashnikov assault rifles, 32
Kalashnikov magazines, and ammunition and detona-
tors. It named the two as Mahdi Subah Abdulmohsen
Mohammed, 30, and Abas Abdulhussain Abdullah
Mohammed, also 30. There was no immediate comment
from Iran on the Bahraini statement.

Bahrain said earlier it had recalled its ambassador to
Tehran for consultations after what it said were repeat-
ed hostile statements made by Iranian officials. The
statements were a reflection of Iran’s unfriendly attitude
towards the Gulf Arab monarchy and an interference in
its internal affairs, a statement on state news agency
BNA said. It said the Supreme Council for Islamic Affairs
(SCIA) “strongly denounced the repeated blatant Iranian
interference in Bahrain’s internal affairs in order to shake
up the kingdom’s stability and fan tension”. 

Parliament’s foreign affairs committee had a short
time before the announcement of the envoy’s recall
demanded an extraordinary Arab summit to discuss 

Continued on Page 13

Kuwait keen to

protect rights of 

foreign workers
KUWAIT: Acting Director General of the Public Authority
for Manpower Ahmad Al-Mousa yesterday underlined
that Kuwait is eager to safeguard foreign laborers’ rights.
Mousa also revealed that the authority is planning to
introduce a new mechanism for contracts with foreign
laborers whether in Kuwait or in their home countries to
ensure that only highly-skilled and well-qualified workers
enter the Kuwait labor market. The new mechanism
would include setting up special centers for advance test-
ing job candidates theoretically and practically, he said.

In statements to reporters, Mousa said the authority
has established a world-class integrated shelter for for-
eign workers. He pointed out that the center, which can
accommodate up to 5,000 laborers, is meant to host for-
eign workers who have problems with their employers or
sponsors until their disputes are settled or their financial
and legal rights are fulfilled before they leave the country.
A plethora of social workers, psychiatrists, and lawyers are
working at the center to take care of foreign laborers, he
added. Mousa stated that several human rights organiza-
tions have visited the shelter and expressed admiration of
it and of Kuwait’s efforts to help and care for foreign
laborers. — KUNA KARBABAD, Bahrain: Bahrainis pose for a selfie in the water on a beach in this coastal suburb of the capital

on Friday. —AFP 

By A Saleh

KUWAIT: The Cabinet will discuss within the next two
months a study to increase fuel prices, which has been
completed by KPC and a technical team, as well as a
study of power consumption groups. Sources said the
two studies are ready and have been sent to the
Cabinet to be discussed by its economic committee
before the meeting of the full Cabinet at the end of
August or beginning of September.

Meanwhile, former finance minister Bader Al-
Humaidhi said Kuwait took the step of partially lifting
fuel subsidies in the past to control the smuggling of
diesel and its increasing consumption. Humaidhi, who
spoke on Al-Arabia TV, said the government decided to
reduce subsidies of diesel in particular, but opposition
from one group of consumers influenced the decision
and made “exceptions the rule” and did not remove
much of the subsidies.

He said the Kuwait budget suffers a KD 2.7 billion
deficit in the current year and around KD 5 billion next
year due to the unjustified rises in current expenses
which took place during the period of high oil prices.
Humaidhi called for reconsidering the mechanisms of
government subsidies presented to citizens in the GCC,
considering Kuwait as the best country that can take
this step through several items in its budget that are
directed towards helping national labor, students,
healthcare and other facets.

He said Gulf countries do not have worries in the
short run about financing their budgets due to suffi-
cient surpluses they have, but warned that in the long
run, there are expectations oil prices will not return to
their previous high levels and this will pressure the sub-
sidies presented to Gulf nationals. He demanded that
the private sector be given a larger role to participate
with the government in employing graduates.

Continued on Page 13

Govt to discuss fuel price hike

Salafists rally behind under-fire Omair 

AL-AIN: A pilot and a United Arab Emirates official from the national center
for meteorology and seismology check salt flares attached to a twin-pro-
peller Beechcraft plane at Al-Ain airport on April 23, 2015.  — AFP 

AL-AIN: The United Arab Emirates, one
of the world’s most arid countries, is
striving to capture every drop of rain it
can wring from the clouds that pass over
the desert nation. In the blazing sun-
shine at Al-Ain airport, a twin-propeller
Beechcraft stands ready to fly into action
at a moment’s notice on a cloud-seeding
mission. The plane is armed with salt
flares that are fired into a promising
cloud to increase condensation and
hopefully trigger a downpour.

The UAE, an oil-rich federation of
about eight million people, ranks among
the world’s top 10 driest countries. Its

annual rainfall stands at 78 mm, more
than 15 times less than what falls in an
average year in the United Kingdom. The
UAE’s National Centre of Meteorology
and Seismology (NCMS) runs the so-
called cloud seeding program.

Its Abu Dhabi-based forecasters mon-
itor weather radars to tell pilots when to
take off on rainfall-inducing sorties. “As
soon as they see some convective cloud
formations, they launch us on a flight to
investigate” to try “to seed the cloud”,
said Mark Newman, deputy chief pilot at
NCMS. Speaking at the base for a fleet of 

Continued on Page 13

Rainclouds have silver

lining for parched UAE

NAIROBI: US President Barack Obama declared
yesterday that “Africa is on the move”, praising
the spirit of entrepreneurship at a business
summit on landmark visit to Kenya. He also
called for gay rights in Africa, comparing
homophobia to racial discrimination he had
encountered in the United States. In a joint
press conference after talks with Kenyan
President Uhuru Kenyatta, Obama also pushed
a tough message on Kenyan corruption, the
civil war in South Sudan, controversial elec-
tions in Burundi and the fight against Somalia’s
Al-Qaeda-affiliated Shabab militants.

Obama arrived in Kenya on Friday, his first
visit as president to his father’s birthplace and
the first to the East African nation by a serving
US leader. “I’ve been consistent all across
Africa on this. When you start treating people
differently, because they’re different, that’s
the path whereby freedoms begin to erode.
And bad things happen,” he said after talks
with the Kenyan leader, in response to a ques-
tion on gay rights.

Continued on Page 13

Obama hails ‘Africa on the move’ 

NAIROBI: US President Barack Obama (center) greets his half-sister Auma Obama
alongside Kenyan President Uhuru Kenyatta upon his arrival at Kenyatta International
Airport late Friday. —  AFP 

ANKARA: Turkish fighter jets and ground
forces hit Islamic State militants in Syria
and Kurdistan Workers Party (PKK) camps
in Iraq yesterday, in a campaign Ankara
said would help create a “safe zone” across
swathes of northern Syria. The strikes fol-
lowed Turkey’s first-ever air attacks on
Islamic State in Syria a day earlier and
Prime Minister Ahmet Davutoglu told a
news conference the heightened security
operations will go on. “These operations
are not ‘one-point operations’ and will con-
tinue as long as there is a threat against
Turkey,” he said.

Turkey has dramatically cranked up its
role in the US-led coalition against Islamic
State, which has seized much of Syria’s

north and east, since a suspected IS suicide
bomber killed 32 people last week in a
town close to the Syrian border. It has also
pledged to target Kurdish militants, raising
concern about the future of the shaky
Kurdish peace process. Critics including
opposition politicians accuse President
Tayyip Erdogan of trying to use the cam-
paign against Islamic State as an excuse to
crack down on Kurds.

Turkey was long a reluctant member of
the coalition against Islamic State, a stance
that annoyed NATO ally Washington, and
this weekend’s move into the frontline
appears to be a response to the suicide
bombing in the border town of Suruc. 

Continued on Page 13

Turkey strikes IS in Syria, 

Kurdish militants in Iraq

ISMAILIA, Egypt: Boats, including a container ship, cross the new waterway
of the Suez Canal yesterday in this Egyptian port city yesterday. — AFP 

Ships cross New Suez

Canal in first test-run
ISMAILIA, Egypt: The first cargo ships
passed through Egypt’s New Suez
Canal yesterday in a test-run before it
opens next month, state media report-
ed, 11 months after the army began
constructing the $8 billion canal along-
side the existing 145-year-old Suez
Canal. The new waterway, which
President Abdel Fattah Al-Sisi hopes
will  help expand trade along the
fastest shipping route between Europe
and Asia, will be formally inaugurated
on Aug 6.

Sisi wants the canal to become a
symbol of national pride and to help

combat Egypt’s double-digit unem-
ployment. The old Suez Canal is
already a vital source of hard currency
for Egypt, which has seen tourism and
foreign investment drain away in the
years of turmoil since a 2011 uprising.
Three container ships crossed the new
waterway, state news agency MENA
reported. One was an American ship
heading to Egypt’s Port Said from
Saudi Arabia, another was a Danish
ship sailing to the United States from
Singapore, and a Bahraini ship going to
Italy from Saudi Arabia.

Continued on Page 13
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CAIRO/KUWAIT: The Egyptian Foreign Ministry yes-
terday said that the Foreign Minister Sameh
Shoukry’s visit to Kuwait on Friday and his talks with
the Acting Prime Minister and Foreign Minister
Sheikh Sabah Al-Khaled Al-Hamad Al-Sabah revealed
closeness in the stances of the two countries regard-
ing the major developments in the region.

In a press briefing, the Foreign Ministry
Spokesman Bader Abdelatti stated that the talks
showed that both countries have almost identifiable
views of the situation in Yemen, Syria, Libya, Iraq and
the fight against terrorism. He noted that the talks
touched upon the Iranian nunclear deal with the
West and its impact on the Arab national security.

The visit came within the framework of Egypt’s
continuous consultation and coordination with other
countries over the developments in the region, par-
ticularly those related to the national security,
Abdelatti said.

Sheikh Sabah Khaled had held talks with Shoukry
on regional and international issues of mutual inter-
est. The meeting, held at the Foreign Ministry’s
building, was attended by Acting Foreign
Undersecretary Jamal Al-Ghanem, Director of the
Arab Department Abdulhameed Al-Failakawi,
Director of Protocols Dhari Al-Ajran, Kuwait’s
Ambassador to Egypt Salem Al-Zamanan, acting
Director of Sheikh Sabah Al-Khaled’s office Saleh Al-
Loughani and Director of Legal Department
Ghanem Al-Ghanem. Egyptian Ambassador to
Kuwait Abdulkareem Suleiman attended the meet-
ing as well. Sheikh Sabah Al-Khaled held a dinner

banquet in honor of Shoukry and his delegation fol-
lowing the talks.

Shoukry was in the United Arab Emirates earlier in
the day and held talks with his UAE counterpart

Sheikh Abdullah bin Zayed Al Nahyan on boosting
bilateral political, economic and development rela-
tions, in addition to Yemen, Syria, Iraq, Libya and
fight against terrorism. —KUNA

Egyptian Minister lauds outcome of

talks with Sheikh Sabah Al-Khaled

KUWAIT: Egyptian Foreign Minister Sameh Shoukry’s visit meets Kuwaiti Acting Prime Minister
and Foreign Minister Sheikh Sabah Al-Khaled Al-Sabah. — KUNA

By Muna Al-Fuzai

muna@kuwaittimes.net

The New Middle East

Local spotlight

Kuwait’s Islamic exhibit in Rome

‘cultural message’: Sheikh Salman

K U W A I T :
National Bank
of Kuwait (NBK)
launches its
annual cam-
paign to help
keep Kuwait
beach clean
during the
summer sea-
son, for the
tenth consecu-
tive year. 

NBK staff and volunteers will
clean up beaches littered with trash
and other harmful waste and will
also provide awareness initiatives
to encourage people to keep
Kuwait beaches clean.

“As part of its corporate social
responsibility program, NBK aims to
help keep the environment safe

and clean this summer,” said
Yaqoub Al-Baqer, NBK Public
Relations Officer.

“ This Annual Nationwide
Campaign for Kuwait`s Beach
cleanup and preservation will

include an all-day beach cleanup
undertaken by NBK staff and volun-
teers, where they will visit popular
beaches and collect trash, food left-
overs and other debris left by visi-
tors,” added Baqer.

The cleanup campaign will run
during the summer season and will
cover different areas in Kuwait.
More information regarding the
cleanup and locations will be sent
through NBK’s social media net-
work.

NBK is an environment - friendly
bank and has launched a range of
initiatives - including electricity
conservation and paper recycling -
aimed at promoting environmental
awareness. For more information,
visit: NBK Official Page on Facebook
or NBK Twitter and Instagram
account @NBKPage.

NBK launches nationwide

beach clean-up campaign

ROME: Kuwait’s Islamic exhibit in Rome is a clear
cultural message sent by Kuwait to Italy to
showcase the strong relations linking the two
nations, said Representative of His Highness the
Prime Minister Sheikh Jaber Mubarak Al-Hamad
Al-Sabah, Sheikh Salman Sabah Al-Salem Al-
Humoud Al-Sabah late Friday.

Speaking at a dinner banquet held in his
honor by Mayor of Rome Ignazio Marino, Sheikh
Salman, also Minister of Information and
Minister of State for Youth Affairs, said that the
holding of the exhibition was a great indication
of the 50-plus years of strong relations between
Kuwait and Italy.

The Kuwaiti minister also citied previous vis-
its paid by His Highness the Amir Sheikh Sabah
Al-Ahmad Al-Jaber Al-Sabah and His Highness
the Prime Minister Sheikh Jaber Al-Mubarak Al-
Hamad Al-Sabah as additional contributing facts
to the robust ties within all domains including
cultural cooperation. Meanwhile, Sheikh Salman
thanked Italian President Sergio Mattarella for
attending the exhibition. After meeting with the
President, Sheikh Salman said that Mattarella’s
participation was an indication of Italy’s keen
interest in bolstering cultural cooperation with
Kuwait. Sheikh Salman conveyed gratitude and
greetings from the Kuwaiti leadership to
Mattarella, hoping that more events would be
held in the future to further solidify ties.

Cooperation
Meanwhile, Director general of Kuwait’s Dar

Al-Athar Al-Islamiyyah (DAI) Sheikha Hessa
Sabah Al-Salem Al-Sabah said that the exhibi-
tion is part of the cultural cooperation between
Kuwait and Italy. Sheikha Hessa expressed grati-
tude to the Italian president for attending the
opening ceremony, and also to Minister of

Information and Minister of State for Youth
Affairs Sheikh Salman Sabah Salem Al-Humoud
Al-Sabah, who represented His Highness the
Premier.

Sheikha Hessa also lauded the efforts by the
Kuwaiti and Italian teams preparing for the exhi-
bition, the first of its kind in Rome, “capital of
Italy and the Western civilization.” She explained
how Sheikh Nasser Sabah Al-Ahmad Al-Jaber Al-
Sabah collected works of Islamic art since the
1970s.  This collection is unquestionably one of
the most important in the world, in terms of the
quality and originality of the works of art it con-
tains.

Speaking to KUNA, Kuwait’s Ambassador to
Italy Ali Khaled Al-Jaber Al-Sabah, expressed
pride over the unique cultural event “held amid
the historical landmarks of the Italian capital.”
The exhibition which manifests the bright
image of the Islamic civilization, is an outcome
of the rising bilateral ties between Italy and
Kuwait.

Unique pieces
The ‘Art of the Islamic Civilization’ exhibition,

organized by Kuwait ’s Dar Al-Athar Al-
Islamiyyah (DAI), features up to 363 unique
pieces, including jewels and manuscripts. The
exhibition, taking place on July 25th -
September 20th, is divided into two parts. The
first, which is strictly chronological, begins with
a small numismatic section designed to provide
a historical and geographical introduction to the
main stages in the development of Muslim civi-
lizations. It ends with the three great 16th centu-
ry empires: the Turkish Ottoman Empire in the
Mediterranean; the Iranian Safavid Empire and
the Indian Mughal Empire with its fairy-tale opu-
lence.— KUNA

TAFILAH/BEIRUT: Work has begun on a Kuwait-funded school in the
province of Tafilah, 200 kilometers south of the capital Amman,
Jordanian and Kuwaiti organizers announced yesterday. The school,
named after His Highness Sheikh Sabah Al-Ahmad Al-Jaber Al-Sabah,
is to be built from a charitable $4.2 million grant from Kuwait. The
school is set to be built on a sprawling area of 10,000 square meters
to accommodate some 2,500 students.’  The commencement cere-
mony, held yesterday, was attended by top officials from both coun-
tries including Jordan’s Deputy Prime Minister and Minister of
Education, Mohammed Thneibat and Kuwait’s ambassador to the
Hashemite Kindgom, Dr Hamad Al Duaij. In comments to KUNA,
Thneibat expressed gratitude for Kuwait’s financing of the project.

The project, comprised of two co-educational schools, is set to
consist of 40 classrooms on four different floors, in addition to vast
sports grounds and a parking lot, all built on lush surroundings.
Moreover, Jordan’s Minister of Public Works, Sammy Halsa, said that
the school contains of all the necessary features to make it one of the
nation’s pre-eminent academic institutions. The school is set to open
its doors in one year’s time, Halsa added.

Phased plan
In other news, the Kuwait Red Crescent Society is engaged in

implementing a phased plan aimed at distributing locally-grown
agricultural products to Syrian refugees. The second phase of the
humanitarian project, currently underway, aims at securing such
products, namely potatoes, for 11,000 Syrian refugees, said Dr.
Musaed Al-Enezi, the KRCS head in Lebanon said yesterday. Up to 450
tons of those  crops were given to them recently. Lebanon hosts
some 1.2 million Syrian refugees. The Kuwaiti relief authorities had
provided abundant aid to Syrian refugees in Lebanon and other
neighboring countries. Kuwait had also hosted three international
donors’ conferences, during which more than three billion dollars
were pledged for aiding the Syrians. — KUNA

ROME: Sheikh Salman Al-Humoud Al-Sabah speaks during a dinner banquet held in
his honor by Mayor of Rome Ignazio Marino. — KUNA

Yaqoub Al-Baqer

Group photo of NBK volunteers.

Work begins on

Kuwait funded

school in Jordan

KRCS provides more food
to Syrian refugees

Has anyone seen the map published online under the title
“New Middle East”? Is it really possible to abolish entire states
with the stroke of a pen by sectarian chaos? This map was

framed on the basis of sectarian divides and this is why journalists
and human rights activists today need to focus on every aspect of it
more than ever.   

The “New Middle East” project was first introduced publicly by for-
mer US Secretary of State Condoleezza Rice in 2006. At that time, the
theory of “constructive chaos” seemed a fantasy and exaggeration.
Today we are in 2015, and I have a second opinion about the matter
with a new perspective. I believe the whole issue was underestimated
or was not fully comprehended at that time. Since 2011, “creative
chaos” and the Arab Spring have swept up many Arab countries in
their path for the formation of the New Middle East or the “Greater
Middle East”. These events generated conditions of violence and war-
fare throughout the region in order to speed up the redrawing of the
map of the Middle East.

The more I read in depth about this project, it seems clear to me
that it has portrayed our lands as an area that does not have any her-
itage, history or rights. The Arab Spring was harmful and bloody since
its birth in light of the increasing rise of sectarianism and mercenaries
like IS and others who are working to speed up the mission. The cur-
rent Middle East conflicts are indicators about the upcoming split of
the Arab lands into parts. This fragmentation will facilitate control
over the weaker states. 

It is unfortunate that political movements in the Middle East are
no longer fighting for democracy or human rights. They have
become sectarian, and civil conflicts are the natural end to sectarian
fights. This is troubling for sure.   

Some politicians believe that the new Middle East project is to
serve Israel and its interests in the region.  I don’t think so - at least not
at this stage. This chaos is also endangering Israeli interests and
threatens it too. Sectarian violence is very dangerous, unpredictable
and spreading fast. This project has gone through many stages of
planning over the years by creating a state of chaos, instability and
violence in many countries in the Middle East. 

They say it is hard to predict the long-term situation in the Middle
East, but the more we read how this project works, the more we
know about the threat we are facing. It will put millions of lives in
danger and create a bloodbath until the time of its ending. This is
enough to know.

Letters to Muna

Dear Muna,
I thank you for always shedding light on crucial important social

issues, such as the child law. Child abuse has been spreading due to a
lack of decisive law enforcement to tackle this matter. School staff,
grocers and bus drivers can be dangerous to kids, along with some
bachelors living in family residential area.

In the West, there are special separate departments to deal with
child abuse cases and kids are taught at about their rights and even
have the hotline number of the department. They can easily make a
call to report any incident. When you write, I feel in each line how are
you concerned and frustrated why we as a nation are careless, back-
ward and ignorant. We are moving too slow, and not even towards
progress but to primitive ages. The situation requires the cooperation
of all of us, otherwise the society will be damaged and things will fall
apart.

Adam 

TAFILAH: Kuwait’s ambassador to Jordan Dr Hamad Al
Duaij (third from left, front row) is seen at the com-
mencement ceremony. — KUNA

BEIRUT: People receiving humanitarian aid distributed
by the Kuwait Red Crescent Society. — KUNA
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Hand stuck
Jahra rescue teams freed the hand of a girl whose fin-
ger became stuck in the ring of a health faucet. The girl
was not injured in the incident.

Crime
R e p o r t

No injuries in
Hawally fire

By Hanan Al-Saadoun

KUWAIT: A fire broke out in a Hawally building yesterday.
Firefighters discovered when they arrived to the scene that
the fire started in an extension made from corrugated gal-
vanized steel. The fire was controlled without injuries.

KUWAIT: Burgan Bank announced
yesterday that its Salmiya branch,
located in Salem Al Mubarak Street,
will now be serving customers in a
morning and evening shift to provide
longer banking hours at a time of cus-
tomers’ convenience. The branch will
work morning shift from Sunday
through Thursday from 9:00 am to
1:00 pm, and in the evening shift from
Sunday through Wednesday from 5:00
pm to 7:00 pm. The branch will be
serving the bank customers to meet
their banking needs on a two shifts
basis. 

As a leading financial institution,
Burgan Bank continuously looks for
ways to facilitate customers’ banking
experience, and yesterday ’s
announcement is a clear indication of
that. For more information on any
products or services, customers are
advised to visit their nearest Burgan
Bank branch, or call the bank’s Call
Center at 1804080 where customer
service representatives will be delight-
ed to assist with any questions.
Customers can also log on to Burgan
Bank’s www.burgan.com for further
information.

KUWAIT: Australian sheep are being
sold in a “notoriously cruel” Kuwait
market, an animal welfare group
claims, as the federal government in
Australia concedes 450 have “leaked”
from the regulated supply chain.

Animals Australia has lodged its
sixth complaint with the Department
of Agriculture in relation to illegal sales
at the “banned” market, which oper-
ates outside Australia’s official exporter
supply chain.

Chief investigator Lyn White said
the animals would be “tied up and
shoved into car boots in 50 degree

temperatures before being brutally
slaughtered,” the Guardian reported
recently quoting the Australian
Associated Press.

But a spokeswoman for the agricul-
ture minister, Barnaby Joyce, said the
government did not have the power
to compel an exporter to buy back ani-
mals from overseas markets that had
been “legally sold to a third party”.

“Even if we did have the powers,
such an approach is likely to be count-
er-productive,” she said.

“Market traders are likely to acquire
more Australian sheep if they know

there is a steady profit to be made by
selling them back to Australian
exporters. “ The department’s
resources are best employed in tracing
back the leakages to the source and
addressing the causes rather than
encouraging a black market to grow.”

The spokeswoman said the latest
complaint involved only 450 sheep,
whereas up to 10,000 animals had
been the source of complaints in pre-
vious years. Independent MP Andrew
Wilkie said the government continued
to turn a blind eye to live export
breaches.

Sheep sold to ‘cruel’ Kuwait
market, says Animals Australia

Burgan Bank’s Salmiya branch
serves customers in two shifts

By A Saleh

KUWAIT: MP Yousuf Al-Zalzalah said sending
some board members of Kuwait Aviation
Services Company (KASCO) to the Public
Anti-Corruption Authority by the communi-
cations minister is a step in the right direc-
tion, and confirms “what we said that some
board members must be suspended because

this means that they have clear suspicions
against them.” 

He said following their referral to the
authority, any decision they made should be
null and void, and the “minister should know
that some current board members seek to
remove competent Kuwaiti employees and
appoint their people to make it easy for cor-
ruption to continue”.

Municipal Council
The government intends to introduce a propos-

al to cancel the Municipal Council when the munic-
ipality law is discussed, informed sources said. The
government wants to revive the idea of separate
municipal councils in governorates which was dis-
cussed in recent years but discussion never reached
advanced stages because of clashes between the
ministers and MPs on the issue, the sources noted.

MP lauds sending board members
to anticorruption authority

MP Yousuf Al-Zalzalah

Unfortunately, there has been an
increase in the arrest/detention of
Indian nationals in cases of alleged

possession of drug and narcotics in Kuwait.
At present, more than 60 percent of total
Indian nationals have been detained and
are serving sentences in Central jail of
Kuwait in cases relating to drugs/ narcotics.

It is to reiterate that anyone caught with
drugs in Kuwait has to abide by the legal
system of the country wherein the role of
Embassy is restricted to minimum. The
punishment under the Kuwaiti laws for vio-
lation of drug related crimes are often very
severe and may lead to life imprisonment
or even execution. Moreover, in Kuwait, a
person is considered guilty until he/she is
proven innocent and that the person knew
nothing about the drugs makes it often
very difficult to prove. Bail in such cases is
usually not given and one has to spend
several months in detention while the case
progresses through the judicial system.
Therefore, one must strictly obey rules and
regulations regarding the laws about drugs
in this country.

The Embassy would like to re-empha-
size the following information for the

attention of the Indian Community in
Kuwait:

What are Narcotics/Drugs?
There are, generally, many kinds of

drugs some are prescribed while others are
known as club drugs, illicit or illegal sub-
stance and designer drugs, which include:
(i)  Antidepressants, 
(ii)  Barbiturates, 
(iii) Cannabis, 
(iv) Depressants, 
(v)  Hallucinogens, 
(vi)  Inhalants, 
(vii) Narcotics [Marijuana, Morphine,
Cocaine, Heroin, Dry ICE, LSD, 
MDMA (ecstasy), amphetamines (speed)].
(viii) Steroids, 
(ix) Stimulants, 
(x) Tobacco. 

( The list is only indicative and not
exhaustive).

Suggestions for taking precaution
and/or safety tips for Indian community:

It is observed that some people become
an unwitting/ unknowingly drug carriers
when they accept the request of their
friend(s) or relative(s) by accepting packets,

gifts, small bags, etc in India for delivering
to their contacts in Kuwait. One can avoid
becoming an unwitting drug carrier by
refusing such items where its contents are
not clear. Also, always remain attentive so
that drug dealers might not hide drugs in
your luggage at the airport. Always get
your luggage sealed at the airport and nev-
er leave your luggage unattended. Besides
never take a parcel for another person
without checking what’s inside. One
should strictly avoid accepting any such
packet or gift from strangers at airport or
with a person you develop friendship dur-
ing travel. These things may contain nar-
cotics or prohibited medicines which
would result in arrest and punishment in
Kuwait.

Further, the monetary temptation
should be avoided where you are asked to
visit a place, hold a packet, keep packet,
friends attache, or suitcase with you for
some time, keep friend’s bag in your room,
etc as these are some of the tricks which
may land you up in the police net with jail
term for transporting/ possessing nar-
cotics. Taxi drivers should avoid carrying
any bag without the owner on board and

should remain vigilant in case passenger
tried to leave something in the car while
alighting.

Use/carrying of Prescription Medicine
from India to Kuwait:

The general medicine should be
brought with doctor’s prescription and the
quantity should not exceed the require-
ment of two weeks. Further,
Ayurvedic/Homeopathic medicine due to
its composition can be construed as con-
taining alcohol while narcotics can be cam-
ouflaged as white sugar pills. Hence, one
should be careful while bringing these
medicines and must carry doctor’s pre-
scription and possess limited quantity. One
must check also with the Kuwaiti authori-
ties about latest updates on regulations
governing carrying of medicines from
abroad. 

The above guidelines are indicative and
issued in the interest of the Indian commu-
nity for taking adequate precautions and
to strictly observe the laws of land relating
to narcotics/drugs in Kuwait.

Your suggestions or comments in the
matter may please be sent to the Embassy.

Embassy releases advisory regarding
drugs for Indian community in Kuwait
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By Faten Omar 

Al-Shaheed Park, Kuwait City: Surrounded by
green, you forget that you live in a desert - at
least for the moment. That is the feeling visitors

get when they enter the new urban greenbelt, Al
Shaheed Park, developed by an Amiri Diwan initiative.
According to lead designer, Ricardo Camacho, the aim
is to create a green space that transports visitors from
the traditional buildings and souqs of Kuwait City into
a luscious and verdant garden. The modern and futuris-
tic approach to the park’s design epitomizes Amiri
Diwan’s strategic vision of “handling over the manage-
ment of the property to the Kuwaiti youth to help culti-
vate and nurture the arts, history and culture.”

The designs and the architecture of Al-Shaheed Park
unique celebrate Kuwait’s history and commemorate
its most important moments. The Monument to
Martyrs, a seven-meter-high glass sculpture, was built
to honor the martyrs of Kuwait. The Thekra Museum, a
memorial museum tells the history and battles of
Kuwait. There is also a scenic botanical garden, a lake,
and open lawns. 

Behind the design is a young Portuguese architect
residing in Hawally. Kuwait Times had the chance to
interview 35-year-old Camacho, lead consultant
designer of Al-Shaheed Park. In April 2013, Ricardo
assumed the coordination and direction of design for
the reconversion of Al-Shaheed Park for the Amiri
Diwan in association with the local office, The
Associated Engineering Partnership (TAEP). 

Urban planning and architecture
Ricardo holds a master’s degree from the Graduate

School of Design at Harvard University. His thesis on
Luanda Urban Development was under the supervision
of internationally renowned architect and urban plan-
ner, Joan Busquets. He also has a master’s degree in
architecture from the Technical University of Lisbon
(UTL). 

“I was always interested in post-tourism landscape
and how to re-convert it into something else,” said
Ricardo. Interestingly, Ricardo comes from a land devel-
opment background family, so he was always exposed
to land development and architecture contracture. 

One day, while in the US, Ricardo met a Kuwaiti col-
league. After a first visit to Kuwait in 2009, Ricardo and
his colleague decided to start a joint practice in the
region. Before that, his practice in Portugal was related
to Casa Granturismo Design Village, a large housing
project where he invited several architects from around
the world - from Japan to Chile - to design different

dwelling units. Since 2005, “we started doing other
types of projects related to the planning of large
resorts,  hotels,  and others related to tourism,”
explained Ricardo, “So when I came to Kuwait, we were
trying to understand how we could develop a partner-
ship with that knowledge and be effective in the
region.”

Ricardo started his work in Al-Shaheed Park with the
pre-concept design, but the actual work on the park
began in April 2013. “We started working in the project
as an international consultant. My team and I have
been hired to [create] the design,” said Ricardo. He
added that they were given two months to finish the
design, while the construction was expected to be fin-
ished in 14 months.

Later, TAEP collaborated with the Portuguese archi-
tects and landscape designers to develop further the
project. Their reconversion of the Al-Shaheed Park
included the integration of several buildings in the
existing garden and the selection of a native vegeta-
tion scheme that could respond to water consumption
restrictions, the harsh environmental conditions and
urban maintenance practices. 

The secret to urban landscapes
Ricardo revealed the secret behind his work and his

advice for beginner architects. “I think everyone should
bring back their natural roots, and culture to work,” he
advised. “The development in architecture comes with
passion, establishing a strong relationship with those
buildings around you, looking at every detail in places
you see when traveling, and the feeling you experience
inside those buildings with its materiality.” 

“This is the biggest library that can make you ready
for the practice. Today, you need to be more flexible and
resilient. You just cannot imagine the future with no
background,” he said.

Advice to young architects
“In terms of Kuwait, I advise young people to get

closer to their reality, to know that Hawally is part of
Kuwait not somewhere else outside. I recommend them
to walk, eat, and to do things in Hawally even if it has
very little community of Kuwaiti citizens. Hawally and
Mubarakiya might be the most genuine places you may
have in Kuwait,” he concluded. 

Ricardo Camacho
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Awards
Ricardo was awarded in 2007 with the prize for

Young Entrepreneur of the Year by the Rotary Club in
the south of Portugal and in 2009 nominated for the
PAYS.MED.URBAN, the Mediterranean prize for urban
development. Moreover, his work and research have
been exhibited in several places: in 2004 at the Ibero-
American Biennale in Peru; nomination for emergent
practice in Portugal; and since then in several locations,
including the Royal Institute of British Architects (RIBA)
in the UK in 2011 and Boston Society of Architects in the
US in 2012. He is also a regular critic and lecturer in sev-
eral universities: in 2012, he was nominated jury for
Portugal and Kuwait at the second edition of Worldwide
Architecture and was deputy curator of Kuwait’s first
participation in the Venice Biennale of Architecture.

Since fall 2014, Ricardo has been the research associ-
ate at Dar Al-Athar Al-Islamiyyah Kuwait. He has worked
in Germany, Portugal, Angola, Mozambique, Brazil, UK,
Kuwait, Bahrain and Qatar.

KUWAIT: 1. Almunayes General Trading Est was established in
1947; 15 years prior to Kuwait’s independence. How did the
company progress during these years?

Our founder, Abdullatif Abdulkarim Almunayes, began with a
small business by selling Almunayes Tea in different packings
imported from Ceylon, which was registered in 1954. Through
winning over customers, who appreciated Almunayes Tea’s
authentic and rich taste, he was able to grow steadily over the
course of more than 60 years. Today, we not only have a loyal cus-
tomer base in Kuwait, but Almunayes Tea is exported to neighbor-
ing countries, such as Iran, United Arab Emirates and the Kingdom
of Saudi Arabia. In parallel, Almunayes acted on his understanding
of the market’s potential for confectionery products in Kuwait by
establishing Braidah Foodstuff Co W L L in 1985. Braidah is respon-
sible for distributing a large variety of popular branded products
in addition to our own branded range of products. We also sell our
own branded items, including Almunayes Coffee, Cardamom
India and Guatemala and Golden Indian Basmati Rice, along with
the aforementioned Almunayes Tea.

2. What drives the continued success of Almunayes General
Trading Est?

As a family-owned business, our success depends on transfer-
ring the know-how, business networks and business ethics from
generation to generation. Over decades, we developed powerful
business relationships with our suppliers, employees, and cus-
tomers, based on transparency, trust and mutual benefit. We
believe that success must have two wings to be able to soar, with
one being to like what one does, and the other being consistency
in terms of quality, pricing and delivering on promises.

Additionally, we have great respect to our customers and the
community. We respect their tastes and try to understand their
needs and fulfill them with outstanding quality products. We sin-
cerely cherish our relationships with a wide array of customers
from various nationalities and age groups, and hope to be able to
maintain their loyalty and support in the future.

3. Almuanyes Tea has been a local favorite for over 60 years.
How has the tea business progressed during this period?

Tea, as simple as it might seem to many people, is a complex

and sensitive product due to many factors. One of them is quality.
Distinguishing between fine from not-so-fine quality tea is a sci-
ence in itself and requires proper training and experience. At
Almunayes, we acquired this knowledge and experience over
many years to ensure that our tea brand is excellent in all aspects.

Through the past 60 years, we succeeded in building a sustain-
able relationship with Sri Lanka’s finest tea producers. We know
the source of our tea, when it was produced, when it was pack-
aged and when it was shipped. Through these six decades, we
succeeded in winning the tastes of the local market and were able
to expand into neighboring countries. The power of the quality of
our tea is constituted in the form of high customer loyalty and a

powerful name among tea brands. Now, we are working on lever-
aging the quality and energy of our tea to expand in terms of
product variety and presence in the local market as well in exter-
nal markets.

4. Does tea drinking appeal to the young generation as it
does to the old?

Tea has always faced tough competition from other caffeinat-
ed beverages such as coffee and soft drinks, which mainly target
the young segment of the population. However, if you examine
the market, you will notice that tea companies are increasing their
investment in communicating their brands to the young genera-

tions. I believe the reason for this lies on growing public aware-
ness of the benefits of tea compared to coffee and soft drinks.
And the fact that tea is a flexible drink makes it easier for brands to
be innovative with it to attract young people, who are always
keen on trying new products. I trust that young people enjoy
great taste and are able to choose the right tea.

5. What other sectors does Almunayes General Trading Est.
compete in?

We are proud to represent a large number of excellent brands
from different countries. One of our main products is rice, which is
marketed under the Golden brand name. It is an XL (long grain)
Indian Basmati that has outstanding quality, in addition to other
branded products like Coffee and Cardamom from India and
Guatemala. Aside from that, we are the distributer of various pop-
ular confectionery products of the Singaporean company Meiji
Seika, the manufacturer of Hello Panda and Yan Yan products.
Both products are very popular and enjoy strong loyalty. We also
distribute Pop Sweet Corn from Central Vista - Malaysia and
Alpenliebe from Perfetti Van Melle.

6. Your products are imported in high volumes from all cor-
ners of the globe. How do you ensure their quality and fresh-
ness?

Through the years we have developed a work system that is
solid and efficient. We require samples, run our own quality
checks and qualify the most suitable products. To ensure the high-
est levels of quality and freshness, we choose our partners very
carefully and supervise all steps of production and packaging. We
use the most reliable shipping methods and operate refrigerated
containers for perishable goods.

7. What are the future plans for Almunayes General Trading
Est?

We are an ambitious establishment, yet we choose our moves
wisely. As we continue establishing the Almunayes name in cer-
tain categories, we are planning to refresh some of our branded
products and add more variety to them. In the long-term, we will
continue exploring new markets for expansion opportunities and
broaden our suppliers’ network to expand our portfolio.

Almunayes General Trading Est: Kuwaiti
ambition with international vision

Six decades of success

Abdullatif Abdulkarim Almunayes (center) is pictured with his sons.
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Al-Jarida

The government of Kuwait does not have
proven evidence on the involvement of Emad
Mughniya in the hijacking of Al-Jabriya aircraft

or any terrorist act against it so far. The government
had previously announced that, but as soon as MP
Abdulhameed Dashti announced his condolences to
the Mughniya family, the involvement of Mughniya
in the “Jabriya” incident became a concrete fact to
many people.

This is not in defense of Mughniya, because he
was a terrorist, in my view, and will remain so, and it
is not in defense of Dashti, because supporting and
glorifying terrorism may have been acceptable years
ago, or even decades, but now as the terrorism shad-
ow has grown longer, and everything and every soul
became a target for terrorism, condemnation of ter-
rorism became the duty of every person on this land,
regardless of his origin, and whoever has difficulty to
accept this duty should honor himself and others by
keeping silent, or stop expressing support or appre-
ciation of terrorism and terrorists, and this is what
Dashti did not do.

It is not wise or part of sagacity to support terror-
ism or encourage killing regardless of the reason or
aim, as the world is suffering from terrorism today
and there is unanimous condemnation by all coun-
tries and people as well fighting it, and whoever
announces support of a terrorist who killed a Jew,
announces, whether he likes it or not, his support to
the terrorist who killed or will kill a Muslim. Terrorism
is terrorism and all its forms and sources must be
condemned.

Dashti expressed condolences to the family of
Mughniya “as a Muslim and Arab martyr killed by the
Israelis”, so patriotism advocates and defenders of
Kuwait dignity became angry with him, although all
of them, without exception, considered his condo-
lences as an insult to Sunnis and a Shiite provoca-
tion, and this is a purely sectarian stand and has
nothing to do with patriotism or nationalism as
claimed. The behavior of Dashti is supposed to be an
insult of all Kuwaitis, Shiites ahead of Sunnis, also
because the hijacking of Al-Jabriya aircraft is sup-
posed to be an aggression against Kuwait and not
against the Sunni sect.

The strange thing here is that many of those who
objected to the stand of Dashti, particularly well-
known personalities, did previously announce loyal-
ty, support and congratulations to Hassan Nasrallah,
the leader and guide of Mughniya! How can pledg-
ing loyalty to Hezbollah is permitted and a duty,
while expressing condolences to the father of one of
its members a crime and national treason?!

We have those who hunt for mistakes, and we
have those who create conspiracies. Those who are
attacking Dashti instead of advising him are general-
izing his behavior instead of limiting it to his person-
ality. — Translated by Kuwait Times 

Hunting for
mistakes

Al-Qabas

By Abdellatif Al-Duaij

Issues like the Islamic State (IS) and who is behind
funding it along with other regional militias and the
US-Iran nuclear agreement that was best described

by US Today last Thursday in an article titled ‘Winner &
Losers in the Agreement’ that made a comparison
between each party’s pre-agreement demands and
what had been finally reached, are all but shadows and
reflections of considerable regional changes that are
core events. 

What is really happening is that the post-World War II
international effective powers no longer need strong
Arab armies now that the Soviet Union has fallen. Those
armies were needed then to prevent to possible Soviet
expansion in the region. That strategy has now changed
with one seeing that Arab countries must be weakened
and fragmented to split their lands and fortunes by
both international and hidden regional alliances that
are all eager to swallow all Arab countries from the Gulf
to the Atlantic Ocean either directly or through certain
agents in the same manner white, black and red bulls
had been swallowed one after another! 

Such mega schemes are not feasible without the
involvement of some regional countries and leaders
that hide more than what they show and antagonize
certain parties by day and ‘sleep with’ their so-called
enemies by night. The first phase of this scheme of

devouring Arab countries, which started four years ago,
was to revolutionize Arabic public opinion using con-
spiring powers. The second phase involves creating
militias that rebel against sovereignty to take over
lands, cities and fortunes side by side with terrorist
groups that carry out explosions and assassinations and
attack official armies with highly sophisticated modern
weapons. 

The third phase is still coming through causing eco-
nomic collisions and disasters in some cities through
destroying cities, farms and factories to the last brick,
and through pressuring oil prices in others to reach an
extremely low level for long periods and eventually lead
to political unrest in those countries.  

The fourth phase will be through causing and creat-
ing regional inter-country wars based on political, ideo-
logical, religious, oil and economic factors. Such gloomy
imminent disasters can only be reversed by regional
peoples’ awareness and not to be beguiled with bluffs
made by parties playing on their emotions while they
actually plan and seek their annihilation. 

Finally, the blood the Arab nation is losing nowadays
is the price of being beguiled by the so-called revolu-
tionary regime that came to power through disasters
and stepped down through even greater ones! 

—Translated by Kuwait Times

Image and shadows in the region
Al-Anbaa

By Sami Al-Nisf

Crime
R e p o r t

Drug smuggling
Supervisor General of Customs at Kuwait

International Airport Suleiman Al-Fahad referred three
citizens to the Drugs Control General Department
(DGCA) after catching them with drugs upon their
arrival. In the first case officers at Saad Al-Abdallah air-
port found 250 grams of Marijuana with a citizen who
arrived from Nepal. The second suspect arrived from
Delhi with a medium-sized piece of hashish, while the
third one arrived from Amsterdam via Istanbul, and
police found eight bags of marijuana with him.
Smuggling drugs from abroad to Kuwait is punishable
by death. 

Wild parties
Jahra patrol officers’ attention was drawn by a

heated fight between a man and a woman in front
of a jakhour (livestock farm) in the area as their
voices were ver y loud. When policemen
approached them, they were found to be in an
abnormal condition. Police also heard very loud
music coming from inside, then when they got
closer, they could hear women’s voices. Neighbors
told police that a group of men and women hold
noisy parties and disturb them. Seven women and
three men inside the jakhour were arrested follow-
ing the necessary legal procedures. Eight liquor
bottles were also confiscated. 

KUWAIT: Ahmadi detectives are investigating an incident
that reportedly happened inside a Filipina woman’s apart-
ment, to verify her claims that she was raped and mugged.
A security source said that a Filipina woman told them she
was assaulted and mugged in her apartment, located in a
famous complex. The source said police went to the apart-
ment and told them she was in her bedroom while her
boyfriend was in the living room when someone knocked
hard on the door, saying that he was a detective. He then
kicked the boyfriend out, locked the apartment from inside
and pulled a knife. He then ordered her to open a safe and
took KD 1,100, then raped her before escaping, the woman
said. Investigations are ongoing.

Personal belongings stolen
Criminal evidence officers examined a Syrian man’s

car and lifted fingerprints in an attempt to identify a
thief who stole very important documents, including
the passports of the car’s owner and his six sons. The
incident was filed as a felony and it is being investigat-
ed. A citizen told Maidan Hawally police that an
unknown person broke into her car and stole a mobile
phone, KD 170 in cash and a router. She said the thief
withdrew KD 2,000 using her ATM card. She did not
press charges against anyone.

Gamblers deported
Two Asian nationals were sent for deportation

after being caught gambling in public. The arrest
was made in front of a Jleeb Al-Shuyiuko restaurant
during the af ternoon in temperatures ranging
around 40 C degrees. KD 300 and gambling tools
were confiscated.— Al-Anbaa and Al-Rai

Muslim 
Brotherhood’s secret

Al-Jarida

By Ali Khajah

Suddenly and after years of acceleration and
opposition, and accompanied by some politi-
cians, a number of Islamic Constitutional

Movement (ICM)’s representatives recently visited
HH the Amir in a step that was predicted for those
who know ICM’s working systems and its style which
cannot be farther from so-called principles and firm
attitudes. The visit was surprising for those who had
ever though that ICM would stick to principles or
attitudes. 

That visit was, of course, nothing but the begin-
ning of ICM’s unconditional resumption of its politi-
cal activity to take part in the coming parliamentary
elections regardless of previous demands such as an
elected Cabinet, cancelling certain decrees, shelving
cases or any concessions on the government’s side.
They are returning in compliance with what they had
rejected from A to Z. 

As I said before, those who know ICM know for
sure that they are used to non-commitment to clear
attitudes. They have always broken promises and
agreements they made regardless of any commit-
ment with this or that organization or bloc. This sud-
den calming and preparation for unconditional run-
ning in parliamentary elections shortly after their
main ally, former MP Musallam Al-Barrak was impris-
oned, might have even been most shocking to those
who expected and predicted ICM’s side switching.
Well, I think I know why they quickly switched sides. 

Following the Al-Sadeq Mosque bombing and the
fact that a group that pretends to represent religion
claimed responsibility for it amidst growing demand
for reviewing religious approaches in mosques, the
media, and most importantly in school curriculums
(as it was agreed that MoE should shoulder the
largest share of responsibility for fighting extremism
and disciplining young pupils’ souls instead of agitat-
ing them against others and whatever is different) all
made ICM take such a step hastily to return to politi-
cal life.  

The ICM knows for sure that its power lies not in
the charisma of a certain candidate or certain politi-
cal attitudes it had taken. It does realize that its real
power lies in dominating one of the most important
institutions in Kuwait - the educational body which is
closely related to the life of each and every citizen for
at least six hours a day. Any attempt to adjust or
amend the curricula taught in schools would surely
cost ‘political Islam’ blocs their domination over edu-
cational facilities, and thus they would lose control
over future generations and everything. 

So, for the ICM, the whole thing is a matter of sur-
vival rather than winning two or three parliamentary
seats. It is far more. That is why they quickly prepared
to return to political life with hope of not losing con-
trol. At least, this is what I believe and I might be
wrong! — Translated by Kuwait Times 

Ahmadi tenant
reports rape

KUWAIT: Ooredoo Kuwait, a
member of the international
Ooredoo Group, focused
strongly on its corporate social
responsibility during its Eid cel-
ebrations agenda, holding sev-
eral activities across Kuwait. 

A team from the Corporate
Communications division visit-
ed the elderly care centre to dis-

tribute gifts and enjoy folklore
musical per formance per-
formed by Al-Sa’ad Music Band.
Ooredoo also organized a carni-
val at the Avenues Mall on the
second and third days of Eid,
which witnessed more than 150
thousand visitors during the Eid
holiday.

Commenting on this,

Ooredoo Senior Manager, Social
Media, Corporate Social
Responsibility (CSR) and
Sponsorships Yousef Al-Shallal
said: “We wanted to celebrate
the Eid holiday with the elderly
and spread the spirit of joy in
this happy occasion. Our carni-
val at the Avenues Mall carried
an overriding message of

national unity, as we strongly
believe that our unity as
Kuwaitis is our strength point
and it will help us move forward
in facing all crises.” Ooredoo’s
carnival continued for two days
and included face painting, a
parade, musical performances,
several entertainment segments
and draws.

Ooredoo focused on CSR
during Eid celebrations

‘Our unity is our cornerstone’

Yousef Al-Shallal
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TEHRAN: An Iranian youth jumps into a natural water spring at Cheshmeh Ali fountain in southern Tehran. — AFP 

LONDON: Britain lifted an official warning
against all but essential travel to Iran yesterday,
citing “decreased hostility” in the wake of a
landmark nuclear deal. Almost all of Iran is now
marked “green” in the government’s foreign
travel advice, though border areas with Iraq,
Pakistan and Afghanistan remain “red”, a warn-
ing against all travel. In a statement, the Foreign
and Commonwealth Office said that British
nationals should still carefully consider the risks
of travelling to Iran, but that the situation had
changed under the government of President
Hassan Rouhani. “Our policy is to recommend
against travel to an area when we judge that
the risk is unacceptably high,” Foreign Secretary
Philip Hammond said in a statement.

“We consider that continues to be the case
for specific areas of Iran, notably along Iran’s
borders with Iraq, Afghanistan and Pakistan.
“But we believe that in other areas of Iran the
risk to British nationals has changed, in part
due to decreasing hostility under President
Rouhani’s government.” Britain, China, France,
Russia, the United States and Germany reached
a long-elusive agreement this month to limit
Iran’s nuclear activities in exchange for lifting
sanctions that have crippled the country’s
economy. The British government has said it
hopes to reopen its embassy in Tehran by the
end of this year. It was closed in 2011 after
being stormed by protesters.

In another development, Iran hit out Friday

against US Secretary of State John Kerry, accus-
ing him of threatening military action against
Tehran if it fails to respect a historic nuclear deal
sealed on July 14. “Unfortunately the US
Secretary of State once again talked about the
rotten rope of ‘the ability of the US for using
military force’,” said Iranian Foreign Minister
Mohammad Javad Zarif in a statement. Zarif
decried what he called the “uselessness of such
empty threats against the nation of Iran and the
resistance of the nation of Iran”, and said such
remarks should be consigned “to the last centu-
ry”. Despite the agreement reached with Iran on
putting the nuclear bomb out of Tehran’s reach,
several US officials, including Defense Secretary
Ashton Carter, have signaled that military force

remains on the table to prevent Iran from
obtaining nuclear weapons. Kerry and other
American officials “have repeatedly admitted
that these threats have no effect on the will of
the people of Iran and that it will change the sit-
uation to their disadvantage,” Zarif claimed.

“Therefore, it would be better for Americans
to abandon their old habit and put aside once
and for all their threatening language and
sanctions against this great people,” he added.
Under the July 14 agreement, Iran has agreed
to dismantle or mothball much of its nuclear
industry in return for an easing and eventual
lifting of sanctions. World powers have called it
a historic opportunity to set relations with Iran
on a new path. — Agencies 

Britain lifts Iran travel warning
Iran hits out at Kerry’s ‘empty threats’

BEIRUT: Lebanese Shiite women listen to the speech of Hezbollah leader Hassan Nasrallah as he speaks via a video link during their graduation ceremony in the southern
suburb of Beirut, Lebanon yesterday. Nasrallah said he is “proud” of US sanctions targeting three members of the group. The US Treasury Department slapped sanctions last
week on three Hezbollah members including senior figure Mustafa Badr Al Din, and a Lebanese businessman for their suspected militant activities in support of Syrian
President Bashar Assad. — AP 

Lightning kills 
seven from 

Mexico family
MEXICO CITY: Four children were among
seven people from the same family killed in
a devastating lightning strike in rural Mexico
on Friday, authorities said. Another child and
a 26-year-old woman were also injured as
the group worked in a field during a violent
storm in the town of Mesa Cuata, in the cen-
tral Guanajuato state. The dead children
were aged three, five, nine and 14, a
Guanajuato civil protection official told AFP
by telephone. The other victims were three
women aged 19, 32 and 44. The town where
the tragedy took place is in the mountain-
ous Sierra Gorda region. — AFP 

Assad grants amnesty for 
draft dodgers, defectors

DAMASCUS: President Bashar Al-Assad granted an
amnesty yesterday for people in war-torn Syrian who
have dodged service or defected from the army, state
news agency SANA reported. According to SANA, Assad
issued a decree “which grants a general amnesty to those
who defected and are still in or have fled Syria”. The spe-
cial decree is the second amnesty in just over a year. It
stipulates that defectors who fled the country have two
months to hand themselves in, while those still inside
Syria have one month. There were no details given for
draft dodgers.

The amnesty wipes away “the entire punishment for
those who fled inside Syria, as explained in article 100 of
the military penal code,” and “those who have fled the
country (crossed the borders), as explained in article 101”.
The articles do not, however, refer to army members who
joined the ranks of “the enemy,” or who used their
weapons against orders.

A military source told AFP that the decree “only
includes those who defected and who did not participate
in military activities after their defection or stain their
hands with blood”. Syria’s four-year civil war has stretched
the government’s dwindling army, which is battling
rebels and jihadist groups.  In early July, Damascus
launched a mass public campaign to encourage citizens
to enlist in the army.

More than 80,000 soldiers and pro-government militi-
amen have been killed since the beginning of Syria’s con-
flict in March 2011, making up more than a third of the
war’s total toll of 230,000, said the Syrian Observatory for
Human Rights. At least 70,000 men have also dodged
military service throughout the country, the Britain-
based Observatory said. The deaths, defections, and diffi-
culties in enlisting new recruits have more than halved
the army’s size since 2011, experts say. — AFP 



ADEN: The Saudi-led coalit ion
bombing Yemeni rebels since
March declared a five-day truce
yesterday so aid can reach a coun-
try the UN says is on the brink of a
humanitarian disaster. Announcing
the unilateral truce to begin from
midnight today, a statement on the
official Saudi Press Agency said the
coalition also reserved the right to
respond to “militar y activity or
movement” by the Shiite Houthi
rebels during the ceasefire. SPA
said the decision was taken at the
request of Yemen’s President
Abedrabbo Mansour Hadi, who has
taken refuge in the Saudi capital
with much of his government.

Hadi, whose supporters have
recaptured most of the southern
port of Aden from the rebels after
four months of war, wanted the
truce for the “delivery and distribu-
tion of the maximum amount of
humanitarian and medical aid”, it
said. Two previous UN-brokered
ceasefires failed to take hold. The
Saudi move came as Yemeni med-
ical sources said a coalition air raid
killed at least 35 civilians in the
southwest of the war-ravaged
Arabian Peninsula nation. Women
and children were among the dead
in the Friday night strike on the
town of Mokhba near the country’s
third city Taez, the sources said.

Residents said the raid hit a resi-
dential  neighborhood where
employees of the town’s power sta-
tion live. They said several houses
were destroyed and dozens of peo-
ple were wounded. Some witnesses
said the district had been targeted
by mistake, but others alleged that
the Houthis had taken up positions
in the area. In March, the coalition
began a campaign of air strikes
after the Houthis swept into Sanaa
and pushed south towards Aden,
where Hadi initially took refuge
before fleeing to Riyadh. Coalition
jets carried out fresh raids
overnight on Houthi positions
across Yemen, including around

Aden, mil itar y sources said
Saturday.

Civilian suffering
The United Nations says the

conflict has killed more than 3,640
people, around half of them civil-
ians, since late March. On Friday,
the International Committee of the
Red Cross warned that civilian suf-
fering in Yemen has reached
“unprecedented levels”. The ICRC
said intensifying violence in the
south was hamstringing emer-
gency medical aid. It voiced partic-
ular concern over worsening clash-
es in the southern provinces of Taez
and Aden. “ The suffering of the
civilian population has reached
unprecedented levels,” ICRC mis-
sion chief in Yemen Antoine Grand
said in a statement. 

In Aden and Taez, “it is becom-
ing increasingly difficult for us to
reach affected areas, to evacuate
the dead and the wounded and to
provide l i fe -saving assistance,”
Grand added. The aid group urged
both pro-Hadi forces and the Iran-
backed rebels and their allies to let
humanitarian groups work. Aden’s
international airport was closed for
months, but recent gains by Hadi
loyalists allowed it to reopen this
week.

Four aircraft carrying humanitar-
ian supplies have since landed
there, although the airport came
under fire from rebels Thursday as a
Saudi plane was unloading. The
ICRC warned that, as the fighting
escalated, so too did “shortages of
water, food and fuel across the
country”. A boat chartered by the
Red Cross and loaded with humani-
tarian supplies successfully docked
at Aden Thursday. The ICRC insisted
that aid should not be held hostage
by the shifting situation on the
ground. “All sides must facilitate
our access and respect our man-
date,” it said. A humanitarian cease-
fire declared by the UN earlier this
month was not respected, and the
world body warned that the impov-
erished country was just “one step
away from famine”.— AFP 

SANAA: Yemeni supporters of the Shiite Houthi movement raise their weapons as they attend a rally in the
capital Sanaa, protesting against air strikes by the Saudi-led coalition in the country.— AFP 

GAZA: Palestinian children ride a swing carousel in Gaza City. — AFP 
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BANJUL: Gambia released more than 200 pris-
oners on Friday, including 31 jailed for treason
during multiple plots to overthrow long-ruling
President Yahya Jammeh, prison officials said.
Hundreds of cheering and weeping friends and
relatives gathered outside the Mile 2 prison in
the tiny West African country’s capital to greet
them. Those linked to a failed attempt to oust
Jammeh in December remain imprisoned
although their family members, including the
elderly mother of the alleged ringleader, were
freed, officials said.

Former inmates, some of whom were jailed
for 15 years, took turns to express gratitude for
their release, announced by Jammeh in a speech
on Wednesday to celebrate 21 years since his
accession by military coup. Three Dutch citizens,
a German and an Australian who had been jailed
on drug charges were among 49 foreigners

released, the officials added. There were 182
Gambians pardoned. “I serve the Gambian gov-
ernment for many years and never had any
problem but by God’s will I entered this mess,”
former director of the National Intelligence
Agency, Lamin Bo Badjie, said. “I want to thank
the president for this surprise gesture.”

Among those freed were former justice minis-
ter Momodou Lamin Jobarteh and former police
chief Ensa Badjie, jailed for alleged corruption
and drug trafficking respectively. The govern-
ment said in a statement on state television late
on Friday that it was also granting amnesty to all
those convicted during the rule of the People’s
Progressive Party (PPP) that Jammeh overthrew
in 1994. It did not specify how many people that
included.

Separately, Jammeh also pardoned seven
Gambians and six Venezuelans convicted of

drug offences, according to another statement.
Amnesty International, one of several rights
groups that has expressed concern about grow-
ing repression in Gambia, welcomed the release.
“However, we are aware that just a few weeks
ago prisoners who were released were rounded
up again and taken back to prison,” said
researcher Sabrina Mahtani. Gambia said it
released 85 prisoners during the Muslim holy
month of Ramadan.

The government has denied a deterioration
in civil liberties and says the re-arrests that
Amnesty referred to were due to a mix-up over
four names. The Mile 2 prison has gained noto-
riety among residents and rights groups for its
secrecy. The United Nations Special Rapporteur
said the government barred him from visiting
the security wing during a visit in November
last year. —Reuters

Gambia frees prisoners 

including coup plotters
Jammeh pardons 7 Gambians, 6 Venezuelans 

GAZA: The military wing of Hamas opened its
Gaza summer camp yesterday, aimed at pro-
viding basic combat training for 25,000
Palestinians in the embattled strip. Hamas, the
de facto power in Gaza, is currently engaged in
indirect contacts with Israel to try to reach a
long-term truce, but a year after last summer’s
devastating 50-day war the militant movement
has kept up the fighting talk. “The goal of these
military training camps is to train the vanguard
for liberation - spiritually, intellectually and
physically - to be ready and able to play its role
in liberation,” said a statement by the Ezzedine
al-Qassam Brigades, Hamas’ military wing.

It said that participants, aged 15-60, would
spend two weeks being “trained in military
techniques and in firing live ammunition” as

well as “first aid and rescue techniques”. As with
all the brigades’ activities the camps will be
conducted out of public and media sight.
Rescue squads dealt with thousands of local
victims during the war of July-Aug 2014, the
third in Gaza in six years.

Hamas has long run summer camps devot-
ed to sport and study of the Holy Quran in
Gaza but over the winter the Al-Qassam
brigades launched a new kind of camp, giving
military training to 15 to 20-year-olds. Human
rights activists condemned it as a forced mili-
tarisation of Gazan society and a violation of
children’s rights. Brushing off the criticism, the
brigades are repeating the exercise with the
summer camp, while raising the upper age lim-
it to 60. — AFP 

Hamas provides 25,000 

Gazans combat training

Saudis declare Yemen 

truce to allow in aid

OUAGADOUGOU: Families of victims of an Air
Algerie plane that crashed a year ago on Friday
gathered in Ouagadougou, capital of Burkina
Faso, to commemorate the tragedy, asking that
unidentified victims’ remains be flown from
Mali for burial. Solemn commemorations
began Thursday to mark the July 24, 2014
crash that killed all 116 people on board,
including 54 French nationals, with families lay-
ing flowers at a cemetery west of the
Burkinabe capital. Twenty-three victims came
from Burkina Faso, while others were from
Lebanon, Algeria, Spain, Canada, Germany and
Luxembourg. “I ask from the bottom of my
heart that the unidentified remains of our rela-
tives buried in a cemetery in Bamako be repa-
triated to Ouagadougou,” said Sandrine Tricot,
who heads an association of French victims of
Flight AH5017, during a ceremony in
Ouagadougou. Most of the victims’ remains

had been sent for identification after the
tragedy to France, but unidentified bodies
were buried in Mali, where the plane crashed
while on course from Burkina Faso to Algeria.
“They should be (buried) where they flew
from,” said Tricot, whose husband was killed in
the accident. “We are following all the legal
routes in order to bring them back,” said Me
Halidou Ouedraogo, who lost his daughter and
represents the relatives of Burkinabe victims.

Relatives laid flowers at the cemetery in
Goughin, west of Ouagadougou, where
Burkinabe victims of the tragedy were buried.
Earlier this month, a French judicial probe
found a series of “tragic” errors caused the
crash in the Malian desert, while a lawyer rep-
resenting the victims said there was “over-
whelming” evidence against Air Algerie and
Spanish carrier Swiftair, which operated the
flight.— AFP 

Air Algerie crash victims’ 

kin mark year since crash

TUNIS: The Tunisian parliament adopted a
new anti-terror law overnight Friday aimed
at beefing up powers to confront a jihadist
threat following deadly attacks but which
has been slammed by rights groups as dra-
conian. The law was adopted after three
days of debate by 174 members of parlia-
ment with ten abstentions and no votes
against, according to an AFP tally. The presi-
dent of the assembly, Mohamed Ennaceur
welcomed the passing of the “law against
terrorism and money laundering”, calling it
an “historic” moment. “It’s with pride we
have arrived at this historic moment ... this
law will reassure the citizens,” Ennaceur said.

The new legislation comes after a gun-
man massacred 38 tourists on a Tunisian
beach in an attack claimed by Islamic State
group (IS) on June 26. In March an attack on
the Bardo museum in the capital Tunis that
was also claimed by IS left 21 tourists dead.
The law replaces legislation from 2003
which was adopted under the dictatorship
of Zine El Abidine Ben Ali and rights groups
say was largely used to crush dissent, in par-
ticular then-banned Islamist party Ennahda,
which today is one of the main players in
Tunisian politics. While the law was widely
supported by both secular and Islamist par-
ties, it has been strongly criticised by rights
groups and NGOs. “This law poses a real
threat to rights and liberties in Tunisia,” said
Amna Guellali, the Human Rights Watch rep-
resentative in Tunis.

‘Regressive Reforms’ 
Criminal lawyer Ghazi Mrabet agreed the

law was a bad sign, saying: “You can’t fight
terrorism with regressive reforms.” Critics
have condemned the fact the law brings
back capital punishment for a number of

offences, after a de facto quarter-century
moratorium on executions. The death penal-
ty can apply to anyone who “knowingly

murders someone enjoying international
protection”, a reference to people such as
diplomats and international civil servants.

Another article refers to people who commit
rape during the course of a terrorism-related
crime.

Rights groups also questioned the pow-
ers the law accords the authorities, allowing
them to detain suspects for 15 days without
access to a lawyer or being brought before a
judge. The bill would also make it easier for
investigators to use phone-tapping against
suspects and make public expressions of
support for terrorism a jailable offence.
Advocacy groups have said the law’s defini-
tion of terrorist crimes is too vague and it
fails to adequately safeguard the rights of
defendants and could undermine freedoms. 

Members of the leftist opposition have
also criticized the bill, saying it could be
used to stifle popular movements and does
not distinguish between protests and terror-
ist acts. President Beji Caid Essebsi decreed a
month-long state of emergency on July 4,
eight days after the shooting at the
Mediterranean resort of Port El Kantaoui
killed 30 Britons, three Irish nationals, two
Germans, one Belgian, one Portuguese and
a Russian. That came after two gunmen
attacked Tunisia’s national museum on
March 18, killing 21 foreigners and a
Tunisian policeman. 

Both attacks were claimed by the Islamic
State jihadist group. The country’s vital
tourist industry has been badly hit and
Essebsi has said his country is “at war with
terrorism”. “The army, the National Guard,
the security forces are doing their duty and
the Tunisian people must be secured,” he
has said. “The country needs to overcome
this crisis, everyone must unite.” In a sign of
the prevailing tensions in the country, the
interior ministry on Friday announced they
had foiled a planned terror attack in Bizerte
in the North, arresting 16 suspects and
killing another as well as seizing arms and
explosives. — AFP 

Tunisia adopts anti-terror law despite rights concerns

SOUSSE: In this file photo, a hooded Tunisian police officer stands guard ahead of the visit of top security officials of
Britain, France, Germany and Belgium at the scene of shooting attack in front of the Imperial Marhaba hotel in the
Mediterranean resort of Sousse, Tunisa. Tunisia’s parliament has voted overwhelmingly to pass the country’s new anti-ter-
ror law after a pair of devastating attacks against tourists, but critics fear the new legislation may endanger this North
African nation’s hard won freedoms. — AP 

OUAGADOUGOU: Relatives of the victims of the crash that killed all 116 people
aboard an Air Algerie plane in Mali last year, gather in front of a model of the
stele which will be built for the victims in Ouagadougou. — AFP 
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KATHMANDU: Three months after a massive
earthquake struck Nepal, killing more than
8,800 people and destroying nearly 600,000
homes, aftershocks continue to jolt the
Himalayan nation. Here are answers to some
key questions about Nepal’s vulnerability to
quakes, the reasons for the aftershocks and
what scientists are doing to assess the likeli-
hood of another major quake.

What caused the quake?
Nepal rests on a major faultline dividing

the Indian and Eurasian tectonic plates, and
collisions between these two massive
regions - which created the Himalayas mil-
lions of years ago - have made it one of the
world’s most quake-prone countries. The
Indian plate is sliding under the Tibetan
plateau, causing a build-up of stress over
time. As pressure accumulates along the
interface of the two plates, it eventually

exceeds capacity, leading to sharp and
potentially destructive jolts such as the 7.8-
magnitude quake on April 25.   

Are aftershocks a cause for concern?
While aftershocks can continue for

months, even years, as the Earth adjusts to
the change in stress after a massive quake
occurs, low-intensity tremors are “essentially
harmless”, according to Roger Bilham, profes-
sor of geological science at the University of
Colorado in the US. What is worrying, howev-
er, is the fact that the April quake failed to
cause a complete fracture of the Earth’s sur-
face along the fault and instead stopped
short at the Kathmandu valley. The incom-
plete fracture suggests that the quake did
not release all the pressure that had accumu-
lated under the Earth’s surface. Geologists are
concerned that the pent-up stress could
result in more deadly aftershocks, like the

7.3-magnitude tremor that struck on May 12.

What is the best-case scenario?
Although the tectonic plates must keep

moving to release pressure, the movement
may not be so abrupt as to cause a severe
aftershock. “What is also possible and quite
likely is that the Indian plate slips and creeps
slowly under the Tibetan plateau,” British
geologist Bilham said.

How can we know if this is happening?
Experts say the Indian plate creeping

under Tibet and releasing stress effectively
continuing the process kicked off by April’s
quake - would cause the Kathmandu valley
to move southwards. “We already know that
the Kathmandu valley moved south during
the quake and since then, it’s continued to
move,” said Rebecca Bendick, geologist and
assistant professor at the University of

Montana. “We need to keep an eye on it, if
the movement stops soon, we could be in
trouble,” Bendick told AFP. Bilham and
Bendick are part of a team of Nepalese,
French, US and British researchers who have
installed 25 GPS measuring instruments in
the quake-hit region to track the valley’s
southward movement.

The same GPS unit?
While many of us turn to GPS units to

map routes for day-to-day travel, the GPS
receivers used to study earthquakes are
much more sophisticated. These measuring
instruments continuously record information
sent via satellite signals, using it to compute
their own location on the ground. Scientists
can then use this data to calculate the instru-
ments’ distance from each other and meas-
ure the extent of the Earth’s movement dur-
ing and after quakes.

When can we expect?
In some instances, the information will be

transmitted wirelessly to servers in the US.
With instruments installed high in the
Himalayas with no Internet connectivity, the
data must be collected in person within six
months before it is over-written. Researchers
finished installing GPS stations a month ago.
Geologist Bishal Nath Upreti, one of Nepal’s
leading experts on Himalayan tectonics and
part of the team responsible for positioning
instruments, estimates early results will
emerge by October, but said it would take
until December to record all the data neces-
sary for analysis. “We don’t want to make a
premature judgment...the study of earth-
quakes is an imperfect science since so many
factors play into why a quake happens,” Upreti
told AFP from an outpost in central Nepal. “We
are still trying to understand the mechanics
and aftermath of this quake.”— AFP 

Key facts about Nepal quake, risk of sequels

KATHMANDU: Nepalese man Rabi Baral (center) gathers his belongings to set up a new tent at a relief camp for earthquake survivors in
Kathmandu. — AFP 

KATHMANDU: As dark clouds loomed overhead, Rabi
Baral hurriedly secured his tent to the ground at a
camp for victims of Nepal’s earthquake, three months
after the disaster upended his life. The 7.8-magnitude
quake on April 25 destroyed the 41-year-old’s home
and left him without a job, forcing him and his young
family to take refuge in a makeshift camp in Nepal’s
capital Kathmandu. “The rain has made life even more
difficult, but we have no choice right now,” Baral said.

As his wife Parwati nursed their 18-month-old son,
Baral said he was desperate to return home to the hills
east of Kathmandu but was too afraid to risk travelling
on quake-hit roads that now face the threat of land-
slides triggered by heavy rains. “We are in limbo right
now. I am counting days for monsoon to end so we
can plan ahead,” he said. Three months on, Nepal is still
reeling from the impact of the earthquake that killed
over 8,800 people and flattened nearly 600,000
homes, leaving thousands in desperate need of food,
clean water and shelter.

According to the World Health Organization
(WHO), landslides are already hampering delivery of
relief supplies to mountainous villages and there are
concerns that the monsoon could trigger an outbreak
of diarrhoea and other water-borne diseases. Edwin
Salvador, Emergency and Humanitarian Technical
Officer at WHO Nepal, told AFP that the agency had
already delivered three months’ worth of medicines to
remote villages at risk of landslides to ensure ade-
quate supplies in the event of an emergency. “After

the earthquake hit, we were thinking forward to pre-
pare for the monsoon,” Salvador said. “There hasn’t
been a health crisis so far, but preparedness is key. We
are working closely with the community to prevent
any such outbreak,” he added.

Devastated Economy 
Nepal’s economy - one of the world’s weakest even

before the disaster - was hit hard by the quake, with
the country’s annual GDP forecast to grow just three
percent, the lowest in eight years. Growth prospects
have plummeted in crucial sectors like agriculture and
tourism, with the disaster destroying crops and trig-
gering deadly avalanches at Mount Everest base camp
and on the popular Langtang trekking route, which
remains closed to visitors.

In a bid to lure foreign visitors back, Nepal recently
called in international experts to assess the safety of
the popular Everest and Annapurna trekking routes.
Engineers from Miyamoto, a US-based firm, found that
the Annapurna route was largely unaffected, with only
six of 250 guesthouses assessed showing repairable
damage. They plan to release their findings on quake-
hit Everest next month. “Our priority right now is to
send out a positive message that Nepal is safe for trav-
el,” said Tulsi Gautam, chief of Nepal’s tourism depart-
ment. “If we use this time to reassure our visitors, I am
sure that tourism will bounce back in our next peak
season which begins October,” Gautam added.

According to the government’s estimates, the

Himalayan nation will need around $6.7 billion to fund
rebuilding, with donors already offering pledges
worth $4.4 billion for reconstruction. The government
wants reconstruction funds to be channelled through
a new state body, raising concerns that bureaucracy
and poor planning will delay rebuilding. One month
after the government pledged to lay out a clear
roadmap to recovery at a donors’ meet, Kathmandu is
yet to set up the new body, while homeless victims
have received just $150 out of a promised $2,000 to
rebuild their houses.

“The new fiscal year has just begun. We are in the
process of establishing the reconstruction authority,”
said Finance Minister Ram Sharan Mahat. “We are at
the beginning of the reconstruction phase. Our min-
istries are preparing rebuilding plans”, Mahat told AFP.
The remittance sector was one of the rare areas that
saw growth even after the quake, with money trans-
fers increasing by 11.2 percent to $5.55 billion in the
first 11 months of this fiscal year, according to Nepal’s
central bank.

Every year, thousands of young people leave
Kathmandu in search of jobs in India, South East Asia
and the Gulf nations, keeping the economy afloat with
the earnings they send home. After the disaster, many
Nepalis are looking overseas to secure the funds they
need to rebuild their lives, with quake survivor Baral
saying that he hopes to go to India to find work.
“Where else will the money come from? I have a family
to take care of, I have to rebuild,” he said.— AFP 

Monsoon to worsen Nepal’s 
earthquake survivors’ misery

Nepal still reeling from the impact of deadly quake

PATNA, India: Indian Prime Minister
Narendra Modi yesterday took his political
campaign to the impoverished state of
Bihar, promising billions of dollars for infra-
structure projects as he seeks to win sup-
port ahead of crucial elections there. Modi
committed to allocate funds amounting to
some $5.8 billion over five years to help
develop the eastern state, as he addressed
a gathering in state capital Patna.  The
Hindu nationalist premier also launched
railway, highway, gas and energy projects,
already approved by the central govern-
ment, before inaugurating a premier engi-
neering college. The state goes to polls in
November. “We believe that states must
progress. The gas pipeline and rail projects
would lead to development and improve
the quality of life of the people in the state,”
he said.

Modi’s rightwing Bharatiya Janata Party
(BJP) swept to power last May, pledging to
reform and revive a flagging economy.
While the BJP has a majority in the lower
house of the parliament, it has only about a

quarter of the 245 members in the upper
house, where seats are distributed based
on the strength of political parties in state
assemblies. That has allowed the opposi-
tion parties to block the government’s criti-
cal land, taxation and other legislative
reforms needed to overhaul the economy.

Bihar, India’s third-most populous state,
has never been ruled by BJP on its own
with elections being traditionally won by
regional parties and alliances. Two power-
ful local leaders in Bihar - Nitish Kumar and
Lalu Yadav - recently buried their differ-
ences to take on the BJP in the elections.
Taking a swipe at his rivals, Modi, 64, said
development in Bihar should not be held
hostage by petty politics. “We have seen
how much politics can harm development
work. It’s only the common people who
suffer. Nothing should come in the way of
development,” he said. Security was tight at
the events that Modi attended in view of
the bomb blasts that had killed six people
during his public rally in Patna in 2013
shortly before he took the stage.  — AFP 

India PM promises billions 
to Bihar as elections loom

COLOMBO: The main opposition in the
Maldives yesterday demanded the immediate
release of their leader and former president
Mohamed Nasheed, a day after the government
announced the unusual step of appealing his
controversial conviction. The Maldivian
Democratic Party (MDP) said the government of
President Abdulla Yameen must honour com-
mitments made during their closed-door talks
earlier this month aimed at ending political
unrest in the honeymoon islands.

“Government officials, negotiating on behalf
of President Yameen, made a number of promis-
es during the talks,” the MDP said in a statement.
“These include the release of high profile politi-
cal prisoners, including (former) president
Nasheed, and the quashing of criminal charges
against some 1,700 people who have been tar-
geted for their political activities.”

The statement came a day after Nasheed’s
international lawyer Jared Genser announced in
Colombo that his client’s 13-year jail sentence on
a terrorism charge had been commuted to
house arrest. The United Nations had described
Nasheed’s jailing in March after a quick-fire trial
as “vastly unfair” while Washington had warned
the conviction meant the upmarket tourist des-
tination’s fledgling democracy was in danger.

But in a surprise announcement, the govern-
ment on Friday sought to distance itself from the
conviction before later confirming Nasheed was
no longer behind bars and could remain under

house arrest. Nasheed had been incarcerated in
a prison on a remote island after his sentencing
but in June was moved to the main island of
Male for medical treatment.  However, the MDP
said the decision to commute Nasheed’s sen-
tence to house arrest was not enough. 

It said it had delivered on its side of the bar-
gain to provide parliamentary support for the
sacking of Yameen’s vice president Mohamed
Jameel on treason charges this week, among
other things. It also supported Yameen’s legisla-
tive program to allow foreign ownership of land
for the first time in the Indian Ocean archipela-
go. “The MDP believes that the government of
(the) Maldives must (now) follow through on its
commitments before the independence day cel-
ebrations on July 26 (Sunday),” the MDP state-
ment said. “The MDP negotiated in good faith.”

The party insisted that Nasheed must be
freed without any further constraints.
Supporters of Nasheed, the archipelago’s first
democratically-elected leader before being top-
pled in 2012, have maintained the conviction
was part of a strategy by President Yameen’s
regime to silence him. The sentencing on March
13 came less than a month after his arrest on
Feb 22. The Maldivian criminal court held that
Nasheed had ordered the arrest of a judge
accused of corruption before he was forced out
by a police and military mutiny in Feb 2012. The
courts said that Nasheed’s order amounted to
terrorism. — AFP 

Opposition press Maldives 
to honor deal on dissidents

MALE: In this file photo, Maldives police surround former president Mohamed
Nasheed (center) as he arrives at a courthouse in Male. Former Maldivian president
Mohamed Nasheed has on July 24, 2015, had his 13-year prison sentence commuted
to a term under house arrest, his international lawyer Jared Genser said. — AFP 

ISLAMABAD: Torrential rains and floods in Pakistan
have left 36 dead and affected more than 250,000
people, disaster management officials said yester-
day, with swollen rivers and water channels damag-
ing hundreds of villages. Severe weather has caused
havoc in the north and south of the country,  sweep-
ing away dozens of roads and bridges in Chitral dis-
trict in the northern  Khyber Pakhtunkhwa province
while floods have inundated villages in south
Punjab, according to government authorities.

Livestock and people have also been swept away
in the southwestern Baluchistan province and in the
northeastern Kashmir region, officials said.
“According to the reports we have received until
now, 26 people have been killed in Chitral, three in
Punjab province and seven in Baluchistan,” Ahmed
Kamal, a spokesman for the National Disaster
Management Authority (NDMA), told AFP. “Up to
350 villages have been damaged in Khyber
Pakhtunkhwa province and 422 in Punjab. An overall
population of 250,000 has been affected due to
floods,” he said.

At least eight members of the same family were
killed on Friday night in Chitral when their house
was swept away in the gushing floodwaters, an offi-
cial in Khyber Pakhtunkhwa said. Another family of
four were killed when their car was carried off by a
water channel in Khuzdar district in Baluchistan,
according to the disaster management authority
there. 

The NDMA has forecast more rain across the
country in the coming days. A warning on its web-

site said that the severe weather is likely to persist in
the northern Gilgit Baltistan and Chitral over the
next four to five days, and has the potential to pro-
duce more flooding. Every year since 2010, which

saw the worst floods in Pakistan’s history, severe
weather in the country has killed hundreds and
wiped out millions of acres of prime farmland, harm-
ing the heavily agrarian economy. —AFP 

Rains, flood kill 36 in Pakistan

LAYYAH DISTRICT: Rescuers of Falah-e-Insaniat Foundation (FIF), a charity organization of
banned Jamat ud Dawa, take part in relief and rescue operations in the Layyah District yester-
day. Torrential rains and floods in Pakistan have left 36 dead and affected more than 250,000
people, disaster management officials said yesterday, with swollen rivers and water channels
damaging hundreds of villages. — AFP
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GREENVILLE, South Carolina: In her second
bid for the presidency, Hillary Rodham
Clinton is discussing “systemic racism” and
making the issue a hallmark of her cam-
paign, as she looks to connect with the black
voters who supported rival Barack Obama in
2008. At multiple stops in South Carolina this
week, the former secretary of state and cur-
rent Democratic front-runner in the 2016
presidential campaign bemoaned “mass
incarceration,” an uneven economy, increas-
ingly segregated public schools and poi-
soned relations between law enforcement
and the black community.

The former first lady praised South
Carolina leaders, including Republican Gov
Nikki Haley, for removing the Confederate
battle flag from statehouse grounds after a
white gunman’s massacre of nine people at a
historic black church in Charleston, but she
warned that the act is only symbolic.
“America’s long struggle with racism is far
from finished,” she said before a mostly white

audience at a Greenville technical college.
Hours earlier, with a majority black audience
at a West Columbia church, she declared,
“Anybody who says we don’t have more
progress to make is blind.”

The bold approach, which also includes
previous addresses on voting rights and the
criminal justice system, is a contrast to her
2008 campaign, when she didn’t talk so
directly about race as she faced off against
Obama, who would go on to become the
nation’s first black president. Instead, she ran
as the battle-tested, experienced counter to
the first-term US senator from Illinois. Clinton
doesn’t frame her unabashed commentary in
a political context; aides repeatedly explain
her strategy as “working to win every vote”
and nothing more. 

Yet it’s clear that Clinton feels no con-
straints, as perhaps she did eight years ago.
It’s also no surprise that she prominently fea-
tures the strategy in South Carolina. African-
Americans make up about 28 percent of the

population and a majority of the Democratic
primary electorate, the first of the early-vot-
ing states to feature a significant bloc of
black voters.

Obama trounced Clinton here in 2008, 56
percent to 27 percent, as many black voters
flocked to his candidacy once he demon-
strated white support in the Iowa caucuses
and New Hampshire primary. That leaves
Clinton to reverse a bitter primary defeat,
while using South Carolina as a test run for a
potential general election in which she
would need strong black support to
reassemble Obama’s coalition in states like
Virginia, Florida and Ohio.

If Clinton’s approach is born of necessity,
it also comes with potential pitfalls. The com-
plexities were clear within hours of her South
Carolina stops, as social media users and
commentators parsed her comments, includ-
ing her statement that “for a lot of well-
meaning, open-minded white people, the
sight of a young black man in a hoodie still

evokes a twinge of fear”. She made the
observation that racism goes beyond public
policy and into “the fabric of how people
think and feel and act.”

‘All lives matter’
Last month, she angered some activists

by using the phrase “all lives matter” during a
speech a few miles from Ferguson, Missouri,
where Michael Brown died at the hands of a
white police officer. Clinton used those
words as part of an anecdote about her
mother, whom she said taught her that “all
lives matter”, but some activists thought it
demeaned the significance of the “Black
Lives Matter” effort. Her Democratic rivals
Martin O’Malley and Bernie Sanders drew
similar outrage at the recent Netroots Nation
convention. O’Malley, the former Maryland
governor, ended up apologizing after snap-
ping at hecklers: “Black lives matter. White
lives matter. All lives matter.”

Clinton also faces questions about her

advocacy for tougher sentencing laws that
her husband signed as president. Bill Clinton
recently expressed regret over the laws, but
his wife stopped short of calling the laws a
mistake. “We were facing different problems
in the ‘80s and ‘90s,” she told reporters, saying
crime in cities “was causing an outcry across
the nation,” including in minority neighbor-
hoods. “I think now, 20 years on, we can say
some things worked and some things didn’t
work,” she continued. “One of the big prob-
lems that didn’t work is that we had too
many people, particularly African-American
men, who were being incarcerated for minor
offenses.” Clinton also must avoid any residue
from Bill Clinton’s remarks during the 2008
campaign. After Obama won South Carolina,
the former president, who remains very pop-
ular among black voters, dismissed the victo-
ry as akin to Rev Jesse Jackson’s victory in
1988. A black South Carolina native, Jackson
won the state’s caucus that year, but didn’t
sustain the momentum.—AP 

In a change, Clinton talking often about race

WASHINGTON: A new letter by intelli-
gence investigators to the Justice
Department says secret government infor-
mation may have been compromised in
Hillary Rodham Clinton’s private server,
underscoring an inescapable reality for her
presidential campaign: Email is forever.
Clinton, the former secretary of state and
now the leading Democratic presidential
candidate, wants to focus on the econom-
ic issues she and her team believe will
drive the next election. But they remain
unable to fully escape the swirling ques-
tions surrounding her decision to run her
State Department correspondence
through an unsecured system set up at
her New York home. The inspector general
of the US intelligence community recently
alerted the Justice Department to the
potential compromise of classified infor-
mation arising from Clinton’s server. The IG
also sent a memo to members of Congress
that he had identified “potentially hun-
dreds of classified emails” among the
30,000 that Clinton had provided to the
State Department - a concern the office
said it raised with FBI counterintelligence
officials.

Though the referral to the Justice
Department does not seek a criminal
probe and does not specifically target
Clinton, the latest steps by government
investigators will further fuel the partisan
furor surrounding the 55,000 pages of
emails already under review by the State
Department. A statement from the intelli-
gence inspector general, I. Charles
McCullough, and his counterpart at the
State Department, Steve Linick, said that
McCullough’s office found four emails con-
taining classified information in a limited
sample of 40 emails. “This classified infor-
mation should have never been transmit-
ted via an unclassified personal system,”
they said.

For Clinton, the news amounted to a
major distraction on a day when she’d
hoped to focus on unveiling a new set of
economic policies. Instead, she opened
her New York City speech by addressing
the controversy, decrying some reports as
inaccurate. Some media initially reported
that Justice Department had been asked
to consider a criminal investigation into
whether she mishandled her emails. “We
are all accountable to the American peo-

ple to get the facts right, and I will do my
part but I’m also going to stay focused on
the issues,” she said.

It was not immediately clear whether
the Justice Department would investigate
the potential compromise highlighted by
the intelligence inspector general. The
office has not suggested any wrongdoing
by Clinton, according to US officials speak-
ing on the condition of anonymity
because they were not authorized to dis-
cuss the referral publicly. But the inspector
general’s office said in its letter to
Congressional oversight committees that
it was concerned that “these emails exist
on at least one private server and thumb
drive with classified information and those
are not in the government’s possession,”
said Andrea Williams, a spokeswoman for
McCullough.

None of the emails were marked as
classified at the time they were sent or
received, but some should have been han-
dled as such and sent on a secure comput-
er network, said the letter sent to congres-
sional oversight committees. Clinton has
maintained that she never sent classified
information on her personal email
account, which she said in March she used
as a matter of convenience to limit her
number of electronic devices.

The State Department has made pub-
lic some of the emails involving Clinton,
and is under court order to make regular
further releases of such correspondence.
The aim is for the department to unveil all
of 55,000 pages of the emails she turned
over by Jan. 29, 2016. But a federal judge
this month chastised the department for
moving too slowly in providing AP with
thousands of emails submitted through
the Freedom of Information Act.

Republicans are pushing Clinton to
turn over her server to a third party for a
forensic evaluation. “Her poor judgment
has undermined our national security, and
it is time for her to finally do the right
thing,” said House Speaker John Boehner.
Clinton spokesman Nick Merrill said she
had followed “appropriate practices in
dealing with classified materials.” But
there’s little dispute among intelligence
officials that Clinton should have been
more careful with her information -
though her behavior was likely not crimi-
nal. Current and former US intelligence

officials say they assume that all of the
email that transited Clinton’s home server
is in the possession of Russian or Chinese
intelligence services, who would have eas-
ily bypassed whatever security measures
she took. They, too, spoke on condition of
anonymity because they weren’t author-
ized to discuss the Clinton email situation
publicly.

Whether a security violation or not, the
risk for Democrats is that questions about
her email harden into an early narrative
about Clinton’s honesty and management
skills. Already, Republicans have spent

months depicting Clinton as a creature of
Washington who flouts the rules for per-
sonal gain. Clinton’s people say questions
about her correspondence won’t sway
voters, who they argue are more focused
on economic and family issues. But, there
are signs that the issue may have already
affected views of their candidate. An AP-
GfK poll released last week found that vot-
ers view her as less decisive and inspiring
than when she launched her presidential
campaign just three months ago. Just 3 in
10 said the word “honest” describes her
very or somewhat well. — AP 

Latest claim about Clinton 
email server adds to furor

‘Secret info’ may have been compromised 

NEW YORK: Democratic presidential candidate Hillary Clinton
speaks at an event at the New York University Leonard N Stern
School of Business in New York. The Justice Department said it
had received a request to probe whether Hillary Clinton mis-
handled sensitive government information by using her pri-
vate email for State Department business. -— AFP

LAFAYETTE, Louisiana: For decades before he
opened fire in a Louisiana movie theater and killed
two people, John Russell Houser was known as a
man prone to anger, a loudmouth provocateur
never afraid to share his opinion. His family said
they feared him so much they hid his guns and had
him hospitalized. A local TV host frequently invited
him as a guest, knowing he’d be a lightning rod
who could light up the phone lines with rants
against abortion and working women. In one
prominent fight with local officials, he unfurled a
banner outside his bar in the state of Georgia pic-
turing a swastika.

In the early ‘90s, he was a regular guest on a
call-in television show where he’d be the conserva-
tive Republican pitted against a Democrat to
debate issues. The host, Calvin Floyd, said Houser
had radical opinions that included advocating vio-
lence against abortion providers, keeping women
out of the workplace and fearing a military
takeover of civilian government. “He made a lot of
wild accusations,” said Floyd, who hosted the show
on WLTZ-TV in Columbus for more than two
decades. “He could make the phones ring.”

Yet Houser had a dark side that went way
beyond talk. In 1989, court records say, he was
accused of hiring someone to burn down a
lawyer’s office. A woman and her father say he vir-
tually destroyed a foreclosed home he was being
evicted from in 2014 after they bought it. His wife
and other relatives filed papers accusing him of
domestic violence in 2008. In Lafayette, Louisiana,
police said Houser stood up during a showing of
the movie “Trainwreck” Thursday night and started
shooting without a word. Two people were killed
and nine were injured; authorities said Houser shot
himself to death as officers pursued him in the the-

ater. “I wasn’t a bit shocked that it happened,” Floyd
said. “As many times as I had him on it was obvious
he had a screw loose.”

The church-going son of a longtime city tax
official, Houser received an accounting degree in
1988. Despite later problems, records do not indi-
cate he was ever suspended or expelled, said a
school statement. Houser posted on an online
career website that he was an entrepreneur who
owned and operated two nightclubs in Georgia in
the 1980s and 1990s. But his stint as a club opera-
tor ended when he was accused of selling alcohol
to minors at Rusty’s Buckhead Pub in LaGrange.

Houser put up the swastika banner in protest,
according to an April 28, 2001, story in the
LaGrange Daily News. He told the newspaper he
was “completely against” the Nazi philosophy but
chose the symbol because it represents a govern-
ment’s ability to do what it wants. “The people who
used it - the Nazis - they did what they damn well
pleased,” Houser told the newspaper, accusing
police officers of lying on the stand during his trial.

In April 2008, Houser’s wife Kellie Maddox
Houser, daughter and others filed court papers
seeking a temporary protective order against
Houser, saying he had “perpetrated various acts of
family violence” and had a history of bipolar disor-
der. At the time, records show, Houser was vehe-
mently opposed to the upcoming marriage of his
daughter. A judge had Houser committed, but the
man told his wife he would continue trying to stop
the wedding once he got out of the hospital. A
police report included with the request for a pro-
tective order said Houser believed his daughter
and her fiance, who were 23 and 26 at the time,
were far too young to wed and that he was mad at
his wife for not stopping the marriage.—AP 

Gunman known as angry 
man with radical views

LAFAYETTE, Louisiana: A 59-year-old man once hospi-
talized for psychiatric care was identified by authorities
on Friday as the gunman who fatally shot two people in
a rampage at a central Louisiana movie theater before
killing himself as police closed in. John R Houser, who
bore a volatile relationship with family and railed against
the U.S. government online, opened fire on Thursday
with a .40 caliber handgun about 20 minutes into the
comedy film “Trainwreck,” sending panicked theatergo-
ers ducking behind seats and running for the exits. One
woman pulled the fire alarm.

“This is a normal movie theater in a normal part of a
normal town. This is Anywhere, USA,” said Republican

Governor Bobby Jindal, a presidential contender who
went to the crime scene in Lafayette. “This just shows
these senseless acts of violence can literally happen any-
where.” Houser bought the gun legally from a pawnshop
in Alabama in 2014, police said, despite a history of men-
tal illness and having been denied a concealed-carry
permit seven years earlier because of a domestic vio-
lence complaint and a prior arson arrest.

Police said Houser acted alone and appeared to have
carefully planned his attack in advance with hopes of
making a quick getaway. Before buying a ticket for the 7
pm show, Houser parked his blue Lincoln Continental
near the theater’s emergency exit. He had switched its

license plates and stashed the keys on top of a tyre.
Disguises including glasses and women’s wigs were later
uncovered in a local motel room where he was staying.
“It is apparent that he was intent on shooting and escap-
ing,” said Lafayette Police Chief Jim Craft, who described
Houser as an unemployed “drifter” from Phenix City,
Alabama.

Houser never made it back to his car. As police
swarmed the Grand 16 Theater, located along a main
thoroughfare in Lafayette, he reloaded his pistol, re-
entered the auditorium and fired several more rounds at
the crowd before killing himself, Craft said. In addition to
the gun, he was carrying two 10-round magazines of
bullets. Police said they did not know why the suspect
launched the attack in Lafayette, roughly 90 km south-
west of the state capital Baton Rouge.

Three Years After Aurora
The shooting was the latest in a series of mass killings

in the United States, including the fatal shooting of five
US servicemen in Tennessee, and the massacre of nine
African Americans at a South Carolina church in recent
weeks. The latest act of apparently random gun violence
came almost three years to the day after 12 people were
killed at a cinema in Aurora, Colorado. It is likely to heat
up a festering political debate in the United States over
access to weapons and the right to bear arms, protected
under the Second Amendment of the US Constitution.

President Barack Obama had told the BBC in an
interview aired on Thursday before the shooting that
his biggest frustration was the failure to pass “com-
mon-sense gun safety laws”. Not counting Thursday’s
incident, a total of 203 mass shootings have been
reported so far this year, according to the Mass
Shooting Tracker website, a crowd-sourced database
kept by the anti-gun group GunsAreCool, which
defines a mass shooting as any event in which four or
more people are shot.— Reuters 

Suspect in US theater rampage 
had history of mental illness
Handgun legally purchased from Alabama pawnshop

LAFAYETTE: Local residents pass a makeshift memorial outside of a store owned by one of the
victims, Jillian Johnson yesterday in Lafayette, Louisiana. — AFP 

DALLAS: When Sandra Bland died in a small Texas
jail last week, she became just the latest name on
a long list of inmates whose deaths were deter-
mined to be suicides. Bland’s death following her
arrest for a minor traffic violation added fresh fuel
to the national debate over police use of force on
blacks. It also focused new attention on the long-
standing problem of inmates who take their own
lives. The traffic stop “is one issue and that will be
dealt with”, Lt Gov Dan Patrick said earlier this
week. “But she lost her life in the jail. And that’s
what we have to look at.” If the correct procedures
had been in place, “maybe she would be alive
today.” Suicide is the leading cause of death in jails
after natural illness. In fact, inmates take their own
lives three times more often than the average
population, according to a 2010 study cited in the
National Study of Jail Suicide. Since 2000, the total
number of jail suicides has remained fairly con-
stant - around 300 a year, according to the federal
government’s Bureau of Justice Statistics.
Improved awareness and monitoring have helped
make suicides far less common than in the 1980s
or 1990s.

“You talk to any sheriff 20 years ago and they
would say suicides are not preventable,” said
Lindsay Hayes, author of the national study.
“Today, more often than not, a sheriff is going to
be much more proactive or better-read about that
issue.” Statistically, white male inmates are most
likely to die by their own hand, both nationally
and in Texas. Women make up just a fraction of
total jail suicides, and Bland was the only black
woman found to have killed herself in a Texas jail
since 2009.

The heightened risk of suicide behind bars
results from various factors, including those that
arise from the jail environment itself. “Suicides are
often spontaneous and notoriously difficult to
forecast,” said a 2013 article on Texas jail suicides in
the LBJ Journal of Public Affairs published by the
University of Texas. “Some stressors may come

from the jail environment itself where isolation,
loss of control, conflict with other inmates or staff,
frustration with legal proceedings, or distress and
shame over incarceration may flare suicidal ten-
dencies.”

State law requires county jails to determine an
inmate’s suicide risk and whether enhanced secu-
rity measures are needed. The state only requires
that an inmate be observed in person at least once
every hour. An inmate who may be suicidal or who
displays bizarre behavior must be checked every
30 minutes. A suicide prevention plan filed by the
Waller County Jail, where Bland was found dead
July 13, requires all jailers to get two hours of
annual mental health training. It also says inmates
with high suicide risk should be observed every 5
minutes. The four-page plan was filed in 2010 with
the Texas Commission on Jail Standards, which
released it Friday to AP. The plan sets out the same
requirements for all inmates deemed suicidal: A
paper gown instead of cloth, isolation in a single
cell and no allowances for personal property or
linens. 

Michele Deitch, a University of Texas law
school lecturer, said those guidelines could make
things worse for lower-risk inmates and cause
them to lie about their thoughts. “By making it
such a restrictive and harsh setting, you’re making
it less likely that someone is going to actually
reveal they have suicidal thoughts,” she said.
Deitch argued the plan did not require enough
training for jail staff, based on best practices set
out by mental health experts. The plan also only
requires investigations of “completed suicides” and
not all attempts, and doesn’t require creating cells
without hooks or other problematic features.

Waller County Sheriff Glenn Smith has said
Bland was not on suicide watch and was sup-
posed to be observed once every hour. But he also
acknowledged that jailers at least once violated
state rules by interacting with her via intercom
and not in-person. —AP

Texas jail death focuses new 
attention on inmate suicides

TEXAS: Photo shows the Waller County jail cell where Sandra Bland was found dead
in Hempstead, Texas. Bland was arrested and taken to the jail about 60 miles north-
west of Houston on July 10 and found dead July 13. —AP 
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Tourists worried about fire nix Glacier trips
HELENA, Montana: Hotels and campgrounds
in Glacier National Park are flooded with calls
from worried tourists canceling their reserva-
tions or asking whether the Montana land-
mark will stay open as a wildfire sweeps
through a popular part of the park. Hotel
owners are trying to talk callers out of chang-
ing their plans, while Glacier officials empha-
sized that only a small part of the 1,718-
square-mile park is closed as the flames chew
though parched conifer-topped ridges on its
eastern side.

The blaze has shut down nearly half of the
heavily trafficked Going-to-the-Sun Road, and
officials were helping reroute tourists plan-
ning to visit attractions along the roadway to
other scenic areas, park spokeswoman Denise
Germann said. “I think what we’re offering vis-
itors is a completely different experience
throughout the park,” Germann told AP on
Friday. “So many people rely on the Going-to-
the-Sun Road, but you and I know there is so
much more to Glacier.”

Kelsey Utterback, a 19-year-old University
of Iowa student, had planned to stay at the
Rising Sun Campground when her family vis-
its from Chicago in two weeks. The site has
been evacuated, but they’re still planning to
go to Glacier, she said. They’re looking at
campgrounds on the park’s western side, far
from the blaze. “Right now, we’re just worried
about when the fire will end,” she said. “We
don’t really want to go when it’s still out there,
but it’s kind of easier for us to change our
plans considering we didn’t make any reser-
vations.”

Going-to-the-Sun Road
The fire was unchecked and estimated at 6

square miles Friday, though fire spokes-
woman Jennifer Costich said new information
would soon provide a more accurate size.
Some 300 firefighters dug fire lines, cleared
debris and tried to stop the blaze from
spreading northeast toward populated areas.
Blazes also are chewing through other
drought-stricken areas of the West, threaten-
ing homes and forcing evacuations in
California and Washington state.

Glacier National Park was having a banner
year before the first plume of smoke started
rising Tuesday. It is the 10th-most-visited park
in the National Park Service system, despite
its remote location. Top destinations such as
the Great Smoky Mountains and California’s
Yosemite National Park enjoy proximity to
denser populations. Visitor numbers from the
first part of 2015 showed Glacier was on track
to beat last year ’s record of 2.3 million
tourists. But the main tourist season, meas-
ured from the June 19 opening of the scenic
Going-to-the-Sun Road until its planned clo-
sure Sept 20, is a brief 13 weeks. Any disrup-
tion in that window can hurt the tourism-dri-
ven businesses around the park that took in
$193 million from visitors last year.

At the center of it all is the 50-mile Going-
to-the-Sun Road, which cuts through the
park’s stunning alpine peaks. Twenty-one
miles of the road is closed, including at Logan
Pass on the Continental Divide, where some
of the park ’s most-hiked trails begin.
Germann said the closures are an opportunity
to visit other sites, such as Many Glacier and
Two Medicine - scenic areas with camp-
grounds, lodges and trailheads - or the entire
western side.

Many of the cancellations are at hotels and

campgrounds in the St Mary community,
where the Going-to-the-Sun Road ends at the
park’s eastern boundary. The edge of the fire
is a few miles up the road, where it is threat-
ening the Rising Sun Motor Inn and nearby
campgrounds. St Mary, consisting mostly of
lodging, restaurants and other tourism busi-
nesses, has not been evacuated, and the peo-
ple there are trying to persuade visitors to
stay - with limited success.

Cancellations 
Lester Johnson IV, co-owner of Johnson’s

Campground and RV Park, said his business is
about half-full after it had been fully booked
through September. “There have been cancel-
lations left and right,” Johnson said. “We are
70 percent down.” Those who remain are
diehards who stay at the campground every
year or gawkers who traveled there to watch
the fire’s progress from a nearby hillside.
Meanwhile, Johnson is trying to persuade
tourists to check with the campground a
week before canceling their reservations.

Ron Cadrette, general manager of Glacier
Park Inc., which operates hotels in and around
Glacier, said cancellations have come at the
company’s St Mary Lodge and Resort, an
upscale 115-room hotel. Many of those rooms
have been rebooked by guests displaced
from other hotels and by firefighters who
need a place to stay, he said. But the fire will
undoubtedly have a negative effect on busi-
ness - it’s just a question of how bad it will
get, Cadrette said. “It’s a natural disaster. It will
have negative economic impacts,” he said.
“How bad those impacts will be depends on
the length of time the Going-to-the-Sun Road
is closed.” — AP 

MONTANA: Smoke from the Reynolds Creek fire rises above the land-
scape at St Mary Lake in Glacier National Park, Mont. — AP 

BROKEN ARROW: Police in Oklahoma say
they have turned to social media posts for
clues about the motive of a teenager
accused in the stabbing deaths of his par-
ents and three siblings during a late-night
attack that left bodies strewn through the
family’s home. A booking document filed
by police in the Tulsa suburb of Broken
Arrow accuses Robert Bever, 18, of five
counts of first-degree murder and a count
of aggravated assault in the attack
Wednesday night.

Bever’s 16-year-old brother also was
being held. Because he is a juvenile, officers
have not released his name or announced
charges against him. Broken Arrow Police
Cpl Leon Calhoun said both brothers were
cooperating with the investigation.
Calhoun said Friday that the agency was
still looking for a motive and was searching
social media accounts that they believe
belong to Bever. Those include community
site Pinterest and a Facebook account.

On Pinterest, Bever showed an interest
in Star Wars, the rock group Linkin Park and
sports cars. A Facebook post lists him as a
recent graduate of Citizens’ High School,
which describes itself as providing “a home-
school curriculum” for people hoping to
earn a college degree. The dead include his
parents, David Bever, 52, and April Bever,
44. The Oklahoma State Medical Examiner’s
Office on Friday also identified the three
dead siblings as Daniel Bever, 12;
Christopher Bever, 7; and Victoria Bever, 5.
An unidentified 13-year-old sister was in
serious but stable condition in a hospital
and an unnamed 2-year-old sister wasn’t
harmed and was placed in state custody.

By many neighbors’ accounts, the Bevers
kept out of sight and to themselves - the
kids played alone in the backyard, walked
down neighborhood streets bunched
together and their parents didn’t socialize
much. That appeared to carry over to the
father’s work. David Bever’s former co-
workers in the IT department at Samson
Resources described him as a quiet man
who kept to himself. “He was a nice guy, but
we weren’t close,” said Lisa Wolfe, Bever’s
supervisor at Samson. “I hired him. He
worked for us for several years as a contrac-
tor. He was a good worker and a nice guy.
He didn’t get involved in any office politics,
and those are the kind of people I like to
work with. “He liked to do his work and
focus on that. He didn’t socialize a lot with
the folks he worked with,” Wolfe said.

Documents filed to support the teenag-
er’s arrest said a caller from the home was
able to tell police “their brother was attack-
ing their family.” Police had said Thursday
that the 911 call was silent.  Calhoun said
the agency would release audio tomorrow.
After officers arrived at the home, “officers
could hear a faint voice from inside asking
for help” and found the 13-year-old bleed-
ing from multiple stab wounds, the affi-
davit said. The young girl was still alive and
made statements to the officers that “her
brothers” were responsible for the attack, it
said. Fresh footprints in the backyard led
officers to a wooded area, where they
found the brothers. 

A neighbor of the family, Matt Jacobsen,
on Friday described the 16-year-old as a fol-
lower, not a leader, and “nerdy”, given his
interest in computers and technology.
Others in the subdivision noted the family
seemed isolated to the point that they
appeared to avoid community events.
David Bever ’s sister, Tamela Massey of
Seminole, Florida, said her family is dealing
with grief following the death of her broth-
er and members of his family and that they
do not know what may have triggered the
tragedy. “We have no idea,” she said. — AP 

Oklahoma police say motive 

unclear in 5 fatal stabbings

Police turn to social media posts for clues

Trump’s hardline

views divide 

Hispanics in Texas

border town

LAREDO, Texas: There was an audible
gasp from the gathered crowd as Donald
Trump’s 757 lifted off the tarmac. “Oh my
God. Wow,” said Gina Gil, 48, after an
excited shriek, reaching for her 11-year-
old-nephew. “I  think it ’s a historic
moment, ma’am. Seriously, I really do.”
Gil  was referring to Trump’s visit
Thursday to Laredo, Texas, a small city on
the US-Mexico border where the
Republican presidential candidate spent
less than an hour touring the border,
bragged to reporters about the danger
he faced, proclaimed that Hispanics love
him, and stopped traffic with a presiden-
tial-size motorcade.

Yet beyond the spectacle The Donald
seems to create wherever he goes, the
billionaire businessman’s visit exposed
evidence of a divided community whose
overwhelmingly Hispanic population
both decried Trump as racist and
cheered his hardline immigration views.
Interviews during and after the whirl-
wind tour with more than a dozen local
residents underscored the danger Trump
represents to the GOP’s relationship with
Hispanic voters and his appeal to a vocal
segment of frustrated voters, many
Hispanics among them, who see a glar-
ing problem on the nation’s southern
border that requires attention.

Jessica Gonzalez, 79, a retired house-
wife who was born and raised in Laredo,
said she’d watched as the city she’d
grown up in had changed, with restau-
rants replaced with Mexican food and
new people coming in. “I think he’s right,”
she said in the parking lot of a local CVS.
“All we have is people from foreign
countries. ... It’s not like it used to be.”

Gonzalez - a Democrat - and her hus-
band used to travel across the border
frequently to shop and for entertain-
ment, but are now afraid to cross
because of violence from the drug car-
tels. “I want to go down and say: Donald
Trump, you’re on fire in Laredo! Because
everybody feels what you think!” she
said. Outside Obregon’s Mexican
Restaurant, Enrique Harrington Ramon,
75, said he felt Spanish speaking immi-
grants “take advantage of us” in Laredo,
and said people are responding to what
Trump says “because it’s the truth”. “I am
sick of walking into a store and hearing
‘en que le puede ayudar?’ What country
are we in?” he said.

Others in this growing city of about
250,000, where 95.6 percent of the pop-
ulation identified as Hispanic or Latino in
2010, lashed out at Trump, who
described some Mexican immigrants in
the country illegally as “rapists” and
“criminals” during his announcement
speech last month and has refused to
apologize. “I wish he wouldn’t come
down here,” said Raul Gonzalez, 65, a
retired trailer and truck mechanic who
was born and raised in Laredo. “He’s very
disrespectful to Latinos.”Laredo-born
Tony Flores, 82, who was wearing a cap
that identified him as a Korean War vet-
eran, said of Trump: “He is poisonous. He
is hatred.”

While Hispanic voters along the US-
Texas border have a unique perspective,
the vast majority of the growing demo-
graphic supports more forgiving immi-
gration policies that would allow a path-
way to citizenship or permanent residen-
cy for immigrants in the country illegally,
according to recent polls. Trump, mean-
while, is viewed favorably by just 28 per-
cent of Americans and unfavorably by 58
percent, according to an AP-GfK poll
conducted earlier in the month. About
one-third of whites, but just 16 percent
of Hispanics and 10 percent of blacks,
have a favorable view of Trump.—AP

OKLAHOMA: A worker wheels a gurney with a body bag on it, under the green cover, to a coroner’s
van outside of a home in Broken Arrow, Okla, where five family members were discovered stabbed
to death. Two male teenagers are in custody. — AP 

This photo provided by the Broken Arrow,
Oklahoma Police Department shows
Robert Bever, a suspect in the stabbing
deaths of an Oklahoma family in Broken
Arrow.—AP 

BADIRAGUATO: People living in the hometown of
drug lord Joaquin “El Chapo” Guzman have heard sto-
ries of his benevolence: gifts of medicine for the poor,
deliveries of drinking water to storm-stricken towns.
But finding anyone who’s actually received or even
seen such a gift is another matter. In Badiraguato, the
small mountain town that is part of Guzman’s rags-to-
crime riches mythology, none of the two dozen peo-
ple interviewed by The Associated Press could point
out evidence of his legendary largesse.

“I don’t see a single building producing jobs, a sin-
gle piece of public works, a soccer field, a sewer, a
school, water systems, a clinic or hospital, not a single
one that you can say was built by drug traffickers or
their money,” Mayor Mario Valenzuela said. If Guzman
or his cartel had invested in their hometowns, he said,
“they’d look different: They would have paved roads
or drainage systems, but they don’t.” Guzman’s escape
on July 11 from a prison near Mexico City has focused
attention again on Badiraguato, the county seat of a
township that includes the hamlet of La Tuna, where
El Chapo’s mother still lives.

Flashy accoutrements
The roads to La Tuna are still washed-out dirt

tracks, and Badiraguato itself has none of the flashy
accoutrements of money - luxury car dealerships,
palatial mausoleums, acres of fancy, gated communi-
ties of new homes, or dozens of street money-chang-

ers offering cheap dollars - that are abundant in
Culiacan, the state capital, 1 1/2 hours away. The
town’s big projects include a new balcony for the
town hall that looks out over the sleepy square domi-
nated by a 19th-century church, where residents seek
shade from the punishing Sinaloa sun.  

Tucked into the foothills where the coastal
stretches of flat corn and tomato fields meet the
imposing mountains of the Sierra Madre,
Badiraguato remains mired in poverty, Valenzuela
acknowledges that many of the township’s residents
make a living growing marijuana or opium poppies.
Guzman grew up here, the son of a poor famer. His
rise as a crime boss has been surrounded by mythol-
ogy, a Hollywood version of an old-school Mafioso -
ruthless, but yet honorable.  Songs have been writ-
ten in his honor and some locals extol him as a Robin
Hood-type figure who is careful to leave innocents
out of his deadly score-settlings.

“Chapo Guzman isn’t violent,” Valenzuela said
about a man accused of hundreds of murders. “He
doesn’t shoot it out with the government.” That’s
unlike the reputation of the New Generation Jalisco
cartel to the south, which is alleged to have brought
down a military helicopter May 1 with a rocket-pro-
pelled missile. Or the Zetas, who’ve fueled their noto-
riety in central Mexico with grisly beheadings and
the hanging of bodies across public highways. Or
Guerreros Unidos, the cartel alleged to have killed 43

college students last fall. For many who live in the
state that gives name to Guzman’s Sinaloa cartel, he
is seen as a lesser evil.

A certain respect
Gabriel, a civil engineer, returned home recently

to Culiacan after a year and a half working on road
projects in the central state of Zacatecas, which is
controlled by Mexico’s bloodiest cartel, the Zetas.
There, he said, gunmen pulled him over and
demanded he either pay protection money or get
out of town. “They are worse. They are indiscriminate.
They’ll kill seven people just to get the one they
want,” he said. The Sinaloa cartel, he said, leaves ordi-
nary people alone, “there is a certain respect.” Still,
the man in his 30s wouldn’t give his last name for
fear of reprisals.  

Badiraguato is not immune to violence. The town-
ship of 30,000 regularly reports a homicide rate at
least five times the national average. And while
Sinaloa’s population is less than that of 13 other
states and the federal district, it consistently ranks
among the deadliest five or six states in terms of
homicides. So far this year, there are more killings
here than in Michoacan or Tamaulipas, two states
often in the headlines for warring cartels, vigilante
justice, beheadings and daytime shootouts.
Violence, threats and fear in Sinaloa have displaced
poor farming families, with hundreds fleeing the
mountainous township of Sinaloa de Leyva over the
last five years.  

Dozens of families left the village of Ocurahui
after drug gangs, particularly the Sinaloa cartel, pres-
sured local farmers to plant opium poppies in order
to counter falling prices for marijuana.  Residents
who didn’t want to grow drug crops faced kidnap-
pings or even death. Many of them are barely hang-
ing on as refugees without homes or jobs, living on
the fringes of the Sinaloa cities of Surutato,
Guamuchil and Culiacan. “We came with only what
we could grab, or what we wearing,” said Mauro Diaz,
20, an Ocurahui resident who lives as a squatter in
one of a half-dozen tiny abandoned cinderblock
houses on the outskirts of Guamuchil.

Diaz ekes out a living as an assistant bricklayer,
staying with his girlfriend in one bare room with a
mattress on the floor and water leaking from the
roof. He largely has given up hope of returning to the
pine-covered hills of his village. “Why return if it’s
only going to get us into trouble, if in a little while it
gets bad again and they exile us again?” Diaz said.
Yet, the mythology surrounding Guzman lives on.
Lucero Uriarte, a high-school student in Badiraguato,
said of the drug lord: “He has helped a lot of people -
more than anyone else, the poor - because he knows
what they’re going through.”— AP 

Escaped Mexican drug lord no 

saint, but lesser evil at home

SINALOA, Mexico: Photo shows the main square of the Badiraguato community in Sinaloa State,
Mexico. — AFP 
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BAKU: Azerbaijan yesterday accused
arch-foe Armenia’s troops of killing its
soldier in a new clash amid a Western-
mediated push to cauterize the protract-
ed conflict in the South Caucasus. Friday’s
skirmish violating the brittle truce comes
a day after the Organization for Security
and Cooperation in Europe said that the
presidents of the two feuding nations
were ready to “meet each other later this
year” in an effort to end years of hostility.

Azerbaijan and Armenia have been
locked in a dispute over the separatist

Nagorny Karabakh region since a bloody
war in the early 1990s following the
breakup of the Soviet Union. “On July 24,
Armenian army units shelled Azerbaijani
positions” at the Karabakh frontline and
the Azerbaijani-Armenian state border,
the defence ministry in Baku said in a
statement. One Azeri serviceman was
killed in crossfire, said the defence min-
istry, claiming that at least five Armenian
troops were killed in the clash. Armenia
denied that it had sustained any casual-
ties and accused Azerbaijan of violating a

1994 ceasefire.
“Some 160 violations have been regis-

tered over the past night,” Armenian
defence ministry spokesman Artsrun
Hovannisyan told AFP. “Armenia’s armed
forces returned fire.” On Thursday, the
OSCE Minsk Group, which is involved in
the efforts to find a diplomatic solution
to the conflict, said Armenian President
Serzh Sarkisian and his counterpart from
Azerbaijan Ilham Aliyev were ready to
meet each other later this year. The state-
ment was released after the group’s

Russian, US and French co-chairs trav-
elled to Yerevan and Baku for meetings
with the warring countries’ leaders.

“They instructed their foreign minis-
ters to continue their work with the co-
chairs on an agenda for the presidential
summit,” the OSCE Minsk Group said.
Officials in Armenia and Azerbaijan did
not confirm the statement, however.
Yerevan-backed ethnic Armenian sepa-
ratists seized control of Karabakh and
several other regions of Azerbaijan dur-
ing the conflict that left some 30,000

dead. The predominantly Armenian-pop-
ulated region is internationally recog-
nised as part of Azerbaijan. 

Despite years of negotiations, the two
countries have not signed a final peace
deal to cement the 1994 ceasefire.
Clashes have intensified in the past year
along the Karabakh frontline and across
the two ex-Soviet republics’ shared bor-
der. There was relative calm ahead of and
during the inaugural edition of the
European Games hosted by Azerbaijan
last month. — AFP 

Tensions flare after Armenian troops kill Azerbaijani soldier
Skirmish violates brittle truce

BUDAPEST: Illegal immigration is a
threat to Hungary and all of Europe,
with the biggest risk coming from hun-
dreds of millions of people from the
“depths of Africa” looking to escape
poverty, Hungarian Prime Minister
Viktor Orban said yesterday. Over
90,000 migrants and refugees have
reached Hungary so far this year and it
is building a 4-m high fence on its bor-
der with Serbia to stem the flow. While
the government had set a Nov 30 dead-
line, Orban said the fence would be
completed by Aug 31.

Speaking at a cultural festival in Baile
Tusnad, Romania, Orban accused the
European Union of failing to defend its
citizens from the “masses of illegal
immigrants,” who he said threatened
the cultural identity of European coun-
tries and contributed to increased ter-
rorism, unemployment and criminality.
“For us, today Europe is at stake,” Orban
said. “The survival, disappearance or,
more precisely, the transformation
beyond recognition of the European cit-
izen’s lifestyle, European values and the
European nations.”

“The question now is not only what
kind of Europe we Hungarians would
like to live in,” Orban said. “Rather, will all

that we now call Europe exist at all? It is
clear that we can’t filter out the hostile
terrorists in the huge crowds,” Orban
said, adding that there had been a “dras-
tic increase” in crime where illegal
migrants lived. “We would like for
Europe to keep belonging to the
Europeans,” Orban said. “We want to
preserve the Hungarian Hungary.”

Most refugees who request asylum
in Hungary quickly leave for other desti-
nations in the EU like Germany or
Sweden before their cases are settled.
Orban has repeatedly said that Hungary
does not want any migrants from out-
side Europe and has been granting asy-
lum to just a few hundred annually in
the past several years. “The really serious
threats are arriving not from the war
zones ... but from the depths of Africa,”
Orban said. “Northern Africa today can
no longer defend Europe from the
immense masses of people.”

Orban spoke to mostly young sup-
porters at the same cultural festival
where a year ago he outlined plans to
convert Hungary into an “illiberal state”
such as Russia, China and Singapore.
That idea, as well as his accusations that
civic groups critical of his government
were working for foreign interests, drew

widespread criticism, including from US
President Barack Obama.

This time, Orban lashed out mainly
against the EU leadership in Brussels
and leftwing ideology, accusing them of
willfully supporting immigration to
weaken Europe’s nations and their
unique cultures. “The European left sees
the problem of immigration not as a
source of danger but as an opportunity,”
Orban said. “They believe ... that the
escalation of immigration can extremely
weaken or even eliminate the national
structures.” Orban is in his third term as
prime minister. He first led Hungary
between 1998 and 2002, returning with
a landslide majority in 2010 after
Socialist-led governments were unable
to solve the country’s growing econom-
ic problems. 

Orban said Hungary will finish build-
ing its anti-migrant fence on its south-
ern border with Serbia by Aug 31, ahead
of a previous November deadline. “The
fence will be built by August 31, any
schedules different from that are
invalid,” he said. Work began last week
on a short test section of the fence, a
bid to stem a surge in 2015 in the num-
ber of migrants and asylum-seekers
crossing into Hungary from Serbia. 

Last week, Hungary’s defence and
interior ministers said the wire-mesh
barrier would be completed along the
entire 175-km length of the border by
November. So far this year, Hungary has
registered more than 80,000 asylum-
seekers, up from 43,000 last year and
just over 2,000 asylum applications in
2012. Most come from Afghanistan,
Iraq, Syria and African countries, and
hope to cross into Austria and Germany
or further west. 

Unlike its neighbor to the south,
Hungary is an EU member and is also
in the bloc’s passport-free Schengen
zone which means that once migrants
are inside the country, they can easily
travel elsewhere. The fence plan, one
of a series of hardline anti-migration
measures launched by Orban, has
caused alarm in Serbia, although
Belgrade has conceded that Hungary
has the right to protect its own bor-
ders as it sees fit. The Hungarian parlia-
ment recently toughened asylum
application rules, and allowing for the
detention of migrants in temporary
camps. Last week, Hungary also
declared Serbia a “safe country” which
can allow it to quickly deport asylum-
seekers. — Agencies 

Illegal immigration threatens 
Europe, Hungary’s Orban says 

Serbia border fence to be ready by Aug 31

GEVGELIJA: Migrants try to board a train to Serbia in the town of Gevgelija, on the Macedonian-Greek border. The migrants, among
them children and elderly people are trying to cross Macedonia and Serbia and enter the EU via Hungary. Hungarian authorities start-
ed building a fence along the country’s border with Serbia earlier this week to halt the migrant influx. — AFP 
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MAIDUGURI, Nigeria: At least 25 people were
killed in new suspected Boko Haram attacks in
northeastern Nigeria, with many villagers also
forced to flee their homes, residents said yes-

terday. “The terrorists stormed Maikadiri
around 9:00 am (0800 GMT Friday) and
opened fire on hapless citizens,” resident
Simon Templer said. “They laid siege in day-

light because there are no soldiers or police
nearby,” said another survivor, Markus Ali,
adding: “We counted 21 corpses.” The attackers
“killed, destroyed and then fled,” Ali said.

Two other villages close to Maikadiri in
southern Borno state were also attacked, said
Maina Ularamu, chief of the Madagali district.
“The gunmen arrived on 10 motorbikes, two
or three on each bike and attacked Kopa,
Maikadiri and Yaffa” villages, he told AFP. He
said four people were killed in Yaffa. He
claimed that the extremists used to live in the
villages before joining Boko Haram. “Now they
have no limits and they are preying on their
own community because of the pressure the
army offensive has put on them,” Ularamu said.

The villages hit are on the fringes of the
vast Sambisa forest, a longstanding hideout of
the Islamist insurgents. The Nigerian army has
led a series of raids against them in recent
months, succeeding in freeing several dozen
women and children from the hands of the
jihadists. Ularamu said the extremists may
have been taking their revenge on their for-
mer neighbors. “The attacked their community
because they would not let them back when
the army attacked their camps. Those who
tried to come back were denounced and
arrested by the authorities,” he said.

Fatima Saleh, who lives in the neighboring
village of Maigana, told AFP she saw the
attackers pass and recognized many of them
as locals. Several state officials in the region
have said this week that Boko Haram is still
active in the forest despite the military offen-

sive against them. A police officer in the Borno
state capital Maiduguri confirmed the attacks
while requesting anonymity. Templer said
many homes were also destroyed in the
attacks. “My aged mother is currently in the
bush. Most of our people have fled and many
houses and shops have been burnt,” he said.

The Boko Haram insurgency and efforts to
quell it have claimed more than 15,000 lives
and displaced 1.5 million people since 2009. A
new wave of violence has already killed more
than 800 since Nigeria’s new President
Muhammadu Buhari took office in May pledg-
ing to stamp out the Islamists.— AFP 

TASMANIA: Police carry a body in a bag and place it in on a stretcher on a
jetty in Triabunna, off the Australian island state of Tasmania yesterday. A
woman watched her father being mauled to death by a large shark yester-
day while the pair were diving, police said. — AP 

SYDNEY: A diver was killed by a shark
yesterday while hunting scallops off the
coast  of  Austra l ia  as  h is  daughter
watched helplessly, shocking locals in an
area not known for such attacks. The
deadly incident happened off  Maria
Island in the southern island state of
Tasmania following sightings of a large
great white shark in the vicinity over
recent days. The man, in his late 40s, was
diving with his daughter when he failed
to resurface. “My understanding is the
daughter returned to the boat and the
father returned to get some more scal-
lops,” Tasmania Police Inspector David
Wiss told reporters. “He did not return to
the surface. “His daughter became wor-
ried and went down and checked on her
father, she saw a very large shark, she
saw her father being attacked by the
shark.” 

The woman scrambled back on board
their dingy and set off a flare to get the
attention of other boats, who came to
her aid and helped haul her father back
to the surface using the air hose he was
attached to. “But unfortunately he was
fatally injured,” added Wiss. Tasmanian
Scal lop Associat ion pres ident  John
Hammond said the area, off the state’s
east coast, was not known for sharks.
“Absolute tragedy for the family. Bloody
terrible,” he told national radio, adding
that there were a number of other divers
in the water at the time. “(The diver was)
in the shallow water there, it just struck
out of the blue, and bang.”

According to Sydney Taronga Zoo’s
Australian Shark Attack file, the last fatal
shark attack in Tasmania was in 1993,
when a woman was killed while scuba
diving near a seal colony off the state’s

north coast. Michael Kent, mayor of near-
by Glamorgan Spring Bay, said yester-
day’s grisly incident was “absolutely dev-
astating”. “I feel for the family,” he told
The Examiner newspaper in Tasmania,
adding that a 4.5-m shark had been spot-
ted in the area a number of times over
the past week. “It’s a recreational area.
The scallop season has been very good
to professional and recreational fisher-
man and then we’ve got a disaster like
this. “The whole community down here
will be deeply in shock.”

Close Call for Another Diver 
Diver Danny Smith told the Australian

Broadcast ing Corporat ion he and a
friend had a close call in the same area
on Friday. He said he saw a great white
while he was in the water but managed
to get back on his boat, where he and
other crew frantically pulled the friend
aboard. “The (shark) came to the surface
to see where I’d gone I presumed and
she sor t  of  took a  swipe at  h im (his
friend),” he said. “We saw fins and arms
and legs going everywhere, we were ini-
tially thinking that we were going to pull
in half a body. “We got him on the boat
and she came right to the back of the
boat and then just descended back to
the bottom.”

S h a r k s  a re  a  re g u l a r  fe a t u re  i n
Australian waters, and swimmers and
surfers have had their share of encoun-
ters this year. Earlier this month, a body-
boarder was lef t  f ighting for  his  l i fe
after an attack on the countr y ’s east
coast, close to where a Japanese surfer
w a s  k i l l e d  i n  Fe b r u a r y.  E x p e r t s  s ay
attacks are increasing as water sports
become more popular  but  fatal i t ies
remain rare. — AFP 

Diver killed by shark
as daughter watches

Boko Haram kills 25 in Northern Nigeria

MAROUA, Cameroon: Security forces transport with a blanket the remains of some of
the eleven victims of a double blast in the northern Cameroonian city of Maroua.
Eleven people were killed in northern Cameroon when two girls blew themselves in
twin attacks in a region repeatedly targeted by Nigeria-based Boko Haram jihadists,
officials said.— AFP 

YANGON: A Myanmar passenger plane
skidded off the runway on landing dur-
ing heavy rain at Yangon International
Airport, the carrier said yesterday, leav-
ing one injured. The Air Bagan ATR 72
twin-engine turboprop, carrying 49 pas-
sengers  f rom the centra l  c i t y  of
Mandalay, “veered slightly off the run-
way due to bad weather and heavy rain”
on landing Friday evening, the airline
said in a statement posted on Facebook.
It said that all passengers were “safely
disembarked” and only one, a Buddhist
monk, sustained a slight injury to his
hand. It was not immediately possible to
reach the airline or Myanmar’s civil avia-
tion department for further comment.

In Dec 2012 an Air Bagan plane crash-

landed in thick fog and burst into flames
in a field short of the runway at Heho
airport - the gateway to the popular
tourist  dest inat ion of  I nle  Lake -  in
northern Shan state, killing a tour guide
on board and a motorc ycl ist  on the
ground as well as injuring 11 people
including foreigners. The airline was
launched in 2004 by business tycoon
Tay Za, who is known for his close links
to the former junta, as the first private
carrier in Myanmar. With a fleet compris-
ing one ATR 42 and three ATR 72 aircraft,
it serves 19 destinations in Myanmar
and also runs a charter flight to the pop-
ular holiday spot of Chiang Mai in north-
ern Thailand, according to the airline’s
website. — AFP 

Air Bagan plane skids 
off Myanmar runway 
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“Iranian interference”. Last Sunday, Bahrain summoned
Iran’s acting charge d’affaires to protest against the Islamic
republic’s supreme leader Ali Khamenei voicing support for
“oppressed people” across the Middle East, including in
Bahrain. The previous day, Khamenei had said the nuclear
deal Tehran agreed with world powers would not alter its
support for the governments of Syria and Iraq, nor its back-
ing for “oppressed people” in Yemen and Bahrain, and the
Palestinians.

Bahrain made the announcements on the eve of a tour
of some Arab states by Iranian Foreign Minister
Mohammad Javad Zarif aimed at calming tensions follow-
ing a historic nuclear deal between Tehran and world pow-
ers. He is due to visit Qatar, Kuwait and Iraq today. Most Gulf
Arab states are concerned that the July 14 accord will has-
ten a rapprochement between Tehran and Washington that
could embolden the Islamic Republic to heighten support
for paramilitary groups across the Middle East. 

Sunni Muslim-ruled Bahrain, home to the US Navy’s Fifth
Fleet, often accuses Iran, a Shiite Muslim theocracy, of seek-
ing to subvert Bahrain. Iran denies interfering in Bahrain,

although it acknowledges it does support opposition
groups seeking greater political and economic rights for
Bahrain’s Shiite community. 

Bahrain has reported a growing number of attacks using
homemade explosives, some of them deadly, in the past
two years and has accused a banned Shiite opposition
group called Saraya al-Ashtar of responsibility for some of
them. Bahrain said in June it had seized explosives and
bomb-making materials earmarked for use in Bahrain and
neighboring Saudi Arabia in what it described as an Iranian
attempt to use Bahraini borders as a base for attacking tar-
gets in the region.

Bahrain’s government on Friday accused Iran of attempt-
ing to disrupt Bahrain’s security by provided weapons and
explosives training to Bahrainis, and escalating violence on
the island whenever Bahrain made “progress with national
stability”. Bahrain was hit in 2011 by demonstrations
demanding greater democracy and more rights for Shiites,
many of whom say they are subject to political and eco-
nomic discrimination. The kingdom previously recalled its
ambassador to Iran in 2011 to protest Tehran’s criticism of
the Gulf-backed crackdown on Shiite protesters at the time,
reinstating him in 2012. —  Agencies 

Bahrain disrupts bid to smuggle...

Continued from Page 1

four Beechcraft King Air C90 aircraft, Newman said sum-
mer is usually the busiest season. That is when clouds form
over the eastern Al-Hajar Mountains which deflect the warm
wind blowing from the Gulf of Oman. The strength of the
updraft determines the number of flares fired as the plane
explores the base of the forming cloud.  “If we’ve got a mild
updraft, we usually burn one or two flares. If we’ve got a
good updraft, we burn four, sometimes six flares into the
cloud,” he said. Not all seeded clouds produce rainfall, but it
happens often, said Newman. “It is fantastic... As soon as
there is rain, there is a lot of excitement. We can hear the
guys in the office are happy,” he said.

The effectiveness of cloud-seeding in increasing rainfall
has often been questioned. However, US ski resorts in
Colorado reportedly use the method to induce heavier
snowfall. China also used rain dispersal technology to
ensure dry weather during the opening of the 2008 Beijing
Olympics. To cover its surging water needs, driven by rapid
economic growth and a large influx of foreigners, the UAE
has resorted mainly to desalination. The Gulf country
accounts for 14 percent of the world’s desalinated water and
is the second largest producer after neighboring Saudi
Arabia. The country has 33 desalination plants that provided
42 percent of its needs, according to a 2013 report by the
environment and water ministry. But groundwater repre-
sents 44 percent of used water, putting immense pressure

on the country’s reserves. Another 14 percent of water
usage comes from treated wastewater, mostly for irrigation
and landscaped green areas.

Rain triggered through cloud seeding is much cheaper
than desalinated water, according to Omar al-Yazeedi, head
of research at NCMS. In 2010, four days of heavy rain
induced by cloud seeding brought downpours equivalent
to the nine-year output of a single desalination plant in Abu
Dhabi, he said. “This shows that there is a huge amount of
water that could be tapped... It is a source that cannot be
ignored,” he said. Studies show that cloud seeding can
increase the amount of rain by between five and 70 percent,
depending on the quality of the clouds, he said. The
American Meteorological Society said in 2010 that despite
some uncertainty over its effectiveness, “large potential
benefits can warrant relatively small investments to conduct
operational cloud seeding”. 

The UAE is also looking into methods to preserve the
rain that does hit the ground, instead of allowing it to
quickly evaporate or flow off into the sea. It has built dams
and reservoirs to gather water that flood desert wadis. The
country has around 130 dams and levees with a storage
capacity of about 120 million cu m, according to the min-
istry report. NCMS executive director Abdulla Al-Mandoos
said studies were being prepared to plan more dams and
to protect water, aimed at directing rain “from the cloud
right into the aquifer”. “We do not want to waste a drop of
water,” he said. — AFP 

Rainclouds have silver lining for...
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“As an African-American in the United States I am painfully
aware of what happens when people are treated differently
under the law. I am unequivocal on this,” Obama told a joint
news conference, openly disagreeing with Kenyatta. He said
that the notion “a law-abiding citizen... will be treated differ-
ently or abused because of who they love is wrong, full stop.”
Homophobia is on the rise in Africa, and Kenyatta repeated
the view that gay rights were “a non-issue”. “There are some
things that we must admit we don’t share. It’s very difficult for
us to impose on people that which they themselves do not
accept. This is why I say for Kenyans today the issue of gay
rights is really a non-issue,” Kenyatta said.

A presidential visit to Kenya had been delayed while
Kenyatta faced charges of crimes against humanity for his role
in post-election violence seven years ago. The International
Criminal Court has since dropped the case, citing a lack of evi-
dence and accusing Kenya of bribing or intimidating witness-
es. President William Ruto, whose ICC trial continues, is also an
unapologetic homophobe and has in the past described gays
as “dirty”. Obama nevertheless shook his hand on arrival at
State House.

Obama also had firm words for Kenya on civil rights and
corruption, describing endemic graft as “the single biggest
impediment to Kenya growing even faster,” and saying people
were being “consistently sapped by corruption at a high level
and at a low level”. 

Obama said there was a need for “visible prosecutions,” to
show citizens action was being taken. “They don’t have to be a
forensic accountant to know what is going on,” Obama said,
giving the example of officials driving around in expensive
cars or building houses far above what their salaries would
allow.

The two leaders also pledged greater cooperation against
the Somalia’s Shabab, who have also been at the top of the list
of security concerns during the visit. Nairobi has witnessed
massive security operations involving at least 10,000 police
officers, with parts of the usually traffic-clogged capital locked

down until Obama’s scheduled departure late today for neigh-
boring Ethiopia. Shabab fighters have staged a string of sui-
cide attacks and bombings on Kenyan soil, including the April
massacre at Garissa university, in which 148 people died, and
the 2013 assault on the Westgate shopping mall in central
Nairobi that killed 67.

“We have systematically reduced the territory that Al-
Shabab controls. We have been able to decrease their effec-
tive control within Somalia and have weakened those net-
works operating here in East Africa. That doesn’t mean the
problem is solved,” Obama said. Earlier Obama laid a wreath at
the memorial site of the former US embassy destroyed in an
Al-Qaeda attack in 1998, standing in silence in memory of the
224 killed in the twin bombings in Nairobi and Tanzania.

The president called for an end to the 19-month-old civil
war in South Sudan, urging the country’s warring leaders to
“put their country first.” 

The conflict there is set to be high on the agenda for the
next stage of his visit to Ethiopia, also the seat of the African
Union. This week’s elections in the central African nation of
Burundi, which delivered a controversial third term to
President Pierre Nkurunziza, “weren’t credible,” Obama said.
Despite the areas of disagreement, the president said he was
delighted to be back and praised Africa’s entrepreneurship at
a business summit earlier yesterday.

“It is wonderful to be back in Kenya,” Obama said, greeting
the summit with a few words of Swahili. “Obviously this is per-
sonal for me. My father came from these parts.” Barack Obama
Sr was a pipe-smoking economist who the US leader has
admitted he “never truly” knew. 

He walked out when Obama was just two and died in a car
crash in Nairobi in 1982, aged 46. Obama still has extended
family in western Kenya, who he dined with on Friday
evening. “I wanted to be here, because Africa is on the move,
Africa is one of the fastest growing regions in the world,” he
said, drawing cheers and applause from delegates. “People are
being lifted out of poverty, incomes are up, the middle class is
growing and young people like you are harnessing technolo-
gy to change the way Africa is doing business.” — AFP 

Obama hails ‘Africa on the move’ 

Continued from Page 1

Many of those killed in the Suruc attack were Kurds and it
sparked violence in the largely Kurdish southeast by militants
who say Erdogan and his Islamist-rooted AK Party have
covertly supported Islamic State against Syrian Kurds. Ankara
denies the accusation.

On Friday, as its planes bombed Islamic State in Syria for
the first time, police rounded up hundreds of suspected
Islamist and Kurdish militants in cities and towns across
Turkey, with nearly 600 people having been detained as of
Saturday. “It is unacceptable that Erdogan and the AKP gov-
ernment have made a fight against the Kurdish people part of
their struggle against Islamic State,” the pro-Kurdish Peoples’
Democratic Party (HDP) said in a statement.

It is not known whether the deal struck with Washington
last week allowing coalition forces to use Turkish bases for
bombing raids against Islamic State will entail the creation of
a “safe zone” in northern Syria, something Turkey has long
sought. But Foreign Minister Mevlut Cavusoglu told a news
conference that “safe zones will be formed naturally” as
swathes of northern Syria are cleared of Islamic State militants.
“We have always defended safe zones and no-fly zones in
Syria. People who have been displaced can be placed in those
safe zones,” he said.

Washington says direct military pressure on Islamic State,
not a safe or no-fly zone, is the best way to end the region’s
fighting and refugee crisis. The deal to use Turkish airbases
will greatly shorten distances to targets and potentially make
the aerial campaign President Barack Obama says is intended
to “degrade and destroy” Islamic State capabilities more effec-

tive. Yesterday’s air strikes hit Islamic State positions in Syria
and PKK locations in northern Iraq, including warehouses and
living quarters, Davutoglu’s office said in a statement.
Simultaneously, Turkish land forces fired on Islamic State and
the PKK, it said.

The attacks on the outlawed PKK, which has waged a
three-decade insurgency against Turkey, could kill off stum-
bling peace talks between the group and Ankara, which were
started in 2012 but have been stalled lately. “The truce has no
meaning anymore after these intense air strikes by the occu-
pant Turkish army,” the PKK said in a statement. One militant
was killed and three wounded, it said. Erdogan took a hefty
political risk in starting peace talks in 2012 with the Kurds,
who represent nearly 20 percent of Turkey’s population. They
now accuse him of backtracking on promises.

The military actions drew protests in Turkey, where police
in the capital Ankara fired tear gas and water cannon to break
up a demonstration of around 1,000 people, and in France,
where around 1,500 people marched in support of the Kurds.
“Turkey is playing a double game. It is trying to convince inter-
national media that it’s hitting Daesh but the reality is that it’s
bombing Kurds over there in northern Iraq,” one of the pro-
testers, Kurdish doctor Saleh Mustapha, said, using another
name for Islamic State.

Istanbul authorities said they would not let organisers go
ahead with plans for a peace march planned today, citing con-
cerns about security and dense traffic. Local media reported
attacks on police officers in a Kurdish neighborhood of
Istanbul. Such violence has become more common, with oth-
er officers killed this week. PKK militants have accused police
of working with Islamic State.  — Reuters 

Turkey strikes IS in Syria, Kurdish...Ships cross New Suez Canal in first...
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Separately, the Islamic Salaf Forum is making contacts with
MPs at the National Assembly to fortify the position of fellow
member Oil Minister Dr Ali Al-Omair after a series of parlia-
mentary attacks against him and threats to grill him. Sources
said the forum does not want Omair to remain alone in front
of his opponents, especially since the forum and minister
strongly believe that the latest, highly tense stands are for
purely personal interests and have nothing to do with reform-
ing the oil sector.

Sources said the Salaf Forum will intensify its contacts with
several MPs to explain the reforms of Omair and what he has
achieved as minister.

Meanwhile, MP Khalil Al-Saleh said he will not allow the
Director of Public Authority for Agricultural Affairs and Fish
Resources Nabila Al-Khalil to become a victim of political
deals.  Addressing Omair, Saleh said: “I gave you two options -
either appoint Nabila Al-Khalil in her position permanently, or
if there are suspicions, those suspected should be sent to the
prosecution - but you did not do either. You are forcing us to
stand against you in this political dispute. Time is running out
and the decision is yours.”

MP Mansour Al-Dhafiri found the statement of Omair
about MP Ahmad Al-Qudhaibi strange, adding that the MP
has the right to express his opinion and comment on replies.
He asked which expressions in the MP’s statement are not fit
for the nation’s representative, according to the minister. He
said the minister should have given explanations without any
needless comments. 

“The question is, what are the measures you have taken
against owners of suspicious tenders? Is it not the right of the
MP to ask you? You have the right to refute it according to the
constitutional frameworks, as the minister has the right to
answer,” Dhafiri added.

MP Nabil Al-Fadhl warned Omair against any violations
over farm ownerships, and described the violations as
encroachment on state property. Fadhl said the minister had a
positive role in approving the latest amendments of the agri-
culture authority law to protect state property and prevent
manipulations. 

The law was approved but not enforced because it was not
published in the official gazette. Fadhl said the minister may
have his reasons, but “we warn if state rights are compromised
with regards to the ownerships contrary to the law’s amend-
ments, then the minister will be grilled”.

Continued from Page 1

The exercise took place amid tight security. An insur-
gency based in the Sinai Peninsula, which borders on
the Suez Canal, has killed hundreds of soldiers and
police since 2013. State television said there were heli-
copters circling above and showed naval vessels escort-
ing the ships.

Mohab Mameesh, chairman of the Suez Canal
Authority overseer of the project, told state television
that this test-run had been a success and that more
would follow. At a later news conference, Mameesh said
construction of another canal near the East Port Said
port on the Mediterranean Sea would begin as soon as
the New Suez Canal had been inaugurated. A senior
Suez Canal Authority source told Reuters that the canal
will be 9.5 km long, 18.5 m deep, and 250 m wide. It will
take around seven months to build, the source said,
speaking on condition of anonymity.

The existing canal earns Egypt around $5 billion per
year. The New Suez Canal, which will allow two-way traf-

fic of larger ships, is supposed to increase revenues by
2023 to $15 billion. It should also reduce navigation
time for ships to 11 hours from about 22 hours,
Mameesh said last month, making it the fastest such
waterway in the world. The government also plans to
build an international industrial and logistics hub near-
by that it hopes will eventually make up about a third of
the Egyptian economy.

“Today, we made sure that vessels with a draught of
66 feet” are able to use the new waterway, said Captain
Mohamed Fawzi of the Suez Canal Authority, dubbing
the first trial run a “success”. 

The new waterway involves 37 km of dry digging
and 35 km of expansion and deepening of the Canal, in
a bid to help speed up the movement of vessels.
Authorities raised $9 billion to build the new canal by
selling shares in the project to domestic investors, with
private Egyptian companies tasked with its construc-
tion. Built 146 years ago, the Suez Canal is one of the
world’s most heavily used shipping lanes and a key
source of international trade. — Agencies 

Govt to discuss fuel price hike



By Brigitte Dusseau

He hogs the headlines, has satirists in stitches and
the Republican establishment tearing their hair
out. Donald Trump has hijacked the race for the

White House. Since launching his campaign on June 16,
the billionaire real estate mogul has cornered the limelight
on almost daily basis - most strikingly by attacking
Mexican immigrants and former prisoner of war Senator
John McCain. This week he called rival Republican candi-
date Lindsey Graham a “total lightweight” and, in a stun-
ning breach of normal political etiquette, read out his per-
sonal cellphone number to the crowd.

He ridiculed former Texas governor Rick Perry by saying
his recent resort to wearing spectacles was less to do with
deteriorating eyesight and more “so people will think he is
smart”. He slammed Democrat frontrunner Hillary Clinton,
as “the worst secretary of state in the history of our coun-
try” and said: “She’s going to be beaten and I’m the one to
beat her.”

Some Americans are amused. Others are horrified. A
swath of ordinary voters, fed up with Washington DC, say
he speaks for them and cable television networks follow
his every move. Retired basketball star Dennis Rodman,
known for visiting North Korea and for his flamboyant
dress sense, on Friday appeared to endorse the mogul
with the blond comb-over for the White House.
“@realDonaldTrump has been a great friend for many
years. We don’t need another politician, we need a busi-
nessman like Mr trump! Trump 2016,” he tweeted to his
half a million followers.

And he closed yet another working week as king of the
polls. The latest survey released by YouGov on Friday put
Trump on 28 percent, streets ahead of nearest Republican
rival, Wisconsin governor Scott Walker on 13 percent,
among party voters. Trump’s brazen remarks and out-
landish stunts leave little space for the more careful-
ly calibrated points made by other candidates,
Republican or Democrat. It is Trump, Trump,
Trump. “Donald Trump is sucking the oxygen
out of the room for everybody else,” Stuart
Rothenberg, founder of the Rothenberg and
Gonzales Political Report, told NBC News.

Destroying the Tax Code 
On Thursday, CNN broadcast live his

arrival - by private jet emblazoned with
his name in huge golden letters - at the
Texas-Mexico border to condemn illegal
immigration and declare his love for
Latinos. By contrast, when Ohio Governor
John Kasich announced his candidacy, he was
almost ignored. A video produced by fellow
candidate Republican Senator Rand Paul showing
him setting America’s 70,000-page tax code on fire
also panned: a vain attempt to wrest back some
publicity.

Republicans, their noses out of joint, don’t know
how to fend off such an unpredictable, and populist
opponent. “That’s what the serious campaigns are
trying to figure out,” NBC political director Chuck Todd
said. “They are worried that the more they attack and

marginalize him, the stronger he gets.” The man nicknamed
“The Donald” who claims to be worth more than $10 billion
is self-financing his campaign and appears to be reveling in

the attention. The most feted political satirist
in contemporary America, Jon

Stewart, who next month steps
down as anchor of “The Daily

Show” has poured
over Trump night
after night. “Thank
you Donald Trump,”
he said “for making

my last six weeks...
my best six weeks.”
Some Republicans

already fear the tone of
their debate, scheduled on

Aug 6, to which the top 10-
poll ranking candidates are
invited. But political strategists
may be able to sleep in peace:

in the YouGov poll, only 10 per-
cent of registered voters who

identify as Republican thought he
would win the party’s nomination.
A whopping 36 percent thought

that honor would go to Jeb
Bush, the former governor of
Florida who is the son of one
former president and the
brother of another. —AFP
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Prime Minister Alexis Tsipras has won a difficult gam-
ble in convincing the Greek parliament to agree to
tough reforms demanded by Greece’s creditors, but

he is paying the price of deep splits within his radical-left-
ist Syriza party. Tsipras won a solid 230 votes out of the
298 lawmakers who fiercely debated Greece’s bailout-for-
reforms deal into the early hours of Thursday - proof of “a
large consensus”, according to Dimitris Sotiropoulos, a
political science professor at Athens University.

But it was the second vote in a week that has seen the
40-year-old premier suffer a serious mutiny within his
own party over his plans to secure a bailout of up to Ä86
billion ($96 billion) over three years, in exchange for more
of the kind of austerity that Syriza came to power promis-
ing to end. Last week, 39 of Syriza’s 149 MPs voted against
or abstained on a first wave of reforms that had to pass in
order for the bailout talks to go ahead, including wide-
spread tax hikes. Outside the parliament, angry protesters
lobbed petrol bombs at police guarding the building.

Tsipras managed to trim the rebellion to 36 ‘no’ votes
and abstentions when a second bill on the reforms went
to parliament on Wednesday night - but as with last
week’s vote, he was forced to rely on the opposition to get
it through. “His gamble paid off thanks to help from three
opposition parties-the right-wing New Democracy, the
socialists from Pasok and the centre-left party To Potami,”
said Sotiropoulos. The academic estimated that Tsipras
has lost the support of around 40 percent of Syriza’s rank-
and-file members and a quarter of his MPs, hailing from
the “left platform” and other hostile factions that are
staunchly opposed to more austerity and, in some cases,
continuing Greek membership of the euro.

A Break with the Rebels? 
Tsipras has not had an easy few weeks. In a referen-

dum on July 5, Greeks emphatically voted against further
austerity - urged on by the prime minister himself. Days
later, determined to stop Greece defaulting on its debts
and hurtling out of the eurozone into the unknown, he
agreed to reforms similar to those voters had just rejected,
sparking accusations that he had caved to “blackmail”
from the creditors. In managing to convince a parliament
with deep misgivings to approve the measures, Tsipras
has scored a victory in the short-term, said Manos
Papazoglou, political sciences professor at the University
of Peloponnese. “But in the long term there will be prob-
lems,” he told AFP. “The tradition in Greece is to have
strong parliamentary majorities and in this case, his party
has suffered a major divide,” said Papazoglou.

Thursday’s vote placed Tsipras in the unenviable posi-
tion of running what is not just a coalition government,
but one that is effectively a minority administration. Out
of 300 MPs in parliament, he counted the support of just
126 coalition MPs - 113 from Syriza and 13 from their jun-
ior partners, the nationalist Independent Greeks. A minor-
ity government “would have difficulty passing laws in
future without forging a political agreement with other
parties,” said Sotiropoulos.

Government spokeswoman Olga Gerovassili admitted
the result of Thursday’s voted pointed to a “clear divide” in
the party and said “planned procedures” would be imple-
mented to address it. Tsipras has stressed that his current
priority is to finalise the bailout deal. Both sides are under
huge pressure to get the agreement hammered out
before August 20, when Athens owes the European
Central Bank a loan repayment of 3.2 billion euros it can-
not afford.

But many analysts believe the prime minister will be
forced to call early elections in a country that badly needs
stability as it battles to stave off economic collapse.
“Elections would have negative repercussions for both
the economy and the political sphere,” said Penelope
Fountedaki, a law professor based at Pantion University.
After Tsipras finally reached a symbolic consensus in par-
liament for the bailout deal, fresh elections could deepen
divisions within the electorate, she said. Tsipras’s best bet,
she argued, is to “break with the dissidents at the heart of
his party and go forward with other parties”.

Despite the troubles in his ranks, the youthful prime
minister is riding high in the opinion polls, which show
him overwhelmingly regarded as the best man to be run-
ning Greece at present. Even after the broken promises,
many voters believe Tsipras acts honestly and with their
interests at heart - a break with leaders from parties on
both the left and the right, in power for decades in
Greece, who they hold responsible for steering the coun-
try into the crisis. —AFP

Profile

Greek PM’s austerity 
gamble sows deep 
divisions in Syriza

Coming up Trumps in the White House race

By Steven R Hurst

Critics of the Iran nuclear deal claim
it is flawed, among many reasons,
because it does not demand that

Tehran also change its behavior at home
and abroad. That complaint ignores the
United States’ long history of striking
arms control agreements with the Soviet
Union,  a far  more dangerous enemy.
Those deals probably made the world a
safer place through some of the darkest
days of the Cold War and they proved
talks could be productive even with a
sworn adversary.

Dating as far back as the Limited Test
Ban Treaty in 1963 - less than a year after
the Cuban missile crisis - US administra-
tions engaged the Soviet Union in agree-
ments to limit nuclear threats while not
linking deals to abhorrent Soviet human
rights abuses and the active arming and
funding of leftist, anti-American revolu-
tionary movements around the world.

As Cold War brinksmanship moved
apace, the US, the Soviet Union, Britain,
France and China signed on to the 1963
Nonproliferation Treaty. That agreement
was designed to prevent other countries
from developing nuclear weapons, while
guaranteeing their  r ights to civi l ian
nuclear technology - the very guarantee
that, 47 years later, allows Iran to continue
building nuclear facilities for power gen-
eration and medical research.

The US and the Soviets moved in the
1970s to a period of “detente” which
spawned the Strategic Arms Limitation
Treaty,  known as SALT,  and the Anti-
Ballistic Missile Treaty in the early 1970s.
The treaties held despite the 1973 Arab-
Israeli Yom Kippur War, where conflicting
alliances took the superpowers close to
military conflict.

Nuclear negotiations continued to a
1979 agreement on SALT II  to further
reduce nuclear arms. President Jimmy
Carter pulled out of the deal six months
later  af ter  the Soviet  invasion of
Afghanistan. But just three years after
that,  staunchly anti-Soviet President
Ronald Reagan unveiled the Strategic
Arms Reduction Treaty, known as START,

aimed at shrinking US and Soviet war-
head arsenals  and the number of
bombers and missi les to del iver  the
bombs.

None of the deals, however, blunted
US efforts against what was seen as Soviet
bad behavior, especially in Afghanistan.
“What we had to do was confront the
Soviets directly by arming the muja-
hedeen (anti-Soviet Afghan fighters) and
other things while we pursued on a paral-
lel track arms negotiations,” said William
Courtney of the RAND Corporation and a
former US diplomat who worked on arms
control and served in Moscow.

“ That’s probably the same strategy
that we have to do with Iran. The Iranians
were unlikely to agree to a nuclear accord
that required them to stop arming
Hezbollah or Assad or the like,” he said,
referring to the Lebanese militant group
Hezbollah that is an avowed enemy of
Israel and embattled Syrian President
Basher Assad, Iran’s close ally.

The same year that START was signed,
Reagan unner ved the Soviets  with a
speech proposing a space-based system
to knock out any nuclear attack on the
United States at a time when the Soviets
were falling further and further behind in
weapons technology. While the program
was abandoned after needed technology
proved too complex, the ploy was similar
to Nixon’s opening to China that also rat-
tled the Soviets in the 1970s and likely
prompted Moscow’s readiness for the
detente period.

Suzanne Maloney of the Brookings
Institution said in a blog post that the Iran
deal could also show the value of negoti-
ating with one’s adversaries. “What the
agreement should cease is a few of the
most enduring assumptions about US
policy toward Iran,” said Maloney, interim
deputy director of the foreign policy pro-
gram and senior fellow at Brookings. “In
particular we should bid a good riddance
to the taboo ... against direct diplomacy
between the estranged governments of
the United States and Iran,” she wrote,
adding that “the official no-contact policy
that governs both sides seems rather
quaintly outdated.” —AP

Like Iran, pacts ignored USSR behavior

By Helene Colliopoulou

By Dario Thuburn

Turkey’s air strikes on Islamic State
targets in Syria, and Ankara’s con-
sent to the US using a key airbase

to launch attacks on the jihadists, mark
a break with its previous “complacency”,
analysts said. The new strategy effec-
tively makes Turkey a full member of
the US-led coalition against IS jihadists
but raises the r isk of  cross-border
reprisals and could give a stronger hand
to Kurdish militants, they said. “ The
Turks are in a situation where IS have
become too big to ignore,” Michael
Stephens, head of the British Royal
United Services Institute’s centre in
Qatar, told AFP. “It’s a political signal as
much as a strategic signal.”

Didier Billion from the Institute for
International and Strategic Affairs in
Paris said the air strikes “mean that
Turkey is really joining” a coalition, of
which it had only been a nominal mem-
ber until now. “Turkey has understood
for months that this kind of complacen-
cy towards IS was becoming more and
more dangerous, that it could blow
back,” he said. Aaron Stein, a non-resi-
dent fellow at the Atlantic Council’s
Rafik Hariri Center for the Middle East,
agreed that the military action was part
of a months-long evolution in diplo-
matic strategy. “Turkey had altered its
rules of engagement to more clearly
delineate IS as a threat to the Turkish
state,” he said.

Ege Seckin, an analyst at IHS Country
Risk, said the IS-linked suicide bombing
in the border town of Suruc on July 20
that killed 32 people “provides a con-
venient public justification for this poli-
cy reversal”. Seckin said that Turkey’s
behaviour suggested a repositioning in
the complex regional diplomacy sur-
rounding the conflict in Syria, particu-

larly in the wake of this month’s land-
mark nuclear deal with Iran.

“Previously, Turkey prioritised the
fight against Syrian President Assad’s
forces over the Islamic State. The devel-
opments in the past two days suggest
that this has changed,” he said. The
intervention could mean that Turkey “is
seeking to secure its position in Syria”
following the Iran nuclear deal that it
fears could give Tehran greater scope to
support Assad, he added.

‘Contain Kurdish Aspirations’ 
Turkey’s decision to allow the United

States to use the Incirlik base gives
Washington an easier jumping off point
for  bombing raids against  IS  and
removes a point of tension in Turkey-US
relations. “No doubt the Turkish govern-
ment decision to grant access to US mil-
itary aircraft to use Incirlik in southern
Turkey against Islamic State is a major
turning point in Turkey’s position,” said
Fadi Hakura from the Chatham House
think tank in London. The risk of seeing
the Kurds in Syria take advantage of the
new situation, however, could compli-
cate the issue for Turkey and the police
raids against IS networks in Turkey on
Friday were accompanied by arrests of
Kurdish militants and Marxist radicals.

Analysts also said that reports about
a deal with the US to establish a no-fly
zone in Syria along the Turkish border
could make it easier to counter the
jihadists but also to contain Kurdish
forces. “Turkey is also seeking to contain
Kurdish aspirations for autonomy and
to ensure its dominance over Syrian
armed opposition groups,” Seckin said.
In any case Hakura said, while Turkish
intervention will “accelerate” the strug-
gle against IS, “still it appears that it will
take some time before the Islamic State
is completely weakened”.  —AFP

Turkey air strikes show 
shift from ‘complacency’



S P O RT S

ST PETERSBURG: FIFA has passed a resolution offering full
support for holding the 2018 World Cup in Russia, FIFA
President Sepp Blatter said yesterday at a meeting with
Russia’s President Vladimir Putin. “I would like to inform you
that the executive committee has recently adopted a new
resolution in which FIFA assures the Russian Federation of its
full support in carrying out the World Cup in Russia in 2018,”
Blatter said at the meeting in St Petersburg ahead of the pre-
liminary draw. Blatter announced that he was quitting in
June after a major bribery scandal being investigated by U.S.,
Swiss and other law enforcement agencies that plunged soc-
cer’s governing body into the worst crisis in its 111-year his-
tory. The scandal has cast a cloud over the forthcoming
World Cups in Russia and Qatar, but Russian officials have
dismissed any suggestion Russia could be stripped of the
contest. Putin alluded to the crisis at FIFA but his comments
were relatively cautious compared with his previous staunch
defence of Blatter and his organisation. “We see what is hap-
pening around football, but I know how you regard this and
we are grateful that you are concentrating your attention pri-
marily on sport,” Putin said.—Reuters

Putin gets FIFA support
BERLIN: Argentine striker Franco Di Santo has made use of a buy-out clause in
his contract with Werder Bremen to leave the north German club, it said yester-
day.

Werder did not say which club Di Santo was set to join but German media
reports said Europa League competitors Schalke 04 had won over the talented
player. Schalke officials could not be immediately reached
for a statement.

“Franco Di Santo is leaving Werder Bremen with imme-
diate effect,” Werder said in a statement. “The Argentine
made use of his contract’s buyout clause and is no longer
part of the team.”

Werder officials had confirmed earlier in the week they
were holding talks with Schalke for the player. The power-
ful 26-year-old former Chelsea forward, who has scored 17
goals in 49 Bundesliga matches, had joined Werder from
Wigan Athletic in 2013.

He was key to their strong Bundesliga finish
this year that saw them climb out of the relega-
tion zone after the winter break and narrowly
miss out on a Europa League spot. —Reuters

Di Santo leaves Werder 
BUDAPEST: Nico Rosberg was looking for answers in Hungary yesterday after
being outqualified by Formula One world champion team mate Lewis
Hamilton for the ninth time in 10 races.

Rosberg was the qualifying king last year-winning the inaugural pole posi-
tion trophy with 11 poles to Hamilton’s seven. The table has been overturned
in spectacular fashion this season with Hamilton set to clinch that prize at the
next race in Belgium given that he has nine poles to Rosberg’s one with only
nine races left. “Part of it is that I worked on my racing to improve that and
that’s been...it’s definitely been better, so I’m pleased with that,” Rosberg, who
won only five races in 2014 to Hamilton’s 11, told reporters.

“Of course, that’s slightly compromised qualifying, some of it,
but most of it is not explicable for me. I don’t understand why
it’s such a big difference to last year at the moment,” added the
German.

Rosberg, who will start second today, was more than half a
second slower than Hamilton’s fastest lap and said that he did
not know why.

“Qualifying went pretty much to plan, everything, but I just
didn’t find the pace and it’s been a bit up and down all week-

end for some unexplained reasons, so I just need to
look into it tonight,” he said.—Reuters

Rosberg looking for answers

KANSAS CITY: Scott Kazmir pitched seven
strong innings in his Houston debut, leading
the Astros to a 4-0 win over the Kansas City
Royals on Friday night.

The 31-year-old left-hander limited the
Royals to three singles and only runner - Mike
Moustakas in the fourth - past first base.
Kazmir (6-5), who lowered his ERA to 2.24,
retired the final nine batters he faced. Kazmir,
acquired by the Astros from Oakland on
Thursday for two minor leaguers, hasn’t lost a
July start since July 10, 2010, going 7-0 in his
past 14 starts.

Preston Tucker had three of the Astros’ hits,
including his fourth home run in five games.
Tucker hit a base-loaded homer in the second.

Colby Rasmus singled home Carlos Correa
with the other run in the third. Royals right-
hander Jeremy Guthrie (7-6) gave up four runs
on 11 hits, matching his season high, and two
walks in seven innings.

CARDINALS 4, BRAVES 2
Randal Grichuk homered and rookie Tim

Cooney threw seven solid innings to earn his
first major league win, leading St. Louis to a
victory over Atlanta.

St. Louis improved to 6-1 since the All-Star
break and pushed its home record to an MLB-
best 35-12. Meanwhile, the Braves have lost
their last six road games.

Grichuk hit a two-run homer in the second
inning for the second night in row. His 11th of
the season came off rookie Manny Banuelos
(1-2), who gave up six hits and four earned
runs in five-plus innings.

Cooney (1-0) gave up five hits and two
earned runs in an efficient 74-pitch stint. He
struck out five and did not walk a batter. Kevin
Siegrist retired the Braves in the ninth for his
fifth save. He struck out Jonny Gomes with
two on to end the game.

RANGERS 4, ANGELS 2
Josh Hamilton doubled, singled and scored

two runs in his return to Angel Stadium, and
Texas got 7-plus outstanding innings of four-
hit ball from Colby Lewis in a victory over Los
Angeles.

Hamilton was booed whenever he stepped
to the plate or touched the ball at the stadium
where he played the previous two seasons
after signing a five-year, $125 million free-
agent deal with the Angels. The former AL
MVP was traded back to Texas three months
ago following two dismal years in Orange
County. Hamilton’s double off the right-field
wall started the Rangers’ three-run rally in the
fourth.

Mike Trout hit his 29th home run, pulling
even with Albert Pujols atop the AL homers
race. Lewis (10-4) shook off his dismal career
history against the Angels to dominate their
surging lineup, striking out nine while yield-
ing only three infield singles and Trout’s solo
homer in the fourth.

Tropeano (1-1) pitched seven-hit ball into
the seventh inning of his second start for the
Angels. Shawn Tolleson pitched the ninth for
his 16th save.

GIANTS 9, ATHLETICS 3
Hunter Pence had four hits and drove in

two runs, Brandon Belt had three RBIs and San
Francisco won its third straight, beating
Oakland.

Jake Peavy (2-4) pitched six strong innings

to earn his second straight victory. Buster
Posey extended his hitting streak to 10 games
with three hits and drove in a run, and Joe
Panik and Angel Pagan each also drove in
runs for the Giants, who won their ninth in 10
games.

Ben Zobrist hit a home run for the A’s, who
lost their third in four games. Eric Sogard and
Billy Burns, who left the game early with an
injury, also drove in runs.

Peavy allowed three runs on five hits in just
his sixth start of the year.  Jesse Chavez (5-10)
went a season-low three innings, giving up
four runs and eight hits.

DODGERS 7, METS 2
Justin Turner homered and drove in three

runs against his former club, emergency
starter Ian Thomas hurled five effective
innings, and Los Angeles beat New York.

The Dodgers spoiled the major league
debut of outfielder Michael Conforto, the
Mets’ first-round draft pick last year who was
promoted from Double-A Binghamton earlier
in the day. Conforto drove in the Mets’ first
run with an RBI groundout in the fifth inning.

Thomas (1-1) allowed one run and three
hits over five innings in his first major league
start. The rookie left-hander pitched in place
of All-Star Zack Greinke- who left the team
Thursday morning for the birth of his first
child.

The Dodgers scored early and often off
Mets starter Jonathan Niese (5-9),  who
allowed six runs and eight hits - including
home runs by Turner and Yasiel Puig - in three
innings.

PIRATES 7, NATIONALS 5
Gregory Polanco homered and drove in

three runs as Pittsburgh exacted some meas-
ure revenge against Max Scherzer and
Washington.

Just over a month after Scherzer no-hit the
Pirates, Pittsburgh touched Washington’s ace
for five runs in five innings before putting it
away against reliever Sammy Solis (1-1). Neil
Walker and Pedro Alvarez also homered off
Scherzer, the most home runs Scherzer has
given up in a game in nearly four years.

Vance Worley (4-5) picked up the win in
relief. Mark Melancon worked around two hits
in the ninth for his major-league leading 31st
save.

Tyler Moore drove in two for the Nationals
and Ian Desmond homered for the second
straight night, but Washington couldn’t rally
on a rare off night by Scherzer.

TWINS 10, YANKEES 1
Phil Hughes pitched seven shutout innings

against his former team and Miguel Sano hit
one of Minnesota’s four home runs in a victory
over New York.

Hughes (9-6) gave up seven hits, struck out
three and wiggled out of a bases-loaded jam
in the seventh. Trevor Plouffe went 3 for 4
with a homer and a double and Torii Hunter
and Brian Dozier also went deep for the Twins.
Michael Pineda (9-7) gave up five runs on
eight hits in 5 2/3 innings for the Yankees,
who had their four-game winning streak
snapped. Mark Teixeira had three hits for New
York (53-42), which fell to 23-25 on the road.

MARINERS 5, BLUE JAYS 2
Felix Hernandez pitched seven strong

innings to pick up his 12th win of the season,
Mark Trumbo gave Seattle the lead with a
two-run homer and the Mariners beat
Toronto.

Seattle opened a key six-game homestand
by getting production throughout its batting
order and another solid performance from its
staff ace.

Trumbo’s opposite-field shot in the fourth
off Toronto starter Marco Estrada (7-6) was his
third homer since joining Seattle and gave the
Mariners a 2-1 lead. Robinson Cano continued
his hot month with a two-run triple in the fifth
and later scored on a wild pitch with two outs
to make it 5-1. Jose Bautista hit a solo homer
in the sixth inning for Toronto, and the Blue
Jays threatened in the seventh with runners
on the corners and two outs, but Hernandez
(12-5) struck out Jose Reyes on three pitches.

PADRES 3, MARLINS 1
Matt Kemp, Yonder Alonso and Brett

Wallace all homered to back seven strong
innings from Andrew Cashner and lead San
Diego to a victory over Miami.

Wallace hit his first homer with San Diego
leading off the fourth to tie the game at 1-all.
Alonso and Kemp hit back-to-back homers in
the fifth to make it 3-1.

Cashner (4-10) allowed a first-inning RBI
double by Justin Bour, then clamped down
on the Marlins as he ended their season-best
three-game road win streak. Joaquin Benoit
pitched the eighth and Craig Kimbrel got the
final three outs, including retiring Ichiro
Suzuki on a grounder for the final out with
runners on first and second. It was Kimbrel’s
27th save in 28 chances.

RED SOX 2, TIGERS 1
Xander Bogaerts’ single up the middle off

Blaine Hardy in the 11th inning drove home
the winning run, and Boston snapped an
eight-game losing streak with a victory over
Detroit.

Hardy (3-2) gave up a leadoff walk to
Mookie Betts,  who moved to second on
Brock Holt’s sacrifice bunt. Bogaerts then
sent a changeup into center field and Betts
beat the throw home in a play that with-
stood a video review as the Red Sox celebrat-
ed their first victory in nearly two weeks.

Justin Masterson (4-2) worked around Ian
Kinsler’s third hit and a walk in the 11th to
earn the victory on a night Justin Verlander
and former Detroit teammate Rick Porcello
dueled to a draw.

ROCKIES 6, REDS 5
DENVER (AP) - Carlos Gonzalez homered

twice, tying the game each time, and Charlie
Blackmon scored on a wild pitch in the ninth
inning to lift Colorado past Cincinnati. Joey
Votto homered in the top of the ninth off
closer John Axford (3-3) to tie the game at 5.

In the bottom of the inning, Blackmon
laid down a one-out bunt single.  He initially
was called out trying to steal second. But a
replay review showed second baseman
Brandon Phillips didn’t quite get the tag
down before Blackmon slid into the bag.
Blackmon moved to third on D.J. LeMahieu’s

groundout, and with Troy Tulowitzki at the
plate, reliever Ryan Mattheus (1-2) bounced
a wild pitch that catcher Tucker Barnhart
couldn’t corral. Blackmon bolted home.

BREWERS 2, DIAMONDBACKS 1
Ryan Braun homered,  J immy Nelson

threw seven innings in one of his best starts
of the season to win a pitching duel with
Patrick Corbin, and Milwaukee beat Arizona.

Nelson (8-9) allowed five hits and escaped
a couple of early jams to improve his record
to 5-1 over his last six starts. He struck out
five and walked three, one intentionally.
Corbin (1-3) went seven innings in his fifth
and longest outing since his return in early
June from Tommy John surgery. The left-han-
der allowed one run, matched his career
high with 10 strikeouts, walked one and hit a
batter. He blanked the Brewers on three hits
before Braun homered on the first pitch of
the sixth inning. Milwaukee’s second run
scored on Brad Ziegler’s two-out wild pitch
in the ninth.

RAYS 3, ORIOLES 1
Tim Beckham snapped an eighth-inning

tie with a two-out, bases-loaded single that
gave Tampa Bay a victory over Baltimore.

The sputtering Rays rallied after being
limited to two hits over seven innings by
Orioles starter Chris Tillman, who came with-
in six outs of winning his sixth straight deci-
sion before walking Kevin Kiermaier leading
off the eighth.

Kiermaier stole second and raced home
on John Jaso’s two-out single off reliever
Darren O’Day (5-1) to make it  1-1.  Evan
Longoria followed with a bloop single and
James Loney was walked intentionally before
Beckham singled up the middle.

Alex Colome (4-4) pitched a scoreless
eighth, and Jake McGee worked the ninth for
his fifth save. The Orioles lost for the first

time this season when leading after seven
innings.

PHILLIES 5, CUBS 3
Jeff Francoeur hit a two-run homer with

two outs in the 10th inning and Philadelphia
beat the Chicago Cubs. Francoeur drove his
game-winner deep into the bleachers in left
field off Cubs reliever Rafael Soriano, who
came in for James Russell (0-2), who gave up
a leadoff single to Cesar Hernandez in the
10th. Jonathan Papelbon pitched the 10th
for Philadelphia and earned his 17th save in
as many opportunities after Ken Giles (5-2)
worked the ninth inning.

The Phillies, who won for the sixth time in
seven games since the All-Star break, tied
the game in the ninth when Cody Asche
delivered his second RBI double of the game
off closer Jason Motte.

Motte, who blew his first save in seven
chances, stranded the go-ahead run at sec-
ond by getting pinch-hitters Odubel Herrera
and Carlos Ruiz to fly out.

WHITE SOX 6, INDIANS 0
Jose Quintana pitched a seven-hitter for

his first career shutout and complete game
and Jose Abreu homered off Corey Kluber,
sending Chicago to a victory over Cleveland.

Quintana (5-9) got his first win since July
1, and the left-hander did it with customary
control and efficiency. He did not allow a
walk and hasn’t yielded a base on balls in
five of his past six starts. The Indians only got
two runners as far as second base against
Quintana, who was making his 107th major
league star t .  He struck out eight and
improved to 5-4 in night starts.

Abreu homered in the sixth off Kluber (5-
11) and Melky Cabrera,  batting .474 in his
career against  the defending Cy Young
Award winner, hit a two- run double in the
eighth to make it 4-0.—AP

American League
Eastern Division

W L  PCT GB      
NY Yankees 53 42 .558 -       
Tampa Bay 49 49 .500 5.5   
Toronto 49 49 .500 5.5   
Baltimore 46 49 .484 7       
Boston 43 54 .443 11      

Central Division
Kansas City 57 38 .600 -       
Minnesota 52 44 .542 5.5   
Detroit 47 49 .490 10.5  
Cleveland 45 50 .474 12      
Chicago White Sox 44 50 .468 12.5  

Western Division
LA Angels 54 42 .563 -       
Houston 55 43 .561 -       
Texas 46 49 .484 7.5   
Seattle 45 52 .464 9.5   
Oakland 44 54 .449 11      

National League
Eastern Division

Washington 51 44 .537 -       
NY Mets 49 48 .505 3       
Atlanta 45 51 .469 6.5   
Miami 41 56 .423 11      
Philadelphia 35 63 .357 17.5  

Central Division
St. Louis 62 34 .646 -       
Pittsburgh 56 40 .583 6       
Chicago Cubs 51 44 .537 10.5  
Cincinnati 42 52 .447 19      
Milwaukee 43 54 .443 19.5  

Western Division
LA Dodgers 56 42 .571 -       
San Francisco 52 44 .542 3       
San Diego 45 52 .464 10.5  
Arizona 44 51 .463 10.5  
Colorado 41 53 .436 13      

MLB results/standings
Philadelphia 5, Chicago Cubs 3 (10 Innings); Pittsburgh 7, Washington 5; Boston 2, Detroit 1 (11 innings); LA
Dodgers 7, NY Mets 2; Tampa Bay 3, Baltimore 1; Chicago White Sox 6, Cleve Land 0; Houston 4, Kansas City 0;
Minnesota 10, NY Yankees 1; St. Louis 4, Atlanta 2; Colorado 6, Cincinnati 5; Milwaukee 2, Arizona 1; Texas 4, LA
Angels 2; San Diego 3, Miami 1; Seattle 5, Toronto 2; San Francisco 9, Oakland 3.

KANSAS CITY: Royals pitcher Jeremy Guthrie throws in the first inning of a baseball game
against the Houston Astros. —AP

ST. LOUIS: Cardinals’ Jason Heyward (right) celebrates with teammate Yadier Molina after the Cardinals defeated the Atlanta Braves†4-2 in
a baseball game. —AP

Astros stop Royals, Braves stumble
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TORONTO: Colombia’s Jhon E Rodriguez Quevedo (right) falls as he clashes with Yeisser Ramirez of the US in a
men’s epee team semifinals, in fencing competition at the Pan Am Games. —AP

ONTARIO: Cuba’s Yasnier Toledo (right) takes a punch from Canada’s Arthur Biyarslanov in the first round of the
men’s light welterweight gold medal boxing bout at the Pan Am Games. —AP

TORONTO: Canadian sprinting sensation
Andre De Grasse won his second Pan
American Games gold medal in three days
but it was the United States that dominated
the athletics competition on Friday. De
Grasse, two days removed from winning the
marquee men’s 100 metres final, delivered a
stellar performance in the 200m final as he
crossed in 19.88 seconds to break his own
national record and set a Pan Am Games
mark.

“Last night all I needed was some rest.
Once I got the rest, and I woke up this
morning, I felt great,” said De Grasse. “I can’t
believe I did it. Somehow I just managed to
pull it off.  I’m really happy about this.” While
De Grasse delivered yet another sprinting
title for the host nation, it was the United

States who stole the show in athletics as
they won four out of the nine gold medals
handed out on Friday.

American world champion David Oliver,
who took a pass on a more prestigious
Diamond League meet in London to com-
pete in his first Pan Am Games, won the
men’s 110m hurdles final, but not before
having to run the distance twice.

Oliver did not hear the officials call a false
start on Cuba’s Yordan O’Farrill and so
sprinted full-out to the finish line along with
another runner, only to wait 30-minutes
before doing it all over again.

In his second attempt, the 2008 Olympic
bronze medallist smashed the Pan Am
Games record, which he had set as a goal,
with a time of 13.07 seconds.

“I am used to doing repeat 110’s at prac-
tice, so I said ‘it would be like training’ and
stayed focused,” said Oliver. “When they said
we had to go again, I was like ‘alright, let’s
just strap it up and let’s get ready to rock!”

The United States also captured athletics
gold medals in the women’s 200m, men’s
1,500m and women’s 3,000m steeplechase.

With two days left in the multi-sport
competition featuring countries from North
America, Latin America, South America and
the Caribbean, the United States strength-
ened their lead atop the medals table with
93 gold and 240 overall. Canada are second
with 72 gold and 195 overall.

In women’s softball, the seven-times
defending champion United States beat
Canada 5-2 to reach yesterday’s gold medal

game where they will face three-times run-
ner-up Puerto Rico, a 12-2 winner over
Brazil. The United States’ women’s field
hockey team defeated Argentina 2-1 in a
gold medal clash between two teams that
are headed to the 2016 Rio Olympics.

An automatic Rio berth was on offer for
the winner of the women’s field hockey
competition but since Argentina had
already qualified, the United States were
assured a ticket just for reaching the final.
Argentina’s women’s handball team fell 25-
20 to Brazil in their gold medal match but
still qualified for Rio after securing a spot in
the final against the Olympic hosts.

In men’s basketball,  hosts Canada
stunned the United States 111-108 in over-
time to reach Saturday’s gold medal game,

where they will play Brazil, who beat the
Dominican Republic 68-62 in the earlier
semi-final.

The day got off to a rocky start as news
surfaced that a member of Brazil’s silver
medal-winning men’s water polo team is
wanted by Toronto police on a warrant for
sexual assault.

An arrest warrant has been issued for 27-
year-old Thye Mattos Ventura Bezerra, the
team’s substitute goalkeeper, after a woman
was allegedly sexually assaulted while she
was sleeping in her residence, according to
police.

“ There could be other victims,” Sex
Crimes Inspector Joanna Beaven-Desjardins
told a news conference. “That’s why his pic-
ture is out in the public.” —Reuters

Canadian wins, US dominate Games

OAKVILLE: Chad Campbell claimed
the halfway lead at the RBC Canadian
Open with a near course-record per-
formance on Friday.

The American, winless on the PGA
Tour since 2007, missed a six-foot
birdie putt on his closing hole for a
nine-under 63 to tie the Glen Abbey
course record set by Leonard
Thompson in 1981 and matched by
Andy Bean in 1983 and Greg Norman
in 1986.

The bogey free round pushed the
Texan’s 36-hole total to 14-under, two
shots in front of American Brian
Harman and three shots ahead of
Canadian David Hearn and American
Johnson Wagner.

Australian Jason Day was fifth at
10-under after a 66, while two-time
Masters champ Bubba Watson played
himself into the picture with a 67. He
sits in a three-way tie at nine-under
with fellow Americans Erik Compton
and Eric Axley.

“I played solid all day,” Campbell
said. “I was able to make some putts
and made a couple long ones out
there. So that ’s always nice. The
course is playing really fast. You can
get opportunities if you get the ball
on the fairway, and the par-5s are
reachable.”

Campbell made birdies at each of
Glen Abbey’s four par-5s, including
three two-putt birdies. The four-time
PGA Tour winner has only had three
top-10 showings in the last three
years. He has dropped to 261st in the
world rankings.

“I’ve been a little better this year
than the last couple years,” said
Campbell, who lost in a three-way
playoff to eventual winner Angel
Cabrera and Kenny Perry at the 2009
Masters.

“It’s been a struggle the last few
years, so I definitely feel like I’m head-
ing in the right direction with a little
better play.” Harman was good for a
five-under 67 on Friday, while Hearn
enjoyed a fine 64 in front of the parti-
san crowd. Wagner carded a six-
under 66.

“It will be pretty busy tomorrow
having a late tee time,” said Hearn,
who is trying to become the first
Canadian to win the tournament
since Pat Fletcher in 1954. —Reuters

Campbell leads Canadian Open

BERLIN: Global metropolis Beijing will
go head-to-head with the little-known
Kazakh city of Almaty for the right to
host the 2022 winter Olympics when the
International Olympic Committee elects
the winner at its session in Malaysia next
week.

Beijing, which hosted the 2008 sum-
mer Games, is looking to become the
first city to be awarded both summer
and winter editions of the world’s
biggest multi-sports event.

Victory for Beijing would also mean
that Asia would host three consecutive
Olympics after the 2018 winter Games in
Pyeongchang in South Korea and
Tokyo’s 2020 summer Olympics.

A clear frontrunner in the race with
even Almaty consultants admitting their
bid is the underdog, Beijing banks on its
2008 Olympic experience to convince
the 100-plus IOC members in Kuala
Lumpur on July 31. “We are competing
against a very formidable Beijing. To be
honest, we’re considered a long shot. An
underdog,” Almaty consultant Terrence
Burns wrote in his blog this week.

State-of-the-art venues, including
the iconic Bird’s Nest stadium, will be
used, easing any concerns about pre-
paredness, with China’s economic clout
further boosting its chances.

Yet not all is working in Beijing’s
favour, including the fact that sliding
and skiing events are to be staged in
two mountain sites 74 and 180 kilome-
tres away respectively.

China will also be counting on snow-
making machines as it cannot guarantee
sufficient snow. Almaty narrowed the
gap in June, scoring points during a
presentation to the IOC with their “keep-
ing it real” slogan and images of the
towering Thien Shan mountains sur-
rounding the city, which was a former
Soviet winter sports hub, and plenty of
fresh natural snow available.

WINTER FEEL
It is that winter sports atmosphere

and the compactness of the bid with
everything in a 35-km radius that
Almaty has played up, with Beijing offer-
ing technical excellence but lacking the
feel of a traditional snow-covered winter
sports destination.

Yet Kazakhstan’s strong dependence
on oil sales for revenues is providing the

organisation with some financial risk
depending on international prices, the
IOC’s evaluation report noted in June.

“You could see a clear focus in both
bids on sustainability and affordability,”
IOC President Thomas Bach said last
month.  “Both cities had different
approaches and are starting from differ-
ent points.”

“Almaty plans to develop a traditional
winter sports centre, and leave the last-
ing legacy of transforming the region.
Beijing showed excellent use of the
2008 legacy, and also plans to create a
sporting legacy by giving more than 300
million Chinese access to winter sports.”

Beijing has been hit by several sus-
pected corruption cases with a deputy
sports minister and Zhou Benshun, cur-
rently the top official in the northern
province of Hebei, which is planned to
host some sports in the town of
Zhangjiakou, under investigation. Both
attended Beijing 2022 bid committee
meetings in the past.

AGENDA 2020
With the bidding process hit by four

withdrawals, including Oslo and
Stockholm, over financial concerns or
lack of domestic support, the IOC voted
in reforms under its Agenda 2020 last
year to make bidding more attractive
while also reducing the Games costs to
reignite interest.

Almaty and Beijing say they have ful-
ly updated their plans to fit into Agenda
2020 by making their bid more sustain-
able and efficient, using existing venues
and keeping costs as low as possible.

Neither, however, seems able to put
an end to criticism of their governments’
human rights records with some rights
groups urging the IOC not to award the
Games to Beijing after the 2008 Games
failed, as they claim, to mark any
improvement in human rights in China.

Kazakhstan has been accused of
media restrictions and doing little to
stop violence and discrimination against
gay, lesbian, bisexual and transgender
people.

“Whether China or Kazakhstan wins
the honor ... the IOC will face an extreme
test of its new commitment to improve
human rights protections,” Minky
Worden, Human Rights Watch director,
said this month. —Reuters

Almaty out to upset

mighty Beijing

MICHIGAN: Lexi Thompson took advantage
of ideal morning conditions with a red-hot
start as she charged into a share of the lead in
the second round of the Meijer LPGA Classic
in Grand Rapids, Michigan on Friday.

The 20-year-old American birdied six of her
first eight holes in dazzling sunshine on the
way to a bogey-free, seven-under-par 64 at
Blythefield Country Club for a nine-under
total of 133.

Thompson, who won her first major title at

last year’s Kraft Nabisco Championship, held
the clubhouse lead for much of the day
before being caught at the top by compatri-
ots Lizette Salas (69) and LPGA rookie Alison
Lee (66).

Taiwan’s Hsu Wei-ling (69) was a further
stroke back at eight under,  level with
Americans Jaye Marie Green (69), Gerina Piller
(65) and Kris Tamulis (68), and South Korean Q
Baek (68).

World number 13 Thompson, who has won

four LPGA titles, was delighted to benefit from
an early start after contending with firming
greens on Thursday afternoon when she
opened with a 69.

“I got a few more putts to roll in today,” she
told Golf Channel. “The greens were rolling
really well out there early in the morning so it
was nice.

“I played in the afternoon yesterday and it
got pretty windy, especially on my second
nine. The greens were just kind of baked out,

they were bouncing out a lot. It was hard to
get distance control down.” Thompson’s only
regret on Friday was not maintaining momen-
tum after covering her front nine in a scorch-
ing six-under 30.

“I wanted to make more birdies on the
back nine,” she said.  “I hit it in the rough on a
few holes when I needed to hit into the fair-
way, but I’m very happy with my round.”

South Korean world number one Park In-
bee, who lost a playoff for last year’s Meijer

LPGA Classic to her compatriot Mirim Lee,
improved on an opening 70 with a 68.

“I got off to a really good start the last cou-
ple of days but just couldn’t do anything on
the back nine,” Park said after mixing four
birdies with a bogey to finish five strokes off
the pace. “That’s been the problem. I feel I’m
rolling the ball better. I’ve just got to hit it a
little bit closer and give myself a lot of oppor-
tunities over the weekend, then you just nev-
er know.” —Reuters

Thompson surges into three-way tie for lead 

ONTARIO: Chad Campbell chips up onto the eighth green during second round of play at the Canadian
Open golf tournament. —AP
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WASHINGTON: When Melissa Mayeux first
took the field, she wasn’t looking to make
baseball history. She was just following her
older brother.

Now the 16-year-old shortstop from
France is generating major league buzz in
baseball circles as a prospect who could
become the first female MLB player ever.

Mayeux plays on France’s under-18 jun-
ior national baseball team and last month
became the first female ever to be placed
on Major League Baseball’s international
registration list, making her eligible to sign
a contract with any of the 30 big league
teams in the sport called “America’s pas-
time.”

“I’ve received a lot of messages from
many girls who play baseball across the
world and who told me that I had become

their new idol,” Mayeux told Reuters in a
recent interview.

Prospects typically are placed on the
international list at Major League Baseball-
sanctioned events after verifying their
dates of birth and citizenship. While any-
one can be placed on the list, only those
who have the potential to be signed are
generally registered.

“Personally I  stil l  can’t believe it,”
Mayeux said via telephone from the Czech
Republic, where she was representing
France in the Under-18 European champi-
onship.

“All that’s happening is a result of my
name being put on that list. For now, (my
life) is a bit complicated,” she added with a
laugh. Steve Finley, a two-time All-Star
who played 19 years in the major leagues,

has worked with Mayeux in MLB-spon-
sored camps in Europe. He said that while
it’s premature and unreasonable to predict
Mayeux will be the first woman to suit up
in the big leagues, the fact that she was
even put on the list shows how much
promise she holds.

“It’s unfair for anyone to get that label,”
Finley said.  “She’s a girl, playing very well
in a male-dominated sport. I tip my hat to
her for doing what she’s doing. I think it’s
fantastic. And let me add, she holds her
own at the camp.”

‘INCREDIBLY COACHABLE’
Finley said Mayeux is “incredibly coach-

able,” adding that “she’s taken everything
we’ve told her and applied it to her swing.”

MLB Director of International Game

Development Mike McClellan, who has
watched Mayeux play for several years,
calls her “a very composed player, some-
one we say has ‘great action.’”

At a tournament near Barcelona in
April, McClellan saw her rip a single off a
19-year-old pitcher who was throwing at
91 mph (146 kmh).

“The next at-bat he hits her in the ear-
hole of her helmet,” McClellan said. “She
threw her bat on the ground and stared
him down on her way to first. I love that. It
was great.”

Mayeux, also a member of France’s sen-
ior national softball team, is following in
the footsteps of her 18-year-old brother
Dylan, who currently plays for France’s
under-19 national baseball squad.

She could make France’s 25-player ros-

ter for the 2017 World Baseball Classic, an
international baseball tournament featur-
ing major league-level players. Or, if big-
league clubs choose not to sign her, she
could play for an American university.

Mayeux said she has been playing for
so long with the same group that she is
“thought of as a boy on the field,” so there
have been few problems with her male
counterparts. “I want to play at the highest
level that will suit my skills,” said Mayeux,
who took to baseball at age 3. “I want to go
as far as possible.”

M c C l e l l a n  s a i d  h e’s  i m p re s s e d,
regardless of where Mayeux ultimately
takes the field. “When you see her play,
your eyes are drawn to her,” he said.
“She just  does ever ything the r ight
way.” —Reuters

MLB takes notice of 16-year-old French girls

LONDON: Usain Bolt of Jamaica (centre) wins the men’s 100m final during the Diamond League athletics meeting at the Olympic Stadium. —AP

LONDON: Usain Bolt answered questions over
his fitness ahead of the world championships
with a season’s best of 9.87 seconds in the 100
metres with a workmanlike performance at the
London Anniversary Games on Friday.

With just under a month to go before he
defends his world 100 and 200 titles in Beijing,
the Jamaican showed he had recovered from a
pelvic injury that has disrupted his season,
although he was left with plenty to ponder in the
rain-lashed capital.

The world’s fastest man shook off the rust

from his layoff this was his first 100 for over three
months and first competitive race since mid-
June-to win his heat and the final in the same
time, putting him equal sixth in the world this
year.

But he had to eat up the ground in the sec-
ond half of both races, winning the final by
three-hundredths of a second ahead of
American Mike Rodgers (9.90) and fellow
Jamaican Kemar Bailey-Cole (9.92). “In the final I
got a really bad start, I kind of lost focus but I got
it back,” Bolt told reporters after a routine lap of

honour by his own showman standards. “I know I
could have gone faster if I had just got my start.”

Asked about his fitness, Bolt added: “I’m good.
I may go to see the doctor to make sure every-
thing is fine but I’m feeling good. I’m still number
one, I’ve never been number two.”

Bolt gave Mo Farah a hug as he left the track,
leaving the Briton to take centre stage and con-
jure memories of his 2012 Olympic triumphs in
the same stadium.

Farah has been dogged by the doping allega-
tions surrounding his coach Alberto Salazar but

received a huge ovation before and after win-
ning the 3,000 metres in 7:34.66, the fastest time
in the world this year.

Farah, who has not been accused of any
wrongdoing, imitated the ‘Lightning Bolt’ pose of
the Jamaican and told reporters:

“You can only do what you do best and that,
for me, is running.” On a night when the soaking
conditions made fast times difficult, American
former world champion Jason Richardson took
the 110 metres hurdles spoils in 13.19 seconds.

Olympic champion and world record holder

American Aries Merritt could only finish fourth,
while Cuban Orlando Ortega, the fastest in the
world this year, was fifth.

Jasmin Stowers, who will not compete in
Beijing after missing selection, led home an
American 1-2-3 in the women’s 100m hurdles,
winning comfortably in 12.47 seconds ahead of
Dawn Harper-Nelson (12.64) and world champi-
on Brianna Rollins (12.65).

The grim conditions for competitors were
underlined when the pole vault competition was
postponed until late yesterday.—Reuters

Bolt answers doubts with season’s best

LONDON: Kenya’s Eunice Jepkoech Sun, wins the 800 metre event ahead of second placed Sifan Hassan of Netherlands (centre left) on day two
of the Diamond League athletics meeting at the Olympic Stadium in the Queen Elizabeth Olympic Park. —AP

Amos tames Rudisha 

in 800m showdown
LONDON: Botswana’s Nijel Amos laid down a
marker ahead of next month’s world champi-
onships by winning a highly-anticipated 800
metres showdown with Kenyan Olympic champi-
on David Rudisha at the Anniversary Games yes-
terday.

The unorthodox 21-year-old Amos, who also
beat Rudisha in Lausanne this month, clocked a
time of 1:44.57 following a strong surge down the
home straight.

Returning to the Olympic Stadium where he set
the world record in 2012 — described as the great-
est 800 metres race ever-Rudisha, still recovering
from injury, finished second in 1:44.67.

“Every race I’m running with him (Rudisha) is a
good race,” Amos told reporters. “I used to watch
his videos as a youth so it’s a dream come true. “I’m
going home now for three weeks of training ahead
of the world championships.”

Rudisha, 26, was given a rousing reception on

the start line but is clearly not back to his stunning
best, finishing nearly four seconds off his world
record pace. “It’s really nice when we are racing
with these guys because we have a lot of respect
and love competing with each other,” Rudisha said.
“I have a lot of good memories for this track where
I set the world record. There’s still a few weeks until
the world championships. I’m building my mileage
and my speed is okay.” Jamaica’s Elaine Thompson
left a strong field floundering in her wake as she
cantered to victory in the 200 metres in a time of
22.10 — over two tenths of a second ahead of sec-
ond-placed Tori Bowie. Olympic 400 metres cham-
pion Sanya Richards-Ross of the United States and
Britain’s heptathlon Olympic champion Jessica
Ennis-Hill finished sixth and eighth respectively.

Briton Greg Rutherford, who won 2012 Olympic
long jump gold on ‘Super Saturday’ alongside
Ennis-Hill and Mo Farah, failed to revive memories
of his triumph, finishing third behind Marquis

Dendy and Zarck Visser.
French Olympic champion and world record

holder Renaud Lavillenie won the pole vault, post-
poned from Friday due to adverse weather condi-
tions, with a superb jump of 6.03 metres.

Britain won the men’s 4 x 100 metres relay in a
thrilling finish ahead of fast-finishing France
before Netherlands Dafne Schippers capped the
action winning the 100 metres, setting a new
national record in the process.

Jamaican Usain Bolt answered questions about
his form and fitness on Friday ahead of the world
Championships with a solid but unspectacular
season’s best of 9.87 seconds to win the 100
metres.

Farah, running after recent doping allegations
centred around his coach Alberto Salazar, rekin-
dled memories of his double Olympic triumph in
2012 by clocking 7:34.66, the fastest time of the
year, to win the 3,000 metres.—Reuters

E-Sports League to 

begin random tests
LOS ANGELES: Drug testing is coming to
e-sports. The Electronic Sports League said
it will begin randomly drug testing players
at its competitive video game tourna-
ments. The e-sports organization plans to
work with the World Anti-Doping Agency
to create and enforce rules surrounding the
use of performance-enhancing drugs. “The
growing visibility and popularity of e-
sports, as well as increasing prize pools,
make it not only more tempting for teams
and players to break the rules, but also
more damaging to our sport as a whole
when they do,” the organization said in a
statement. The announcement came after a
competitive video game player said in a
YouTube video posted last week that he
and his team used the drug Adderall dur-

ing an ESL tournament in March where
players competed for $250,000 in prize
money.

The Cologne, Germany-based organiza-
tion said the random drug tests would
begin at its ESL One Cologne tournament in
August. Previously, ESL prohibited the use
of drugs, alcohol and other performance
enhancers but didn’t test for doping. Other
e-sports organizations, such as Major
League Gaming, have similarly prohibited
but not tested for doping. The ESL was
founded in 1997 and is the largest e-sports
league with more than 5 million registered
players. Over the past 10 years, e-sports has
evolved from a niche genre of gaming to a
lucrative sport that draws tens of millions of
spectators both online and in person.—AP  

US defeat Japan 23-18 

in Pacific Nations Cup

SACRAMENTO: The United States posted a
confidence-boosting 23-18 win over Japan
in the Pacific Nations Cup rugby tourna-
ment in Sacramento on Friday.

Less than three months before the same
two teams clash at the World Cup, where
they are in the same group, the U.S.  sur-
vived late pressure to record their first win
of the tournament.

Japan were threatening to score a late
try until  New Zealand-born Mick
Broadhurst received a yellow card for his
adopted country. The US were beaten in
their opening match by Samoa, who
retained their unbeaten record on Friday
when they drew 30-30 with Fiji, who also
remain unbeaten after two matches.

Samoa overcame a 17-point deficit in

the second half, and Patrick Faapale struck
a late-gasp penalty to level the scores.

In the other Friday match, Tonga posted
their first victory when they overcame a
slow start to beat Canada 28-18 in a match
played at Burnaby in suburban Vancouver.

Canada led 15-3 in the first half but were
swamped soon after to slump to their sec-
ond consecutive defeat. The tournament
format divides the teams into two pools.
Japan, Samoa and Tonga are in pool one,
with Fiji, United States and Canada in pool
two. Each team plays the three teams in the
other pool, before the two teams with the
best record advance to the final. The last
pool matches will be played in Toronto on
Wednesday, with the final on August 3 in
suburban Vancouver.—Reuters

JOHANNESBURG: South Africa’s Cornal Hendricks (left) avoids a tackle from New Zealand
Lima Sopoaga (right) during their Rugby Championship test match yesterday. —AP
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MELBOURNE: Sharing a coach, a home
and a childhood dream to win gold for
Australia in the Olympic pool, Cate and
Bronte Campbell will also share the
spotlight when they compete against
each other at the Kazan world champi-
onships.

The sprint sisters have always been
close but in recent years have become
almost inseparable in competition. Two
years Bronte’s senior, 23-year-old Cate
brings the 100 metres freestyle title to
Kazan and the year-best time of 52.69
seconds.

Bronte is fourth on the timesheets,
less than four-tenths of a second
behind. The 50 metres freestyle is even
tighter, with Cate leading with a time of
24.03 seconds ahead of her second-
placed sister. Being second to Cate has
been Bronte’s lot for the most part, but

the 21-year-old crashed through a psy-
chological barrier in April, when she
upset her to win a first national title in
the 50 metres freestyle. That ended a
run of six straight runnerup finishes at
national championships behind her
more illustrious sister.

“It means I stop getting asked about
it,” Bronte told reporters at the time. “No
one is going to ask me ‘when is it going
to happen’ which is an impossible ques-
tion anyway.”

Though the times have become
tighter and the competition more
intense, the Campbells remain firm
friends outside the pool, perhaps mind-
ful that each owe their success and
future prospects to the other. Australia’s
love of an Olympic swimming champi-
on has long placed a heavy load on
individuals, but the Campbells will share

the burden of expectation at the world
titles and for their expected assault at
the Rio Games next year.

The burden falls a bit heavier on
Cate’s shoulders, given her crushing dis-
appointment at the London Olympics.
Some three inches taller than Bronte
and possessing the perfect physique for
slicing through water, Cate won gold in
the 4x100m freestyle relay at London
but fell ill with pancreatitis and had to
withdraw from the individual event
which many favoured her to win.

Not quite so blessed with her sister’s
proportions, Bronte needs more strokes
to complete a lap so her ability to all but
match Cate has been seen as a testa-
ment to her fighting spirit.

Their coach Simon Cusack says nei-
ther swimmer needs much direction.
“ They have an intimate feel for the

water. They feel the water on their
hands and their limbs, it is instinctual
and almost impossible to teach,” Cusack
told The Australian newspaper in a
recent interview.

Sibling acts are a rarity in elite swim-
ming, but Australia has produced a dis-
proportionate share, starting with Frank
and Lily Beaurepaire, who became the
country’s first siblings to compete at an
Olympics at the 1920 Games in
Antwerp.

John and Ilsa Konrads both took
medals at the 1960 Rome Games, with
John winning the 1500m freestyle and
Ilsa taking silver in the 4x100m freestyle
relay.

Emma McKeon, who won two
freestyle relay silvers at the 2013 world
championships, will compete at Kazan
and her brother David will contest the

200, 400 and 800 freestyle.
Australia have not toasted an indi-

vidual Olympic champion in the pool
since the 2008 Beijing Games. London
yielded the lowest Olympic medal haul
in 20 years and a raft of damaging
reviews into the team’s culture.

With telegenic looks and squeaky-
clean images, both the Campbell sisters
fit the bill  to become the country ’s
newest ‘golden girls’, role models both
in and out of the pool.

Kazan will test the sisters’ bond but
Cate insists blood will always be thicker
than water. “I would hope I would be
graceful but if (Bronte) was beating me
regularly it would be hard,” she told The
Australian. “But I would never let some-
thing l ike a swimming race come
between us.  I t  is  just a swimming
race.”—Reuters

Australian sibling rivalry to heat up Kazan pool

CHITTAGONG: Cricket officials walk across the playing surface as the rain delayed play on the fourth day of the first cricket Test match between
Bangladesh and South Africa at the Zahur Ahmed Chowdhury Stadium. —AFP

CHITTAGONG: The first cricket Test between
Bangladesh and South Africa ended in a draw
yesterday after rain washed out the fifth day’s
play in Chittagong.

With no chance of a result in the weather-bat-
tered match, officials called off play at noon
(0600 GMT).South Africa captain Hashim Amla
said he was disappointed over the loss of play-
ing hours.

“It goes without saying that when you come
all the way from South Africa you really want to
play Test cricket,” Amla said at the post-match
press conference.

“But these things you can’t really control. So
there’s no use getting frustrated about it,” he
said. “The game was poised in our favour I feel,
but there’s nothing you can do about it.”

This was the first draw for Bangladesh against
South Africa after defeats in previous eight Tests,
seven by an innings margin.Bangladesh captain
Mushfiqur Rahim said he was expecting a better
result, especially after taking the first innings
lead.

“Yes, it’s frustrating. It was really positive for
us to take the lead against the world’s top-
ranked Test side,” Rahim said after the match.

“If there had been a complete match, the
result could have been different. We can only
take positives from the match. 

“Bowling them out cheaply and then scoring
over 300 runs against them first time, taking the
lead, the batting of top and late order are posi-

tives for us.” 
Rain had washed out the entire fourth day’s

play and some 50 overs were lost on the second
and third days at the Zahur Ahmed Chowdhury
Stadium.

South Africa, who scored 248 in the first
innings, bowled out Bangladesh for 326 before
making 61-0 in their second knock.

Bangladesh’s first innings total was their high-

est ever against the Proteas, the top-ranked Test
team. Stiaan van Zyl remained unbeaten on 33
and Dean Elgar was 28 not out for South Africa.

Bangladesh’s pace debutant Mustafizur
Rahman was judged man of the match for his 4-
37, including three wickets in an over in the first
innings. The home side named an unchanged
squad for the second and final Test, which will be
played in Dhaka from July 30. —Reuters

Rain-hit Bangladesh

SA Test ends in draw

South Africa 1st innings (T. Bavuma 54; Mustafizur
Rahman 4-37, Jubair 
Hossain 3-53)
Bangladesh first innings:
Tamim Iqbal b Elgar 57
Imrul Kayes st de Kock b van Zyl 26
Mominul Haque v Harmer 6
Mahmudullah lbw b Philander 67
Mushfiqur Rahim lbw b Steyn 28
Shakib Al Hasan c Duminy b Harmer 47
Litton Das c de Kock b Harmer 50
Mohammad Shahid c van Zyl b Philander 25
Taijul Islam c Elgar b Steyn 9
Mustafizur Rahman c Duminy b Steyn 3
Jubair Hossain not out 0
Extras (lb 7, nb1) 8
Total (for five wickets; 94 overs) 252
Fall of wickets: 1-46 (Imrul), 2-55 (Mominul), 3-144

(Tamim), 4-178 (Mahmudullah), 5-195 (Rahim), 6-277
(Shakib), 7-311(Shahid), 8-319 (Das), 9-325 
(Taijul), 10-326 (Mustafizur)
Bowling: Steyn 22.1-5-78-3, Philander 20-2-40-2 (nb1),
Morkel 19-2-52-0, Harmer 35-8-105-3, van Zyl 13-4-23-1,
Elgar 3-0-6-1, Duminy 4-0-15-0.

South Africa 2nd innings
S. van Zyl not out 33
D. Elgar not out 28
Extras 0
Total (no wicket; 21.1 overs) 61
To bat: H. Amla, F. du Plessis, T Bavuma, Q de Kock, J.
Duminy, V. Philander, D. Steyn, S. Harmer, M. Morkel.
Bowling: Mustafizur 5-0-21-0, Taijul 2-0-4-0,
Mahmudullah 1-1-0-0, Shakib 5-0-19-0, Shahid 6-1-12-0,
Jubair 2.1-1-5-0.
Result: Match drawn

SCOREBOARD 
CHITTAGONG: Final scores of the first Test between Bangladesh and South Africa at the Zahur Ahmed Chowdhury
Stadium in Chittagong yesterday:

LONDON: England paceman Stuart Broad
insists the team’s crushing 405-run defeat
by Australia in the second Ashes Test at
Lord’s last week was not “the end of the
world”.

The teams head to Edgbaston for the
third Test of a five-match series starting on
Wednesday with Australia-looking to win
their first Ashes campaign in Britain since
2001 — widely regarded as having the
edge. But Broad, 29, said there was no rea-
son why England, who won the first Test in
Cardiff by 169 runs, could not bounce back
at Edgbaston.

“A lot has been written this week about
it being the end of the world, like we’re los-
ing 10-0,” Broad told Britain’s Daily
Telegraph yesterday.

“But actually, it’s 1-1. They’ve played fan-
tastically one week, we’ve played fantasti-
cally one week.” Broad, a three-time Ashes
winner, said England needed to forget
about their humiliation at Lord’s.

“It ’s crucial that we don’t get to
Edgbaston still hung over or fearing what
happened at Lord’s,” he said. “We need to
be quite clear that we performed badly, but
this is a new week.”

Australia’s Mitchell Johnson took six for
80 at Lord’s, reviving memories of how the
left-arm fast bowler captured 37 wickets
during his side’s 5-0 home Ashes rout of
England in 2013/14.

Broad, however, said England were

largely responsible for the way in which
they were dismissed. “In the first innings
especially, the 10 wickets we lost, they
weren’t good balls,” he said.

“We gave them 10 wickets, and in Test
match cricket you’ve got to make teams
work hard for their wickets,” the 29-year-old
added. England have called up batsman
Jonny Bairstow to replace Yorkshire team-
mate Gary Ballance in what is set to be the
only change to the team that played at
Lord’s. Ian Bell is due to move up the order
to the number three position previously
occupied by Ballance, with Joe Root in next
and Bairstow at five.

“I think when we get to Edgbaston you’ll
see a very determined, steely, skilful bat-
ting line-up for England,” Broad said. 

“I think it’ll be a big change from Lord’s,”
he added after England were skittled out
for just 103 in their second innings at the
‘home of cricket’.

Meanwhile Broad said the fact the next
two Tests were at the Midlands venues of
Edgbaston and Nottingham’s Trent Bridge-
where he plays county cricket for
Nottinghamshire-would favour England.
“Let’s not forget that Edgbaston and Trent
Bridge are two fantastic grounds for the
England cricket team,” he said.

“We should have a lot of confidence. The
last test I played at Edgbaston, Cooky
(Alastair Cook) got 294 (against India in
2011) and we won by an innings.” —AFP

NEW DELHI: A New Delhi court yesterday
cleared Test fast bowler Shanthakumaran
Sreesanth and two other players of spot-
fixing during the Indian Premier League,
a lawyer and media reports said.

Indian prosecutors had filed charges
of cheating and conspiracy against the
players over their alleged links to an
organised crime syndicate during the
2013 edition of the Twenty20 competi-
tion. Two of Sreesanth’s teammates from
the Rajasthan Royals franchise, Ajit
Chandila and Ankeet Chavan, had also
been charged along with bookmakers
and underworld figures.

“The judge has passed the order and
discharged all the players. There is no
case against the players now,” a defence
lawyer told reporters outside the court
Saturday.

“All are discharged (from the case),” the
Press Trust of India (PTI) news agency
quoted additional sessions judge Neena
Bansal Krishna as saying while pronounc-
ing the order.

The three players were arrested in May
2013 along with scores of bookies as part
of a police investigation into the spot-fix-
ing scandal that caused outrage among
fans in the cricket-mad nation.

The players were later granted bail due
to lack of evidence. Gambling is mostly
illegal in India, but betting on cricket
matches thrives through underground

networks of bookies. Spot-fixing, in which
a specific part of a game but not the
result is fixed, is also illegal. Sreesanth,
who played 27 Tests for India, was alleged
to have been paid tens of thousands of
dollars after agreeing to deliberately
bowl badly in an IPL match. Delhi police
also said at the time of their arrest that his
teammates agreed to similar deals in two
other IPL matches. The players welcomed
the verdict Saturday, hugging family
members and friends. “It’s a huge relief. I
have nothing against anybody. God will-
ing I will return to cricket,” Sreesanth told
India’s NDTV network.

Chandila said “a bad dream” had come
to an end while Chavan said he was look-
ing forward to being able to play again
soon. The glitzy Twenty20 league, which
is broadcast around the world, is hugely
popular in India, with a number of teams
fronted by big Bollywood names. But it
has been dogged by corruption allega-
tions ever since its first edition in 2008. 

Earlier this month, a Supreme Court-
appointed panel suspended two of the
eight IPL teams after officials were found
guilty of illegally betting on matches.
International news organisations includ-
ing Agence France-Presse have suspend-
ed on-field coverage of matches hosted
by the BCCI since 2012 after the board
imposed restrictions on picture agen-
cies.—AFP

India court clears Sreesanth, 

others over IPL spot-fixing

NEW DELHI: Indian cricketer Shanthakumaran Sreesanth speaks on his mobile as he
leaves, following the judge’s pronouncement of the order discharging 36 accused in
the IPL-6 spot fixing case, Patiala Court in New Delhi. —AP

Broad backs England to 

recover in third Ashes Test

LONDON: The Australian team acknowledge the crowd after winning the match on the fourth day of the second Ashes cricket Test match
between England and Australia at Lord’s cricket ground in this file photo. —AFP
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BUDAPEST: Mercedes driver Lewis Hamilton of Britain steers his car during the qualification at the Hungarian Formula One Grand Prix. —AP

BUDAPEST: Formula One world champion
Lewis Hamilton took pole position for the
Hungarian Grand Prix yesterday with a blister-
ing lap more than half a second faster than
downcast Mercedes team mate Nico Rosberg.

The two title rivals will line up together on
the front row on Sunday, with Ferrari’s four
times champion Sebastian Vettel and Red
Bull’s Australian 2014 race winner Daniel
Ricciardo behind them on the second row. The

pole was Hamilton’s ninth in 10 races this sea-
son, the 47th of his career and left the Briton
perfectly placed for a fifth career win at the
Hungaroring.

Hamilton leads Rosberg by 17 points
before a race that marks the halfway point of
the season. “I’m incredibly happy with the
weekend, I can’t remember having a perform-
ance as good as this,” said Hamilton, who has
now been on pole five times in Hungary and

went fastest in all three practice sessions. “I’m
liking the weather, loving the city. I love the
track, it feels a bit like an old go-kart circuit
that we used to race on many years ago.”

Rosberg, who has won three times to
Hamilton’s five victories this season, was on
pole in Hungary last year but had no response
to his team mate this time on a hot and hazy
afternoon. “I don’t have an explanation,” he
said. “I just didn’t find the pace. It’s been a bit

up and down all weekend, I’m definitely not
happy with how it went today.”

Behind the top four, Ferrari ’s Kimi
Raikkonen qualified fifth with fellow-Finn
Valtteri Bottas lining up sixth for Williams. Red
Bull’s Russian Daniil Kvyat and Brazilian Felipe
Massa, for Williams, share the fourth row.
McLaren, a team with an impressive record in
Hungary, endured another tough afternoon
with Fernando Alonso pushing his broken

down car back to the pitlane likely to be one
of the year’s enduring images.

The second phase of qualifying was red-
flagged to allow marshals to help the sweating
Spaniard get the McLaren off the track.

Alonso will line up in 15th place with team
mate Jenson Button alongside in 16th. Both
drivers took their first grand prix win in
Hungary but even a point will be a bonus this
time around. —Reuters

Hamilton takes Hungary pole

Historic Jamaica, sluggish 
Mexico vie for Gold Cup

PHILADELPHIA: Jamaica’s “Reggae Boyz”
have already made history as they enter
today’s Gold Cup final against an underper-
forming Mexico side with much to explain
even if it takes the trophy.

The Jamaicans became the first
Caribbean team to reach the championship
match of the biennial North American
regional football tournament by stunning
the United States 2-1 in the semi-finals.

“We’ve just put one of the big boys out,
so it just shows that we can hang with the
best right now,” Jamaican striker Giles
Barnes said. “That’s our confidence builder
going into the final.

“We don’t fear anybody.” Mexico, mean-
while, has needed controversial foul calls to
set up late penalty kick goals to barely
escape Costa Rica in the quarter-finals and
Panama in the semi-finals, with both extra-
time losers having asked organizers for a
formal investigation into “officiating irregu-
larities.” “It disgraces the tournament,”
Panama coach Hernan Dario Gomez said.
“The final loses beauty and spectacle.”

Costa Rican officials went so far as to ask
that the entire referees technical committee
be removed and South American referees
be used when the penultimate round of
Confederation of North, Central American
and Caribbean Association Football (CON-
CACAF) begins in November.

“The referee was very bad,” Mexican
coach Miguel Herrera said. “But this hap-
pens. Sometimes there is controversy. It’s
not our doing.”

Nevertheless, El Tricolores will be favored
to beat Jamaica and stretch their record tro-
phy total to seven as well as take a third
crown in the past four Cups contested.

“Mexico is one of the best teams in our
region. They play fantastic football,”
Schaefer said. “We have played well. We
have shown we can score. We play well as a
team. We do this for the country and for
each other.” 

Mexico escaped the quarter-final 1-0
after captain Andres Guardado converted a
penalty beyond the 120th minute on a foul
called for what appeared to be a Mexican
player hurling himself to the pitch. After
playing a man down for 64 minutes,
Panama led Mexico 1-0 in the semi-final
only to see a penalty shot awarded Mexico
in the 89th minute, one the sparked a melee
as players and coaches on both sides nearly
came to blows.  A penalty kick, off a foul all
agreed was legitimate, came just beyond
the 105th minute to send Mexico onward
again.

With several CONCACAF officials among
those facing US charges for bribery in a fed-
eral probe into FIFA, the sanctioning body’s
credibility had already taken a blow even
before the latest sense by some that Mexico,
and its huge set of supporters and viewers,
were going to reach the final no matter
what. The Jamaicans’ best prior Gold Cup
showing was a share of third in 1993, but
taking only their second victory in 23
matches against the Americans made histo-
ry for all Caribbean sides.

“Our team brought tremendous spirit,”
said Jamaican coach Winfried Schaefer. “I
hope we can bring the same in
Philadelphia.”

Schaefer warned that it was too soon to
celebrate after the US upset and the
“Reggae Boyz” were happy to wait. “It will be
even sweeter,” Barnes said, “when we lift the
Cup today.” —AFP

PHILADELPHIA: Still recovering from a shock semi-
final loss to Jamaica, the United States seeks
redemption against Panama in late yesterday’s Gold
Cup third-place consolation match with an eye on
key upcoming contests.

The Americans were beaten 2-1 Wednesday by
the “Reggae Boyz” while Mexico needed extra time
and two penalty kick goals to subdue 10-man
Panama 2-1. That set the stage for a consolation
match replay of a US-Panama group stage meeting
that ended in a 1-1 draw, although both teams suf-
fered intense losses. Panama coach Hernan Dario
Gomez called his team’s loss a robbery thanks to
poor referee calls while the Americans deal with a
humbling loss to a team that had beaten them only
once in 22 prior meetings.

“There’s no choice but to move ourselves for-
ward,” US captain Michael Bradley said. “Obviously
it’s a disappointment. But we will be back at it.

There’s no other way to go.”
US goalkeeper Brad Guzan pointed to road wins

last month against top-10 foes, 4-3 at the Dutch and
2-1 at reigning World Cup champion Germany, to
say the loss was not a spirit crusher for the
Americans. 

“It’s disappointing, but we will pick ourselves up.
It doesn’t make us a bad team,” Guzan said. “It
doesn’t erase a lot of the good stuff we’ve done.
Just as when we beat Holland and Germany, a single
game doesn’t define us.”

What it will do is force the US team to play the
winner of Sunday’s final for a berth in the 2017
Confederations Cup, a key warmup event in Russia
for the 2018 World Cup.

“It’s a loss in a tournament that was very impor-
tant for us, but now we’ve got to pick ourselves up
and make sure we’re ready for the playoff,” Guzan
said. —AFP

FRANCE: Chris Froome said he felt like
he was “dying a thousand deaths” on the
final climb to Alpe d’Huez as he all but
secured a second Tour de France victory
yesterday.

The 30-year-old Briton revealed he
had been struggling with illness for a
few days after holding off a stirring fight-
back by Nairo Quintana. “I won’t be lying
if I say that there were a few moments
when I thought:  ‘this will be tough here’,”
said the Team Sky leader.

“But we were getting time checks
every few minutes and it was comforting
to see the gap wasn’t suddenly jumping
up by 30 seconds; it was moving up by
five or 10 seconds at a time so it was
manageable. “I was on my limits, it felt
like I was dying a thousand deaths today
but being with my teammates makes it a
little bit more manageable and I had a
little left to do that last kilometre and
limit those losses.” On his illness, he
added: “Since the second rest day I’ve
been a bit chesty, tight-chested with a
bit of a cough.”

Quintana had launched a last gasp
attack on the 13.8km hors category and
iconic climb to the finish of the 110.5km
20th stage from Modane.

And as he eked out an increasing gap
to Froome, eating into the 2min 38sec
deficit with which he’d started the day,
the Briton admitted he was worried the
Tour was getting away from him.

“It really was tough today but at the
finish it was incredible, an incredible
feeling and emotion,” said Froome.
Frenchman Thibaut Pinot salvaged
something from his disappointing Tour
with 

victory on the penultimate stage but
it was the battle between Froome and
Quintana that really mattered. Quintana
finished second, 18sec behind Pinot, but
Froome dug in to finish the stage fifth,
just 1min 20sec behind Quintana.

The Colombian took six bonus sec-
onds on the line but that still left him
1min 12sec short of overhauling Froome
ahead of Sunday’s final stage, which will
culminate in Paris.

That gap was less than the minute-
and-a-half Quintana had given up to
Froome almost three weeks ago on the
second stage when he was caught
behind a crash in crosswinds.

“I gave everything right from the first
week. We (Movistar) had some difficul-
ties because we were caught up in a
crash and I lost 1min 30sec-that’s what
lost me the Tour,” said Quintana.

Just as in 2013, Froome, 30, has
fought off an Alpine comeback from
Quintana to beat the 25-year-old
Movistar leader to Tour success. His Sky
manager Dave Brailsford told ITV4 that it
had been closer than they  expected. “It
was a bit close in the end. I think after
everything he’s endured, Chris has
shown his real mettle,” said Brailsford. 

The final battle took place on the
climb to the finish at Alpe d’Huez.
Today’s final stage to Paris is nothing
more than a procession and barring an
unlikely crash, Froome will be crowned
Tour champion. But Quintana did not
give up easily and first attacked on the
hors category Col de la Croix de Fer
some 60km from the finish.

Then again, right from the foot of the
climb to Alpe d’Huez, Quintana
launched the first of four attacks before
finally getting away.

From there it was a race against time
as Quintana tried to hunt down Pinot for
the stage win, while also aiming to claw
back his deficit to Froome for overall
success. By the end, though, Quintana
had come up short on both counts. “It
was the last day and I had to try, I had to
go for it,” said Quintana.

“I thought we could get away on the
Col de la Croix de Fer but it didn’t work.
“I tried again on the final climb and got
some time but it wasn’t enough and I
lost the Tour.”

Froome said he expects Quintana to
be back next year pushing him hard
again. “He’s young, he’s very strong and
has a great mentality. He races hard, and
at the right times,” said Froome. “He’s got
a great future and I think next year we’ll
come back to do battle again.”—AFP

Ill Froome ‘died a
thousand deaths’

FRANCE: Britain’s Chris Froome, wearing the overall leader’s yellow jersey, celebrates
on the podium of the twentieth stage of the Tour de France cycling race. —AP

Humbled US begins fightback

PHILADELPHIA: Jamaica’s Joel Grant (16) warms up with a training mask on during a CONCACAF
Gold Cup soccer practice session. Jamaica is scheduled to face Mexico in a CONCACAF Gold Cup soc-
cer match today. —AP
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LONDON: Lyon’s French Portuguese goalkeeper Anthony Lopes (up) challenges Arsenal’s English midfielder Alex Oxlade-Chamberlain (second right) for the ball during the pre-season friendly football match. — AFP

Gunners shoot down French Lyon
LONDON: Arsenal made a stylish start to their
Emirates Cup campaign as four goals in nine min-
utes inspired a scintillating 6-0 rout of Lyon yes-
terday.

Arsene Wenger’s side demolished their woeful
French opponents before half-time in their first
match in the four-team pre-season tournament
at the Emirates Stadium.

Olivier Giroud opened the scoring on the half-
hour before Alex Oxlade-Chamberlain doubled
the lead. Alex Iwobi and Aaron Ramsey continued
the goal spree, with Mesut Ozil and Santi Cazorla
netting after half-time to cap a swaggering
Arsenal display that suggested they are already
approaching peak form with their Premier
League opener against West Ham still two weeks
away. “There was a good dynamic. It was a cre-

ative performance that extended the continuity
of how we finished last season,” Wenger said.
“What you want in pre-season is to find your
team playing at a good pace, with good cohe-
sion. We showed again that we can score goals.”

Although an Arsenal director this week
claimed Wenger has been given a £200 million
($310 million) transfer warchest as the north
Londoners aim for a first English title since 2004,
the Gunners boss remains happy with the squad
that won last season’s FA Cup and has so far
signed only goalkeeper Petr Cech from Chelsea.

Arsenal fans arriving at the Emirates might
have been disappointed to discover Cech had
been left on the bench as Wenger, on the verge
of loaning Wojciech Szczesny to Roma, took a
look at Argentine back-up Emiliano Martinez.

But that was quickly forgotten as the hosts,
despite the absence of Alexis Sanchez-still resting
after helping Chile win the Copa America-tore
apart last season’s Ligue 1 runners-up.

The first chance fell to Lyon when Alexandre
Lacazette’s backheel set up a Clinton N’Jie drive
that Martinez saved with his legs.

But Hubert Fournier’s team went into com-
plete meltdown after France midfielder Clement
Grenier was forced off in the 25th minute. Grenier
had clutched his left leg and collapsed to the turf
while attempting a pass and appeared to wipe
away tears as he limped down the tunnel.

To add insult to injury for Lyon, Wenger’s team
took the lead in the 29th minute when France for-
ward Giroud rose to direct a glancing effort off his
shoulder and into the far corner from Ozil’s

inswinging free-kick.  Giroud turned provider
when Arsenal increased their advantage five min-
utes later with the kind of rapier thrust that so
often pierces opposing defences.

Breaking at speed from inside their own half,
Ramsey led the Arsenal charge as he picked out
Giroud, whose perfectly-weighted pass sent
England midfielder Oxlade-Chamberlain gallop-
ing clear to fire low past Lyon goalkeeper
Anthony Lopes. 

The rampant Gunners were almost unstop-
pable by now and added a third 60 seconds later
after a bewildering blur of quickfire passes gave
Iwobi the chance to finish emphatically. Iwobi, a
nephew of Nigeria legend Jay-Jay Okocha, has
yet to make his competitive debut for Arsenal,
but the 19-year-old winger impressed Wenger

during the club’s recent tour to Singapore and his
cool strike was the perfect way to announce him-
self to Arsenal’s fans.

Wenger’s men still weren’t satisfied with their
half’s work and made it four in the 38th minute
when Ramsey passed to Ozil before embarking
on a lung-bursting run that ended with the Wales
midfielder prodding past Lopes from close-range.

Arsenal took it easier in the second half, but
they were still dominant enough to score twice
more. Ozil finished off a flowing move with a
composed 62nd minute strike and Cazorla came
off the bench to blast his 85th minute free-kick
past the shell-shocked Lopes. Earlier on Saturday,
Villarreal kicked off the tournament with a 2-1
win over Wolfsburg. Today, Arsenal face
Wolfsburg after Villarreal take on Lyon. —-AFP

JOHANNESBURG: South Africa were handed a
tough task when the draw for the preliminary
African qualifying rounds of the 2018 World
Cup was made yesterday in host nation Russia.
Bafana Bafana (The Boys), who have played in
the global football showcase three times, were
paired with fellow southern Africans Angola
during a ceremony in Saint Petersburg.

It is the only one of 20 second-round ties
featuring two former qualifiers with Angola
shock participants in the 2006 tournament.

South Africa reached the 1998 and 2002
competitions via the qualifying route and were
automatic 2010 World Cup contestants as
hosts. Only seven African rankings places
divide Bafana Bafana and the Palancas Negras
(Sable Antelopes) and the clash is a highlight of
the draw. Recent Africa Cup of Nations qualify-
ing form suggests a close contest during
November with the first leg to be played in
Angola. South Africa were held 0-0 at home by
lowly Gambia last month while Angola
whipped visiting Central African Republic 4-0 in
a show of force.

Seeding ensured there would not be many
high-profile clashes, with that between four-
time qualifiers Morocco and 2015 Cup of
Nations semi-finalists Equatorial Guinea an
exception. Morocco pulled out of hosting the
last Africa Cup because they feared visiting
supporters could bring the deadly Ebola virus
into the kingdom.

Last-minute replacements Equatorial
Guinea used home advantage to good effect,
reaching the penultimate stage before bowing

to Ghana. The Moroccan Atlas Lions have not
featured at a World Cup since 1998, but boast a
squad that includes Bayern Munich defender
Mehdi Benatia and Granada striker Youssef El
Arabi.  Cameroon start campaigning for a
record-extending eighth appearance by an
African team with an away game against
Somalia or Niger.

Nigeria, the second most frequent African
qualifiers, look set to tackle Swaziland, who
should eliminate bottom-of-the-rankings
Djibouti in a first round confined to the weaker
nations. Cup of Nations title-holders Ivory
Coast and Ghana, the team they defeated on
penalties in the final last February, are chasing
fourth consecutive World Cup appearances.

The Ivorians begin with a visit to Liberia or
Guinea-Bissau while Ghana travel to the
Comoros Islands off the south-east coast or
Lesotho. Highest-ranked African team Algeria,
who took eventual 2014 world champions
Germany to extra time in a last-16 clash in
Brazil, play Tanzania or Malawi.

Egypt, winners of the Cup of Nations a
record seven times but repeated World Cup
qualifying flops, were drawn against Chad or
Sierra Leone. Debutants South Sudan face
Mauritania and Mauritius play Kenya in the first
round. The two-leg first-round ties are sched-
uled to be played between October 5 and 13
with the second-round fixtures to be staged
between November 9 and 17 this year. Places in
the group stage await the 20 second-round
winners with the five table-toppers going to
Russia. —AFP

Tough 2018 World Cup 
task for South Africa

SAINT PETERSBURG: England will renew one of
the oldest rivalries in football against Scotland in
qualifying for the 2018 World Cup in Russia after
they were paired together at a lavish ceremony yes-
terday. But both will be glad to have avoided
groups that threw together 1998 champions France
with the Netherlands and a Sweden side captained
by Paris Saint-Germain star Zlatan Ibrahimovic.
Former winners Spain and Italy were also paired.

World champions Germany were put against the
Czech Republic, Northern Ireland, Norway,
Azerbaijan and San Marino in the draw made in
Saint Petersburg’s Konstantin palace.

England and Scotland have not met competi-
tively since England won a playoff 2-1 on aggregate
to qualify for the 2000 European Championships.
They will also face Slovakia, Slovenia, Lithuania and
Malta in Group F. “I think it is a good draw. We’ve got
countries we know and we respect,” said England
manager Roy Hodgson. “Scotland is the standout
fixture for everybody because of the fierce rivalry
between the two, but when I look at some of the
other groups I think the fixtures on paper look hard-
er than our fixtures on paper.”

A Wayne Rooney double inspired England to a
3-1 victory when the two sides met in a friendly in
November and Scotland boss Gordon Strachan
believes that match can serve as a motivation for
his side. “I can see why the fans are celebrating, it’s a
fantastic fixture I think the whole of Scotland and
England can look forward to,” he told Sky Sports.

“In saying that, as coaches, we are looking for-
ward to pitting our wits against teams we have not

played against for a long time.
“ The last time the two sides met England

stepped it up a gear and it was a fantastic lesson -
they pressurise you and you make mistakes and
that’s something that sticks with us - and I hope will
stick with us to fire us on.” Group D sees another
local clash as top seeds Wales will  meet the
Republic of Ireland as well as Austria, Serbia,
Moldova and Georgia. The winners of the nine
European groups qualify automatically for the
World Cup with the eight best runners-up facing off
in two-legged playoffs for the remaining four spots.

France and the Netherlands in Group A will pro-
vide two of the standout matches from the qualifi-
cation campaign. But many eyes will also be on
what is expected to be Ibrahimovic’s final bid to
appear in a World Cup after he was outgunned by
Portugal’s Cristiano Ronaldo in a playoff to qualify
for Brazil two years ago.

In Group D, Spain and Italy meet in a repeat of
the Euro 2012 final which Vicente del Bosque’s men
won convincingly 4-0.

However, the rest of their section appears more
straightforward as they also face Albania, Israel,
Macedonia and Liechtenstein.

Germany coach Joachim Loew said he was hap-
py with his Group C draw. “We are in an interesting
group with good opponents,” Loew said. “Czech
Republic, Norway and Northern Ireland are very
ambitious and have always had good results in
recent years.” Copa America champions Chile will
entertain Brazil in their opening qualifying match
with the most keenly anticipated South American
encounters between Argentina and Brazil taking
place later in the contest. The United States will
have to finish in the top two of a group including
2006 finalists Trinidad and Tobago to make it to the
final round of CONCACAF qualifying. —AFP

England drawn 
with Scotland 

in World 
Cup qualifiers

ST. PETERSBURG: FIFA President Sepp Blatter (right) adjusts his glasses during a speech by Russian
President Vladimir Putin during the preliminary draw for the 2018 soccer World Cup. — AP
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ALLAHABAD: An Indian corn vendor roasts corn for sale at the roadside in Allahabad yesterday.  — AFP 

Scary headlines do not deter investors
NEW YORK: The US economy is growing at a painfully
slow pace. Greece still threatens the euro. Chinese stocks
have just pulled out of a frightening free-fall. Big compa-
nies in the US are struggling to boost profits. You might
think it’s been a rough year for investors, but it’s mostly
been a smooth ride - and a profitable one. Money is flow-
ing into bonds issued by the riskiest of companies, home
prices in some big US cities are soaring, shares of technolo-
gy companies are still near all-time highs, even after a drop
this week, and auction houses are enjoying record sales of
art. A Picasso painting sold at Christie’s for  $179 million in
May, the highest ever for an artwork at auction, prompting
one dealer to exclaim, “I don’t really see an end to it.”

Neither do many on Wall Street. The so-called fear
index, a figure measuring the odds of big swings in stock
prices, is hovering near a multi-year low. The ranks of
“short-only” investors, who bet that stocks will drop, have
thinned to near extinction. A traditional haven for spooked
folks, gold, fell to $1,085 an ounce on Friday, down more
than 40 percent in four years. Jack Ablin, chief investment
officer of BMO Private Bank, thinks people have faced so
many crises that they have become numb to fear. “Things
have worked out,” he says, “and that has emboldened
investors.”

Maybe too much
For years, US companies have kept profits rising by

cutting costs to overcome slow sales.  But they’re lean
now and it’s getting harder to do that. In the past week,
IBM, United Technologies, Caterpillar and Union Pacific
fell after posting disappointing earnings or revenue for
the latest quarter. “Ultimately, there comes a point
where you can’t cut more,” says Kevin Dorwin, managing
principal of San Francisco-based financial planner
Bingham, Osborn & Scarborough. “You’ve got to grow
the top line.” After all results for the April-June period are
tallied, analyst expect earnings per share for companies
in the Standard and Poor’s 500 index to drop from a year
earlier, the first decline since 2009, according to financial
data provider S&P Capital IQ. Revenue is forecast to fall
for a second quarter in a row, nearly unheard of outside
a recession, as Americans still hold back on spending six
years after the financial crisis.

It’s gotten to the point that even the biggest bulls are
conceding that, yes, after a tripling of prices since 2009,
stocks are getting a tad expensive or, to use their deli-
cate phrase, “fully valued.” Homes in hot markets like
Miami and Seattle are looking pricey, too. In San
Francisco, prices have jumped 61 percent in just three
years, according to the Standard & Poor’s/Case-Shiller
index. People are also putting money into “high yield”
bonds, so called because the iffy companies that sell
them must offer fat interest payments to get you to
open your wallet. Or at least they used to. So heavy has

been demand for the bonds, that these companies are
paying interest of 6.6 percent, versus 10 percent four
years ago.

James Abate, chief investment officer of Centre
Funds, thinks investors are too confident, and maybe a
little blind. Earnings per share jumped in previous quar-
ters, he notes, partly because earnings were spread over
fewer shares after companies bought back billions of
dollars of them. He also complains that financial analysts
have focused too much on “adjusted” earnings that leave
out all types of one-time costs. That makes companies
look more profitable than they are. He’s bracing himself
for a few quarters of falling profits. “I think we’re on the
verge of an earnings recession,” he says. Or maybe just a
recession.

Most economists scoff at the idea, but David Levy,
one of the few who called the last global recession in
2007-2009, thinks another one is likely. Since he made
that prediction, China has slowed dramatically, Brazil has
fallen into recession, and five of the 10 biggest global
economies are either in one or teetering on the edge.
The economy of Canada, America’s biggest trading part-
ner, has shrunk for four straight months. Financial ana-
lysts are largely shrugging off the fears. They like that
stocks in the S&P 500 index are trading at 17.6 times
their expected earnings for the next 12 months, accord-
ing to S&P Capital IQ. That earnings multiple, as it’s

called, is only slightly higher - meaning more expensive -
than the 15-year average of 16 times.

But that assumes the analysts are correct and profits
will start growing again this year, then leap by double-
digit percentages next. It also assumes that the compa-
nies’ versions of earnings, the “adjusted” ones that Abate
so distrusts, are reliable. Of course, it might all work out in
the end. US employers are hiring at a solid pace, so it’s
possible all those extra paychecks will spark more spend-
ing and higher revenue and profits. History also suggests
it’s unwise to bet against a bull market that has stretched
into a seventh year. Prices have kept rising despite two
Greek debt crises, a near debt default by the US govern-
ment, and, recently, Beijing’s failed efforts to avert a crash
in its stock market.

“You can always tick off a list of worries,” says one opti-
mist, Mike Ryan, chief investment strategist at UBS
Wealth Management Americas, “but markets tend to
climb a wall of worry.” Or is it a wall of complacency?
You’d have to go back 3 1/2 years to find the last time
investors got really scared, selling enough to push the
S&P 500 index into a “correction,” or drop of at least 10
percent. Abate of Centre Funds thinks stocks will soon fall
by that much, possibly more, and so he’s bought an
insurance contract for his fund that will pay off when
they do. “We’re not complacent,” he says, “about the com-
placency.”— AP 

KUWAIT: Al Ahli Bank of Kuwait (ABK)
yesterday announced a net profit  of
KD20.44 million for the first half of 2015,
demonstrating a 7.2% increase from KD
19.07 million over the same period in
2014. Operating income also saw a 4.6%
jump from the same period last year with
KD 62.64 million versus KD 59.89 million
in 2014, while net loans and advance-
ments to customers increased by 8.4%
over December 2014. Total assets reached
KD 3,707.78 million whilst total share-
holders’ equity measured up to KD 555.83
million, marking a steady growth for the
Bank.  

Additionally, during the first half of
2015, ABK entered in to an agreement
with Piraeus Bank SA. Greece to acquire
98.5% of their subsidiary Piraeus Bank
Egypt (PBE).  The Bank has obtained
Central Bank of Kuwait approval and is in
the process of finalizing the Egyptian reg-
ulatory authority approvals. Once these
have been obtained PBE will be a part of
ABK and rebranded as ABK Egypt across

the entire 39 branch network by the end
of 2015.

Michel Accad, ABK’s Chief Executive
Officer, highlighted ABK’s solid perform-
ance for the first half of the year: “ABK is
excited about the success achieved since
2014. Our commitment to excellence is
underlined by our growth which is made

possible by our strong experienced man-
agement team and a dedicated workforce.
We will further improve our infrastructure,
processes and systems in order to ensure
constant delivery of quality, easy and
friendly banking services to our customers
as we continue to build on the figures
achieved in the first half of 2015.”

Commenting on the regional benefit of
ABK’s impending acquisition of PBE. Talal
Mohamed Reza Behbehani, Chairman of
ABK said:  “We are eager to welcome PBE
into the ABK family and look forward to
the opportunities this will present. This
milestone entry into Egypt will consoli-
date ABK’s position as a key player in the
regional market while offering the chance
to diversify our business profile and capi-
tal as we tap into a new market. We look
forward to expanding the existing busi-
ness relationship between our two coun-
tries with the launch of ABK Egypt.” 

ABK’s achievements as a leading financial
institution have been honored numerous
times across various categories, winning
‘Best Retail Bank’ by Banker ME, ‘Most
Improved Retail Bank’ by Asian Banker, ‘Call
Centre Manager of the Year’ and ‘Best
Management Information’ at the Dubai
Insight Awards, ‘Best Credit & Debit Card’ by
Banker ME, as well as the ‘Award for Excellent
Quality in STP’ by Commerzbank AG.ABK is
rated by Moody’s as A2 and Fitch as A+. 

ABK announces net profit of KD20.44m Square exploring 
IPO under wraps

SAN FRANCISCO: Payments company Square has
informed US regulators privately that it is exploring going
public with a stock market debut, according to reports
yesterday. The mobile payments and financial services
startup launched by Twitter co-founder Jack Dorsey is
stealthily looking into an initial public offering of stock.
He’s doing so under legislation that lets young, growing
companies secretly begin the process if they bring in less
than a billion dollars in annual revenue, media reports
said.

The New York Times and Bloomberg News each cited
unnamed inside sources as confirming San Francisco-
based Square is exploring an IPO under wraps. Square
handles billions of dollars in merchant transactions annu-
ally and has broadened offerings to include other financial
services to businesses. News of Square IPO plans comes as
Dorsey divides his time between running the mobile pay-
ments company that he co-founded in 2009 and Twitter.

Twitter chief executive Dick Costolo this month official-
ly surrendered his post, handing the reins back to Dorsey
as the popular one-to-many messaging service struggles
to boost its ranks of users. Dorsey said he will stay at the
Twitter helm while the board finds someone to replace
Costolo long-term. Costolo guided the San Francisco-
based firm through its initial public offering, but growth
has been disappointing and the company has yet to show
a profit. —AFP

Net profits rise by 7.2%; Operating income up 4.6%

Michel Accad Talal Behbehani
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Are you young, yet stressed and anx-
ious about your life and job? You might
be experiencing a quarter-life crises.
Quarter-life crises don’t happen literally
a quarter of the way through your life.
They occur a quarter of your way
through adulthood, in the period
between 25 and 35, although they clus-
ter around 30. This phase is character-
ized by feeling scared, unsure, lonely, or
confused about what steps to take in
order to transition properly into adult-
hood. This may sound like bad news but
research indicates that quarter-life crises
can be a positive experience and can
prove to be a catalyst to change.
Thankfully, career experts at Bayt.com,
the Middle East’s leading job site, have
four important tips that can help you
deal with your quarter-life crisis. 

Check if your job makes you happy
Being in a job that is unfulfilling or is

too stressful can take a toll on your
mental health and happiness. If you do
feel stuck in your current job, but are
too comfortable to make a drastic
change, then you can start by making
small changes. Make a list of things you
enjoy doing, and start doing them. If
you have a passion for photography, or
are particularly good at creative writing
then you can ask your manager to
involve you in projects where you can
unleash your creativity.  Examples
include writing for the company’s blog
or contributing to the corporate
newsletter. 

Keep connecting with family, friends
Your group of close friends and fami-

ly make up your support group. Your
support group is your safety net against
life’s difficulties and challenges. 52% of
professionals in the Middle East and
North Africa (MENA) say they are
extremely satisfied with the current rela-

tionship they have with their family,
according to the Bayt.com ‘Happiness
and Wellbeing in the MENA’ survey, July
2013.If you want to survive your quar-
ter-life crisis, you need to surround your-
self with positive people who can give
you support and advice. 

Make time for exercise 
As unrelated as this may seem, hav-

ing a regular exercise regime can greatly
contribute to your overall mental health
and physical wellbeing. Eight in 10 pro-
fessionals in the region manage to
squeeze in some exercise on an occa-
sional-to-frequent basis, as per the
Bayt.com ‘MENA Professionals Health
and Eating Habits’ poll , March 2012.
This poll also lists walking as the most
frequent form of exercise, favored by
49% of professionals in the region.

Give yourself enough ‘me’ time
Me time is time that you spend with

yourself. It is time that is not bound by
deadlines or commitments to anyone.
Dedicate a weekend just for yourself.
But don’t pressurize yourself by plan-
ning a hectic day by shuttling to a spa,
followed by shopping and a movie. It’s
important to take it easy. You could just
spend a relaxed day at home and dis-
cover the joy of doing absolutely noth-
ing. The idea is to slow down. If you feel
brave enough you can also plan to go
on your next vacation solo.

About Bayt.com
Bayt.com is the #1 job site in the Middle

East with more than 40,000 employers and
over 20,750,000 registered job seekers
from across the Middle East, North Africa
and the globe, representing all industries,
nationalities and career levels. Post a job
or find jobs on www.bayt.com today and
access the leading resource for job seekers
and employers in the region.
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ASIAN COUNTRIES
Japanese Yen 2.459
Indian Rupees 4.783
Pakistani Rupees 2.987
Srilankan Rupees 2.271
Nepali Rupees 3.000
Singapore Dollar 223.550
Hongkong Dollar 39.200
Bangladesh Taka 3.905
Philippine Peso 6.722
Thai Baht 8.825
Malaysian Ringgit 80.370

GCC COUNTRIES
Saudi Riyal 81.057
Qatari Riyal 83.496
Omani Riyal 789.500
Bahraini Dinar 807.230
UAE Dirham 82.757

ARAB COUNTRIES
Egyptian Pound - Cash 41.965
Egyptian Pound - Transfer 39.042
Yemen Riyal/for 1000 1.418
Tunisian Dinar 154.060
Jordanian Dinar 4.289
Lebanese Lira/for 1000 2.039
Syrian Lira 2.166
Morocco Dirham 31.063

EUROPEAN & AMERICAN COUNTRIES
US Dollar Transfer 303.380
Euro 333.720
Sterling Pound 474.230
Canadian dollar 235.320
Turkish lira 113.360
Swiss Franc 318.620
US Dollar Buying 302.600

CURRENCY BUY SELL
Europe

Belgian Franc 0.007927 0.008927
British Pound 0.466018 0.475018
Czech Korune 0.004272 0.016272
Danish Krone 0.040522 0.045522
Euro 0.326713 0.334713
Norwegian Krone 0.033469 0.038669
Romanian Leu 0.087148 0.087148
Slovakia 0.009071 0.019071
Swedish Krona 0.031597 0.036597
Swiss Franc 0.310256 0.320456
Turkish Lira 0.114077 0.121077

Australasia
Australian Dollar 0.216809 0.228309
New Zealand Dollar 0.194470 0.203970

America
Canadian Dollar 0.228910 0.237410
US Dollars 0.300200 0.304200

US Dollars Mint 0.300200 0.304200
Asia

Bangladesh Taka 0.003562 0.004162
Chinese Yuan 0.047545 0.051045
Hong Kong Dollar 0.037097 0.039847
Indian Rupee 0.004701 0.005091
Indonesian Rupiah 0.000019 0.000025
Japanese Yen 0.002372 0.002552
Kenyan Shilling 0.003157 0.003157
Korean Won 0.000254 0.000269
Malaysian Ringgit 0.076827 0.082827
Nepalese Rupee 0.003047 0.003217
Pakistan Rupee 0.002816 0.003096
Philippine Peso 0.006635 0.006915
Sierra Leone 0.000067 0.000073
Singapore Dollar 0.219459 0.225459
South African Rand 0.018622 0.027122
Sri Lankan Rupee 0.001868 0.002448
Taiwan 0.009709 0.009889
Thai Baht 0.008632 0.0009182

Arab
Bahraini Dinar 0.799372 0.807372
Egyptian Pound 0.040236 0.043066
Iranian Riyal 0.000084 0.000085
Iraqi Dinar 0.000192 0.000252
Jordanian Dinar 0.424190 0.431690
Kuwaiti Dinar 1.000000 1.000000
Lebanese Pound 0.000152 0.000252
Moroccan Dirhams 0.019905 0.043905
Nigerian Naira 0.001255 0.001890
Omani Riyal 0.783080 0.788760
Qatar Riyal 0.082735 0.083948
Saudi Riyal 0.080377 0.081077
Syrian Pound 0.001288 0.001508
Tunisian Dinar 0.150835 0.158835
Turkish Lira 0.114077 0.121077
UAE Dirhams 0.081732 0.082881
Yemeni Riyal 0.001373 0.001453

UAE Exchange Centre WLL

CURRENCIES TELEX TRANSFER PER 1000
Australian Dollar 202.79
Canadian Dollar 238.40
Swiss Franc 322.36
Euro 334.25
US Dollar 303.95
Sterling Pound 477.19
Japanese Yen 2.49
Bangladesh Taka 3.902
Indian Rupee 4.783
Sri Lankan Rupee 2.270
Nepali Rupee 2.992
Pakistani Rupee 2.985
UAE Dirhams 82.70
Bahraini Dinar 806.76
Egyptian Pound 38.71
Jordanian Dinar 431.79
Omani Riyal 788.29
Qatari Riyal 83.70
Saudi Riyal 80.97

Rate for Transfer Selling Rate
US Dollar 303.700
Canadian Dollar 236.335
Sterling Pound 475.440
Euro 330.150
Swiss Frank 292.045
Bahrain Dinar 806.855
UAE Dirhams 83.065
Qatari Riyals 91.075

Saudi Riyals 81.790
Jordanian Dinar 428.365
Egyptian Pound 38.712
Sri Lankan Rupees 2.270
Indian Rupees 4.779
Pakistani Rupees 2.986
Bangladesh Taka 3.899
Philippines Pesso 6.709
Cyprus pound 579.020
Japanese Yen 3.445
Syrian Pound 2.605
Nepalese Rupees 3.985
Malaysian Ringgit 80.805
Chinese Yuan Renminbi 49.295
Thai Bhat 9.850
Turkish Lira 114.840

GOLD
20 gram 224.570
10 gram 114.980
5  gram 58.180

CHAH BAHAR: Iranian laborers work on a section of a pipeline - adorned with Iranian (left) and Pakistan flags after a pipeline project was
launched during a ceremony with presidents of Iran and Pakistan in the Iranian border city of Chah Bahar— AFP 

Iran’s nuke deal fuels tussle 

for gas pipelines in Pakistan

Landmark deal breathes new lifeinto pipeline plans
ISLAMABAD: A landmark deal on Iran’s nuclear
program has breathed new life into plans for a
gas pipeline through Pakistan and sparked a
geopolitical tussle, with Russia looking to
expand its influence, observers say. With sanc-
tions on Iran likely to ease and peace talks
between the Taliban and Afghan government
getting under way, wrangling is intensifying
over the proposed pipelines, which would link
Central Asia to the Middle East. Islamabad last
week hailed the nuclear deal, struck after long
negotiations in Vienna, as reviving a stalled proj-
ect to pipe gas from Iran’s southern fields to
energy-starved Pakistan.

The South Asian state is desperate for solu-
tions to a long-running power crisis that has
sapped economic growth and left its 200 million
inhabitants fuming over incessant electricity
cuts. The $7.5-billion Iran-Pakistan (IP) pipeline
was inaugurated with great fanfare in March
2013 - but the project immediately hit quicksand
in the form of international sanctions on Tehran,
which meant cash-strapped Pakistan struggled
to raise the money to build its side. 

Pakistan’s Minister of Petroleum and Natural
Resources Shahid Khaqan Abbasi said the
Vienna deal should allow Islamabad to make
good on its agreement to finish the pipeline and
buy Iranian gas. “Now hopefully, as the sanctions
are removed, it facilitates us to address our ener-
gy need and also meet the contractual obliga-
tion,” Abbasi said. Tehran has already built its
part of the 1,800-kilometre (1,100-mile) pipeline
which should eventually link its South Pars gas-
fields to the Pakistani city of Nawabshah, close
to the economic capital Karachi.

As part of an ambitious $46 billion economic
corridor linking western China to the Middle
East through Pakistan, Beijing recently started
work on the section of the pipeline between
Nawabshah and the port of Gwadar, close to the
Iranian border. Once this is completed, Pakistan
will build the last 80 kilometers to Iran before
the 2018 general election, the government
hopes-and it could in future extend the connec-
tion northeast to China, according to govern-
ment sources.

Moscow fuel
Russia is interested in supporting the IP

pipeline through energy giant Gazprom, accord-
ing to the Russian embassy in Islamabad.
Moscow has historically had closer relations with
India, Pakistan’s neighbor and great rival, but is
pivoting more to Islamabad as New Delhi and

Washington become closer allies. Yury Barmin,
an analyst specializing in Russia’s Middle East
policy, said that by using the IP pipeline to get
closer to Pakistan, Moscow wanted to show
India it had other options in the region. “At the
same time Russia really wants to explore com-
mercial opportunities for its defense industry in
the wider MENA (Middle East) region, and
Pakistan is probably the only remaining
untapped market for Moscow in that sense,”
Barmin said.

Islamabad and Moscow signed a defence
cooperation agreement in November last year.
The two countries are also close to finalizing an
agreement to build a gas pipeline linking
Karachi, which has an LNG terminal, to the east-
ern city of Lahore, said Mobin Saulat, the CEO of
Inter State Gas Systems, the publicly-owned
company in charge of gas pipelines in Pakistan.
Saulat told AFP these moves meant that the
Turkmenistan-Afghanistan-Pakistan-India
pipeline (TAPI), an even more ambitious project,
would likely take a back seat for now.

“LNG is happening already, we have the sup-
ply in place, the happening of IP with the latest
development is of course next. And TAPI, in the
list, will come at the end,” he said. TAPI, valued at
up to $10 bill ion, would pump gas from

Turkmenistan to Pakistan and India, through
Afghanistan. But it is politically complex, requir-
ing cooperation between at least four govern-
ments, and logistically challenging, as the
pipeline would pass through areas of
Afghanistan and Pakistan plagued by Taliban
and separatist insurgents. The Taleban’s summer
offensive is in full swing but there is hope for
peace after militant and government represen-
tatives met for talks in Pakistan a fortnight ago.

France-Russia: duo or duel? 
Last September France’s Total was working to

take the lead on TAPI, but the rise of Russian
interest could change the field. “They are talking
to three companies, Total is number one and
then a Russian and a Chinese company. Total
definitely is the most advanced in the talks,”
Pakistan oil minister Abbasi said, citing briefings
from the TAPI steering committee. Russian par-
ticipation in TAPI would eventually allow
Moscow to connect the pipeline to others in the
former Soviet Union, Barmin noted. But there
could be more trouble ahead. The CEO of Rostec
Sergey Chemezov, considered close to Russian
President Vladimir Putin, is himself the subject of
US sanctions over the Russian annexation of
Crimea.—AFP 

PESHAWAR: A Pakistani worker fills a car with fuel at a filling station in Peshawar. A landmark
deal on Iran’s nuclear program has breathed new life into plans for a gas pipeline through
Pakistan-and sparked a geopolitical tussle, with Russia looking to expand its influence,
observers say. — AFP 

TEHRAN: Foreign firms are eager to exploit the
potential of Iran’s long-isolated economy fol-
lowing a landmark nuclear deal, but experts
say doing business in the Islamic republic will
remain hugely challenging. The agreement
between Tehran and major powers announced
in Vienna on Tuesday offers an opening for
international companies as sanctions are rolled
back in return for steps to rein in Iran’s nuclear
program.  

With the ink barely dry, Germany said its
vice chancellor and economy minister Sigmar
Gabriel would visit Iran for three days from
Sunday with a “small delegation of industry
and science representatives”.  His ministry said
there was “great interest on the part of German
industry in normalizing and strengthening eco-
nomic relations with Iran”.  French Foreign
Minister Laurent Fabius and Italian Economic
Development Minister Federica Guidi also plan
to visit Iran following the nuclear accord.  But
despite the buzz over the historic agreement,
analysts said Iran was no El Dorado for foreign
firms.

“Doing business in Iran will not change
overnight as the country suffers from an out-
dated legal system, restrictive labor laws and a
lack of significant experience in dealing with
international investors,” said Firas Abi Ali, an
analyst at London-based research firm IHS.
French firms, particularly in the car industry, are
already well established in Iran although they
have suffered from the international sanctions
imposed since 2006.”Companies set to benefit
most immediately” from the rollback of sanc-
tions “are those that are already present in Iran,”
said Ramin Rabii, head of Turquoise Partners
Group, an investment firm in Tehran. They
include firms such as Danone, Airbus and
LVMH.

French manufacturer PSA Peugeot Citroen,
which quit Iran, its second-largest market, in

early 2012, is discussing a renewed partnership
with IranKhodro. PSA said that the nuclear
agreement “should allow significant progress in
ongoing discussions”. Germany’s BDI industry
federation believes exports to Iran could rise
four-fold to more than 10 billion euros ($10.9
billion) in the medium-term, up from 2.4 billion
in 2014, thanks to the need to modernize
industry, especially the oil sector. Italian
exports-which stood at 1.15 billion euros
before the sanctions, led by machine tool sales-
could reach four billion euros in 2018, accord-
ing to estimates from export credit company
Sace quoted in the Italian press.

‘Bloated bureaucracy’
For major companies a priority is for Iran to

be reconnected to the global network of SWIFT
banking transactions to enable companies
present in Iran to transfer funds directly to and
from that country. One area in need of urgent
investment is the creaking oil sector.  Iran,
which has the world’s fourth-biggest oil
reserves, has seen its production fall to less
than three million barrels per day (bpd) since
2012.  Its oil exports have roughly halved to
about 1.3 million bpd, from 2.5 million bpd in
2011.  Iran also has the world’s largest reserves
of gas and was the number four producer last
year. “Our priority is to develop our oil and gas
fields using domestic and foreign potential,”
Iranian Oil Minister Bijan Zanganeh said. He
said his country wanted to “accelerate” the
development of the petrochemical industry,
but experts said foreign energy companies face
numerous hurdles. “Although the deal will pres-
ent foreign oil and gas companies in particular
with a broad range of opportunities, the oper-
ating environment in a post-sanctions Iran will
almost certainly remain challenging,” said
Torbjorn Soltvedt, an analyst with Verisk
Maplecroft. —AFP 

Investors eye rewards and 

risks in post-sanctions Iran
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ATHENS: People chat outside a shop in Athens yesterday. Greece on Friday invited the International Monetary Fund to participate in its negotia-
tions with European creditors over a vital third bailout. The talks are expected to start next week after a few days’ delay and must conclude
before Greece faces another big repayment Aug 20. —AP 

PARIS: Greece’s new bail-out deal imposes a stiff
dose of budget rigor and market deregulation
which critics say few leaders of Western Europe’s
biggest nations have dared serve their own voters.
“Francois Hollande is very good at telling others
how to do their reforms,” opposition French conser-
vative Xavier Bertrand said in a dig at France’s
Socialist leader, a key broker in the Greek accord
clinched on July 13 after all-night Brussels talks.

“So what’s he waiting for in France?” said
Bertrand, who was labor minister in the 2007-2012
government of former President Nicolas Sarkozy,
which also struggled to make good on campaign
pledges to revamp the euro zone’s second largest
economy. While euro zone leaders deflect cries of
double standards by insisting the tough measures
are justified to rescue Greece from collapse, such
jibes underline how uneven reform has been in the
19-member currency area since its launch in 1999.

While she has balanced Germany’s budget for
the first time since 1969, Angela Merkel faces regu-
lar criticism that she has done little in a decade in
power to modernize the bloc’s biggest economy
since taking over from Gerhard Schroeder, voted
out in 2005 after introducing a raft of painful labor
reforms. The demands made on Athens to win a
new bail-out worth up to 86 billion euros would, if
implemented, transform the Greek economy from
the bad boy of Europe into a reform poster-child.
They come as Greece pursues spending cuts of such
rigour that it eked out a small primary budget sur-
plus before debt service for the second successive
year in 2014, in stark contrast to repeat deficit-sin-
ning by France.

Desperate times call for desperate measures,
Greek creditors respond, arguing that this is what
happens when your national debt hits 177 percent
of gross domestic product and a crumbling econo-
my leaves one in four of the workforce with no job.
But as Greek Prime Minister Alexis Tsipras braced to
push a further batch of measures through parlia-
ment on Wednesday, it is worth recalling that much
of what Athens has been told to achieve has proven
so socially and politically explosive that others in
Europe have struggled to do the same.

The elusive goal
As protesters threw stones and petrol bombs

outside, Greek lawmakers last week passed a first
batch of austerity moves stipulated in the Brussels
accord, including “upfront measures to improve
long-term sustainability” of pensions. While few dis-
pute the need to revamp a pension system which
drains nearly 10 percent of GDP a year from the
state budget - four times the euro zone average -
balancing retirement accounts has proven elusive
across a continent with ageing populations.

Sarkozy’s move in 2010 to raise the statutory
retirement age by two years to 62 sparked France’s
biggest street protests in years. Hollande has made
more tweaks, but the annual deficit of the state
pension fund will still hit 9.2 billion euros by 2020.
Greece’s bail-out imposes a statutory pension age
of 67 by 2022 - seven years ahead of the deadline
Germany set itself to reach the same target in a law
agreed back in 2007. Further divergences emerge in
the market reforms Greece must undertake, includ-
ing liberalization of Sunday trading and deregula-
tion of its dairy, bakery and pharmacy sectors.

These are based on a best practice “toolkit”
designed by the Organization for Economic
Cooperation and Development, an inter-govern-
mental think tank. In an executive summary, the
OECD extols the growth potential of such measures,
pointing to their contribution to a 1990s revamp of
the Australian economy. Their application in the
euro-zone is somewhat patchier. While one “toolkit”
recommendation to Greece is to liberalize pharma-
cy distribution channels, French pharmacists retain
a monopoly on selling common non-prescription
drugs. They staged a one-day strike earlier this year
to defend that right.

Sunday trade is still banned in Germany, apart
from very specific exemptions, which is one reason
why railway stations often resemble shopping
arcades. In France, mayors may now allow stores to
open on up to 12 Sundays a year. But the govern-
ment had to use a constitutional device to pass the
controversial law through parliament without a
vote due to opposition among its own Socialist law-
makers. “They want to asphyxiate the small stores
so that the big international ones can enter,” Vassilis
Korkidis, president of the Athens Retailers
Association, said of what he suspected were the
ulterior motives for imposing such measures on
Greece.

Greece ‘not alone’ 
EU officials deny accusations of double stan-

dards, arguing that Greece fell so far behind the
curve of gradual reform elsewhere in the bloc that it
now must race to catch up. “Businesses in Greece
continue to face more regulations and restrictions
than in many other EU and OECD countries,” the
European Commission said in an emailed state-
ment. Citing efforts in Spain, Italy and Belgium, it
noted that Greece was “by far not the only country”
overhauling its pension regime. Countries in the
former Communist east which have already gone
the extra mile with tough reforms needed to secure

their euro membership make that argument more
forcefully.

Poland says its state pension system is sustain-
able in the long run, even as its population ages.
But the price will be a low level of provision, with
state pensions potentially falling to as low as 20
percent of final salary by 2060. Eastern newcomers
to the euro zone say their pensions are less than
half the average Greek pay-out of 833 euros a
month.  On the regulatory front, they say their
economies are already more open in some areas
than those in western Europe.

In Slovakia, investors have used liberal owner-
ship laws like those being urged on Greece to build
pharmacy chains with long opening hours, while
some over-the-counter products can be sold by
non-pharmacies. Sunday trading is legal in Slovakia,
as it is in Bulgaria and Romania among others.
“There is nothing in the agreement that other coun-
tries haven’t carried out already,” Estonian Prime
Minister Taavi Roivas, whose country joined the
euro zone in 2011, told German daily Handelsblatt
in an interview published on Wednesday. EU policy-
makers have complained for years about member
states who pay lip service to reform at Brussels sum-
mits, then drag their heels back home faced with
powerful vested interests.

A joint report by the chiefs of the main EU insti-
tutions and the European Central Bank said last
month the bloc’s pensions systems still need a
major overhaul and proposed more binding reform
targets for member states on everything from labor
markets to business regulation. Hollande is leading
calls for the euro zone to have its own government
and parliament to improve policy-making - a move
Berlin backs in principle. But there is plenty of scope
for divergence on the substance. Backers of “more
Europe” argue that tighter euro zone rules might
have prevented the Greek crisis. The question is
whether anything will be in place in time to avert
the next crisis.— Reuters

On reform, Europe asks Greece 
to go where many fear to tread

Many EU states struggle to make pensions sustainable

ATHENS: A man walks past wallets which exteriors bear Euro banknotes images, hanging out-
side a kiosk in Athens yesterday. Debt-crippled Greece on July 24 took a step closer to a huge
third international bailout by formally requesting IMF help, but sources said “logistical prob-
lems” were delaying the start of talks in Athens. — AFP 

NAIROBI: US President Barack Obama told
African entrepreneurs in Kenya yesterday
they could help counter violent ideologies
and drive growth in Africa, and said gov-
ernments had to assist by ensuring the
rule of law was upheld and by tackling cor-
ruption. Obama was addressing a Global
Entrepreneurship Summit at the start of
the first visit by a serving US president to
Kenya, his father ’s homeland and the
biggest economy in east Africa, which has
suffered attacks by Somali Islamist group
Al Shabaab.

Security was expected to top talks with
President Uhuru Kenyatta at State House,
where Obama received his official wel-
come with a gun salute. Kenyatta called
the United States a “very strong supporter
of Kenya” before closed discussions. The
talks at State House were attended by
Deputy President William Ruto, who is fac-
ing charges at the International Criminal
Court that he fomented ethnic killings
after Kenya’s disputed 2007 election. He
denies the charges. Kenyatta had faced
similar charges, but the charges have since
been dropped. Obama is keen to boost
business ties with Africa, where China
overtook the United States as the conti-
nent’s biggest trade partner in 2009.

“Africa is on the move. Africa is one of
the fastest growing regions in the world,”
Obama told the conference, where he was
greeted by applause when he began with
the words “Jambo”, the Swahili for “hello”. “It
is wonder ful to be back in Kenya.
“Entrepreneurship offers a positive alterna-
tive to the ideologies of violence and divi-
sion that can all too often fill the void
when young people don’t see a future for
themselves.” He said government had a
vital role on issues such as establishing the
rule of law and curbing corruption, citing
two issues often cited by businesses as
major obstacles. He said more had to be

done to help new firms secure capital.

Open for business 
An array of technology and other com-

panies have started up in recent years in
Africa in a bid to shift the continent away
from a traditional focus of commodity
exports, but entrepreneurs often complain
they cannot find affordable capital. “Africa
is open for business,” Kenyatta said in his
speech to open the entrepreneurship con-
ference. “It is the time for a new generation
of Africans to promote inclusive prosperity.”

Kenya’s economy is expected to grow
by about 6 percent this year. The economy
of Ethiopia, Obama’s next stop, is forecast
to expand by more than 10 percent,
although right groups say Addis Ababa’s
economic achievements are at the
expense of free speech. The annual US-
sponsored conference was being held for
the first time in sub-Saharan Africa at a UN
compound in Nairobi. After attending the
conference, Obama laid a wreath to vic-
tims of the 1998 bombing by Islamist mili-
tants of the US Embassy. The site of the
attack in central Nairobi is now a memorial
park. The new mission is further from the
centre.

On arrival in Kenya on Friday, Obama
had dinner with relatives at the central
Nairobi hotel where he is staying. Some
Africans complain that Obama, whose
father is buried in western Kenya, has not
paid enough attention to the continent in
his presidency. Obama has sought to
change that perception, in part by hosting
African leaders in Washington last year.
One of Obama’s initiatives, launched in
2013, was to boost electricity supplies
across a continent where many are not on
the grid. The goal is to add 30,000
megawatts (MW) of capacity.  Deals to add
4,100 MW have been agreed so far, the
White House said.— Reuters

Africa entrepreneurs can give 
hope, deliver growth: Obama 

ATHENS: A butcher carries meat at Varvakios meat market in Athens yesterday. —AP 

Greece seek fresh IMF aid 
in step closer to bailout

ATHENS: Debt-crippled Greece yesterday
took a step closer to a huge third interna-
tional bailout by formally requesting IMF
help, but sources said “logistical problems”
were delaying the start of talks in Athens.
The Greek government, which is seeking a
three-year bailout worth up to 86 billion
euros ($94 billion) to avert financial melt-
down and a chaotic exit from the euro-
zone, had initially planned to go without
fresh help from the IMF as it considers the
agency too wedded to draconian austerity
measures. 

But in a letter to Christine Lagarde, the
managing director of the IMF, Finance
Minister Euclid Tsakalotos wrote that
Greece was “seeking a new loan” from the
IMF. He noted that the Greek parliament
has passed two laws enshrining a series of
tough reforms demanded by the creditors,
including tax rises and a pensions overhaul,
in a step closer to finalizing the deal. 

“The Greek authorities have committed
to implement a number of policies that
would enhance fiscal sustainability,
strengthen fiscal stability, sustain long-
term growth and, importantly, spread the
cost of economic adjustment in a fair way,”
the finance minister wrote in the letter,
which was dated July 23 and released to
the public on Friday. “It is our belief that it
will take several quarters before the Greek
economy faces up to these challenges and
returns to a vigorous and sustainable path
to growth with fairness and social inclu-
sion,” he added. The IMF confirmed receipt
of the request, saying that it will next dis-
cuss with Greek and EU authorities “the
timing and the modalities” of talks on the
next bailout.

Tsakalotos said that Greece, which has
been bailed out by the European Union,
European Central Bank and IMF twice since
2010, had already formally requested a new
three-year loan from the euro-zone’s
bailout fund, the European Stability
Mechanism. Greece’s existing aid program
from the IMF runs until early 2016, and the
letter appears to have been a gesture of
goodwill as a new request is not technically
necessary. The request came amid an
apparent delay in getting the ball rolling on
talks to finalize the package. Negotiators

from the creditors, known collectively as
the troika, have not set foot in Athens for
more than a year as hostility has grown
between the two sides.

Greece had said on Thursday that nego-
tiators would fly in to Athens on Friday to
begin the talks, but this swiftly became “in
the coming days”, according to a European
Commission spokeswoman, with the loca-
tion of the talks and offices for the creditors
apparently among the sticking points. “The
mission is being prepared. We are still dis-
cussing a location as we have to find an
accessible place to work, near the min-
istries,” a source close to the negotiations
said. The two sides are under enormous
pressure to hammer out the rescue deal
before August 20, when Athens is sched-
uled to make a loan repayment of 3.2 bil-
lion euros to the ECB that it cannot current-
ly afford.

‘A difficult path ahead’
The IMF warned on Thursday that final-

izing the deal, which is conditioned on
Greece implementing painful reforms,
would not be easy.  The Fund took part in
the two previous bailouts but has said it
will only participate this time around if
European creditors reduce Athens’ debt
burden to a level it considers “sustainable”.
“Clearly it’s a difficult path ahead, we’re just
at the beginning of the process,” said IMF
spokesman Gerry Rice.

In the early hours of Thursday, the Greek
parliament passed further reforms
demanded by creditors for the talks to
begin, including changes to the justice sys-
tem, a bank deposit protection scheme and
measures to shore up the liquidity of
Greece’s banks. The bill  passed by a
resounding 230 votes out of the 298 mem-
bers of parliament present, after a five-hour
debate that once again exposed deep divi-
sions in the governing Syriza party over
whether to accept more austerity. While
the result is a victory for Prime Minister
Alexis Tsipras in that he managed to con-
vince parliament to back him on the
bailout, he did suffer a major rebellion from
Syriza MPs for the second time in a week-
prompting analysts to predict he may be
forced to call early elections.—AFP 

Uganda’s farmers battle palm oil Goliaths for land
BUMANGI: Even before the bulldozers arrived
life was tough for John Muyiisa, scratching a liv-
ing from a rented farm on Lake Victoria’s
Kalangala island. Now he has almost nothing
and is seeking compensation in Ugandan courts
from the palm oil plantations he blames for seiz-
ing the land and destroying his livelihood. As
land grabs by local firms linked to multinationals
drive small-holder farmers out of business, a
rights group behind a February bid for compen-
sation by 100 farmers says rights violations and
environmental degradation are also at stake.
Muylisa, a 53-year old father of nine, had leased
a 17 hectare (40 acre) plot farming coffee,
bananas, cassava and potatoes on Kalangala
island. But in 2011 that land was taken and
cleared for a palm oil estate.

“It ’s like I’m starting all over again now,”
Muyiisa said, adding he once could earn over
1,400 dollars a year (1,300 euros) but is now
struggling to survive. “With that land, some of
my children even completed university, but now
I’ve taken some out of school, some of my
daughters are doing housework to earn money.”
It is a story repeated elsewhere in Africa, where
large internationally-backed companies are

snapping up agricultural land, and activists
claim their actions deprive local farmers of basic
needs. But Muyiisa did not legally own the land
he farms-the title deeds are held by the local
Sempa family.

Horatius Sempa said the 14 farmers were “ille-
gal squatters,” but acknowledged some had
received payments of between $35 and $200
while others had been allowed to continue farm-
ing smaller parcels of land. Muyiisa was left with
three hectares (7.5 acres). The palm oil project is
being carried out by Oil Palm Uganda, a sub-
sidiary of local food producer Bidco Uganda.
Bidco in turn is a joint venture between global
palm oil giant Wilmar International-backed by
several European banks and financiers-and other
international partners. It is also supported by the
UN’s International Fund for Agricultural
Development (IFAD), which offers government
loans at subsidized interest rates to set up plan-
tations.

‘Total robbery’
Campaigners say the Kalangala case high-

lights a growing conflict over land rights and
ownership in Africa between those who hold the

legal deeds and the generations of smallholders
who occupy and invest in farmland, potentially
earning themselves squatters’ rights to remain.
“It is happening in Liberia, Nigeria, Tanzania,”
said environmental campaigner David Kureeba
from Friends of the Earth in Uganda, which is
supporting the farmers’ legal challenge.
“Expansion of palm oil will lead to food insecuri-
ty, human rights violations, environmental
degradation and climate change,” he argued.
Friends of the Earth this month called for Wilmar
to immediately halt its palm oil development
plans in Nigeria, which they describe as a “key
frontier country” for palm oil expansion leading
to “conflict”.

Muyiisa, one of over 100 farmers in Uganda
who lost their farms, are hoping the court will
order the land to be handed back, along with
“fair compensation” for damages. They claim
they were kicked off the land without warning
and the compensation they got was derisory.
Muyiisa’s mother-in-law, Magdalena Nakamya, a
64-year-old widow with eight children, depend-
ed on a three-hectare (seven acre) plot growing
cassava and potatoes, earning over 250 dollars
(180 euros) a month.—AFP
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KUWAIT: Kuwait Stock Exchange (KSE) ended last week in
the green zone. The Price Index closed at 6,286.50 points,
up by 0.16% from the week before closing, the Weighted
Index increased by 0.34% after closing at 424.41 points,
whereas the KSX-15 Index closed at 1,028.29 points up by
0.29%. Furthermore, last week’s average daily turnover
increased by 17.16%, compared to the preceding week,
reaching KD12.28 million, whereas trading volume average
was 140.80 million shares, recording an increase of 34.28%.

The stock market indicators closed in the green zone for
the second consecutive week, whereas the market was
supported by the noticeable active purchasing operations
that included many stocks, especially the stocks of the
companies that disclosed positive financial results, in addi-
tion to the quick speculations operations that included
many small-cap stocks. 

Also, the stock market was able to increase despite the
profit collection operations witnessed during the week’s
sessions, as the purchasing trend contributed into the mar-
ket increase which appeared since the beginning of the
week and concentrated on the large-cap and operational
stocks, especially the ones that realized good gains for the
first half of the current year. In addition, the stock market
witnessed during the first trading session of the week a
good performance enabled it to realize gains for the three
indices, among a noticeable growth to the trading activity
for both the liquidity and the volume compared to the pre-
vious session.  

On the next session, the market could not hold its posi-
tive performance that started the week with, as it was sub-
ject to profit collection operations that pushed the three
indices down, losing a part of its previous session’s gains.
On the end of week session, the market indices fluctuated,
as the profit collection operations continued and concen-
trated on the small-cap stocks to negatively affect the Price
Index performance which lost all its weekly gains during
the same session, whilst the Weighted and KSX-15 indices
were able to increase supported by the purchasing opera-
tions executed on the heavy stocks. 

By the end of the week, the number of companies that
disclosed its first half financial results reached 41 company,
representing 21.31% of the total 192 listed companies in
KSE, realizing total gains of KD445.62 million, compared to
KD 399.22 million for the same period of year 2014, with a

growth of 11.62%.
The market cap for Kuwait Stock Exchange reached

KD28.21 billion by the end of last week, with a growth of
0.52% compared to its level in a week before, which was
KD28.07 billion. On the annual level, the listed companies
cap increased by 0.82% from its value at end of year 2014,
as it reached then KD 27.98 billion. As far as KSE annual
performance, the Price Index ended last week recording
3.81% annual loss compared to its closing in 2014, while
the Weighted Index decreased by 3.30%, and the KSX-15
recorded 2.99% loss.

Sectors’ indices
Seven of KSE’s sectors ended last week in the green

zone, four recorded declines, whereas the Health Care sec-
tor’s index closed with no change from the week before.
Last week’s highest gainer was the Technology sector,
achieving 2.09% growth rate as its index closed at 943.68
points. Whereas, in the second place, the Insurance sector’s
index closed at 1,129.88 points recording 1.13% increase.
The Consumer Goods sector came in third as its index
achieved 1.06% growth, ending the week at 1,252.20
points.  On the other hand, the Real Estate sector headed
the losers list as its index declined by 0.72% to end the
week’s activity at 1,033.39 points. The Telecommunications
sector was second on the losers’ list, which index declined
by 0.09%, closing at 626.62 points, followed by the
Consumer Services sector, as its index closed at 1,049.65
points at a loss of 0.07%.

Sectors’ activity
The Real Estate sector dominated a total trade volume

of around 181.22 million shares changing hands during
last week, representing 42.90% of the total market trading
volume. The Financial Services sector was second in terms
of trading volume as the sector’s traded shares were
30.64% of last week’s total trading volume, with a total of
around 129.42 million shares. On the other hand, the Real
Estate sector’s stocks were the highest traded in terms of
value; with a turnover of around KD8.02 million or 21.78%
of last week’s total market trading value. The Financial
Services sector took the second place as the sector’s last
week turnover was approx. KD7.61 million representing
20.64% of the total market trading value. 

KSE ends in the green zone

BAYAN INVESTMENT WEEKLY REPORT

LISBON: The former head of Portugal’s Banco
Espirito Santo, Ricardo Salgado, was placed
under house arrest Friday after being ques-
tioned by a magistrate over his role in the bank’s
collapse, his lawyer said. Francisco Proenca de
Carvalho called the measure “disproportionate”
in remarks to the press after the 12-hour ques-
tioning. On Monday the former banker was
questioned by the state prosecutor, who decid-
ed to send him for further questioning in front
of an investigating magistrate. 

The prosecutor referred in particular to suspi-

cion of forgery, breach of trust, tax evasion or
money laundering, in a statement released
Friday. Once one of Portugal’s largest lenders,
BES collapsed after reporting a record loss last
year and its three holding companies declared
themselves insolvent, facing allegations of
accounting fraud.

The bank’s woes threatened to drag down
Portugal’s economy, which had only gingerly
emerged from a three-year bailout, prompting
the government and the European Union to
swiftly come to the rescue. The good assets of

the ailing bank were transferred into Novo
Banco as part of a 4.9-billion-euro ($5.4 billion)
bailout of BES, including 3.9 billion from the
government. For a year numerous enquiries
have been opened by the Portuguese authori-
ties to determine who is responsible for the
scandal. Salgado was forced out as head of BES
after 23 years in June 2014 amid allegations of
accounting irregularities at one of the bank’s
Luxembourg-based holding companies.

At a parliamentary session in December,
Salgado denied “having given instructions” to

falsify BES’s accounts. But the Bank of Portugal
has since started a series of proceedings against
most BES executives, including its former chief,
suspected of “malicious acts” and “ruinous man-
agement”. The authorities have also seized prop-
erty belonging to the Espirito Santo family,
Portugal’s last banking dynasty, and its finan-
ciers. The questioning of Salgado comes a year
to the day after his arrest in connection with
another financial matter, where he was indicted
for money laundering before being released on
bail of 3 million euros.— AFP 

Ex-head of Portugal bank BES under house arrest
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FORT WORTH: Dramatically cheaper jet fuel
helped American Airlines nearly double its sec-
ond-quarter profit to $1.7 billion despite lower
revenue. The world’s biggest airline said Friday
that it was American’s most profitable quarter
ever, after excluding one-time costs and gains.
Friday’s results from American capped an
astonishing earnings season for the nation’s
biggest airlines, several of which reported
record profits in the April-through-June peri-
od. 

Still, American warned that a key revenue
figure will decline in the third quarter, and the

stock fell 7 percent. Investors worry that
cheaper fuel is tempting the airlines to grow
too fast, leading to lower prices after five
straight years in which airfares rose faster than
inflation. American doesn’t disclose average
fares, but a key figure shows that passengers
paid less per mile in the second quarter than
they did last summer, and a top American
executive said that trend could continue into
the second half of next year.

American’s message to investors Friday
was, don’t be fixated on revenue per seat. “Our
largest cost has fallen 50 percent” since last

summer, said CEO Doug Parker. “The revenues
haven’t fallen nearly as much as the costs have
fallen, and as a result earnings are growing.”
American’s fuel bill dropped by more than $1
billion - a 37 percent savings - compared with
the same quarter last year. That helped
American Airlines Group Inc. report net
income of $2.41 per share. Adjusted profit,
which excludes one-time costs, was $2.62 per
share, topping the $2.58-per-share forecast
from nine analysts surveyed by Zacks
Investment Research.

Revenue fell 5 percent to $10.83 billion, a

sharper drop than Wall Street expected. Seven
analysts surveyed by Zacks had forecast
$10.93 billion. The company, which owns US
Airways and several regional airlines, reported
that passengers paid 6.1 percent less per mile
than they did in the second quarter of 2014.
American said that revenue for each seat
flown one mile will drop by between 6 and 8
percent in the third quarter. That’s a closely
watched figure in the airline business, and air-
line President 

Scott Kirby said it’s reasonable to expect it
to decline until the second half of 2016.

United, Delta and Southwest have also pre-
dicted the figure will drop in the July-through-
September quarter compared with 2014. Also
Friday, American announced that it doubled
its share-buyback plan and could purchase up
to $4 billion of its own stock. Buybacks are
designed to boost the value of remaining
shares. The company also said it will pay a divi-
dend of 10 cents per share next month. Shares
of the Fort Worth-based company fell $2.98, or
7 percent, to close at $39.63. They began the
day down 21 percent in 2015 after more than
doubling in 2014.— AP 

American Airlines beats 2Q profit forecasts

KOMODO ISLANDS: Coral reefs grow in the waters of Tatawa Besar, Komodo
islands, Indonesia. Rising demand for copper, cobalt, gold and the rare-
earth elements vital in manufacturing smartphones and other high-tech
products is causing a prospecting rush to the dark seafloor thousands of
meters beneath the waves. The Jamaica-based International Seabed
Authority has issued 27 separate 15-year contracts that allow for mineral
prospecting on over 1 million square kilometers of seabed in the Pacific,
Atlantic and Indian Oceans. — AP 

SAO PAULO: Bad news piled up Friday for Brazil’s
economy, with the real plunging to its lowest level
against the dollar in 12 years and analysts warning
the home of samba will need years to recover its eco-
nomic rhythm. For President Dilma Rousseff, weak-
ened by government approval ratings of just 7.7 per-
cent, things appear to be falling apart.

Friday’s tumble of the national currency to 3.34 to
the dollar followed Thursday’s news of unemploy-
ment rising in June for a sixth month, while annual
inflation has risen to almost nine percent.

Analysts say Brazil’s once booming economy suf-
fers deep underlying illnesses, notably the massive
corruption scandal unfolding at national oil company
Petrobras and rippling across other top companies
and into political circles. On Friday, prosecutors
announced formal Petrobras-related charges against
Marcelo Odebrecht, chairman of Brazil’s biggest con-
struction firm, Odebrecht.  The once powerful execu-
tive is in detention. The latest sign of macro-econom-
ic problems appeared on Wednesday when the gov-
ernment announced a radical cut to its fiscal savings
goal and said it would increase austerity measures.

Finance Minister Joaquim Levy said the lowering
of the surplus goal from 1.1 percent of GDP to just
0.15 percent reflected the worsening performance in
the world’s seventh largest economy. With Brazil on

the brink of recession, “there has been an effect on
tax receipts,” he said. However, the government’s
commitment to austerity measures was unshaken.
Cuts of 8.6 billion reais ($2.66 billion) were
announced, raising this year’s cuts to $24 billion, the
ministry of planning and budget said. “The revision is
largely to do with the slowdown of the economy,
which turns out to be deeper than thought,” said
Ignacio Crespo, an analyst at Guide Investimentos in
the financial capital Sao Paulo.

“It’s hard to know how far the recession will go,
but for sure it will be tougher. Contrary to what we
hoped for a few months ago, the economy will be
going down in 2016,” he said. Another analyst, Andre
Ferreira, from Futura, said he didn’t expect growth to
return before 2018. If so, that would add up to a sev-
en-year stretch of zero or negative growth in a coun-
try that not so long ago had been hoping to ride the
commodities boom to top rank economic status. In
2014, GDP grew just 0.1 percent and this year the
government forecasts a 1.49 percent contraction,
while the market expects even worse.

Corruption and politicking
The economic hangover dovetails with a worsen-

ing political situation, especially for Rousseff who
only began her second term, following a divisive re-

election, in January. “There is a drastic deterioration
in expectations and this is deepening the political cri-
sis,” Andre Cesar, a political analyst in the capital
Brasilia, said. “The tendency is for worse.” 

The Petrobras scandal, he said, has presented the
Rousseff government with a “moral crisis” as well as
direct economic fallout, given the importance of the
oil giant in the nation’s political and economic land-
scape. Spreading from within Petrobras’ ranks, the
probe has reached Rousseff’s Workers’ Party and also
opposition figures. Rousseff, chairwoman of Petrobras
for seven years before she became president, has not
been directly implicated in the scandal but there are
mounting calls for her resignation or impeachment.

Smelling blood, Workers’ Party opponents in
Congress are blocking Rousseff’s legislative agenda,
while the speaker of the lower house and her nomi-
nal ally, Eduardo Cunha, has demonstratively broken
ranks and gone into opposition. As a result, Rousseff
is hardly in a position to reform Brazil’s public
spending. “Political conditions for such an adjust-
ment, however, simply don’t exist,” Eurasia Group
consultants said. “With popular discontent and
unemployment expected to rise in the coming
months, the government’s (already low) capacity to
meaningfully cut expenditures is expected to
decline even more.”— AFP 

Bad news ‘piling up’ 

for Brazil economy
Real plunging to its lowest level against the dollar 

KINGSTON: The deep oceans span more than
half the globe and their frigid depths have long
been known to contain vast, untapped deposits
of prized minerals. These treasures of the abyss,
however, have always been out of reach to min-
ers. But now, the era of deep seabed mining
appears to be dawning fueled by technological
advances in robotics and dwindling land-based
deposits. Rising demand for copper, cobalt, gold
and the rare-earth elements vital in manufactur-
ing smartphones and other high-tech products
is causing a prospecting rush to the dark
seafloor thousands of meters (yards) beneath
the waves.  

With authorities at the Jamaica-based
International Seabed Authority issuing explo-
ration contracts, alarmed conservationists are
warning that the deep ocean’s fragile biodiversi-
ty must be protected and not nearly enough is
known about the risks of extracting minerals
from seabeds.  “The pace of activity has
increased dramatically over the last five years,”
said Michael Lodge, deputy secretary-general of
the obscure UN body in Kingston that acts as a
global steward of the deep seafloor and is tasked
with regulating this new mining frontier. “We’re
seeing the private sector invest in a big way.”

The UN agency, known by its initials ISA, pre-
sides over seabed outside the exclusive territori-
al waters of individual countries. So far, it has
issued 27 exploration contracts, the large major-
ity of them since 2011. The 15-year contracts
allow for mineral prospecting on over 1 million
square kilometers (over 390,000 sq. miles) of
seabed in the Pacific, Atlantic and Indian
Oceans. Governments and private companies
have been moving so rapidly to stake claims and
assess deposits that insiders forecast that com-
mercial deep-sea mining could start within the
next five years using robotic collectors
equipped with cameras and sonar sensors along
with pipe systems that can siphon crushed min-
erals to ships.

Commercial exploitation
During a gathering this month in Jamaica of

representatives from nearly 170 member states,
ISA has started drafting a framework to regulate
commercial exploitation of seafloor metals and
minerals. The session ended Friday. A group of
international scientists, in a July 9 article in the
journal Science, urged ISA to temporarily halt
authorization of new mining contracts until net-
works of “marine protected areas” are established
around areas targeted for mining.

“We owe it to future generations to ensure
that we think before we act and gain a thorough
understanding of the potential impacts of mining
in the deep sea before any mining is permitted,”
said Matthew Gianni, co-founder of the Deep Sea
Conservation Coalition, which sent observers to
ISA’s 21st session in Kingston. But despite the
warnings, in recent days ISA authorized its latest
exploration contract, a 72,745 square kilometer
(28,087 sq. mile) permit in the Pacific to China
Minmetals Corp, sponsored by Beijing. China now
has the most permits from the UN body with four.
ISA was launched in 1994 and operates under the
UN Convention on the Law of the Sea. The only
major maritime power that has not ratified the
convention is the United States, where lawmakers
have argued it could impinge on US economic
and military sovereignty. 

The Department of the Interior has granted
exploration licenses in the Pacific to Lockheed
Martin Corp, a US company that has also part-
nered with the United Kingdom, an ISA member,
by setting up a deep-sea mining subsidiary there.
So far, most of ISA’s contracts have been issued for
the deep abyssal plains of the Clarion-Clipperton
Fracture Zone, a sprawling area of the Pacific
Ocean off Mexico and the US. At depths of 4,000 to
6,000 meters, it is known to be rich in nodules con-
taining copper, cobalt, manganese and significant
concentrations of rare-earth elements. As part of
an environmental plan, ISA has set aside nine areas
in this zone, prohibiting them to contractors.—AP 

Deep-sea mining looms as

UN body issues contracts

RIO DE JANEIRO: Hundreds of taxi drivers from Rio de Janeiro, Sao Paulo and Belo Horizonte block the avenue which links South
and Center Rio de Janeiro on July 24, 2015, to protest against UBER, a mobile phone application to hail taxi. — AFP 

BRUSSELS: European Union plans to seal the
world’s largest free trade deal with the United
States are threatened by intractable differences
over food names, none more so than the right of
cheese makers to use the term “feta”. Negotiators
talk of accelerated progress and hope to thrash
out a skeleton agreement on a Transatlantic
Trade and Investment Partnership (TTIP) within a
year, aiming for a major boost to growth in the
advanced Western economies. But geographical
indications (GIs), a 1,200-long list ranging from
champagne to Parma ham, present a major
headache.

At the same time as euro zone leaders are
ordering Greece to balance its budget and liber-
alize its product markets, EU trade negotiators
are fighting to defend its signature cheese. GIs
are a cornerstone of EU agricultural and trade
policy, designed to ensure that only products
from a given region can carry a name. To the
United States, it smacks of protectionism. “It’s
politically extremely important in Europe. As (the
EU) phases out direct agricultural support, there
has to be a trade-off by promising to do more in
trade policy,” said Hosuk Lee-Makiyama, director
of the European Centre for International Political
Economy.

“For 20 years they have been fighting about
it at the World Trade Organization even if the
economic value is disputed.” EU member states
will have to approve any deal and will need food
name protection as compensation for EU farm-
ers facing a flood of US beef imports. Agriculture
is not a sizeable part of either the EU or the US
economy, but farmers retain political muscle, as

French livestock and dairy producers showed
this week by forcing the government to offer aid
after protests including road blockades.

Washington does not object to protection of
niche items such as British Melton Mowbray
pork pies. But negotiators face a very difficult
task to find a balance for widely produced feta,
Parma ham or parmesan, the biggest maker of
which is America’s Kraft Foods. The EU intro-
duced GIs and designations of origin in 1992,
securing protection for Greek feta, which means
“slice”, 10 years later when it declared that non-
Greek producers’ use of the term was “fraudu-
lent”.

6,000 year heritage
It is a view echoed by Christina Onassis, mar-

keting manager at the Lytras & Sons dairy in cen-
tral Greece. She describes the unique plants and
microflora of Greece’s mountainous regions and
says feta “imitations” mostly use cow’s milk. “For
6,000 years, Greece has produced continuously
using milk from ewes and goats,” she said. “We
also ripen the cheese for days, which does not
happen in any other feta production.” The issue is
about more than just national pride for near-
bankrupt Greece. Its feta exports rose 85 percent
between 2007 and 2014 to 260 million euros,
and sales to countries outside the EU more than
doubled. US agricultural and trade experts gen-
erally recognize the region-specific terms such as
“Gouda Holland” or “Camembert de Normandie”,
meaning that US producers can still make and
name their own gouda and camembert
cheeses.— Reuters

What’s in a name? US and EU 

battle over ‘feta’ in trade talks

Feta among 1,200 protected EU food, drink names

WASHINGTON: Would a reduction from
five health insurance giants to three trig-
ger a flashing light for regulators con-
cerned about industry competition?
That’s how many big companies could
remain after the proposed combinations
of Anthem with Cigna and Aetna with
Humana, and experts say it would at a
minimum bring close scrutiny of the
deals. At only three companies, “The
agencies’ ears tend to perk up,” said Allen
Grunes, who led merger investigations at
the Justice Department as an antitrust
attorney. “The underlying economic con-
cerns start to really kick in,” said Grunes, a
co-founder and attorney at the
Konkurrenz Group in Washington.

In this case, the Justice Department
will have to pass judgment on Anthem’s

planned $48 billion acquisition of rival
Cigna, a deal that would create the
nation’s largest health insurer by enroll-
ment with about 53 million US patients.
The antitrust attorneys and economists at
Justice will also be examining Aetna’s $35
billion deal for Humana. The question is
whether the mergers would hurt compe-
tition and consumers, making the compa-
nies so dominant that they could push
already high health-care costs even high-
er.  “This will be a very lengthy and compli-
cated process,” said Robert Bell, an
antitrust attorney at Hughes Hubbard.

Health care is one of three major
industries - along with food and energy -
that are especially important to the
economy and consumers, and so they
receive a careful review from regulators,

he said. “I think the government’s going
to be extremely cautious about reducing
the number of major health care carriers
down to three,” Bell suggested. “I would
be very surprised if both mergers were
permitted to go through.” The proposed
deals also are likely to draw the attention
of state attorneys general, he said.
Among the factors the government likely
will examine: What does competition
look like in the markets - in states and for
different insurance products - where the
companies now operate, and how might
that change after the mergers?  How
easy is it for new competitors to enter
those markets? If the number of big
companies is reduced, would new ones

come in to fill the gap?
What is the impact of the health-care

overhaul law on competition in the indus-
try? But health-care policy consultant Dan
Mendelson said that when the Justice
Department monitors review the merg-
ers, they’ll look at them on a local, not
national, level. Health care is local, and the
two proposed mergers don’t involve
much geographic overlap, he said. That
means they wouldn’t create the sort of
consolidation involved in other industries
such as telecommunications, in his view.
“I think by historical standards these
mergers go through,” said Mendelson,
who is CEO of Washington-based consult-
ing firm Avalere Health. —AP 

HARTFORD: A sign for Aetna Inc sits atop a building at the company
headquarters in Hartford, Conn. Health insurer Aetna Inc has made a
deal to buy competitor Humana Inc in a $37 billion deal the companies
say would create the second-largest managed care company. — AP 

PHILADELPHIA: Photo shows the Cigna logo at the headquarters of
the health insurer Cigna Corp in Philadelphia. — AP 

Do 3 big insurers flash red for 

govt? Mergers get close look
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KUWAIT: Union National Bank (UNB),
one of the leading banks based in the
United Arab Emirates, recorded a strong
increase in profit of AED 1,186 million
for the first half of 2015 (H1- 2014:
AED1,032 million), up by 15% compared
to the same period of 2014. The profit
for the second quarter of 2015 of AED
571 million (Q2-2014: AED 520 mil-
lion),was up by 10% compared to the
corresponding quarter of the last year.

Commenting on the results,
Mohammad Nasr Abdeen, Chief
Executive Officer, Union National Bank
said “It’s heartening to note that during
the first half of the year, the UNB Group’s
total assets crossed the AED 100 billion
mark for the first time, a significant mile-
stone. This growth in assets was the
result of the focused efforts of the oper-
ating business segments to grow the
business in a consistent manner”. He fur-
ther added “The UNB Group continues
to witness solid financial performance
with operating income for the six
month period recording AED 1.9 billion
along with consistently improving asset
quality metrics with loan loss coverage
increasing to above 100% during the
first half of the year”.  

The operating income for the six
month period ended 30 June 2015 of
AED 1,914 million (H1-2014: AED 1,596
million) was up by 20% compared to the
same period in previous year.  This
increase in net interest income and net
income from Islamic financing, which
was up by 16% in the first half of 2015,
to AED 1,475 million (H1-2014: AED
1,273 million)was driven by an increase
in the asset book and improvement in

interest margins. The net interest mar-
gin improved by 30 bps to 3.16% as
compared to the corresponding period
in 2014.Net fee and commission income
remained the main driver for the growth
in non-interest income which was up by
36% over the corresponding period last
year.

Balance sheet 
Total assets of the UNB Group

crossed the AED 100 billion mark reach-

ing AED 103.8 billion as at 30 June 2015,
up by 13% year-on-year and 11% com-
pared to the previous year end.  Strong
growth in assets was mainly driven by
an increase in loans and advances and
investments portfolio. The loans and
advances were AED 67.6 billion as at
30June 2015, up by9% year-on-year and
5% compared to the previous year-end.
The investment portfolio of the Group
increased significantly by 42% year-on-
year to AED 15.6 billion as at 30June

2015 (30 June 2014: AED 11.0 billion)
and was up by 34% in comparison to
prior year end (31 December 2014: AED
11.6 billion).

Customers’ deposits grew strongly by
9% year-on-year to AED 73.2 billion as at
30June 2015, registering a similar
increase of 9% compared to the previ-
ous year end. The Group’s liquidity posi-
tion further strengthened with the liq-
uid assets, including investments consti-
tuting 30.6% of the total assets as at
30June 2015. The loan to deposit ratio
was92.3% as at 30June 2015 (31
December 2014: 95.1%), with the Bank
being fully compliant with the regulato-
ry liquidity ratios as at end of June 2015.

Operating expenses
The operating expenses for the six

month period ended 30 June 2015
increased by 13% over the same period
of prior year to AED 518 million as the
Group continues to invest in supporting
various business and technology related
initiatives. Despite increase in operating
expenses, the cost to income ratio
remained amongst the best locally in
the UAE banking industry and improved
to 27.1% during the first half of 2015. 

Credit quality
The asset quality trend has shown

consistent improvement with the ratio
of non-performing loans and advances
to gross loans and advances, improving
by 40 bps to 3.4% as at 30June 2015 (31
December2014:3.8%).The loan loss cov-
erage furtherimproved to107.5%as at
30June 2015 (31 December 2014:
97.2%). The impairment charge on finan-

cial assets for the first half of 2015 was
AED 186 million (H1-2014: AED 91 mil-
lion) in line with the Group’s policy to
maintain provisions at a prudent level.

Profitability measures 
The annualized return on average

equity, excluding Tier 1 capital notes
improved to 15.7% (H1-2014: 15.2%)
with the annualized return on average
assets of 2.4% for the first half (H1-2014:
2.3%). The earnings per share for the first
half was AED 0.42, an increase of20%
compared with the same period of 2014
(H1-2014: AED 0.35).  The capital posi-
tion of the UNB Group further strength-
ened with the overall Basel II capital ade-
quacy ratio of 18.8% as at 30 June 2015
(31 December 2014: 19.9%) and the Tier I
capital adequacy ratio of 17.6% as at 30
June 2015 (31 December 2014: 18.7%),
with both the ratios being well ahead of
the minimum regulatory requirements. 

Ratings
During the first half of the year, Fitch

Ratings, Moody’s Investor Service and
Capital Intelligence affirmed the ratings
of the Bank. The existing ratings of the
Bank are: Moody’s: Bank deposits: A1 / P-
1;  Fitch Ratings: A+ Long-term IDR and
F1 Short-term IDR; Capital Intelligence:
A+ Foreign Currency Long-term and A1
Foreign Currency Short-term; All ratings
have a “Stable” Outlook.

Awards and accolades
UNB continues to be a regular recipi-

ent of awards and recognitions by lead-
ing international, regional and local
industry bodies. Some key accolades

won during the first half of 2015 are:
Mohammad Bin Rashid Al Maktoum
(MRM) Business Award for 2015 in the
finance category for the third time, hav-
ing earlier received this honor during
2008 and 2012; Best Customer Service -
UAE award at 2015 Banker ME Industry
awards event; Superbrand award 2015
for the fifth consecutive year; Best
Treasury Management Project Award in
the Middle East presented by The Asian
Banker at the Middle East & Africa
Technology Implementation Awards
2015; Distinguished Golden Excellence
Shield in the field of Social Responsibility
from the Arab Organization for UNB’s
achievements in Social Responsibility;
International Award - Golden Mercury,
from the Europe Business Assembly in
the United Kingdom; The BIZZ 2015 Peak
of Success Trophy at The BIZZ Europe
2015 Award ceremony; Four product
awards, Best Home Finance, Best
Customer Service - Retail, Best SME Loan
and Best Deposit Scheme at the 2015
Banker Middle East Product Awards; and
UNB became the first Bank in the world
to be verified to follow the ISO 26000
(Social Responsibility) and ISO 27001
(Information Security Management
System) guidelines by LRQA.

Union National Bank records profit of AED 1,186 million

Mohammad Nasr Abdeen, Chief
Executive Officer

NBK’s Shabab VISA Prepaid 
Card: Best alternative for 
cash & safe for purchases 

KUWAIT: National Bank of Kuwait (NBK)
offers Al Shabab VISA Prepaid Card
designed especially to ensure to the youth
convenience, safety, saving and comfort
used during traveling or when purchasing
and shopping online. NBK is the only bank
that provides this type of Prepaid Card for
Shabab. NBK Al Shabab VISA Prepaid Card
is the best choice for Shabab customers
who transfer their student allowance to
NBK. The card is accepted locally and
worldwide, easy to use, re-loadable and
offers a wide range of exclusive benefits
and global offers.

This exclusive Prepaid Card offers Al
Shabab customers a wide range of benefits
and discounts from various places that
include free travel insurance coverage up
to USD 100,000 and an exclusive 20% dis-
count on yearly memberships at Platinum
Health Club for males and 20% off Alta
Gym for females in addition to instant dis-
counts at up to 44 merchants in Kuwait
NBK Al Shabab VISA Prepaid Cardholders
can also enjoy  50% off movie tickets every

weekend, in collaboration with Kuwait
National Cinema Company (Cinescape) and
get rewarded with the award-winning NBK
Rewards program at more than 600 partici-
pating outlets that include dining, shop-
ping and a variety of lifestyle offers.

NBK Al Shabab customers enjoy a mod-
ern lifestyle and expect the best. NBK con-
tinues to meet their expectations by pro-
viding them with the most exclusive offers
and benefits. All new and existing Al
Shabab customers who transfer their
allowance to NBK are eligible for NBK Al
Shabab VISA Prepaid Card.  NBK Al Shabab
Prepaid Card is the best of all cards avail-
able to the youth. Exclusively designed for
Kuwaiti Al Shabab students aged between
17 to less than 23 who transfer their stu-
dent allowance to NBK. NBK Cards are the
safest, most convenient and rewarding way
to pay. For more information log onto
nbk.com or contact NBK Call Center on
1801 801, or follow NBK on Facebook NBK
Official Page, Twitter @NBKPage, and on
Instagram @NBKPage. 

KUWAIT: Jazeera Airways yesterday announced
the restart of scheduled flights between Kuwait
and Assiut, Egypt, starting September 10th
with four weekly flights. The airline had served
Assiut from August 2006 until June 2014, when
the airport was closed for renovation. In addi-
tion to flights to Assiut, Jazeera Airways also
operates scheduled flights between Kuwait and
five other Egyptian cities, including Cairo,
Alexandria, Luxor, Sharm El Sheikh and Sohag.
Bookings be made through the jazeeraair-
ways.com portal or the airline’s native mobile
app (iOS and Android), and in Kuwait, through
the call center on 177. The airline will serve
Assiut International Airport with four flights a
week until October 3rd, 2015, and then with
three flights a week.

In 2015, Jazeera Airways serves from Kuwait
16 popular destinations in the Middle East,
including high-demand business, leisure, fami-
ly, and weekend destinations such as Dubai,
Bahrain, Beirut, Alexandria, Amman, Istanbul,
Sharm El Sheikh, Luxor, Assiut, Sohag, Mashhad,
Jeddah, Riyadh and Cairo.  Jazeera Airways

operates eight fully owned Airbus A320s with
two class cabins comprising a Business Class
and an Economy Class.  Business Class travelers
get both an upgraded experience and exclusiv-
ity, starting with exclusive check-in lines, busi-
ness lounge access, up to 60 kilograms in free

baggage allowance, and an exclusive on-board
cabin. The airline’s Economy Class offers travel-
ers free baggage allowance of 40 kilograms and
free on-board meals with a changing menu
every month. Jazeera Airways is an IATA-mem-
ber airline. 

Gulf Bank announces winners
of the ‘Al Danah daily draws’

KUWAIT: Gulf Bank held its Al Danah daily
draws on July 21st, 2015 announcing the
names of its winners for the week of July
12th to July 16th, 2015. The Al Danah daily
draws include draws each working day for
two prizes of KD1000 per winner. The win-
ners were: (Sunday 12/7) - Maitham Sayed
Baqer Sayed Hassan Al-Shakhs, Iman
Ibrahim Abdulaziz Al-Furaih; (Monday 13/7)
- Ayoub Yousef Ali Kamal, Jasem Yousef
Mohammad Al-Kandari; (Tuesday 14/7) -
Huda Mahmoud Domanyah, Hussain
Ahmed Abdulkhaliq Al-Banaa; (Wednesday
15/7) - Altaf Marzouq Enad Ghadhban,
Awatif Mohammed Hussain Al-Qalaf and
(Thursday 16/7) - Sara Absa Hassan Al-
Khayat, Jassem Mohammed Abdulredha
Zraei.

Gulf Bank’s Al Danah 2015 draw lineup
includes daily draws (2 winners per working
day each receive KD1000). Al Danah’s 3rd
Quarterly draw will be held on 17
September (KD500,000, KD125,000, and
KD25,000). The final Al Danah draw for the
Million Dinars will be held on 7 January,
2016 whereby the Al Danah Millionaire will
be announced alongside winners of
KD250,000 and KD50,000.

Seven reasons why the Al Danah account
is the Best: (1) Each year, every eligible
account holder gets the opportunity to win
Kuwait’s single biggest cash prize of KD 1
Million. (2) Customers’ chances are calculated
on a daily basis and added up for every draw.
(3) Gulf Bank is the only bank in Kuwait to

transfer all of its customers’ Al Danah loyalty
chances from the previous year into the next
one. (4) The Al Danah account gives away the
highest amount of prize money. (5) The daily
draw has two winners drawn for every work-
ing day, each receiving KD1,000. (6) With 64
draws a year, and up to 532 winners, Gulf
Bank’s Al Danah account offers you the high-
est number of draws and winners. (7) Al
Danah account also offers customers the best
quarterly prizes, with quarterly prizes ranging
from KD25,000 up to KD500,000. 

Open an account and Deposit now to
Win Big, Live big, with Al Danah 2015. Al
Danah also offers a number of unique serv-
ices including the Al Danah Deposit Only
ATM card which helps account holders
deposit their money at their convenience;
as well as the Al Danah calculator to help
customers calculate their chances of
becoming an Al Danah winner. Gulf Bank’s
Al Danah account is open to Kuwaitis and
all residents of Kuwait. Customers who
open an account and/ or deposit more will
enter the draw within two days.  To take part
in the Al Danah 2015 upcoming yearly draw,
customers must have an Al Danah account
containing at least KD 200. To be part of the Al
Danah draws, customers can visit one of Gulf
Bank’s 58 branches, transfer on line, or call the
Customer Contact Center on 1805805 for
assistance and guidance. Customers can also
log on to www.e-gulfbank.com/aldanahwin-
ners, to find out more about Al Danah and
who the winners are. 

Jazeera Airways restarts Assiut’s flights 
following airport renovation program

Flights start September 10th, 2015

KUWAIT:  Burgan Bank has recently
announced that in cooperation with VISA,
the bank is offering a special promotion
with AVIS car rental to all holders of Burgan
Bank VISA Platinum Credit Cards and VISA
Gold Credit Cards. Now, the bank’s VISA
Gold and Platinum Credit Cardholders can
benefit from a 35% discount on internation-
al car rental and the fastest check out with
Avis Preferred, to enjoy a superb travel
experience, saving time and money with an

exclusive car rental discount. The offer is
valid until December 31st, 2015. Burgan
Bank’s customer-centric approach aims at
providing customers with rewarding oppor-
tunities.  To find out more about Burgan
Bank services as well as its latest promo-
tions, customers are required to visit their
nearest Burgan Bank branch or contact the
call center on 1804080. For more informa-
tion, customers can visit the bank’s website
on www.burgan.com. 

Burgan Bank announces special
promo for Credit Card holders 
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SAN FRANCISCO: Microsoft is aiming to build
lasting relationships with Windows 10, the
operating system to be launched on
Wednesday and seen as critical to reviving the
fortunes of the once-dominant tech giant. For
the first time, Microsoft is making a major new
version of Windows available free as an
upgrade to anyone using either of the prior
two generations of the system. The goal is to
swiftly have Windows 10 powering a billion
devices, creating  a gigantic audience to induce
developers to crank out must-have apps for the
platform.

Microsoft hopes to break the cycle in which
consumers shun Windows for mobile because
it lacks the large catalog of applications found
on rival platforms, thus discouraging app mak-
ers from creating Windows versions. Hit apps
could ramp up popularity of Windows-driven
hardware made by Microsoft and its partners,
and increase opportunities for the company to
make money from online activities such as
search, shopping and software as services in
the Internet cloud. “This is all in the direction of
building a relationship, being connected with
you,” Forrester Research analyst Frank Gillett
said of Windows 10.

“They make it free so developers make
good stuff. And then create an ongoing rela-
tionship instead of just a transaction, which is
how Microsoft has operated in the past.”
Microsoft has built its empire on packaged
software sold to computer users and makers.

Windows remains the leading operating sys-
tem for personal computers but has failed to
gain traction on mobile devices such as smart-
phones and tablets, dominated by Google’s
Android and Apple’s iOS.

‘Aggressive’ move
Special events are planned in 13 cities

around the world in tribute to the more than
five million “insiders”  who took part in a
Windows 10 test period. The operating system

will come as a free upgrade to people who
already use Windows 7 or Windows 8.1 and will
be available in 190 countries. Microsoft is not
making Windows 10 free to computer makers,
which is where it has historically gotten the bulk
of its revenue from the operating system. “The
piece that is given away free is a piece that
nobody was buying anyway,” Gartner analyst
Stephen Kleynhans said. “You can think of the
free upgrade almost as being a teaser-a free
sample of the new operating system.”

Microsoft has also made Windows available
free to makers of small-screen gadgets such as
smartphones or tablets to gain traction in the
mobile market. Windows 10 will come pre-
installed on Microsoft-compatible computers
and tablets from July 29 and will be available for
purchase later in the year. The move marks a
major launch for Microsoft, after the lukewarm
response to Windows 8, which was rolled out in
2013. To mark the shift, Microsoft skipped
directly from Windows 8 to Windows 10. “This
the first time they have gone two generations
back and said you are getting it free. It is pretty
aggressive,” said independent technology ana-
lyst Rob Enderle of Enderle Group. “They are
doing it because Windows 8 bounced. They
have to move the Windows 7 and 8 users and
do it en masse.”

High hopes
Microsoft has high hopes for Windows 10,

which it wants to see installed in a billion

devices around the world by 2018. Some 1.5 bil-
lion machines run on earlier versions of the
operating system. Windows 10 boasts a com-
mon base on which developers will be able to
build apps that work on smartphones, tablets,
PCs and desktops, and even Xbox. It will also
feature virtual assistant Cortana. The new oper-
ating system is critical for Microsoft as the PC
market has been shrinking while smartphone
sales have boomed. And even in PCs, the long-
time Microsoft bastion is under siege by devices
such as Android or Apple tablets and Google
Chromebooks. “The hope is to pull the applica-
tion guys over, particularly on the phone side
where Microsoft has struggled, and give users a
common experience on phone, tablet, and PC,”
Enderle said. “Microsoft phones are still strate-
gic.”

Early this month, Microsoft said it will cut
7,800 jobs and wrote down the value of the
struggling mobile phone division it acquired
last year from Nokia by some $7.6 billion. The
announcement represented the second major
round of layoffs in a year for Microsoft, which
cut some 18,000 jobs a year ago as part of its
effort to integrate the Finnish-based phone
group. Microsoft said that it would “restructure
the company’s phone hardware business to
better focus and align resources.” Satya Nadella,
who became chief executive in 2014, is seeking
to reinvigorate a company that had been the
world’s largest but which has lost the leadership
of the tech sector in recent years.— AFP 

Microsoft aims to reboot connections with Windows 10

CAPE CANAVERAL: Scientists have
identified a “close cousin” to Earth that’s
orbiting a sun-like star and might har-
bor life. “It is the closest thing that we
have to another place that somebody
else might call home,” said Jon Jenkins
from NASA’s Ames Research Center in
California. The researchers announced
their discovery Thursday based on
observations from NASA’s Kepler space
telescope. This older, bigger cousin to
Earth is called Kepler-452b. What makes
this planet remarkable is that it orbits its
star at about the same distance that
Earth orbits the sun. What’s more, its
home star looks to be similar to our sun.
Based on what scientists know today,
Jenkins noted it’s the nearest thing to
another Earth-sun twin system.

“Today the Earth is a little less lonely
because there’s a new kid on the block,”
Jenkins said during a news conference.
He led the team that discovered Kepler-
452b. The last Kepler discovery that had

scientists gushing was just over a year
ago. That close-to Earth-size planet,
Kepler-186f, also was in the habitable
zone of its star. But that faint dwarf star
was unlike our sun. John Grunsfeld,
NASA’s science mission chief, empha-
sized that the exoplanet system identi-
fied Thursday - “a pretty good close
cousin to the Earth and our sun” - is the
closest so far. “And I really emphasize
the ‘so far.’ “The planet-hunting Kepler
will keep churning out new discoveries,
Grunsfeld noted, and possibly find even
better matches for “Earth 2.0.”

Kepler was launched in 2009 and
has nearly 5,000 potential exoplanets to
its credit - worlds beyond our solar sys-
tem. It is helping to address such funda-
mental questions as where do we come
from and where are we headed, and
arguably the biggest question of all: Are
we alone in the universe? Grunsfeld
said thanks to Kepler’s latest finding,
we’re taking “one small step in answer-

ing that question today.” While scientists
are uncertain whether Planet 452b is
rocky like Earth, they believe there’s a
better than even chance it is. As for the
age and size, it is about 6 billion years
old, 1.5 billion years older than Earth,
and 60 percent larger in diameter than
our home planet. Its star, Kepler 452, is
also older and bigger, as well as
brighter than our sun.

If the planet is indeed rocky, geolo-
gists believe its mass would be five
times that of Earth and its gravity would
be twice Earth’s. (That’s right, you would
weigh twice as much there.) Its atmos-
phere would be thicker and have more
clouds, and any volcanoes would likely
still be active. Planet 452b takes 385
days to orbit its star, just a little more
than Earth takes for a one-year lap. It’s
just a bit farther from its star than Earth
is from our sun. That’s important
because it makes the planet ripe,
potentially, for liquid water on the sur-

face. And water could mean life. The
planet is in a solar system that is 1,400
light years from our own, located in the
Constellation Cygnus, or swan. “So pack
your bags, it’s a long trip,” joked Jenkins.

Planet 452b is among more than
500 new entries listed in the Kepler
team’s latest catalog of exoplanet candi-
dates released Thursday. Kepler identi-
fies potential planets by looking for
periodic blips against the brightness of
stars - some 150,000 stars to be exact.
Of those 500-plus new potential plan-
ets, 12 are less than twice Earth’s diame-
ter and also orbiting in the so-called
habitable zone of their star, also known
as the just-right Goldilocks zone. Kepler
452b is the first of those 12 to be con-
firmed as a true planet, thanks to
ground observations. Altogether, the
catalog now includes 4,696 exoplanet
candidates. Slightly more than 1,000 of
them - 1,030 - are confirmed to be plan-
ets.— AP 

Scientists find closest thing 

yet to Earth-sun twin system
Kepler-452b- Old, bigger cousin to Earth 

WASHINGTON: This NASA image obtained shows a newly discovered exoplanet, Kepler-452b, which comes the closest of any
found so far to matching our Earth-sun system. — AFP 

ANAHEIM: When 29-year-old YouTube star
Meghan Tonjes launched a podcast with
crowd-funding site Patreon a year ago, it was
one of dozens of things the singer-songwriter
was doing to grind out a living online. Today,
it’s paying her rent. Along with posting per-
formance videos on YouTube, touring, selling
songs on iTunes and “vlogging” (video blog-
ging), Tonjes sits down twice a week with her
roommate in Los Angeles to talk about
“Adventures in Roommating.” 

Nearly 100 online patrons donate a total of
close to $700 per podcast, just to listen and
maybe get a shout-out. Tonjes grew her audi-
ence on YouTube, where she has amassed
more than 210,000 followers since 2006. But
collecting a check from her cut of YouTube ad
revenue is no longer her main source of
income. “If YouTube disappeared tomorrow, I
want to know that I can go play shows, do
podcasts and live without being dependent
on one site or one app,” she says.

With YouTube taking about a 45 percent
cut of ad revenue from videos posted on the
site, YouTubers and companies that manage
them are hunting for new ways to make mon-
ey from the audiences they’ve built on the
platform. That will be a big topic of conversa-
tion at VidCon, the annual convention in
Anaheim, California, that kicked off Thursday.
Robert Kyncl, head of content and business
operations at YouTube, welcomes the chal-
lenges to its online dominance, even if other
platforms are enticing creators with better
cuts of revenue. Richer creators will “have
more and better content to publish on
YouTube,” he says. “We don’t live in a world
that is mutually exclusive.” A panoply of ways
to earn money outside of YouTube have
recently emerged.

Other video sites are paying
Facebook announced this month that in

the fall it would start sharing ad revenue with
a select few creators like the NBA, Fox Sports
and Funny or Die. Video-game streaming serv-
ice Twitch already shares subscription revenue
from followers with top gamers, and a site
called YouNow allows online fans to give tips
to talent with coins bought with real money in
live stream forums.

Vessel, a video service launched in January
by former Hulu CEO Jason Kilar, offers creators
15 percentage points more ad revenue share
than YouTube, as well as 60 percent of the $3
per month fee from subscribers who want
days-early access to videos before they show
up elsewhere. Kilar says paying creators more
helps them make higher-quality videos, the
same way subscription revenues help premi-
um pay channels like HBO finance better TV
shows.

Brand-sponsored video
Everything from “unboxing” videos of new

gadgets and how-to videos that show off
teeth-whitening products are providing
YouTubers a solid revenue stream. FameBit, a
Santa Monica startup, launched a marketplace
last year where creators bid on the right to
make brand-sponsored videos, and deals
close for, on average, $500 per video, says
Agnes Kozera, the company’s co-founder and
chief operating officer. Brands usually buy

multiple videos in different genres, from
reviews to funny skits, to see what fits. Also
launching this week is an app called Social
Bluebook, which benchmarks how much cre-
ators should ask for such digital promos,
including on platforms like Instagram and
Twitter. It’s based on existing deals and a cre-
ator’s fan base and their level of engagement.
“We at least want you to have an educated
estimate on what you should be charging,”
says Chad Sahley, the company’s founder and
CEO.

Merchandise, downloads
Two movies starring YouTube sensations

are debuting around VidCon, including
“SMOSH: The Movie,” featuring comedy duo
Ian Hecox and Anthony Padilla, and “The
Chosen,” a horror flick featuring vlogger Kian
Lawley. With limited theatrical runs, both films
are being made available online for $10 on
Friday. They won’t be the first feature films
starring YouTubers and they won’t be the last,
says Barry Blumberg, chief content officer for
SMOSH backer Defy Media. Last year saw the
success of similar films such as “Camp Takota,”
starring Grace Helbig, and “Expelled,” starring
Cameron Dallas.

“Everybody that has already made a movie
in this space is anxious to make another one,”
Blumberg says. FameBit is also venturing into
paid content, launching a talk show series
called “FilterFreeTV” that will sell on iTunes for
$1.99 per episode. YouTube personality Kayla
Lashae, 22, who has made a living for three
years with videos about trying out bags and
testing things like electric toothbrushes, says
it’s a good idea to branch out with the co-
hosting gig. “My overall goal is take my brand
outside of YouTube and move it directly to tel-
evision,” she says.

Going international
Big multichannel networks, which help

YouTube stars get advertising deals, are tying
up and expanding their business abroad. Last
year Disney bought Maker Studios, and AT&T
and Chernin Group purchased Fullscreen. And
earlier this month, German broadcaster
ProSiebenSat.1 merged its Studio71 with
Collective Digital Studio, a Los Angeles-based
network behind such brands as Epic Meal
Time, Video Game High School and Just
Kidding News. Part of the rationale is to take
formats that have worked in Germany, like the
head-to-head video game challenge show,
“Last Man Standing,” and transport them to
different markets with local talent, says CDS
CEO Reza Izad. 

The merger will also help build up advertis-
ing sales forces in countries where consumers
are watching videos that don’t have ads sold
against them. “You want to grow (ad rates)?
You’re going to need to have ad sales forces
globally in marketplaces that have real value,”
Izad says. That means countries like Canada,
and various territories in Europe and else-
where where English language videos travel
well. There are plenty of genres that work in
other markets, like sports, dance, and fashion,
says Peter Csathy, CEO of venture capital firm
Manatt Digital Media Ventures. “Those things
are not language dependent and they’re natu-
rals for international reach,” he says.—AP 

YouTube creators looking 

elsewhere for the money

CALIFORNIA: Photo shows the Microsoft logo in San Francisco, California.
Microsoft announced a net loss of $3.19 billion in the past quarter, blaming a
hefty writedown on the smartphone business it acquired from Nokia. — AFP 

WASHINGTON: Social media giants
including Twitter, Yahoo, Facebook and
Google are pushing back against
Senate legislation that would require
them to alert federal authorities of any
terrorist activity, according to industry
and government officials. In private
meetings on Capitol Hill, industry offi-
cials have told lawmakers and congres-
sional staff that they already ban grisly
content like beheadings and alert law
enforcement if they suspect someone
might get hurt, as soon as they are
aware of a threat.

But tech officials also said they worry
that the proposed legislation is too
broad and would potentially put com-
panies on the hook legally if they miss a
tweet, video or blog that hints of an
attack.  They said the result would prob-
ably be a deluge of tips to law enforce-
ment, making it tougher for the govern-
ment to find more valuable information.
Those interviewed by The Associated
Press spoke on condition of anonymity
because of the ongoing debate over the
legislation. Sen Dianne Feinstein, D-Calif,
who is backing the legislation, says

requiring social media companies to tip
off law enforcement to a pending terror-
ist attack makes sense.

“The FBI and the intelligence com-
munity have made it abundantly clear
that the terrorist threat is severe and
increasing, and that those directing,
inspiring and carrying out attacks make
heavy use of social media sites,”
Feinstein told the AP in an emailed
statement. “This provision will help get
potentially actionable information to
the agencies responsible for preventing
attacks, without requiring companies to
take any steps to monitor their sites
they aren’t already taking.”

The tech industry in 2013 faced a
public relations nightmare after former
government analyst Edward Snowden
leaked details of a massive government
surveillance program that relied on their
cooperation. Company officials said the
law gave them no choice but to supply
consumer data and comply with gag
orders that prevented companies from
talking about it. Still, many consumers
and Internet activists were furious that
US businesses had enabled the govern-

ment to spy on their customers, in some
cases even charging the government
administrative fees to do it.

Since then, the tech industry has led
an aggressive public push to limit sur-
veillance requests and increase trans-
parency, adopting more sophisticated
encryption techniques despite opposi-
tion from the Justice Department. Their
primary argument has been that con-
sumers won’t use technology they don’t
trust, and that unnecessary surveillance
would hurt the industry. At the same
time, popular social media sites have
become instrumental in helping terror-
ist groups expand their influence,
despite widespread industry policies
against posting or promoting terrorist-
related content.

The Islamic State group and similar
groups have relied heavily on Twitter
and Facebook to recruit followers, while
militants post beheading videos on sites
like Google’s YouTube, giving an image
the chance to go viral before being shut
down. In 2013, al-Shabab live tweeted
its Westgate shopping mall massacre,
opening up new feeds even after

Twitter shut others down.
“This is not your grandfather’s Al-

Qaeda,” FBI Director James Comey told
the Senate Judiciary Committee this
month. “This is a group of people using
social media to reach thousands and
thousands of followers, find the ones
who might be interested in committing
acts of violence, and then moving them
to an (end-to-end) encrypted messag-
ing app.” The same week as Comey’s
testimony, the Senate Intelligence
Committee endorsed Feinstein’s pro-
posal that would require companies
that spot terrorist activity on their net-
works to alert law enforcement.

Feinstein’s provision, part of the
intelligence authorization bill that still
has to be approved by the Senate, is
almost identical to the law requiring
companies to report child pornogra-
phy. One exception is that Feinstein’s
provision doesn’t say whether or how a
company would be penalized if it fails
to report terrorist activity, whereas a
tech company can be fined for “know-
ingly and willfully” failing  to report an
image of child pornography.— AP 

Could Twitter stop the 

next terrorist attack? 

CALIFORNIA: People make their way to the 6th annual VidCon held at the Anaheim
Convention Center in Anaheim, Calif. —AP 
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WASHINGTON: Two stealthily recorded videos
show Planned Parenthood officials discussing
how they provide aborted fetal organs for
research. The videos have put the group and its
Democratic allies on the defensive. It’s unclear
how long the political damage may last or
whether Planned Parenthood has broken federal
law - as abortion foes contend. What’s clear is that
Republicans and anti-abortion groups are giving
no signs of letting the issue fade quickly. A look of
what’s happened and what may be ahead.

The story so far
Anti-abortion activists, under the banner of the

previously obscure Center for Medical Progress,
released two videos secretly recorded in 2014 and
2015 by people posing as buyers of fetal tissue.
One video shows their conversation with Dr.
Deborah Nucatola, Planned Parenthood’s senior
director of medical services; the other is with Dr.
Mary Gatter, one of the organization’s medical
directors. In both videos, the Planned Parenthood
officials discuss the amounts the group charges to
provide the organs and the abortion procedures
used to obtain the organs. Abortion opponents
say the videos show that Planned Parenthood is
illegally harvesting and selling the organs.
Planned Parenthood says it has done nothing
wrong and that the videos were deceptively edit-
ed to support extremists’ false claims.

The political problem
The business-like way the Planned

Parenthood officials are seen discussing abor-
tions, at times in grisly terms, has people from
all camps wincing. Planned Parenthood’s presi-

dent, Cecile Richards, has apologized for the
“tone and statements.” Senate Minority Leader
Harry Reid, D-Nev., said he has seen no indica-
tion that the organization broke federal laws,
but that “should be looked into.” Rep. Gerald
Connolly, D-Va., said Democrats will not aban-
don their support for women’s reproductive
rights, but “nor are we going to defend the
indefensible.”

Abortion foes view the video as a political
boon. “When the curtain is drawn aside and
people get glimpse of what the argument is
about, at  the actual brutality of abortion, yes, it
helps pro-life candidates,” said Douglas

Johnson, top lobbyist for the National Right to
Life Committee.  Some Republicans warn
against going too far by escalating the fight
beyond Planned Parenthood itself. Polls show
more Americans prefer abortion rights to ban-
ning abortion, and some Republicans have
stumbled badly on the issue, including com-
ments about “legitimate rape” by defeated GOP
Senate candidate Rep. Todd Akin of Missouri.
“What you don’t want to get into is the pro-life
versus pro-choice debate,” said GOP consultant
Ron Bonjean. “Most Americans still mainly care
about the economy, jobs and national security.”

Next in congress
Three congressional committees are making

inquiries, including the House Energy and
Commerce Committee, which wants a briefing
from Nucatola. Planned Parenthood has not said
she would appear. The committee, chairman,
Rep. Fred Upton, R-Mich., said in an interview
that “at the end of the day, she’ll testify” - by sub-

poenaing her if necessary. Hearings seem likely.
Numerous Republican lawmakers and presi-

dential candidates say they want to eliminate
Planned Parenthood’s federal funding, which
they have tried unsuccessfully before. That
effort can fire up conservative voters and
donors but stands little chance of surviving in
the Senate or getting President Barack Obama’s
signature. The fight could get ensnared in a pos-
sible budget battle this fall that might threaten
another government shutdown.] Planned
Parenthood’s most recent annual report says
that of its $1.3 billion budget, $528 million
comes from the government, though that
includes some money from states.

Planned parenthood and the law
Three federal laws are most frequently men-

tioned in arguments over whether illegality has
occurred. One bans for-profit sales of fetal tis-
sue, but allows the provider to recover the pro-
cedure’s costs. Nucatola and Gatter discuss
potential prices for providing tissue. Nucatola
mentions a range between $30 and $100 per
procedure; Gatter discusses $75 but doesn’t rule
out $100. Both say Planned Parenthood wants
to cover costs and not profit.

Another law bars providers from changing
“the timing, method or procedures” of abortions
to recover fetal tissue for research. Gatter men-
tions a “ less crunchy ” technique that can
increase the chances of recovering intact organs
and says she would not mind asking a Planned
Parenthood surgeon to consider that.  “They’re
both totally appropriate techniques, there’s no
difference in pain involved,” she says.

Nucatola says when a provider is attempting
to recover an organ, “you’re just kind of cog-
nizant of where you put your graspers” so
“you’re not going to crush that part.” She also
says, “You should always do the procedure the
same, and that’s what the providers try to do.” A
third law bans a procedure that opponents call
“partial-birth abortion,” in which a living fetus is
partly extracted from the mother as it is abort-
ed. Nucatola mentions that to avoid violating
that ban, some doctors use the drug digoxin,
which can be toxic to a fetus in sufficient
amounts.  California’s attorney general,  a
Democrat who plans to run for the Senate in
2016, is investigating at the request of four
Democratic members of Congress.

Disagreement over whether laws were broken
Planned Parenthood says the videos show no

illegal or improper actions, and that the group
does not profit by providing tissue to
researchers. Anti-abortion forces seem divided:
Some say the doctors’ words show law breaking,
others don’t go that far.

“There’s smoke there,” says Right to Life’s
Johnson, who wants the videos examined by
“people with investigative authority.” “The Weekly,”
a publication by the anti-abortion Southern
Baptist Convention, wrote recently that Planned
Parenthood’s practices seem “sadly and shocking-
ly legal,” and called for new laws. —AP

Planned Parenthood videos:  
Politicians on the offensive 

Republicans not letting issue fade easily

MAINE: In this Oct 3, 2014, file photo, Cecile Richards, Planned Parenthood president,
speaks in Orono. Two stealthily recorded videos of Planned Parenthood officials
casually discussing how they provide aborted fetal organs for research have pushed
the group and its Democratic allies onto the defensive. —AP

KOMBEWA: A mother holds her baby as she receives a new malaria vaccine
as part of a trial at the Walter Reed Project Research Center. —AP

LONDON: The European Medicines Agency
is recommending the world’s leading
malaria vaccine be licensed even though it
is only about 30 percent effective and that
protection fades over time. In a statement
published on Friday, the agency said it had
“adopted a positive scientific opinion” for
the vaccine’s use outside the European
Union, a regulatory process that helps
speed new medicines to the market. The
vaccine, known as Mosquirix and made by
GlaxoSmithKline, would be the world’s first
licensed shot against a parasitic disease;
previous studies have shown it protects
about one third of children.

“This is not the big game changer that
we were hoping for,” said Dr. Martin De
Smet, a malaria expert at Doctors Without
Borders. “The vaccine itself remains disap-
pointing but this is an important step for-
ward,” he said. Still, De Smet said the vac-
cine could help reduce the huge burden of
malaria: there are about 200 million cases

and more than 500,000 deaths every year,
mostly in African children. “In countries
where children get four to six episodes of
malaria a year, this will make a big differ-
ence,” he said, warning people to continue
using protective bed nets.

Gregory Hartl,  a World Health
Organization spokesman, said the
European Medicines Agency decision was
“not a recommendation to use this vaccine”
and that WHO would issue its own assess-
ment by November. He said that would
take into account other factors not consid-
ered by the European regulator, including
logistics and cost-effectiveness. WHO had
previously set a target of 2015 for having a
malaria vaccine that was at least 50 percent
effective with protection lasting longer
than one year. De Smet suggested coun-
tries with year-round malaria cases would
benefit the most. “We cannot afford to not
make use of an additional tool, even if (it is)
highly imperfect,” he said. —AP

EU drug regulator recommends 
first license for malaria vaccine

PROVIDENCE: A mysterious blast on a Rhode
Island beach likely was caused by the combustion
of hydrogen gas that had built up because of a
corroded copper cable under the sand, investiga-
tors announced Friday.

Officials have spent nearly two weeks trying to
figure out what happened on July 11 at Salty Brine
Beach in Narragansett, when witnesses heard a
large boom and a woman from Connecticut was
sent flying through the air into a jetty. Police
almost immediately ruled out an explosive device
or intentional act, but scientists were stumped
about what could have caused the blast. Janet
Coit, director of the state Department of
Environmental Management, said Friday that sci-
entists at the University of Rhode Island Graduate
School of Oceanography had pinpointed it to
hydrogen released by the corrosion of an aban-
doned copper cable that previously was used by
the U.S. Coast Guard.

Scientists and officials believe the beach is safe
and that the explosion was the result of a rare
combination of events. “The beach has been
trenched, dug and aerated, and we’ve got no con-
cerns for public safety,” Coit said. Coit said scientists
took 10 samples to test the beach for hydrogen on
Friday and didn’t detect any. Arthur Spivack, an
oceanographer with expertise in geo-chemistry at
the oceanography school who worked on finding
the cause, said hydrogen combustion is about the
simplest chemical reaction there is.

‘The right mixture’ 
“All you need is hydrogen and oxygen in the

right mixture and it can combust,” he said.
“Everything we observed is consistent with hydro-
gen combustion.” Spivack said scientists tested
more than 300 samples of sand last week and
found some pockets that had about 10,000 times
the expected level of hydrogen. It takes a very
small amount of energy to ignite hydrogen, and
even static electricity from hair can do it, Spivack
said. The woman who was injured had been smok-
ing at the beach earlier in the day, but officials
don’t know if she was smoking right before the
explosion, Coit said.

Investigators are inspecting other beaches, but
state officials believe Salty Brine is the only state
beach with Coast Guard cables running under-
neath the sand, Coit said. The Coast Guard is not
required to remove abandoned cables, she said.
It’s standard protocol for the Coast Guard to leave

abandoned cables in place because removing
them could disturb the environment, said Coast
Guard spokeswoman Cynthia Oldham. The Salty
Brine Beach cables were removed during the
investigation. The Coast Guard is trying to deter-
mine if there are cables under any other beaches
in Rhode Island and how many, Oldham said. Coit
said investigators will be looking into whether
anyone should be held liable for the explosion, but
their first priority was figuring out the cause.
Kathleen Danise, 60, of Waterbury, Connecticut,
suffered two fractured ribs and bruises in the blast.
The beach fully reopened on Tuesday. This story
has been corrected to show that the Coast Guard
is trying to determine if there are cables under any
other beaches. —AP

WASHINGTON: Move over sweet
and salty: Researchers say we have
a distinct and basic taste for fat,
too. But it’s nowhere near as deli-
cious as it sounds. They propose
expanding our taste palate to
include fat along with sweet, salty,
bitter, sour and relative newcomer
umami.

A research team at Purdue
University tested look-alike mix-
tures with different tastes. More
than half of the 28 special tasters
could distinguish fatty acids from
the other tastes, according to a
study published in the journal

Chemical Senses. Past research
showed fat had a distinct feel in the
mouth, but scientists removed tex-
ture and smell clues and people
could still tell the difference.

“The fatty acid part of taste is
very unpleasant,” study author
Richard Mattes, a Purdue nutrition
science professor, said Thursday. “I
haven’t met anybody who likes it
alone. You usually get a gag reflex.”
Stinky cheese has high levels of the
fat taste and so does food that goes
rancid, Mattes said.  Yet we like it
because it mixes well and brings
out the best of other flavors, just

like the bitter in coffee or choco-
late, he added.

To qualify as a basic taste, a fla-
vor has to have unique chemical
signature, have specific receptors in
our bodies for the taste, and people
have to distinguish it from other
tastes. Scientists had found the
chemical signature and two specific
receptors for fat, but showing that
people could distinguish it was the
sticky point. Initially Mattes found
that people couldn’t quite tell fat
tastes when given a broad array of
flavors. But when just given yucky
tastes - bitter, umami, sour - they

could find the fat.
The team started out with 54

people, but concentrated on the
results from 28 who were better
tasters in general. Mattes and col-
leagues proposed calling the taste
“oleogustus” (Oh-leo-GUS’-tus) after
Latin for fat taste. There is no single
scientific authority that names
senses. Robin Dando, a Cornell
University food scientist who
wasn’t part of the research, praised
the study as “a pretty strong piece
of evidence” for a basic fat taste,
but didn’t like the suggested name
- preferring to just call it fat. —AP

SYDNEY: Rising sea levels from climate
change are a threat to sea turtle popula-
tions as eggs laid on beaches become
submerged in saltwater, Australian scien-
tists said. Eggs buried by female turtles in
usually “high and dry” areas on beaches
could be inundated by rising sea levels
and storm surges, a study by researchers
from Australia’s James Cook University
said. Published in the Royal Society Open
Science journal, the report focused on
nests at the world’s largest green sea tur-
tle nesting rookery at Raine Island on
Australia’s far northeast coast.

Eggs submerged for one to three
hours did not experience a “significant
level” of mortality but those underwater
for six hours saw a 40 percent rise in tur-
tle embryo deaths. “We are trying to
anticipate the early effects,” lead
researcher David Pike said. “In some
places it only takes a small rise in sea lev-

els, when combined with a storm or a
king tide, to inundate what had previous-
ly been secure nesting sites.” Pike said
one way to protect the eggs was by
using volunteers to move the nests fur-
ther away from the shoreline.

“We might be able to save them with
people power,” Pike said. “ The
Queensland Department of Environment
and Heritage Protection has also been
out moving sand around the island to
provide turtles with higher elevation
nesting sites.” The green turtle popula-
tion on Raine Island, which is located on
the northern tip of the Great Barrier Reef
off Queensland’s coast, is also under
threat from habitat loss, boats and pollu-
tion. As many as 60,000 female green tur-
tles swim from breeding grounds in
countries such as Indonesia and Papua
New Guinea to the island to lay their
eggs during nesting season.—AFP

typhoon kills 
11,000 farmed 
tuna in Japan

TOKYO: A powerful typhoon which lashed
Japan last week has killed more than 11,000
farmed bluefin tuna, costing over $10 million
in damage, local media said yesterday.
Typhoon Nangka made landfall in south-
western Japan on the night of July 16 and
slowly moved northward before turning into
a tropical depression.

Torrential rain and gusts of wind wreaked
havoc in various parts of western Japan, also
causing high waves and clouding sea water
in the fish farm near the Pacific coastal town
of Kushimoto, Kyodo News and the Asahi
newspaper reported. The storm caused the
sensitive bluefin tuna to panic, the Asahi said,
with the Mainichi daily saying the waves had
driven many of them into a barrier.

The loss of the bluefin tuna-a pricy delica-
cy served as sushi-cost growers about 1.29
billion yen ($10.42 million), the reports said
citing the local government.  A local govern-
ment official was not immediately available
at weekend. Bluefin is usually the most
expensive fish available at Tokyo’s Tsukiji, the
biggest fish and wholesale seafood market in
the world, with a 180-kilogramme (380
pound) wild tuna auctioned for 4.51 million
yen ($36,400) in January. —AFP

Scientists show we have 
a distinct taste for fat

ROQUEFORT: In this file photo, Bernard Roques checks a Roquefort cheese as it matures in a cellar. —AP 

Sea turtle nests at risk 
from climate change

Mystery beach blast in Rhode 
Island blamed on hydrogen
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This image made available by NASA on Friday, July 24, 2015 shows Pluto made by combining several images from two cameras on the
New Horizons spacecraft. The images were taken when the spacecraft was 280,000 miles (450,000 kilometers) away from Pluto. —AP

CAPE CANAVERAL: Pluto is hazier than scientists
expected and appears to be covered with flow-
ing ice. The team responsible for the New
Horizons flyby of Pluto last week released new
pictures Friday of the previously unexplored
world on the edge of the solar system. “If you’re
seeing a cardiologist, you may want to leave the
room,” principal scientist Alan Stern teased at the
opening of the news conference at NASA head-
quarters. “There are some pretty mind-blowing
discoveries.”

NASA’s New Horizons spacecraft, now 7.5 mil-
lion miles beyond Pluto, has detected layers of
haze stretching 100 miles into the atmosphere,
much higher than anticipated. All this haze is
believed to account for the dwarf planet’s red-
dish color. If you were standing on Pluto and
looking up, you probably wouldn’t notice the
haze, said George Mason University’s Michael
Summers. In fact, New Horizons had to wait until
after its closest approach on July 14, so the sun
would silhouette Pluto and the atmosphere
could be measured by means of the scattered
sunlight.

As for the ice flows, they appear to be relative-
ly recent: no more than a few tens of millions of

years, according to William McKinnon of
Washington University in St. Louis. That com-
pares with the 4.5 billion-year age of Pluto and
the rest of the solar system. To see evidence of
such recent activity, he said, is “simply a dream
come true.” Temperatures on Pluto are minus 380
degrees Fahrenheit (minus 229 degrees Celsius),
and so water ice would not move anywhere in
such extreme cold. But McKinnon said the nitro-
gen and other ices believed to be on Pluto would
be geologically soft and therefore able to flow
like glaciers on Earth.

Ponds of frozen nitrogen 
Some of that plutonian ice seems to have

emptied into impact craters, creating ponds of
frozen nitrogen. One of those semi-filled craters
is about the size of metropolitan Washington DC,
McKinnon said. These latest findings support the
theory that an underground ocean might exist
deep beneath Pluto’s icy crust, McKinnon said.
These ice flows - which might still be active - are
found on Pluto’s vast icy plain, now called
Sputnik Planum after Earth’s first man-made
satellite. The plain is about the size of Texas and
occupies the left side of Pluto’s bright heart-

shaped feature, named Tombaugh Regio after
the late astronomer who discovered Pluto in
1930, Clyde Tombaugh.

It’s evident now that the two “lobes” of the
heart are quite different; Stern speculated that
nitrogen snow could possibly be blowing from
the brighter left, or western, side to the right.
One of Pluto’s newly discovered mountain ranges
now bears the name of Sir Edmund Hillary, who
along with Sherpa guide Tenzing Norgay con-
quered Mount Everest in 1953. The New Horizons
team already had named another series of
mountains after Norgay.

The spacecraft traveled 3 billion miles over
91/2 years to get the first close-up look of Pluto.
The New Horizons team stressed that most of the
collected data are still aboard the spacecraft and
will take more than a year to obtain. Over the
next several weeks, much of the incoming trans-
missions will consist of engineering or other
technical data - and only a few images. But start-
ing in mid-September, “the spigot opens again,”
promised Stern, a scientist at the Southwest
Research Institute. From then until fall 2016, “The
sky will be raining presents with data from the
Pluto system. It’s going to be quite a ride.” —AP

Conditions on Pluto:
Hazy with flowing ice

‘There are some pretty mind-blowing discoveries’

PARIS: Senior diplomats charged with con-
densing an unwieldy draft for a global cli-
mate rescue pact, due to be inked in
December, handed in their much-anticipat-
ed homework on Friday. A near 90-page
draft accord that has emerged from the
195-nation talks so far was a laundry list of
unresolved issues and a myriad of options,
often clashing, for averting climate disaster.

Negotiators agreed at the last UN cli-
mate meeting in June to let the body’s joint
chairmen take a machete-or at least a
scalpel-to the text. With only 10 official
negotiating days ahead of a crucial
November 30-December 11 conference in
Paris to seal the deal, the pair produced a
slightly shorter version Friday, though still
nearly 80 pages long. The document “pre-
sents a clearer picture of the possible final
outcome, while not omitting any of the
options put forward by the parties,” said a
statement by the secretariat of the UN
Framework Convention on Climate Change,
under whose auspices the negotiations
take place.

“The co-chairs’ intention... is to offer the
document as a tool that can allow (negotia-
tors) more effectively to negotiate when
they reconvene” in Bonn from August 31 to
September 4.” The chairmen’s brief had
been limited to “streamlining and consoli-
dating” the working document-no substan-
tive changes allowed. “I welcome this
important work by the co-presidents and
facilitators. It will allow the September
negotiation to be organized consistently,”
said Laurence Tubiana, France’s top climate
negotiator. 

In 2011, the UNFCCC’s 195 member
nations gave themselves until December
this year to conclude a deal to protect Earth
from the ravages of extreme global warm-
ing. The target is to prevent mean global
temperatures from rising more than two
degree Celsius (3.6 degrees Fahrenheit)
over pre-industrial levels, dating from
about 1850.

Scientists note that at current green-
house gas-emission rates the thermostat
will rise by twice than much before centu-
ry’s end. The parties remain far removed on
politically-divisive issues which have

bedeviled the talks for years. They include
opposing country views on how to review
and hike pledges-if at all-to ensure the 2 C
target remains on track. Also unclear is how
rich countries will  meet a promise to
muster $100 billion (88 billion Euros) annu-
ally in climate aid from 2020.

Cut through the clutter 
The thorniest issues will ultimately be

left to ministers or government leaders to
settle. “Now that the co-chairs have done
their job, it’s up to negotiators and minis-
ters to do theirs, by buckling down at their
next round of meetings in early September
and speeding up the pace of progress
towards agreeing an ambitious, fair, and
comprehensive climate deal in Paris,” said
Alden Meyer of the Union of Concerned
Scientists.

Last week, ministers and top-level diplo-
mats from 46 countries met informally in
Paris to push things along. While their talks
were not part of the formal negotiating
process, participants from both rich and
developing countries said they made sig-
nificant headway in talking through some
of the core issues.

“The progress we’ve made, both with
the text and in informal talks, has put an
agreement within reach,” said Thoriq
Ibrahim, environment and energy minister
for the Maldives, who chairs the Alliance of
Small Island States at high risk of climate
change-induced sea level rise. Jennifer
Morgan of the World Resources Institute
thinktank said the streamlined text was a
“strong foundation” for advancing negotia-
tions.

“The co-chairs have cut through the
clutter to make the text more coherent,
clarifying the key choices to be made,” she
commented. Added Greenpeace climate
expert Martin Kaiser, “the text has a long
way to go to being the unquestionable,
concise document it needs to be. “It cannot
be a circus-tent for the Paris performers but
rather an airtight mandate which forces
politicians to produce the necessary poli-
cies needed for a just energy transforma-
tion for a healthy population and a healthy
planet.” —AFP

Light trim for rough 
draft of climate pact

WASHINGTON: US regulators on Friday
approved a new cholesterol drug called Praluent,
made by Sanofi and Regeneron, for people with
certain genetic risk factors for heart disease. The
injectable drug is the first of its kind to gain
approval on the US market, and offers an alterna-
tive to popular pill-based statins. However, the
US Food and Drug Administration approved it
only for adults with an inherited condition that

predisposes them to high cholesterol and raises
the risk of heart attack and stroke.

“Praluent is approved for use in addition to
diet and maximally tolerated statin therapy in
adult patients with heterozygous familial hyper-
cholesterolemia (HeFH) or patients with clinical
atherosclerotic cardiovascular disease such as
heart attacks or strokes, who require additional
lowering of LDL cholesterol,” the FDA said in a

statement. HeFH is an inherited condition that
causes high levels of the bad kind of cholesterol,
known as low-density lipoprotein (LDL) choles-
terol. Known also as alirocumab, the treatment is
part of a new class of drugs known as proprotein
convertase subtilisin kexin type 9 (PCSK9)
inhibitors. These drugs block the PCSK9 gene in
the liver, which results in plummeting levels of
LDL. —AFP

Regulators give cholesterol drug only limited approval

YALA, Sri Lanka: In this photo taken on July 24, 2015, a crocodile sunbathes
on a river bank at Yala National Park in the southern district of Yala, some
250kms southwest of Colombo. Yala National Park is the most visited and
second largest national park in Sri Lanka. —AFP
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Kuwait Foundation for the Advancement
of Sciences (KFAS) organized a ‘Positive
Thinking’ workshop in collaboration

with the American University of Kuwait-
Center for Continuing Education, for KFAS
employees and its centers at KFAS.

The workshops were conducted by Dr.
Hesham Al-Awadi, Associate Professor of
History at AUK, and covered the theme of
“positive thinking” at the workplace. The
100participants, from KFAS and its centers
such as The Scientific Center, Dasman

Diabetes Institute, Sabah Al-Ahmed Center
for Giftedness and Creativity and Jaber Al-
Ahmad Center for Nuclear Medicine, were
evaluated and assessed their general outlook
and attitude, learned how to break bad
habits, and were introduced to methods of

maintaining a positive outlook at the work-
place.

During the workshop, the attendees par-
ticipated in several exercises that helped
them learn how to develop positive thinking
skills. These included acknowledging one’s

successes, even if partial or non-material,
identifying and developing personal
strengths rather than weaknesses, and dedi-
cating more time and effort in one’s circle of
control, rather than focusing on a circle of
worries and concerns.

‘Positive Thinking’ workshop at AUK

It was a joyous and glorious moment on
Friday at the Life Abundant
International Fountain Church NECK

Compound, Kuwait City as the United
Chaplains State of New York ordained and
commissioned Bishop Dr Jonathan as a
Military Chaplain. The event attracted
many dignitaries and featured lost of pro-

grams including bible teaching, prayers,
praise and worship. 

While addressing the congregation, the
Guest Minister Gen Dr Christian E Nwanne
called on Christian brethren to be good
ambassadors of Christ, urging them to live
a life worthy of emulation - and to reach
out to the everyday forgotten population.

The United Chaplains course consists of a
rigorous 12 week training program
designed to bring a holistic Christian per-
spective and applicable solutions to every-
day life threatening situations within the
communities. 

The 12 week course covers: Domestic
Violence; Counseling; The New York State

Court System; Interacting in volunteer serv-
ice  with NYPD; Patient Care and Hospitality
Ministry; Funeral Service Ministry; Prison
Ministry; The New York State Correctional
Facilities; Prison Re-Entry Ministry; Youth
and Gang Intervention Ministry; Youth
Mentoring; Senior Citizens Ministry;
Enrollment in NYC Citizens Police Academy

Training; Participation in Bronx DA’s Office
Workshops; Citizens Emergency Response
Team Training; and so much more.

“United Chaplains State of New York, Inc
clearly recognizes the need for Christians to
begin to truly work together as is so clearly
documented in the Scriptures, “One Body,
One Christ, One Gospel,” Dr Nwanne added.

LAIF Church celebrates; Bishop ordained, commissioned

Bangladesh community
celebrates Eid Reunion

The Bangladesh Community Kuwait Celebrate Eid Reunion at Marina
Hall near Abbasiya Tourist Park on 24 July, 2015. More than four
thousand Bangladeshis,  Family and their children with 71

Organizations joined the programs and enjoyed the colorful cultural pro-
grams. Chief Guest Major General Mohammed Ashab Uddin NDC, PSC
(Rtd), the Ambassador of Bangladesh, program presided by Shahid Islam
Papul, CEO of Marafiya Kuwatiya Group and Chief convener of Bangladesh
Community, Kuwait.
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No matter what size wedding
you are dreaming about or
planning, Marina Hotel offers

couples a truly memorable wedding
at the spectacular Sheikha Salwa
Sabah Al-Ahmad Theater and Hall.
With its magnificent seaside location,
great layout and capacity of up to 500
persons, The Sheikha Salwa Sabah Al
Ahmad Theater and Hall is the ideal
place for your special event.

The memories of your wedding
day will last a lifetime and Marina
Hotel Kuwait will ensure that your
special day is perfect. The hotel is
delighted to offer guests exclusive
wedding packages across the year,
which include accommodation for
one night in a beautiful superior
room, a romantic candle-lit dinner
and breakfast in the room for the
bride and groom. For the wedding

celebrations, a custom-made three-
tier wedding cake, creatively decorat-
ed buffet floral arrangements, as well
as specially designed decorations are
offered. 

The Salwa Sabah Al Ahmad Theater
and Hall unravels beauty and flexibili-
ty with its expert wedding planning
team who devote their attention to
every detail ensuring that your wed-
ding will surpass all expectations. The
package is further complemented
with an award winning culinary team
comprising of dedicated chefs who
constantly explore delivering tailor
made menus and bringing to the
hotel’s guests a wide range of exciting
experiences to each event. 

Such a momentous occasion that
unites husband and wife must be con-
ducted in a venue that can provide
only the finest setting. This includes

the most delightful cuisine and a
magnificently decorated ballroom.
With a venue that can also bring back
treasured memories of lavish wedding
celebrations from previous genera-
tions, today’s weddings at the Sheikha
Salwa Sabah Al-Ahmad Theater and
Hall are among the most extravagant
and memorable weddings imagina-
ble.

Combining unparalleled excellence
in service and hospitality with out-
standing presentation and personal
service, the hotel holds a reputation
as an expert in turning your wedding
celebration into a truly magnificent
event. If you are looking for a beauti-
ful wedding ceremony venue, the
wedding package at Marina Hotel is
available all through the year. For
more information, please visit our
website: www.marinahotel.com

Celebrate the wedding of your
dreams at Marina Hotel Kuwait

By Faten Omar

The Second Chance store and TIES Center celebrated
Eid Al-Fitr by organizing children’s activities including
storytelling, a photo studio, crafts, coloring, the

Bara’em Al-Eman magazine, henna and face painting, group
activities and games and making ‘tamriya’ snacks. A tradi-
tional diwaniya was like a journey to the past to learn how
people used to celebrate Eid, in a fun and exciting environ-
ment. The event also included games like chess, draughts,
billiards and carom, especially for men and boys.

“Second Chance is a shop that sells donated goods and
the money is donated to charities. Hundred percent of the
proceeds goes to charity every month,” said Laila Whyte, a

volunteer at Second Chance. She said Second Chance has
donated money to hospitals and also sent donations and
goods to Syria, Africa and other Kuwaiti charities. “All the
donated goods are from the public - we receive donations
daily from different people, and then we sort them. We are
now four workers here - no one is paid as we are all volun-
teers. TIES Center is sponsoring us and has given us this
place,” Whyte said. “My mother Lynn Whyte is the founder as
she has always been involved in charity work. She believed
we needed a place to sell donated stuff, since expats have a
lot of things to donate and there is nowhere to collect and
sell them.”

Second Chance is a reuse, up-cycle and handcraft bou-
tique that promotes the reuse of new, slightly used and

quality old items. It opened in March 2015. Second Chance’s
idea is about reducing waste and giving a second chance to
unwanted household items, designer wear, shoes, jewelry,
books, school supplies, artwork and small appliances, and
more importantly, giving a second chance to those in need
from the money raised. The shop sells various items at mini-
mal prices. Some days it sells used clothes and other goods
ranging from 100 fils to KD 1 to domestic workers.

Second Chance has donated money to earthquake vic-
tims in Nepal and sent it directly there. It also organized an
animal fair with KareQ8 to raise money and awareness for
animal welfare. The event included animal shows and a pet-
ting zone, and the money raised was donated to KareQ8 to
help them care for abandoned pets. It also collected pet

food and supplies, both new and slightly used.
Second Chance also organizes events for kids and art

workshops arranged by TIES that include face painters, hen-
na artists, kids craft tables, candy stores, balloon animal
makers, games with prizes and food and handcraft stalls. It
invited Muslims and non-Muslims for free iftar during
Ramadan. It also raised KD 250 for Dawood, an 8-year-old
boy with serious heart problems, to help his family with
medical costs.

Second Chance also held a children’s charity awareness
project for kids aged 4-8 years old and taught them about
charity by taking part in their own charity shop. The kids
collected donations, tagged and priced them and acted as
sales assistants.

Second Chance store, TIES Center celebrate Eid with activities
Laila Whyte Merry, Laila, and Ellen. —Photos by Joseph Shagra

TSC celebrates Eid with customers

The Sultan Center celebrated Eid Al-Fitr across its stores with a number of activities for children and families to enjoy, including arts, craft, balloon making and contests. The events were well attended and
enjoyed by all.



00:05 Live At The Apollo
00:50 Threesome
01:15 Hebburn
01:45 Monty Hallsʼ Island Escapes
02:35 A Totally Different Me
03:25 Doctor Who
04:15 The Weakest Link
05:00 The Green Balloon Club
05:25 Charlie And Lola
05:35 Show Me Show Me
05:55 Nina And The Neurons: In
The Lab
06:10 The Green Balloon Club
06:35 Charlie And Lola
06:50 Show Me Show Me
07:10 Doctors
07:40 Doctors
08:10 Doctors
08:40 Doctors
09:10 Eastenders
09:40 Eastenders
10:10 Eastenders
10:40 Eastenders
11:10 A Totally Different Me
12:00 The Weakest Link
12:45 Doctor Who
13:30 Hebburn
14:00 A Totally Different Me
14:50 The Weakest Link
15:35 Doctor Who
16:20 Great Expectations
17:15 Great Expectations
18:10 Great Expectations
19:05 The Room At The Top
20:00 Starlings
20:45 DCI Banks: Aftermath
21:30 Sherlock
23:00 Doctor Who
23:50 The Weakest Link

T V  PR O G R A M S
SUNDAY, JULY 26, 2015

COMBUSTION ON OSN MOVIES ACTION

HEAVEN IS FOR REAL ON OSN MOVIES HD

00:00 Bargain Hunt
00:45 Bargain Hunt
01:30 Bargain Hunt
02:15 Come Dine With Me
04:20 Bargain Hunt
05:05 Masterchef: The
Professionals
05:30 Bargain Hunt
06:15 Bargain Hunt
07:00 Come Dine With Me
07:25 Come Dine With Me
09:05 DIY SOS: The Big Build
10:00 Masterchef: The
Professionals
10:55 Masterchef: The
Professionals
11:45 Masterchef: The
Professionals
12:40 Come Dine With Me
13:05 Masterchef: The
Professionals
13:30 Masterchef: The
Professionals
14:25 Come Dine With Me
14:50 Come Dine With Me
16:30 Extreme Makeover: Home
Edition Specials
17:10 Chefs: Put Your Menu Where
Your Mouth Is
17:55 Antiques Roadshow
18:45 Come Dine With Me
19:35 Nigel Slaterʼs Dish Of The
Day
20:00 New Scandinavian Cooking
20:25 Bargain Hunt
21:10 Come Dine With Me
21:35 Come Dine With Me
22:00 Come Dine With Me
22:25 Come Dine With Me
22:50 Come Dine With Me
23:15 Come Dine With Me
23:40 Antiques Roadshow

00:45 American Muscle
01:35 How Itʼs Made: Dream Cars
02:00 How Itʼs Made: Dream Cars
02:25 How Itʼs Made: Dream Cars
02:50 How Itʼs Made: Dream Cars
03:15 How Itʼs Made: Dream Cars
03:40 How Do They Do It?
04:05 How Do They Do It?
04:30 How Do They Do It?
05:00 How Do They Do It?
05:30 How Do They Do It?
06:00 Fast Nʼ Loud
06:50 Extreme Car Hoarders
07:40 Fat Nʼ Furious: Rolling
Thunder
08:30 Ice Cold Gold
09:20 Ice Cold Gold
10:10 Yukon Men
11:00 Alaskan Bush People
11:50 Alaska: End Of Days
12:40 How Itʼs Made: Dream Cars
14:45 Storage Wars Canada
16:50 Game Of Pawns
17:15 Game Of Pawns
17:40 Game Of Pawns
18:05 Game Of Pawns
18:30 Game Of Pawns
18:55 Mythbusters
19:45 The Carbonaro Effect
20:10 Magic Of Science
20:35 Chaos Caught On Camera
21:00 Wheels That Fail
21:25 Ice Cold Gold
22:15 Ice Cold Gold
23:05 Yukon Men
23:55 King Of Thrones

00:00 E!ES
00:55 Fashion Bloggers
01:25 Christina Milian Turned Up
01:50 Christina Milian Turned Up
02:20 E! News
03:15 Eric And Jessie: Game On
03:40 Eric And Jessie: Game On
04:10 Pop Innovators
05:05 E!ES
06:00 Keeping Up With The
Kardashians
06:55 Keeping Up With The
Kardashians
07:50 Style Star
08:20 E! News
09:15 House Of DVF
10:15 House Of DVF
11:10 Fashion Bloggers
11:35 Fashion Bloggers
12:05 E! News
13:05 E!ES
14:05 Keeping Up With The
Kardashians
15:00 Keeping Up With The
Kardashians
16:00 Giuliana & Bill
17:00 Giuliana & Bill
18:00 E! News
19:00 New Money
19:30 New Money
20:00 Keeping Up With The
Kardashians
21:00 Keeping Up With The
Kardashians
22:00 #RichKids Of Beverly Hills
23:00 Christina Milian Turned Up

00:00 Diners, Drive-Ins & Dives
01:00 Chopped South Africa
02:00 Diners, Drive-Ins & Dives
03:00 Roadtrip With G. Garvin
04:00 Mystery Diners
05:00 Chopped
06:00 Diners, Drive-Ins & Dives
07:00 Man Fire Food
08:00 Chopped
09:00 The Big Eat...
10:00 The Kitchen
11:00 The Kitchen
12:00 The Pioneer Woman
13:00 Guyʼs Big Bite
14:00 Diners, Drive-Ins & Dives
17:00 Chopped
18:00 Sibaʼs Table: Fast Feasts
19:00 Man Fire Food
20:00 Kitchen Casino
21:00 Australian Food Adventures
With Matt Moran
22:00 Trishaʼs Southern Kitchen
22:30 Trishaʼs Southern Kitchen
23:00 Food Court Wars

03:15 Coronation Street
05:00 Doc Martin
05:55 Paddock To Plate
06:45 Whoʼs Doing The Dishes?
07:35 Safe House
08:25 Breathless
09:20 Hiding
10:15 Ginoʼs Italian Escape
10:40 Peter Andreʼs 60 Minute
Makeover
11:25 Peter Andreʼs 60 Minute
Makeover
12:25 Come Date With Me
Australia
14:05 Paddock To Plate
15:00 Ginoʼs Italian Escape
15:55 Doc Martin
16:45 Safe House
17:35 Callie-Anne Cooks Into The
Wild
18:30 Brendanʼs Magical Mystery
Tour
19:00 Ginoʼs Italian Escape
19:55 Safe House
20:50 Come Date With Me
Australia
21:45 Come Date With Me
Australia
22:40 Callie-Anne Cooks Into The
Wild
23:35 Doc Martin

00:00 Crowd Control
00:30 Crowd Control
01:00 Ultimate Survival Alaska
02:00 Breakout
03:00 Pirate Patrol
04:00 Inside
05:00 Mega Factories
06:00 My Dog Ate What?
07:00 Cesar To The Rescue
08:00 Crowd Control
08:30 Crowd Control
09:00 Ultimate Survival Alaska
10:00 Breakout
11:00 Close Quarter Battle
11:30 Close Quarter Battle
12:00 Human Lampshade: A
Holocaust Mystery
13:00 Building Wild
14:00 Building Wild
15:00 Wild Hawaii
16:00 The Living Edens
17:00 Live Free Or Die
18:00 Predator CSI
19:00 Wild Hawaii
20:00 The Living Edens
21:00 Live Free Or Die
22:00 Predator CSI
23:00 Close Quarter Battle
23:30 Close Quarter Battle

00:30 The Daily Show Global
Edition
01:00 The Nightly Show Global
Edition
01:30 Saturday Night Live
02:30 Parks And Recreation
03:00 Cristela
03:30 New Girl
04:30 The Tonight Show Starring
Jimmy Fallon
05:30 My Name Is Earl
06:30 Community
07:00 Late Night With Seth Meyers
08:30 My Name Is Earl
09:00 Cristela
09:30 Your Family Or Mine
10:00 The Mindy Project
10:30 Community
11:00 The Tonight Show Starring
Jimmy Fallon
13:00 My Name Is Earl
13:30 Community
14:00 New Girl
14:30 Your Family Or Mine
15:00 The Mindy Project
15:30 The Daily Show Global
Edition
16:00 The Nightly Show Global
Edition
17:00 Late Night With Seth Meyers
18:00 Cristela
18:30 Cougar Town
19:00 Brooklyn Nine-Nine
19:30 The Mindy Project
20:00 Last Man Standing
20:30 Last Man Standing
21:00 The Daily Show With Jon
Stewart
21:30 The Nightly Show With Larry
Wilmore
22:00 Saturday Night Live
23:00 Parks And Recreation

21:00 Graceland
22:00 The Newsroom
23:00 Defiance

00:10 Coronation Street
00:35 Coronation Street
01:05 Hiding
02:00 Ginoʼs Italian Escape
02:25 Coronation Street
02:50 Coronation Street

01:00 Supernatural
02:00 Devious Maids
03:00 Defiance
04:00 Witches Of East End
05:00 C.S.I.
09:00 C.S.I.
10:00 Witches Of East End
11:00 Supernatural
12:00 Emmerdale
12:30 Coronation Street
13:00 The Ellen DeGeneres Show
16:00 Emmerdale
16:30 Coronation Street
17:00 The Ellen DeGeneres Show
19:00 Criminal Minds
20:00 Suits

02:00 Good Morning America
06:00 Good Morning America
07:00 Emmerdale
07:30 Coronation Street
08:00 The Ellen DeGeneres Show
09:00 Prison Break
10:00 Emmerdale
10:30 Coronation Street
11:00 The Ellen DeGeneres Show
12:00 24
13:00 Greyʼs Anatomy
15:00 Live Good Morning America
16:00 Prison Break
17:00 24
18:00 Greyʼs Anatomy
19:00 Prison Break
20:00 24
21:00 Greyʼs Anatomy
23:00 The Voice

00:00 Let The Bullets Fly
02:15 Combustion
04:00 The Legend Of Hercules
06:00 The Courier
08:00 Snake Eyes
10:00 Getaway
12:00 Beast Of The Bering Sea
14:00 The Courier
16:00 Snake Eyes
18:00 The Package
20:00 Getaway
22:00 Closed Circuit

10:35 Extreme Couponing
11:00 Toddlers & Tiaras
11:50 Oprah Presents: Master
Class
12:40 Super Soul Sunday
13:30 Something Borrowed,
Something New
13:55 Something Borrowed,
Something New
14:20 Say Yes To The Dress
14:45 Say Yes To The Dress
15:10 Cake Boss
15:35 Little People, Big World
16:00 Toddlers & Tiaras
16:50 Say Yes To The Dress
17:15 Say Yes To The Dress
√¢‚Ç¨‚Äú Bridesmaids
17:40 Say Yes To The Dress
18:05 Extreme Couponing
18:30 Brides Of Beverly Hills
18:55 Brides Of Beverly Hills
19:20 Bride By Design
19:45 Bride By Design
20:10 Super Soul Sunday
21:00 Bride By Design
21:25 Bride By Design
21:50 Curvy Brides
22:15 Curvy Brides
22:40 Extreme Cheapskates
23:05 My Weight Is Killing Me
23:55 Bride By Design

03:20 Total Drama World Tour
04:05 Ninjago: Masters Of
Spinjitzu
04:50 Teen Titans Go!
05:10 Grojband
06:00 Clarence
06:20 Ben 10: Omniverse
07:00 Ninjago Master Of
Spinjitzu New
07:25 Transformers: Robots In
Disguise
07:45 Matt Hatter New
08:10 Teen Titans Go!
08:55 The Amazing World Of
Gumball
09:15 Johnny Test
10:00 Adventure Time
10:45 Steven Universe
11:10 Regular Show
11:55 Uncle Grandpa
12:40 Ninjago Master Of
Spinjitzu New
13:00 Ninjago: Masters Of
Spinjitzu
13:25 Transformers: Robots In
Disguise
13:45 Matt Hatter New
14:10 Teen Titans Go!
14:30 Ben 10
15:15 Adventure Time
15:40 The Amazing World Of
Gumball
16:25 Clarence
17:10 Steven Universe
17:30 Ninjago Master Of
Spinjitzu New
17:55 Teen Titans Go!
18:40 The Amazing World Of
Gumball
19:25 Adventure Time
20:10 Regular Show
20:55 Teen Titans Go!
21:15 Transformers: Robots In
Disguise
21:40 Adventure Time

00:50 Sabrina: Secrets Of A
Teenage Witch
01:15 Sabrina: Secrets Of A
Teenage Witch
01:40 Wolfblood
02:05 Wolfblood
02:30 Violetta
03:20 Sabrina: Secrets Of A
Teenage Witch
04:10 Wolfblood
05:00 Violetta
05:50 Mouk
06:00 Mako Mermaids
06:25 Hank Zipzer
06:50 Girl Meets World
07:15 H2O: Just Add Water
07:40 Suite Life On Deck
09:45 Girl Meets World
10:10 Good Luck Charlie
10:35 Austin & Ally
11:00 Dog With A Blog
11:25 I Didnʼt Do It
11:50 Liv And Maddie
12:15 Jessie
12:40 The Next Step
14:25 H2O: Just Add Water
14:55 Lolirock
15:25 Austin & Ally
16:00 Jessie
16:30 Jessie
17:00 Liv And Maddie
17:25 Mako Mermaids
17:50 Dog With A Blog
18:15 I Didnʼt Do It
18:40 Girl Meets World
19:05 The Next Step
19:30 Lemonade Mouth
21:10 Good Luck Charlie
21:35 Wizards Of Waverly Place
22:00 Wizards Of Waverly Place
22:25 Sabrina: Secrets Of A
Teenage Witch
22:50 Sabrina: Secrets Of A
Teenage Witch
23:10 Wolfblood

00:15 Combustion-PG15
02:00 The Legend Of Hercules-
PG15
04:00 The Courier-PG15
06:00 Snake Eyes-PG15
08:00 Getaway-PG15
10:00 Beast Of The Bering Sea-
PG15
12:00 The Courier-PG15
14:00 Snake Eyes-PG15
16:00 The Package-PG15
18:00 Getaway-PG15
20:00 Closed Circuit-PG15
22:00 In The Blood-PG15

00:00 The Inbetweeners Movie 2
02:00 Life
04:00 I Give It A Year
06:00 Soccer Dog: European Cup
08:00 Breathless
10:00 The Rocker
12:00 Soccer Dog: European Cup
14:00 The Simpsons Movie
16:00 Breathless
18:00 A Valentineʼs Date
20:00 Every Day
22:00 The Best Man Holiday

01:30 Miss Julie-PG15
03:45 Inside Llewyn Davis-PG15
05:30 Draft Day-PG15
07:30 Little Red-PG15
09:00 Phantom-PG15
11:00 Draft Day-PG15
13:00 Almost Christmas-PG15
14:45 Mandela: Long Walk To
Freedom-PG15
17:00 Phantom-PG15
19:00 At Middleton-PG15
21:00 Prisoners-PG15
23:30 Killer Joe-18

01:30 Six Degrees Of Separation
03:30 The Invisible Woman
05:30 Kon-Tiki
07:30 The Cutting Edge
09:15 Jobs
11:30 The Letter
13:30 The French Minister
15:30 The Boxer
17:30 Jobs
19:45 Collaborator
21:30 Frank
23:15 Hoffa

01:00 Runner Runner-PG15
03:00 The Trouble With Bliss-PG15
05:00 The Secret Life Of Walter
Mitty-PG15
07:00 Romeo & Juliet-PG15
09:00 Saving Mr. Banks-PG15
11:15 The Gabby Douglas Story-
PG
13:00 Heaven Is For Real-PG
15:00 Enough Said-PG15
16:45 Saving Mr. Banks-PG15
19:00 Chef-PG15
21:00 The Double-PG15
23:00 Dumb And Dumber To-18

01:15 A Cat In Paris
02:45 Krazzy Planet
04:15 Ghatothkach - Master Of
Magic
06:00 Pim And Pom: The Big
Adventure
07:45 Miffy The Movie
09:45 The Spiderwick Chronicles
11:30 Postman Pat: The Movie
13:00 Krazzy Planet
14:30 Ernest & Celestine
16:00 Tad, The Lost Explorer
18:00 The Spiderwick Chronicles
20:00 The 7th Dwarf
22:00 Ernest & Celestine
23:30 Tad, The Lost Explorer

02:30 The Rugby Championship
Highlights
07:00 Live NRL Premiership
09:00 Live NRL Premiership
11:30 This Is PGA Tour Canada
12:00 Live PGA European Tour
18:30 The Rugby Championship
Highlights
19:30 This Is PGA Tour Canada
20:00 Live PGA Tour 

02:00 Darts World Match Play 
09:40 Live AFL Premiership
12:30 World Rugby 
15:30 NRL Premiership 
17:00 Darts World Match Play 
20:30 Gillette World Sport 
21:00 Live Darts World Match Play 
23:30 PGA European Tour 

02:30 ICC WT20 Qualifier H/L :
Semi Final 2
07:00 Caribbean Premier League
H/L: Semi Final 2
12:00 Live ICC WT20 Qualifier :
3rd Place Play off 
16:15 Live ICC WT20 Qualifier :
Final 
19:45 ICC WT20 Qualifier H/L : 3rd
Place Play off 
23:00 Live Caribbean Premier
League : Final 

00:00 Storage Wars Texas
00:30 Storage Wars Texas
01:00 American Restoration
01:30 American Restoration
02:00 Big Rig Bounty Hunters
02:30 Big Rig Bounty Hunters
03:00 Alaska Off-Road Warriors
04:00 Ice Road Truckers
05:00 Counting Cars
07:00 Barryʼd Treasure
07:30 Barryʼd Treasure
08:00 The Legend Of Shelby The
Swamp Man
08:30 The Legend Of Shelby The
Swamp Man
09:00 Mountain Men
10:00 American Restoration
10:30 American Restoration
11:00 Ice Road Truckers
12:00 Big Rig Bounty Hunters
12:30 Big Rig Bounty Hunters
13:00 Down East Dickering
14:00 Alaska Off-Road Warriors
15:00 American Pickers
16:00 Storage Wars
18:00 Storage Wars Texas
18:30 Storage Wars Texas
19:30 Pawn Stars
20:00 American Pickers
21:00 Mountain Men
22:00 Alaska Off-Road Warriors
23:00 Alone

00:45 Strange Love
01:35 My Crazy Obsession
02:25 Extreme Cheapskates
04:05 Brides Of Beverly Hills
06:00 Say Yes To The Dress
06:25 Super Soul Sunday
07:15 Say Yes To The Dress
07:40 Say Yes To The Dress
√¢‚Ç¨‚Äú Bridesmaids
08:05 Obsessive Compulsive
Cleaners
08:55 Strange Love
09:45 Cake Boss
10:10 Little People, Big World

01:30 Captain America: The Winter
Soldier-PG15
04:00 Knife Fight-PG15
05:45 Iron Man-PG15
08:00 A Family Reunion-PG15
09:45 10 Years-PG15
11:30 Captain America: The Winter
Soldier-PG15
14:00 Avengers Confidential: Black
Widow & Punisher-PG15
16:00 A Family Reunion-PG15
17:30 The Hunger Games:
Catching Fire-PG15
20:00 3 Days To Kill-PG15
22:00 The Anomaly-18

00:00 Live The Rugby
Championship - ARG v AUS

03:10 Henry Hugglemonster
03:20 Calimero
03:35 Zou
03:45 Loopdidoo
04:00 Art Attack
04:25 Henry Hugglemonster
04:35 Calimero
04:50 Zou
05:00 Loopdidoo
05:15 Art Attack

05:35 Henry Hugglemonster
05:50 Calimero
06:00 Zou
06:15 Loopdidoo
06:25 Limon And Oli
06:35 Art Attack
07:00 Calimero
07:10 Zou
07:25 Minnie’s Bow Toons
07:30 Jake And The Never Land
Pirates
07:55 Sofia The First
08:20 Sheriff Callie’s Wild West
08:45 Loopdidoo
08:55 Limon And Oli
09:10 Doc McStuffins
09:35 Mickey Mouse Clubhouse
10:00 Sofia The First
10:25 Nina Needs To Go
10:30 Jake And The Neverland
Pirates
10:55 Runaway Shuffle/Surfin’
The Whirlpool
11:20 Doc McStuffins
11:45 Henry Hugglemonster
12:15 Mickey Mouse Clubhouse
12:35 Sheriff Callie’s Wild West
13:00 The Little Mermaid
14:25 Runaway Shuffle/Surfin’
The Whirlpool
14:50 Doc McStuffins
15:15 Sofia The First
15:40 Mickey Mouse Clubhouse
16:05 Nina Needs To Go
16:10 Lilo & Stitch
16:35 Adventures Of The Gummi
Bears
17:00 Chip n Dale Rescue
Rangers
17:25 Ducktales
17:50 Jake And The Never Land
Pirates
18:00 Runaway Shuffle/Surfin’
The Whirlpool
18:25 Messages From Miles
18:30 Sofia The First
18:55 Nina Needs To Go
19:00 The Little Mermaid
20:30 Sofia The First
20:55 Cars Toons
21:00 Chip n Dale Rescue
Rangers
21:25 Ducktales
21:50 Lilo & Stitch
22:15 Zou
22:30 Art Attack
22:55 Limon And Oli
23:05 Henry Hugglemonster
23:20 Calimero
23:35 Zou
23:50 Loopdidoo
00:05 Art Attack
00:30 Henry Hugglemonster
00:45 Calimero
01:00 Zou
01:15 Loopdidoo
01:30 Art Attack
01:55 Henry Hugglemonster
02:05 Calimero
02:20 Zou
02:30 Loopdidoo
02:45 Art Attack

06:00 The 7D
06:10 Randy Cunningham: 9th
Grade Ninja
06:35 Mini Ninjas
07:00 Phineas And Ferb
07:25 Boyster
07:50 Supa Strikas
08:15 Supa Strikas
08:40 Lab Rats
09:05 Kickin’ It
09:30 The 7D
10:00 Phineas And Ferb
10:25 Supa Strikas
10:50 Lab Rats
11:15 Kickin’ It
11:45 Mighty Med
12:10 Kirby Buckets
12:35 The 7D
13:00 Skyrunners
14:25 The 7D
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Arrival Flights on Sunday 26/7/2015
Airlines Flt Route Time
QTR 1084 Doha 00:05

KAC 564 Amman 00:05

THY 772 Istanbul 00:15

JZR 239 Amman 00:20

JZR 267 Beirut 00:30

JAD 301 Amman 00:45

FDB 069 Dubai 00:55

JZR 539 Cairo 01:30

JAI 574 Mumbai 01:30

PGT 858 Istanbul 01:40

RJA 642 Amman 01:45

ETH 620 Addis Ababa 01:50

GFA 211 Bahrain 02:15

KKK 6507 Istanbul 02:15

UAE 853 Dubai 02:25

OMA 643 Muscat 02:35

THY 768 Istanbul 02:50

ETD 305 Abu Dhabi 03:05

QTR 1076 Doha 03:05

CEB 7594 Manila 03:10

RJA 644 Amman 03:10

FDB 067 Dubai 03:15

MSR 612 Cairo 03:15

KAC 1544 Cairo 03:35

THY 1464 Istanbul 03:55

MSC 401 Alexandria 04:00

PGT 860 Istanbul 04:05

JZR 555 Alexandria 04:15

THY 770 Istanbul 04:40

THY 5580 TZX 05:05

QTR 8640 Doha 05:05

DHX 170 Bahrain 05:10

KAC 412 Manila/Bangkok 06:15

BAW 157 London 06:35

JZR 1541 Cairo 06:40

JZR 563 Sohag 06:45

KAC 288 Dhaka 06:55

KAC 382 Delhi 07:30

KAC 206 Islamabad 07:30

SVA 512 Riyadh 07:50

FDB 053 Dubai 07:50

KAC 352 Kochi 07:55

KAC 302 Mumbai 07:55

QTR 1086 Doha 07:55

KAC 154 Istanbul 08:10

KAC 334 Trivandrum 08:15

UAE 855 Dubai 08:25

KAC 362 Colombo 08:30

ABY 125 Sharjah 09:05

ETD 301 Abu Dhabi 09:10

IRC 528 Ahwaz 09:15

IRA 665 Shiraz 09:25

MEA 406 Beirut 09:35

FDB 055 Dubai 09:40

KAC 350 Kochi 09:40

QTR 1070 Doha 10:00

SYR 341 Latakia 10:05

RJD 135 Abu Dhabi 10:30

GFA 213 Bahrain 10:40

UAE 873 Dubai 10:40

MEA 404 Beirut 10:55

MSC 405 Sohag 11:20

JZR 561 Sohag 11:25

JZR 165 Dubai 11:50

OMA 641 Muscat 11:50

FDB 075 Dubai 12:25

SAW 701 Damascus 12:35

JZR 241 Amman 12:40

UAE 871 Dubai 12:45

MSR 610 Cairo 13:00

THY 766 Istanbul 13:10

IRC 6507 Shiraz 13:15

AXB 393 Kozhikode 13:55

KAC 672 Dubai 13:55

QTR 1078 Doha 14:05

GFA 221 Bahrain 14:20

FDB 057 Dubai 14:20

SVA 500 Jeddah 14:30

LMU 510 Cairo 14:50

KNE 472 Jeddah 14:55

KAC 788 Jeddah 15:00

OMA 645 Muscat 15:05

ABY 127 Sharjah 15:35

KAC 1802 Cairo 15:35

UAE 857 Dubai 15:45

NIA 251 Alexandria 15:50

RJA 640 Amman 15:55

ETD 303 Abu Dhabi 16:00

JZR 535 Cairo 16:05

FDB 051 Dubai 16:10

QTR 1072 Doha 16:20

JZR 257 Beirut 16:30

JZR 787 Riyadh 16:35

KAC 792 Madinah 16:50

KAC 178 Vienna 16:55

KAC 562 Amman 17:00

SVA 510 Riyadh 17:15

UAL 982 IAD 17:25

GFA 215 Bahrain 17:30

JZR 177 Dubai 17:45

JZR 777 Jeddah 17:50

KAC 678 Muscat/Abu Dhabi 17:50

JZR 483 Istanbul 18:20

KAC 502 Beirut 18:35

KAC 786 Jeddah 18:35

KAC 542 Cairo 18:55

QTR 1080 Doha 18:55

KAC 618 Doha 18:55

KAC 742 Dammam 19:00

KAC 165 Paris/Rome 19:00

GFA 217 Bahrain 19:05

UAE 875 Dubai 19:05

FDB 063 Dubai 19:10

ABY 123 Sharjah 19:20

MSR 606 Luxor 19:30

JAI 572 Mumbai 19:35

KAC 774 Riyadh 19:40

FDB 061 Dubai 19:50

KAC 102 New York/London 19:55

KAC 674 Dubai 20:00

OMA 647 Muscat 20:00

KAC 514 Tehran 20:10

MEA 402 Beirut 20:15

DLH 636 Frankfurt 20:20

JZR 189 Dubai 20:25

ALK 229 Colombo 21:10

UAE 859 Dubai 21:15

ETD 307 Abu Dhabi 21:15

KLM 417 Amsterdam 21:25

FDB 073 Dubai 21:30

QTR 1074 Doha 21:30

JZR 125 Bahrain 21:45

GFA 219 Bahrain 21:45

KAC 172 Frankfurt 21:50

CHANGE OF NAME

Mohammad Rafi (old
name) holder of Indian
Passport No: M6713974,
R/o No: 2: Mamandur, Via
Renigunta (Mandalam),
Chittoor Dist. A.P. (Andhra
Pradesh) changed my name
to Sayed Mohammad Rafi. 
(C 5011)
22-7-2015

THY 764 Istanbul 22:10

ETD 309 Abu Dhabi 22:10

AIC 981 Chennai/Ahmedabad 22:25

RBG 551 Alexandria 22:30

UAL 981 Bahrain 22:40

BBC 044 Dhaka/Dammam 22:40

FDB 059 Dubai 22:50

JZR 185 Dubai 23:00

JAI 526 Chennai/Abu Dhabi 23:00

MSR 614 Cairo 23:30

FDB 071 Dubai 23:35

PIA 205 Lahore 23:40

Deprture Flights on Sunday 26/7/2015
Airlines Flt Route Time
AIC 988 Hyderabad/Chennai 00:05

JZR 562 Sohag 00:20

UAL 981 IAD 00:25

JAI 573 Mumbai 00:25

MSR 615 Cairo 00:30

LZB 7788 Varna 00:35

FDB 8056 Dubai 00:35

FDB 072 Dubai 00:45

KAC 177 Vienna 01:20

JAD 302 Amman 01:30

DLH 635 Frankfurt 01:35

THY 773 Istanbul 02:05

ETH 621 Addis Ababa 02:50

JAI 525 Abu Dhabi/Chennai 02:55

PGT 859 Istanbul 02:55

KKK 6508 Istanbul 03:10

OMA 644 Muscat 03:35

THY 769 Istanbul 03:40

UAE 854 Dubai 03:45

RJA 645 Amman 03:55

FDB 068 Dubai 04:00

QTR 1077 Doha 04:05

ETD 306 Abu Dhabi 04:05

MSR 613 Cairo 04:15

CEB 7695 Manila 04:40

PGT 861 Istanbul 04:45

THY 765 Istanbul 04:55

MSC 406 Sohag 05:00

JZR 560 Sohag 05:00

QTR 1085 Doha 05:20

THY 1465 Istanbul 05:55

RJA 643 Amman 06:35

QTR 8632 Sialkot 06:35

GFA 212 Bahrain 06:50

THY 771 Istanbul 06:50

FDB 070 Dubai 07:05

JZR 240 Amman 07:05

JZR 164 Dubai 07:15

KAC 171 Frankfurt 08:30

BAW 156 London 08:30

FDB 054 Dubai 08:30

SVA 513 Riyadh 08:50

QTR 1087 Doha 08:55

KAC 117 New York 08:55

KAC 1801 Cairo 09:00

JZR 256 Beirut 09:05

JZR 534 Cairo 09:15

KAC 671 Dubai 09:25

KAC 787 Jeddah 09:30

JZR 482 Istanbul 09:30

ABY 126 Sharjah 09:45

UAE 856 Dubai 09:50

ETD 302 Abu Dhabi 10:00

IRC 529 Ahwaz 10:15

IRA 664 Shiraz 10:25

MEA 407 Beirut 10:35

FDB 056 Dubai 10:40

KAC 677 Abu Dhabi/Muscat 10:50

KAC 501 Beirut 11:00

QTR 1071 Doha 11:00

SYR 342 Latakia 11:05

KAC 561 Amman 11:25

RJD 136 Abu Dhabi 11:30

GFA 214 Bahrain 11:35

MEA 405 Beirut 11:55

KAC 791 Madinah 12:00

KAC 541 Cairo 12:05

KAC 103 London 12:10

UAE 874 Dubai 12:10

JZR 776 Jeddah 12:15

MSC 402 Alexandria 12:20

KAC 785 Jeddah 13:00

FDB 076 Dubai 13:10

JZR 786 Riyadh 13:10

JZR 176 Dubai 13:10

OMA 642 Muscat 13:15

SAW 702 Damascus 13:35

MSR 611 Cairo 14:00

THY 767 Istanbul 14:10

UAE 872 Dubai 14:15

IRC 6508 Shiraz 14:15

AXB 394 Kozhikode 14:55

QTR 1079 Doha 15:05

FDB 058 Dubai 15:05

GFA 222 Bahrain 15:05

KAC 617 Doha 15:15

KAC 673 Dubai 15:20

KAC 513 Tehran 15:40

SVA 503 Jeddah 15:45

JZR 188 Dubai 15:50

KAC 773 Riyadh 15:55

KAC 741 Dammam 15:55

LMU 511 Cairo 16:00

KNE 473 Jeddah 16:00

OMA 646 Muscat 16:05

ABY 128 Sharjah 16:15

NIA 252 Alexandria 16:50

ETD 304 Abu Dhabi 16:50

RJA 641 Amman 16:55

JZR 266 Beirut 17:05

FDB 052 Dubai 17:10

QTR 1073 Doha 17:25

UAE 858 Dubai 17:40

SVA 511 Riyadh 18:15

GFA 216 Bahrain 18:20

JZR 184 Dubai 18:20

UAL 982 Bahrain 18:40

JZR 538 Cairo 18:40

JZR 238 Amman 18:45

JZR 124 Bahrain 18:50

GFA 218 Bahrain 19:50

FDB 064 Dubai 19:50

QTR 1081 Doha 19:55

ABY 124 Sharjah 20:00

KAC 361 Colombo 20:00

MSR 619 Alexandria 20:30

UAE 876 Dubai 20:35

JAI 571 Mumbai 20:35

FDB 062 Dubai 20:35

KAC 1543 Cairo 20:55

KAC 343 Chennai 20:55

OMA 648 Muscat 21:00

DLH 636 Dammam 21:00

KAC 283 Dhaka 21:05

KAC 351 Kochi 21:05

MEA 403 Beirut 21:15

JZR 554 Alexandria 21:15

JZR 1542 Cairo 21:45

DHX 171 Bahrain 21:50

ETD 308 Abu Dhabi 22:05

FDB 074 Dubai 22:10

ALK 230 Colombo 22:20

KAC 381 Delhi 22:20

UAE 860 Dubai 22:25

KLM 417 Dammam/Amsterdam 22:25

KAC 301 Mumbai 22:30

KAC 349 Kochi 22:30

QTR 1075 Doha 22:40

GFA 220 Bahrain 22:45

KAC 205 Islamabad 22:50

ETD 310 Abu Dhabi 23:00

THY 5585 AYT 23:00

KAC 153 Istanbul 23:00

RBG 552 Alexandria 23:10

KAC 411 Bangkok/Manila 23:25

FDB 060 Dubai 23:50

KAC 415 Kuala Lumpur/Jakarta 23:50

JZR 1540 Cairo 23:50
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Your outrageous actions might be shocking today as revolutionary Uranus electri-
fies your key planet Mars. But you could lose your credibility if you rattle the cage at
home just to generate a reaction. Your creative energy is irrepressible and you’re
willing to push the envelope, but something or someone may be blocking your
inner artist from running free. If change needs to occur now, then your radical
behavior is worth the ensuing drama it provokes. But if you’re just looking for an
adrenaline rush, hold onto your horses because the risk won’t be worth the reward.

Aries (March 21-April 19)

STAR TRACK

Someone’s sudden emotional disclosure could rock your world today.
The things you learn might be so unexpected that it’s as if the ground is shaking
beneath your feet. But you can’t allow people to upset your center of gravity when
you need to fine-tune your plans for the future. It’s one thing to be a sounding
board for a friend who is struggling to process their feelings; however, you need to
figure out a way to help them without destabilizing your life at the same time.
Drawing clear boundaries is the first step to success. 

Taurus (April 20-May 20)

Expressing your feelings as they occur today is the simplest strategy
to prevent your thoughts from driving you crazy. Although you may

not be comfortable revealing your true emotions, it’s a lot safer than bottling them
up until the pressure becomes unbearable. Instead of waiting until you lose your
temper at the most inopportune moment, gradually let off steam before it builds
to a boiling point. You might misdirect your anger if you get swept up in the
moment and say too much. Deliver you message in small doses and moderate
your tone for the least disruptive outcome.

Gemini (May 21-June 20)

Your friends are aware that you’re keeping secrets, but they don’t want to pry
because they know how much you value your privacy. You may be so immersed in
an emotional experience now that you’re uncertain how to express your energy.
But rather than immediately diving into the deep end of the pool today, splash
around in the shallow end until you are more accustomed to the temperature. Your
shyness will pass if you can get past your initial awkwardness and share your feel-
ings with those who love you the most.

Cancer (June 21-July 22)

You could speak your truth so colorfully that others are taken back by your blunt
delivery. But your dramatic flair is non-negotiable; you can’t change your character
just because your forthrightness makes someone uncomfortable. Unfortunately,
your common sense is worn to threads today and you might not have the patience
to temper your actions. Although you may get a kick out of shocking people now,
don’t act unconsciously and hurt those you love with your antics; practicing com-
passion enables you to keep your priorities in place.

Leo (July 23-August 22)

There’s a fine line between acting on your impulses and just doing something
plain foolish. Unfortunately, your fear of being negatively judged might motivate
you to overcompensate today, thinking it best to bury your feelings and move on
without a word. However, suppressing your desires just drives them deeper and
strengthens your subconscious resolve to do something drastic. You need an
inventive outlet for your restless energy now; exercising a little healthy rebellion is
fine as long as there are no casualties in the process. 

Virgo (August 23-September 22)

You want recognition from your peers today, but you still value your dignity more
than you’re craving public admiration. Nevertheless, placing yourself directly in the
limelight may not be as rewarding as you currently imagine. If you want to main-
tain your stellar reputation within the group, be on your best behavior now and
don’t try to steal the show. A successful ensemble production is the most reward-
ing experience for everyone in the end.

Libra (September 23-October 22)

You’re poised to strike back if your friends criticize your recent efforts today.
Ultimately, you want to be acknowledged for your contributions and appreciated
for your talents just like everyone else. Instead of retaliating with a clever zinger or
giving others the cold shoulder, take a more productive path and repurpose your
frustration into an impassioned drive to accomplish your goals. Be proud of your
work; your satisfaction at the end of the day makes it all worthwhile. 

Scorpio (October 23-November 21)

You may rush in and try to save the day, but you could end up causing more harm
than good if you don’t pay attention to the clues of the cosmos. A hint of chaos is in
the air today and things feel a little too wild and wacky even for you anything-goes
Centaurs. The solution is simple: don’t try to fix what you don’t understand. No one
expects you to play superhero 24/7, so give others the chance to shine while you
cheer them on from the sidelines instead.

Sagittarius (November 22-December 21)

The stranger things are in your environment now, the stronger your
motivation to hold your ground. However, the safety zone you might

like to run to only exists in your imagination. Ironically, you realize that a strategy
based on fear won’t work, which encourages you to take a sudden risk today.
However, an extreme response isn’t the appropriate antidote to the current insta-
bility, either. Taking several baby steps is more sensible than making one single
giant leap before you’re ready. You’re not operating in a vacuum; what you do

affects others more than you know.

Capricorn (December 22-January 19)

Relationship dynamics are changing so fast now that you can barely keep up. The
romantic energy is suddenly shifting, and your new outlook is quite different from
your previous perspective. For example, wooing each other into the wee hours of
the morning often turns into diaper changes in the middle of the night as love
evolves. Although you might want to make a radical move today, let your feelings
develop at their own pace along with the rhythm of life. As Einstein reminds us,
“The only reason for time is so that everything doesn’t happen at once.”

Pisces (February 19-March 20)

You might be obsessed with increasing your personal freedom while independent
Uranus is prominently in the picture today. However, your spirits may be damp-
ened now with the brooding Moon-Mars trine occurring in water signs. Staying in
touch with your feelings is a challenge while you are traveling through such unfa-
miliar territory. Keep checking in with your heart so you know which path to follow.
Thankfully, finding humor in the most unlikely places is your saving grace. 

Aquarius (January 20- February 18)

CROSSWORD 972

ACROSS
1. A hormone produced by the anterior pitu-
itary gland.
4. Of or relating to Dante Alighieri or his writ-
ings.
11. (especially of promises or contracts) Not vio-
lated or disregarded.
15. A coral reef off the southern coast of Florida.
16. Congenital absence of the heart (as in the
development of some monsters).
17. Look at with amorous intentions.
18. Muslim name for God.
20. Blouse with a sailor collar.
21. American novelist (1909-1955).
22. Any of numerous local fertility and nature
deities worshipped by ancient Semitic peoples.
24. A deep bow.
26. Type genus of the Gavidae.
29. The function or position properly or custom-
arily occupied or served by another.
32. A military dictatorship in North Africa on the
Mediterranean.
36. A whetstone made of fine gritstone.
38. United States swimmer who in 1926
became the first woman to swim the English
Channel (1903- ).
41. A reptile genus of Iguanidae.
44. Someone who gets in (to a party) without
an invitation or without paying.
45. Arboreal snake of central and southern
Africa whose bite is often fatal.
49. A cgs unit of work or energy.
50. A particular geographical region of indefi-
nite boundary (usually serving some special
purpose or distinguished by its people or cul-
ture or geography).
51. The brightest star in Cygnus.
55. Made of calico or resembling calico in being
patterned.
58. A family of languages of the Fula people of
west Africa in the sub-Sahara regions from
Senegal to Chad.
60. A slight wind (usually refreshing).
61. Very small.
65. Saudi Arabian minister of petroleum who
was a central figure in the creation of OPEC
(born in 1930).
68. Combination of lenses at the viewing end of
optical instruments.
70. A loose sleeveless outer garment made
from aba cloth.
71. Tropical fruit with a rough brownish skin
and very sweet brownish pulp.
74. (of complexion) Blemished by imperfections
of the skin.
75. A user interface in which you type com-
mands instead of choosing them from a menu
or selecting an icon.
76. Of or involving the uterus.
78. A river in northern England that flows south-
east through West Yorkshire.
79. Large brownish-green New Zealand parrot.
80. Of or relating to or like or in the manner of
the Roman Seneca.
81. A small cake leavened with yeast.

DOWN
1. Someone who works (or provides workers)
during a strike.
2. The basic unit of money in Western Samoa.
3. Type genus of the Hylidae.
4. The longer of the two telegraphic signals

used in Morse code.
5. A radioactive element of the actinide series.
6. A river in southeastern Australia that flows
generally northwest to join the Darling River.
7. Relating to or characteristic of a tribe.
8. Edible starchy tuberous root of taro plants.
9. A resource.
10. Someone with an aggressively negative atti-
tude.
11. Sluggish tailless Australian arboreal marsu-
pial with gray furry ears and coat.
12. Moth having nonfunctional mouthparts as
adults.
13. Humble request for help.
14. Be teeming, be abuzz.
19. Primitive chlorophyll-containing mainly
aquatic eukaryotic organisms lacking true
stems and roots and leaves.
23. A unit of potential equal to a thousand volts.
25. A port city in southwestern Iran.
27. A public promotion of some product or
service.
28. A small pellet fired from an air rifle or BB
gun.
30. Valuable timber tree of New Zealand yield-
ing hard reddish wood used for furniture and
bridges and wharves.
31. Hard white substance covering the crown of
a tooth.
33. A state in the Rocky Mountains.
34. Very attentive or observant.
35. Become one.
37. Being ten more than one hundred ninety.
39. A radioactive transuranic element produced
by bombarding plutonium with neutrons.
40. Fertility goddess in ancient Greek mytholo-
gy.
42. A soft silvery metallic element of the alkali
earth group.
43. Muscular and heavily built.
46. 1,000 baiza equal 1 riyal-omani.
47. A sliver-white metallic element of the plat-
inum group that resembles platinum.
48. Of or relating to an inability to urinate.
52. Angular distance above the horizon (espe-
cially of a celestial object).
53. A very young child (birth to 1 year) who has
not yet begun to walk or talk.
54. (British) A minicar used as a taxicab.
56. A period count of the population.
57. A narcotic drug that contains opium or an
opium derivative.
59. Plant with an elongated head of broad
stalked leaves resembling celery.
62. A narrow headband or strip of ribbon worn
as a headband.
63. Sour or bitter in taste.
64. (Greek mythology) A princess of Colchis
who aided Jason in taking the Golden Fleece
from her father.
66. (usually followed by `to') Having the neces-
sary means or skill or know-how or authority to
do something.
67. Type genus of the Majidae.
69. A member of an extinct North American
Indian people who lived in the Pit river valley in
northern California.
72. A writing implement with a point from
which ink flows.
73. A metal-bearing mineral valuable enough to
be mined.
77. Half the width of an em.
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Ahmadi Sama Safwan                                    Fahaeel Makka St 23915883
Abu Halaifa                                        Abu Halaifa-Coastal Rd 23715414
Danat Al-Sultan                              Mahboula Block 1, Coastal Rd 23726558

Jahra Modern Jahra                                   Jahra-Block 3 Lot 1 24575518
Madina Munawara                        Jahra-Block 92 24566622

Capital Ahlam                                                   Fahad Al-Salem St 22436184
Khaldiya Coop                                 Khaldiya Coop 24833967

Farwaniya New Shifa                                           Farwaniya Block 40 24734000
Ferdous Coop                                   Ferdous Coop 24881201
Modern Safwan                               Old Kheitan Block 11 24726638

Hawally Tariq                                                      Salmiya-Hamad Mubarak St 25726265
Hana                                                      Salmiya-Amman St 25647075
Ikhlas                                                    Hawally-Beirut St 22625999
Hawally & Rawdha                         Hawally & Rawdha Coop 22564549
Ghadeer                                              Jabriya-Block 1A 25340559
Kindy                                                    Jabriya-Block 3B 25326554
Ibn Al-Nafis                                        Salmiya-Hamad Mubarak St 25721264
Mishrif Coop                                     Mishrif Coop 25380581
Salwa Coop                                        Salwa Coop 25628241

Ophthalmologists
Dr. Abidallah Al-Mansoor            25622444
Dr. Samy Al-Rabeea                         25752222
Dr. Masoma Habeeb                        25321171
Dr. Mubarak Al-Ajmy                      25739999
Dr. Mohsen Abel                                 25757700
Dr  Adnan Hasan Alwayl               25732223
Dr. Abdallah Al-Baghly                  25732223

Ear, Nose & Throat (ENT)
Dr. Ahmed Fouad Mouner          24555050 Ext 510
Dr. Abdallah Al-Ali                            25644660
Dr. Abd Al-Hameed Al-Taweel  25646478
Dr. Sanad Al-Fathalah                    25311996
Dr. Mohammad Al-Daaory         25731988
Dr. Ismail Al-Fodary                         22620166
Dr. Mahmoud Al-Booz                   25651426

General Practitioners
Dr. Mohamme Y Majidi                  24555050 Ext 123
Dr. Yousef Al-Omar                           24719312
Dr. Tarek Al-Mikhazeem               23926920
Dr. Kathem Maarafi                          25730465
Dr. Abdallah Ahmad Eyadah     25655528
Dr. Nabeel Al-Ayoobi                      24577781
Dr. Dina Abidallah Al-Refae       25333501

Urologists
Dr. Ali Naser Al-Serfy                       22641534
Dr. Fawzi Taher Abul                        22639955
Dr. Khaleel Abidallah Al-Awadi 22616660
Dr. Adel Al-Hunayan FRCS (C)   25313120
Dr. Leons Joseph                                66703427

For labor-related inquiries 
and complaints:

Call MSAL hotline 128 

Sabah Hospital                                                 24812000

Amiri Hospital                                                  22450005

Maternity Hospital                                         24843100

Mubarak Al-Kabir Hospital                        25312700

Chest Hospital                                               24849400

Farwaniya Hospital                                    24892010

Adan Hospital                                                23940620

Ibn Sina Hospital                                         24840300

Al-Razi Hospital                                            24846000

Physiotherapy Hospital                            24874330/9

Kaizen center 25716707

Rawda 22517733

Adaliya 22517144

Khaldiya 24848075

Kaifan 24849807

Shamiya 24848913

Shuwaikh 24814507

Abdullah Salem 22549134

Nuzha 22526804

Industrial Shuwaikh 24814764

Qadsiya 22515088

Dasmah 22532265

Bneid Al-Gar 22531908

Shaab 22518752

Qibla 22459381

Ayoun Al-Qibla 22451082

Mirqab 22456536

Sharq 22465401

Salmiya 25746401

Jabriya 25316254

Maidan Hawally 25623444

Bayan 25388462

Mishref 25381200

W Hawally 22630786

Sabah 24810221

Jahra 24770319

New Jahra 24575755

West Jahra 24772608

South Jahra 24775066

North Jahra 24775992

North Jleeb 24311795

Ardhiya 24884079

Firdous 24892674

Omariya 24719048

N Khaitan 24710044

Fintas 23900322

GOVERNORATE PHARMACY                            ADDRESS PHONE

Plastic Surgeons

Dr. Mohammad Al-Khalaf                        22547272

Dr. Abdal-Redha Lari                                   22617700

Dr. Abdel Quttainah                                 25625030/60

Family Doctor

Dr Divya Damodar                        23729596/23729581

Psychiatrists

Dr. Esam Al-Ansari                                         22635047

Dr Eisa M. Al-Balhan                                  22613623/0

Gynaecologists & Obstetricians

DrAdrian arbe                                   23729596/23729581

Dr. Verginia s.Marin                       2572-6666 ext 8321

Dr. Fozeya Ali Al-Qatan                              22655539

Dr. Majeda Khalefa Aliytami                  25343406

Dr. Ahmad Al-Khooly                                  25739272

Dr. Salem soso                                                  22618787

General Surgeons

Dr. Amer Zawaz Al-Amer                          22610044

Dr. Mohammad Yousef Basher             25327148

Internists, Chest & Heart

Dr. Adnan Ebil                                                   22639939

Dr. Mousa Khadada                                      22666300

Dr. Latefa Al-Duweisan                              25728004

Dr. Nadem Al-Ghabra                                  25355515

Dr. Mobarak Aldoub                                    24726446

Dr Nasser Behbehani                                25654300/3

Paediatricians

Dr. Khaled Hamadi                              25665898

Dr. Abd Al-Aziz Al-Rashed                         25340300

Dr. Zahra Qabazard                             25710444

Dr. Sohail Qamar                                   22621099

Dr. Snaa Maaroof                                  25713514

Dr. Pradip Gujare                                  23713100

Dr. Zacharias Mathew                        24334282

Dermatology

Dr. Mohammed Salam 
Bern University                                      23845955

Dentists

Dr Anil Thomas                                       3729596/3729581

Dr. Shamah Al-Matar                          22641071/2

Dr. Anesah Al-Rasheed                     22562226

Dr. Abidallah Al-Amer                       22561444

Dr. Faysal Al-Fozan                              22619557

Dr. Abdallateef Al-Katrash             22525888

Dr. Abidallah Al-Duweisan             25653755

Dr. Bader Al-Ansari                              25620111

Neurologists

Dr. Sohal Najem Al-Shemeri         25633324

Dr. Jasem Mola Hassan                     25345875

Gastrologists

Dr. Sami Aman                                        22636464

Dr. Mohammad Al-Shamaly         25322030

Dr. Foad Abidallah Al-Ali                 22633135

Endocrinologist

     Dr. Abd Al-Naser Al-Othman 25339330

     Dr. Ahmad Al-Ansari 25658888

     Dr. Kamal Al-Shomr 25329924

Physiotherapists & VD

     Dr. Deyaa Shehab 25722291

     Dr. Musaed Faraj Khamees 22666288

Rheumatologists:

     Dr. Adel Al-Awadi 25330060

     Dr. Khaled Al-Jarallah 25722290

Internist, Chest & Heart

     DR.Mohammes Akkad           24555050 Ext 210

     Dr. Mohammad Zubaid
     MB, ChB, FRCPC, PACC
     Assistant Professor Of Medicine
     Head, Division of Cardiology
     Mubarak Al-Kabeer Hospital 25339667

Consultant Cardiologist

     Dr. Farida Al-Habib          2611555-2622555
     MD, PH.D, FACC
     Inaya German Medical Center
     Te: 2575077
     Fax: 25723123

Soor Center
Tel: 2290-1677
Fax: 2290 1688

info@soorcenter.com
www.soorcenter.com

Psychologists
/Psychotherapists

PRIVATE CLINICS

William Schuilenberg, RPC 2290-1677
Zaina Al Zabin, M.Sc. 2290-1677

Kaizen center
25716707

Noor Clinic
23845955

INTERNATIONAL
CALLS

Afghanistan 0093

Albania 00355

Algeria 00213

Andorra 00376

Angola 00244

Anguilla 001264

Antiga 001268

Argentina 0054

Armenia 00374

Australia 0061

Austria 0043

Bahamas 001242

Bahrain 00973

Bangladesh 00880

Barbados 001246

Belarus 00375

Belgium 0032

Belize 00501

Benin 00229

Bermuda 001441

Bhutan 00975

Bolivia 00591

Bosnia 00387

Botswana 00267

Brazil 0055

Brunei 00673

Bulgaria 00359

Burkina 00226

Burundi 00257

Cambodia 00855

Cameroon 00237

Canada 001

Cape Verde 00238

Cayman Islands 001345

Central African 00236

Chad 00235

Chile 0056

China 0086

Colombia 0057

Comoros 00269

Congo 00242

Cook Islands 00682

Costa Rica 00506

Croatia 00385

Cuba 0053

Cyprus 00357

Cyprus (Northern) 0090392

Czech Republic 00420

Denmark 0045

Diego Garcia 00246

Djibouti 00253

Dominica 001767

Dominican Republic 001809

Ecuador 00593

Egypt 0020

El Salvador 00503

England (UK) 0044

Equatorial Guinea 00240

Eritrea 00291

Estonia 00372

Ethiopia 00251

Falkland Islands 00500

Faroe Islands 00298

Fiji 00679

Finland 00358

France 0033

French Guiana 00594

French Polynesia 00689

Gabon 00241

Gambia 00220

Georgia 00995

Germany 0049

Ghana 00233

Gibraltar 00350

Greece 0030

Greenland 00299

Grenada 001473

Guadeloupe 00590

Guam 001671

Guatemala 00502

Guinea 00224

Guyana 00592

Haiti 00509

Holland (Netherlands) 0031

Honduras 00504

Hong Kong 00852

Hungary 0036

Ibiza (Spain) 0034

Iceland 00354

India 0091

Indian Ocean 00873

Indonesia 0062

Iran 0098

Iraq 00964

Ireland 00353

Italy 0039

Ivory Coast 00225

Jamaica 001876

Japan 0081

Jordan 00962

Kazakhstan 007

Kenya 00254

Kiribati 00686

Kuwait 00965

Kyrgyzstan 00996

Laos 00856

Latvia 00371

Lebanon 00961

Liberia 00231

Libya 00218

Lithuania 00370

Luxembourg 00352

Macau 00853

Macedonia 00389

Madagascar 00261

Majorca 0034

Malawi 00265

Malaysia 0060

Maldives 00960

Mali 00223

Malta 00356

Marshall Islands 00692

Martinique 00596

Mauritania 00222

Mauritius 00230

Mayotte 00269

Mexico 0052

Micronesia 00691

Moldova 00373

Monaco 00377

Mongolia 00976

Montserrat 001664

Morocco 00212

Mozambique 00258

Myanmar (Burma) 0095

Namibia 00264

Nepal 00977

Netherlands 0031

Netherlands Antilles 00599

New Caledonia 00687

New Zealand 0064

Nicaragua 00505

Nigar 00227

Nigeria 00234

Niue 00683

Norfolk Island 00672

N. Ireland (UK) 0044

North Korea 00850

Norway 0047

Oman 00968

Pakistan 0092

Palau 00680

Panama 00507

Papua New Guinea 00675

Paraguay 00595

Peru 0051

Philippines 0063

Poland 0048

Portugal 00351

Puerto Rico 001787

Qatar 00974

Romania 0040

Russian Federation 007

Rwanda 00250

Saint Helena 00290

Saint Kitts 001869

Saint Lucia 001758

Saint Pierre 00508

Saint Vincent 001784

Samoa US 00684
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The plucky supermodel turned actress has been making waves in
Hollywood but it hasn’t all been plain sailing for the star, as she
admitted that some people have criticized her for moving into act-

ing and expanding her career. She told Time Magazine: “If anyone just
thought I was trying to pad my resume, they can get lost”. The 22-year old
beauty has already starred in her first lead role in ‘Paper Towns’ and will
be on screens again next month in the comic-book movie ‘Suicide Squad’.
However she is still getting used to planning her life around movies. She
said: “(It) is going to be freakin’ awesome.  I kill people with my bare
hands. “With films, it’s planned so far in advance. Knowing what I’m doing
in March next year is way more advanced than I thought I’d be planning

things. I don’t like to plan things. I like to be spontaneous.”
Elsewhere, the star has reportedly been offered her own
reality TV show alongside Kendall Jenner for a series that
would document their successful careers. A source said:
“Kendall and Cara both think doing the show would be a
blast. It’s been pitched as ‘The Simple Life’ for a new genera-
tion, except with two of the world’s most popular supermod-
els. They’d be giving the cameras an all-access pass to their
fabulous lifestyles, from who they’re dating to their careers.”

Delevingne tells off 
her haters 

The 41-year-old supermodel has
allegedly split from husband Jamie
Hince, 46, and gone on a family holi-

day to Niagra Falls with former love and her
child’s father, Jeffereson Hack, 44. A source
said: “He has been comforting her and
helping her through her problems with
Jamie.” Kate and 12-year-old Lila Grace
were due to travel with Jamie however
they left him behind as they headed for
Canada last week with Jefferson - who Kate
had a brief romance with in 2003. The insid-
er said: “Jamie was supposed to go but
Jefferson came instead.  He has always got
on with Jamie.  It gave Kate the perfect
opportunity to leave her partying lifestyle
to spend quality time with the dad of her

child.” Meanwhile, Jamie’s tour with his
band The Kills began in Seattle today
(25.07.15) but reports suggest that tensions
between singer Alison Mosshart and Kate
has added pressure to the couple’s relation-
ship. The source told the Daily Mirror: “Katie
was also hoping to go on some of the tour
with Jamie but she still has issues getting
into the US following her cocaine scandal.
“They have broken up more times than I
can remember. At the moment Jamie has
effectively moved out.”

Moss has reportedly
sought marriage counseling 

The 17-year-old reality TV star, who cele-
brated graduating from high school at
an extravagant bash hosted by her

mother, Kris Jenner, insists she only shows
people what she wants them to see, but felt
obligated to share pictures and video footage
from the festivities on social media to “prove”
to everyone that rumors she quit school last
year weren’t true. The ‘Keeping Up with the
Kardashians’ beauty wrote on Twitter: “That’s
what’s wrong with today. If you don’t show or
‘prove’ to social media that you’ve done
something it’s like it never happened! “My
reality is.. I only show people what I want
them to see. No one knows what goes on in

my day to day but me & who I share my
moments with.”  Kylie and older sister Kendall,
19, dropped out of a private high school in
Los Angeles in 2012 in favor of being home-
schooled. But earlier this year, the teenager
dismissed rumors she was no longer seeing
her tutor as she was too busy focusing on her
career. Speaking in January, she said: “I
haven’t dropped out of school. I still go to
school every day.” Kylie admitted to only
doing “three or four hours” of classes a day in
2013.

Kylie Jenner says ‘no
one knows’ her daily life

Olsen’s relationship 

with Hiddleston
‘getting more serious’

The 26-year-old actress, who split from fiance Boyd Holbrook in January
after three years together, and the 34-year-old British star were spotted
looking very cosy while strolling around Oxford on Tuesday after first

sparking rumors they were “hooking up” in May. A source close to the couple
said: “They’ve been talking constantly. It’s been good for the both of them, they
really care for each other. Neither of them are looking to jump into a large com-
mitment, but it’s getting more serious.” The duo also attended Bradley Cooper’s
West End production of ‘The Elephant Man’ in London. Another source told
UsMagazine.com: “She went to meet up with Tom after doing Paris Fashion
Week and wrapping on ‘Captain America: Civil War’. The pair recently completed
shooting their upcoming drama ‘I Saw the Light’ and have both appeared in sep-
arate ‘Avengers’ films.  It was previously claimed Elizabeth wasn’t interested in
having a serious relationship with Tom so soon after her split from Boyd. An
insider recently said: “They have been hooking up. It’s casual [but they] text
when they’re apart. “She wants to make a new life for herself. She’s having fun.”
Tom was previously romantically linked to record producer Jane Arthy.

Perry and Mayer

have reportedly
split up again

The ‘Roar’ hitmaker and the ‘Gravity’ rocker previously
parted ways in March 2015, due to Katy’s “trust
issues” and John’s lack of “anything major going on

with his career”. However, now it has been reported they
have separated once more. A source close to the couple
revealed that they’ve called quits on their romance, despite
attempts to rekindle their relationship in January.  E! News
reported that the insider didn’t give any insight as to why
they ended their on/off partnership this time round, but
highlighted the couple are known to call things on and off
frequently and always make up. A source previously gave
reasons for their last break up earlier in the year. The insider
told RadarOnline: “Katy and John reconnected once she
had a break in her Prismatic World Tour. So, for those few
months they had a great time, pretending that it would last
- and of course it didn’t. “The reason they have split in the
past is because Katy gets busy. John can’t handle the lack
on attention, and she can’t handle the trust issues she has
when she’s so far away. So they’ve learned that it’s better to
just take a break when they can’t be in the same place.”
Neither Katy or John have commented on the split. -
Bangshowbiz 

The ‘Southpaw’ actor is very close to
his older sister Maggie Gyllenhaal’s
daughters Ramona, eight, and three-

year-old Gloria, and admits he jumped at
the chance to play a father in the new film
because it’s something he is yearning for in
real life. He said: “I would love for it not to
be fictional. I have two nieces whom I
adore and whom I’m connected to in so
many powerful ways. They are deeply
ingrained in the movie and my love for
them is there.” Jake is also very close to his
parents, Stephen and Naomi, and says their
divorce in 2009 after 30 years of marriage
“allowed me to be more honest with
myself”. He explained to PEOPLE: “There
was a sense of two people who said, ‘What
is our truth?’ It was painful for a lot of peo-
ple in our family but that honesty was
inspiring.” The 34-year-old star, who is cur-
rently single, dated a string of famous
women, including Kirsten Dunst, Reese
Witherspoon and Taylor Swift, in his 20s,
but admits being in a celebrity relationship
“can be distracting from your creativity”. He
said: “There are these extraordinarily charis-
matic people in the entertainment indus-
try, and it’s hugely intoxicating. But I think
it can be distracting from your creativity. A

few years ago I went, ‘Why am I chasing
something outside?’ All have is what is
inside me to express.”

The 45-year-old actor thinks “there is a lot of mythology” surrounding his ‘Mission:
Impossible - Rogue nation’ co-star and insists he is “different” than his public persona.
The British star said: “I love Tom. I love working with him because he’s a really inter-

esting person. I feel really privileged to get to see the real man, you know? There’s a lot of
mythology about him, a lot of speculation about the kind of myth that surrounds him that
people are very keen to believe. “When you actually meet the man himself, he’s different.
He’s far more human. He’s very fun. He’s kind of vulnerable, and he’s a human being, and
it’s great to see. But he can also be Tom Cruise when he wants to be. I say to him, I say, ‘Do
Tom Cruise.’ And puts his sunglasses on and smiles. ‘There’s Tom Cruise!’ And he knows it!
It’s a brilliant capacity to have. He’s cultivated a certain kind of persona which enables him
to be the movie star that he is, but at the heart of it is a human being.” Simon also dis-
missed rumors Tom, 53, put all of his co-stars on diets while shooting the new action film,
but admits he offered to have his personal chef make them all “insanely good food” on set.
He told E! News: “He was like, ‘Here: If you want to do this thing that I do, do it, too.’ It was
all him. It was given to us by him. And we totally sort of relished the idea.”

Pegg says Tom Cruise is ‘far

more human’ in reality 

Gyllenhaal has a ‘powerful’
bond with his nieces
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The guitar that Bob Dylan used to go electric at the
Newport Folk Festival 50 years ago is back in Newport.
“Dylan’s guitar is home,” festival producer Jay Sweet said

through a spokeswoman Friday, the opening day of this year’s
three-day outdoor festival.

Dylan used the Fender Stratocaster in his performance on
July 25, 1965, when he strode on stage in a leather jacket and
launched into the song “Maggie’s Farm.” The performance
drew a mix of boos and cheers from the audience, from some
who were thrilled by the performance and others who felt
abandoned by someone who until then had been best known
for singing protest songs with an acoustic guitar.

The moment is considered one of the most important in
rock history.

Jim Irsay, owner of the NFL’s Indianapolis Colts, bought the
guitar in 2013 for $965,000. It was the most expensive guitar
ever sold at auction. The curator of his rare guitar collection,
Chris McKinney, brought the guitar to the festival Friday, tot-
ing it with him as a carry-on a commercial flight, he said. This
weekend’s festival is paying tribute to Dylan’s performance in
a number of ways, including a still-secret lineup of around a
dozen musicians on Sunday that will not be revealed until
they step on stage. The festival is also hosting a discussion of a
book out this month that examines the performance, and
what led up to it, “Dylan Goes Electric! Newport, Seeger,
Dylan, and the Night that Split the Sixties,” by Elijah Wald.

Our generation’s Shakespeare
Organizers say they also hope the guitar can be played this

weekend, although it has not been played in public in 50
years. It’s not clear yet who will play the guitar, although
Sweet has said repeatedly that while an invitation was extend-
ed to Dylan, he would not be coming to the festival this year.
The last time he played at the Newport Folk Festival was in

2002. “It (the guitar) is such an important part of musical histo-
ry, and Dylan was our generation’s Shakespeare, so it’s our way
to give back and share,” Irsay said.

A pilot who transported Dylan soon after the performance
found the guitar on his plane and tried to return it to Dylan
without success. His daughter auctioned the instrument.
Sweet asked McKinney to make sure it was in playable condi-
tion, so he checked through the instrument and changed the
strings. The original ones Dylan used were thought to have
still been on the instrument. Even though it hasn’t been
played in decades, it still sounded good, McKinney said. “It’s
actually a good playing guitar,” he said.

McKinney said he plans to bring the guitar to the book dis-
cussion on Sunday. He said musicians also will be invited by
the festival to speak on a film about Dylan’s 1965 performance
and play the guitar if they wish. He said Irsay would be thrilled
if any musician wants to play the guitar onstage at this year’s
folk festival.  “In his mind, they ’re made to be played,”
McKinney said. This story has been corrected to show the last
name of the Colts’ owner is Irsay, not Isray. — AP 

50 years later, Dylan’s guitar returns to Newport

In this June 10, 2014 photo, Indianapolis
Colts owner and CEO Jim Irsay holds in

Indianapolis the Fender Stratocaster guitar
that Bob Dylan played at the Newport Folk

Festival in 1965. Irsay purchased it at auc-
tion for just under $1 million. — AP 

Grammy winner Chris Brown
partied in Macau with a
gold-toothed grin officials

said yesterday as a  politically
influential and secretive Christian
church involved in a legal dispute
with American R&B singer Chris
Brown has been caught in a rising
tide of its own troubles, including
allegations of abductions and mis-
use of funds. The Philippine gov-
ernment on Friday opened an
investigation into allegations that
the advisory Council of Iglesia ni
Cristo, or Church of Christ, was
responsible for abducting minis-
ters critical of church leaders and
financial abuse. The announce-
ment by the Justice Department
caps months of swirling rumors
about corruption and internal
feuds in the church, which has
been controlled by the founder’s
family for two generations.

Brown gave a concert in Manila
this week but was delayed from
leaving because of a fraud com-
plaint filed by a corporation run
by the church. It claims it had paid
Brown and a promoter $1 million
in advance for a New Year’s Eve
concert at the 55,000-seat
Philippine Arena, which he can-
celed without paying the money
back. Brown was allowed to leave
Manila late Friday after obtaining
clearance.

The church’s troubles are
apparently unrelated to its tiff
with Brown, but could be far more
damaging to its reputation by
exposing the depth of internal
squabbles in the 101-year-old
movement.  It is also likely to
unmask the strong grip it has on
its 2.3 million members. The feud
within the close-knit church
became public this week when
the mother and a brother of the
group’s head, Eduardo Manalo,
were expelled after they sought
help from other members in a
YouTube message, saying they
were in danger and that several
ministers had gone missing.

Various anomalies 
The brother, Felix Nathaniel

Manalo, spoke out on Thursday
against what he said were various
anomalies in the church’s opera-
tions, saying funds “are being used
up in all sorts of projects which we
don’t even need.” One of the proj-
ects, he said, was the Philippine
Arena, claimed to be the world’s
biggest indoor stadium where
Brown was to have performed last
New Year’s Eve and where the

100th anniversary of the move-
ment was celebrated last year.

“We have been threatened by
the Council ... because they say we
are opposing the leader,” he said.
“We love our brother, but the
problem is those around him.”
Another mysterious expense by
the church, which was not men-
tioned by Felix Nathaniel, was its
purchase of the U.S. ghost town of
Scenic, South Dakota, for less than
$800,000, the same year that con-
struction of the arena began. The
church has not disclosed its plan
for the abandoned town.

Isaias Samson, a minister and
former editor-in-chief of the
Iglesia newspaper, told reporters
that he, his wife and son were held
under “house arrest” by armed
guards allegedly on orders of the
church Council for a week before
they escaped early Thursday.”It is
very difficult to talk about things
that we know will damage the
Iglesia because of the actions of
some people,” he said, adding that
about 10 ministers have been
abducted.

With the controversy building
up, the Justice Department
announced it has opened an
investigation. The government
cannot intervene in Iglesia’s
squabbles but abductions are
crimes that the National Bureau of
Investigation will probe, Justice
Secretary Leila de Lima told
reporters. The church believes that
Jesus is the son of God, but it does
not believe in the Holy Trinity as
do Roman Catholics - the predom-
inant religion in the Southeast
Asian nation. Iglesia commands
political influence because its
members vote as a bloc in nation-
al elections, making them highly
sought after by politicians, espe-
cially presidential aspirants.

The movement’s founder, Felix
Manalo, broke away from the
Catholic Church and is regarded
by his followers as a prophet. He
died in 1963, and was succeeded
by his son, Erano Manalo, until his
death in 2009, when another
Manalo son took over as “execu-
tive minister.” Bienvenido
Santiago, Iglesia’s General
Evangelist, denied allegations of
abductions and said the church is
“not a family corporation.” — AP 

Rapper 50 Cent was ordered Friday to pay
another $2 million to a woman over a sex
tape, despite his pleas that he was short of

cash. A jury announced that it was imposing the
amount in punitive damages against 50 Cent,
bringing to $7 million the total amount he has to
pay over the case. The Florida-based woman,
Lastonia Leviston, said she felt vindicated after the
decision of the jury in New York. “I hope he learned
a lesson,” she was quoted saying by the Daily News.

A video that went online in 2009 depicted
Leviston in sex acts that were narrated by 50 Cent,
who disguised himself in a wig and spoke in an
artificially high voice to portray his character
“Pimpin’ Curly.” 50 Cent, whose real name is Curtis
James Jackson III, used the video to mock fellow
rapper Rick Ross, who was formerly in a relation-
ship with Leviston. 50 Cent apologized in court and
argued that he was not responsible for the video.

After the first set of damages, he filed for bank-
ruptcy protection, saying his liabilities and assets
were in the same range. The “Get Rich or Die Tryin’”

rapper testified that his lavish lifestyle was all a
facade and that he borrowed the fancy cars and
jewelry that he showed off in public. The $2 million
in punitive damages, however, is less than the $15
million in additional compensation sought by
Leviston’s lawyers.

The initial $5 million had been half damages for
violating Leviston’s civil rights and half for inten-
tionally inflicting emotional distress. Forbes maga-
zine estimated earlier this year that 50 Cent was
worth $155 million, having made $100 million in
2007 by selling his stake in energy drink
VitaminWater. 50 Cent, who lives in a Connecticut
mansion once owned by boxer Mike Tyson, told
the court he was worth $4.4 million Last year he
was ordered to pay $16 million on charges of
spreading trade secrets of headphone maker Sleek
Audio. — AFP 

Less than a year after releasing two albums simul-
taneously, Prince is ready with another that is
“super-experimental,” members of his accompa-

nying band say. Prince will call it “The Hit and Run
Album,” a reference to the pop icon’s recent string of
concerts which he announces on short notice.

3rdEyeGirl, the all-female trio that collaborated on
one of his twin albums last year, revealed details of the
project in an interview released Friday by BBC Radio 6
Music. The band said the new album would come out
“soon” and include “Hardrocklover,” a driving funk song
that Prince recently put online.

A member of the band-which consists of Donna
Grantis, Ida Nielsen and Hannah Ford Welton-called
the new album “super-experimental.” The album “defi-
nitely caters to those fans who just love to hear what
Prince has to say, rather than wanting to always hear
that classic ‘Purple Rain’ Prince sound,” said one of the
3rdEyeGirl members, who was not individually identi-
fied.

3rdEyeGirl, which plays with Prince in concert, said
it first heard the album at an after-party following
Prince’s private concert at the White House last month.

“It was all new music and everybody was having a
good time, digging it. Little did we know that we were
just jamming to a completely new album,” a band
member said.

The band said “The Hit and Run Album” was written
by Prince with Joshua Welton, who is married to
3rdEyeGirl member Welton and co-produced Prince’s
2014 solo album, “Art Official Age.” The 57-year-old’s
albums last year marked his return to label Warner
after a legendary split nearly two decades earlier,
when Prince wrote “slave” on his cheek and changed
his name to an unpronounceable symbol to protest
contractual terms.

The long reclusive artist has become more
engaged in recent months, releasing the song
“Baltimore” that deplored a series of deaths of African
Americans at the hands of police. But Prince has main-
tained his reputation for unpredictability. He recently
removed all of his work from streaming services other
than Tidal, which is run by rap mogul Jay Z. — AFP 

Brown parties in Macau as 
church faces legal probe

Grammy award-winning singer Chris Brown performs at a club in
Macau early yesterday. — AP 

This February 8, 2015 file photo shows Prince as he
presents an award on stage at the 57th Annual Grammy
Awards in Los Angeles. — AFP 

50 Cent to pay $7m
over sex tape

50 Cent

Prolific Prince ready with 
‘super-experimental’ album

Cameron Osceola vocalist of Osceola Brothers performs on stage at the Hard Rock Rising Barcelona global music festival on Friday, July 24, 2015, at
Platja del Forum in Barcelona, Spain. Hard Rock Rising Barcelona is Hard Rock’s first global music festival activation in Spain. — AP
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By Ramin Setoodeh

Jake Gyllenhaal is prepping for his big fight scene in
“Southpaw.” I’m supposed to meet him on a Sunday
afternoon in August 2014. But when I walk into a pri-

vate boxing gym in Pittsburgh, which doubles as director
Antoine Fuqua’s production office, it’s deserted except for a
man wearing a sleeveless hoodie and baseball cap, sprint-
ing on a treadmill. The man, who has his neck and arms
covered in tattoos, waves at me. I’m disoriented, until I spot
the familiar grin. Oh, hi, Jake Gyllenhaal.

It’s pouring outside, and Gyllenhaal makes an implod-
ing gesture with his fist. “Thunder is amazing,” he says, as
he climbs off the treadmill, only huffing a little. “Do you
want to work out with us?” I look down at my jeans and col-
lared shirt. But Gyllenhaal rummages through a duffel bag
and offers me his T-shirt and shorts. My mind goes to two
places: (a) If a movie star lends you his clothes, it’s bad
manners to turn him down, right?; and (b) the last time I
boxed was-never. Unless you count Nintendo.

As Hollywood faces a leading-man crisis (with George
Clooney, Brad Pitt and Tom Cruise all  in their 50s),
Gyllenhaal, 34, has quietly emerged as the actor of his gen-
eration. Five summers ago, he removed himself from the
studio tentpole track (after “Prince of Persia: The Sands of
Time”) and started a career reinvention in the indie world.
There was his big-hearted cop in “End of Watch,” a trippy
pair of twins in “Enemy” and a twitchy detective in
“Prisoners.”

After that, he played a crime paparazzo in last year’s
“Nightcrawler,” a role for which he lost 30 pounds (and
came this close to getting a best actor Oscar nom). In
“Southpaw,” which opens today, he portrays a heavyweight
boxer who tries to stage his comeback in the ring to regain
custody of his daughter.

Written for Eminem 
Back in Pittsburgh, I’m just trying to stay alive. As I re-

enter the gym in my borrowed workout clothes, Gyllenhaal
and I go through a round of warm-ups. Or more accurately,
he does the exercises while I watch. He cranks out a set of
dips without breaking a sweat, between sit-ups and pull-
ups, and finally assumes a squatting position to flip a 200-
pound tire across the width of the gym floor. Then it’s my
turn. I try. And try. And try. The tire stays on the ground.

The script for “Southpaw” was originally written for

Eminem, who turned it down because he no longer want-
ed to act in films. Harvey Weinstein, who is distributing the
film, suggested Gyllenhaal as a replacement. “I talked to
Jake right after ‘Nightcrawler,’ and he was rail thin,” says
“Southpaw’s” screenwriter, Kurt Sutter. “I knew he had a lot
on the line taking this role, and he wouldn’t let anybody
suggest he wouldn’t become this guy.”

Fuqua said that he met Gyllenhaal years ago, and always
knew that the movie industry underestimated him. “He’s

not little Jake anymore,” Fuqua says. “I think he was feeling
that as well.” Gyllenhaal spent six months training to pre-
pare for “Southpaw,” starting in January 2014. He weighed
only 150 pounds, and worked out twice a day (for six hours
a day) to build a 175-pound boxer’s frame.  According to
his trainer Terry Claybon, of the boxing gym Lb4Lb,
Gyllenhaal would do 2,000 sit-ups a day, 500 push-ups, 100
dips and 100 pull-ups and run eight miles to up his stami-
na, since the fighting scenes in the film were shot in real

time, with Gyllenhaal actually punching out his opponents
for 12 rounds. “He is shooting 14-hour days,” Claybon says.
“His stunt double is here, but Jake will not let this guy
work. He insists on doing everything himself.”

‘He must talk a lot’ 
Claybon starts to wrap my fingers with a white band. He

asks if I’ve been working out with a trainer.  When I tell him
that I have, he scowls. “He must talk a lot,” he says, as he

pokes me in the gut. He later tells me that on the first day
of the “Southpaw” shoot, before a fight scene in front of
2,000 extras, Gyllenhaal was so unnerved, he kept saying
his hands weren’t wrapped right. “I get frustrated and
made him get his gloves on,” Claybon says, adding that he
always wraps hands correctly. “Once we got out there, after
the first shot, we couldn’t get Jake back in the dressing
room.”

I doubt that I’ll be a natural in the ring. Anyway, my

stance is all wrong. Claybon tells me that my feet need to
be positioned at 90 degrees, and he shows me how to jab
in the air. I try to flick my wrists like he does, but it looks like
I’m pretending to hit someone as opposed to actually fol-
lowing through. I envision myself getting knocked out by
the star of “Southpaw.” The ambulance. The hospital bills.
Never leaving Pittsburgh.

I asked Gyllenhaal if he’s been injured. “I got two pretty
hard hits,” he says. “I got hit pretty hard in my jaw, and I got

clocked in the face.” As I try to plot my escape, I’m rescued
by Victor Ortiz, Gyllenhaal’s co-star in the film. When the
guys start to spar, I decide that it’s time to take an indefi-
nite break, and quickly exit the ring. “Are you OK?”
Gyllenhaal mouths. I nod. Boxing is a sport that I’m really
good at, as long as I’m the spectator. — Reuters 

Stepping into the ring with Jake Gyllenhaal

This photo provided by The Weinstein Company shows Jake Gyllenhaal as Billy Hope,
in the film, “Southpaw.” — AP photos

Director Antoine Fuqua and Jake Gyllenhaal, pose for a portrait for their new film
‘Southpaw’. 

When “Game of Thrones” creator George RR Martin
isn’t breaking our hearts by killing our favorite
characters in his “A Song of Ice and Fire” novels

and the hit HBO adaptation, he’s doing the same thing as
the rest of us and going to the movies. And as a self-pro-
fessed “Marvel fanboy,” Martin has plenty of opinions about
the state of the ever-expanding Marvel Cinematic
Universe, including its newest addition, “Ant-Man.”

In a recent blog post, Martin extolled the virtues of the
Paul Rudd blockbuster, noting that “Ant-Man” has “a proper
balance of story, character, humor, and action.” He com-
pared it favorably with “Avengers: Age of Ultron,” writing
that the action never “overwhelms the plot and characters,
which was my problem with the last ‘Avengers’ film... and
the one before it, to think of it. A superhero movie needs a
fair share of smashing and bashing and stuff blowing up, of
course, but IMNSHO that stuff works best when it is hap-
pening to people we actually know and care about, and if
you jam in too many characters and don’t take time to
develop any of them properly, well...”

But Martin did have one quibble with “Ant-Man,” and an
ongoing criticism of the Marvel movies as a whole: the vil-
lains. While the author conceded that Corey Stoll’s
Yellowjacket makes “a decent villain” in “Ant-Man,” he noted, “I
am tired of this Marvel movie trope where the bad guy has
the same powers as the hero. The Hulk fought the
Abomination, who is just a bad Hulk. Spider-Man fights
Venom, who is just a bad Spider-Man. Iron Man fights
Ironmonger, a bad Iron Man. Yawn. I want more films where
the hero and the villain have wildly different powers. That
makes the action much more interesting.” As the man who
created one of the most loathsome villains in pop culture his-
tory-the sadistic boy-king Joffrey Baratheon-Martin knows of
what he speaks; but if you take his advice, Marvel, that
doesn’t mean that we want to see any Red Wedding-style
shenanigans in “Captain America: Civil War.” — Reuters 

‘Game of Thrones’ author
George RR Martin has

issues with Marvel’s villains

Director Bryan Singer says a crossover
between the X-Men and Fantastic Four
franchises could happen, depending

on the success of “X-Men: Apocalypse” and
the “Fantastic Four” reboot.  Singer made the
disclosure in an interview with Yahoo Movies
about the home entertainment release of “X-
Men: Days of Future Past-The Rogue Cut,”
which is Singer’s cut of the film and includes
17 more minutes than the theatrical release.

“There are those ideas in play,” Singer said.
“That would be a natural match-up because
they’re both ensemble films and there is a
mechanism by which to do it.” He added, “We
have to see how the films turn out-how this
film turns out, how ‘Fantastic Four’ plays, to
really understand what kind of desire and

how that would really work. I think to just say
you’re gonna do it is a mistake. You have to
see how the films evolve before you make the
decision to completely commit to that.”

Singer would not give further details
about the how the franchises would be com-
bined other than saying: “It deals with time.
That’s all I’m going to say.” Singer directed last
year’s “X-Men: Days of Future Past,” which
grossed $748 million worldwide, and is in
production on the sequel “X-Men:
Apocalypse,” which opens May 27. Fox is
releasing the “Fantastic Four” reboot on Aug.
7. Fox did not respond to a request for com-
ment. —  Reuters 

Shakespeare is still going strong after all these cen-
turies, even in France, where an annual European the-
atre festival just finished in the southern city of

Avignon showcased several of the Bard’s works. But while a
German-language version of “Richard III” won a rave recep-

tion from critics and audiences, a Frenchified “King Lear”
that opened the festival fell flat, with many calling it leaden
and caricatural.

“It’s a disaster,” the newspaper Le Monde said of the lat-
ter play. “Un un-lyrical King Lear,” Le Figaro wrote.
Modernized and performed in contemporary French lan-
guage that veered to the colloquial, the tragedy reworked
by Olivier Py, who runs the Avignon Festival, did win some
applause though for its bold direction.

The play, which opened the three-week arts event at
the beginning of July, was quickly surpassed by “Richard
III”, hailed as the best of the fest. Directed by Germany’s
Thomas Ostermeier and starring an accomplished stage
and film actor, Lars Eidinger, it was seen as a superlative
version of the story about Britain’s bent and devious king.

Full-house crowds gave the play an ovation each of the
11 times it was performed in Avignon, confirming a suc-
cess it has enjoyed in Berlin since February. Most of the dia-
logue was in German, but English elbowed its way through
at times to deliver some of the plays most famous lines,

among which: “Now is the winter of our discontent” and
“My kingdom for a horse!”

Among the other shows at Avignon was a Portuguese
play and dance performance, “Antony and Cleopatra” by
Tiago Rodrigues, which borrowed from Shakespeare’s play
of the same title-and from the famous 1963 film “Cleopatra”
starring Elizabeth Taylor and Richard Burton.

Naked acting 
Among the other performances that earned accolades

was a more modern story, “Woodcutters”, based on a novel
by the 20th-century Austrian writer Thomas Bernhard and
presented by Polish director Krystian Lupa.  A play based
on a French philosophical text, “La RÈpublique de Platon”
(“Plato’s Republic”), performed by French professional and
amateur actors, was also warmly received.

An Estonian production, “Mu Naine Vihastas” (or “My
Wife got Angry and Deleted All our Holiday Photos”), about
a man who asks strangers to recreate his erased family
snaps, offered a sharp reflection on our society’s obsession
with photos and what they purport to represent.
Whichever plays and dance productions Avignon’s audi-
ences ended up seeing, there was a common thread up on
many of the stages: the lack of threads.

Nudity was a core conceit in several shows, with the
actors in a play called “Suddenly, Night” donning and doff-
ing their costumes three times, the actor in “King Lear” div-
ing full-frontally into madness, and a French play titled “A
Mon Seul Desir” (To My Only Desire) sending out 35 naked
actors and actresses pretending to be rabbits. — AFP 

As the lead of teen film “Paper Towns” and with
a slew of upcoming high-profile roles under
her belt, British supermodel Cara Delevingne

is happy to leave the runway behind as she steps
onto the big screen.

Delevingne, 22, the striking face of fashion hous-
es and brands from Chanel to Topshop, plays the
mysterious Margo in a film adaptation of John
Green’s young adult novel “Paper Towns,” out in US
theaters this week. The model-turned-actress said
she found herself drawing similarities between her-
self and her free-spirited teenage character.

“I’m more like her now than I was when I was her
age,” the actress told Reuters. “I did take elements of
myself (into the character) from when I was like a kid,
like 12, because I was very fearless and brave. When I
was 18, I wasn’t that clever or great, funny or smart,
intelligent.”

“Paper Towns” follows high school teenager
Quentin (Nat Wolff ), who is enticed one night by
Margo, his childhood crush whom he has drifted
apart from, to play revenge-filled pranks on unsus-
pecting students. In the morning, Margo disappears
and the film touches on themes of identity and
defies traditional coming-of-age tropes as Quentin
embarks on a journey that has unexpected twists
along the way.

For Delevingne, acting presented benefits such as
staying put in one place for a longer period of time
and building a camaraderie with co-stars, something
she was not able to do in her modeling career.
“People are like, ‘You must travel so much,’ and I’m
like, ‘No, I don’t see anything.’ I’ve been to everywhere
but I’ve never seen any of it,” she said.

The actress will be appearing in five films over the
next year, including Joe Wright’s visually striking

“Pan” and playing anti-heroine Enchantress in next
year’s “Suicide Squad.” With 16 million Instagram fans,
the quirky Delevingne is already an established per-
sonality, embraced for championing the “embrace
your weirdness” movement.

For Green, the author whose young adult cancer
romance “The Fault in Our Stars” became a hit film
last summer, he saw the complex, misunderstood
Margo come alive in Delevingne, in part due to her
own background as a celebrity. “Margo in the story is
one of those people who a lot of people pay atten-
tion to but nobody ever actually listens to, and I think
that is certainly something that Cara can relate to,” he
said. —  Reuters 

Shakespeare reigns at Avignon theatre festival

Leaving runways behind, Delevingne 
finds spotlight in ‘Paper Towns’

This photo provided by Twentieth Century Fox shows Cara Delevingne, as Margo,
and Nat Wolff as Quentin, in a scene from the film, “Paper Towns.” — AP 

X-Men/Fantastic Four

crossover movie could happen 

This file photo taken at the Avignon Theatre Festival
in the French southern city of Avignon, shows
French actor Philippe Girard performing during a
dress rehearsal of William Shakespeare’s “King Lear”
(“Le Roi Lear”), directed by French stage director
Olivier Py, also director of the festival, in the Honor
Courtyard of the Popes’ Palace. — AFP 
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Around the corner from a bland grey street in the work-
ing class Tres de Febrero suburb of Buenos Aires, a blue
boat starts to take form on a wall. Street artist Andres

Rotundo Fraga, wearing a green overall and armed with a
brush and some acrylic paint, has started a three-day project
aimed at reviving an apartment wall damaged by indecipher-
able graffiti.  

“The walls were damaged by vandals, by rude people,” says
80-year old Edith Campelo, who lives in the building.  “We
have no money to paint so the municipality kindly sent us this
great artist so we can embellish the wall.”  Though graffiti is
illegal in Buenos Aires, it is typically allowed if the building
owners give their permission. 

Sometimes, the government or local authorities fund the
murals themselves as a decorated wall tends to remain in bet-
ter condition than a plain one.  “It is in poor or middle-class
neighborhoods that people take care of a mural as one of
their own,” says Diego Silva, coordinator of the ART3 public
project that funds graffiti work in the Tres de Febrero munici-
pality.

“Four or five year-old murals can be damaged by the
weather and the deterioration of the wall, but never because
they’ve been vandalized. The murals are fully respected,” he
adds, as he stands in one of the most impoverished areas of
the municipality, in front of an impeccable mural of a red
lighthouse. 

ART3 and other government or non-government projects
in the city want to fight vandalism with street art, thereby
making residents more mindful of their surroundings and
improving their quality of life. “They’re not just drawings. From
the time we first started we always said it was something for
people to participate in,” says Silva of the district’s 400 murals.

Capital of street art 
In Europe, despite some artists gaining international fame

like Banksy, graffiti continues to be largely stigmatized and
synonymous with vandalism. But in Buenos Aires the opposite
is true. The Argentine capital has become one of the world’s
centers of street art with thousands of murals decorating
houses, schools and even churches. 

Muralists receive entire blocks or 25-meter-high facades to
express themselves using oil or acrylic paint and aerosol spray.
Festivals celebrate their work and some urban artists like
Martin Ron or Fio Silva have been asked to paint abroad.

“The murals are here to surprise, to add pleasure, art, cul-
ture and joy to the public space,” says Patricio di Stefano, the
sub-secretary of public space for the city of Buenos Aires,
which spends more than 60,000 dollars a year commissioning
graffiti.   Graffiti tour companies have also started to appear,
showing tourists the city’s great outdoor museum. 

Some murals feature local idols, like football star Carlos
Tevez, whose face is famously painted across a building in
Fuerte Apache, his poor Buenos Aires neighborhood. Other
murals portray centaurs, giant eyes and various multicolored
fictional creations coming straight out of the artists’ imagina-
tion.

For tour company Graffitimundo member Cecilia Quiles,
Buenos Aires’ vibrant urban art scene is partly a reaction to
Argentina’s 1976 to 1983 military dictatorship. “Buenos Aires is
a city that has been scarred”, says Quiles about those years
“when public monuments were actively cleaned up and graffi-
ti strongly repressed.”  Today, street art has given a new lease
of life to Buenos Aires’ walls, providing a new form of freedom
of expression and improving the quality of life of some of its
10 million residents. — AFP 

Buenos Aires fights vandalism with street art

NEW YORK: Jet-setting stallions and high-flying hounds at
New York’s Kennedy Airport can look forward to a new luxury
terminal that will handle the more than 70,000 animals flying
in and out every year. The ARK at JFK, its name inspired by
Noah’s biblical vessel, will more than measure up to terminals
for humans: Horses and cows will occupy sleek, climate-con-
trolled stalls with showers, and doggies will lounge in hotel
suites featuring flat-screen TVs. A special space for penguins
will allow them mating privacy. The ARK is billed as the world’s
first air terminal for animals.

Set to open next year, the $48 million, 178,000-square-foot
shelter and quarantine facility will take in every kind of animal
imaginable - even an occasional sloth or aardvark. From here,
they’ll head to barns, cages, racetracks, shows and competi-
tion venues in the United States and abroad.

Many arriving animals are quarantined for a period of time
(for horses, it’s normally about three days) to make sure
they’re not carrying contagious diseases. And The ARK is
designed to make their stay as pleasant as possible, with hay-
lined stalls for up to 70 horses and 180 head of cattle, plus an
aviary and holding pens for goats, pigs and sheep.

Minimize stress 
For dog owners, The ARK will offer a 20,000-square-foot

luxury “resort” run by the company Paradise 4 Paws, complete
with bone-shaped splashing pools, massage therapy and
“pawdicures with colored nail pawlish.” Dogs can watch flat-
screen TVs and their owners can check in on them via web-
cam. Cats will have their own trees to climb. And all animals
will have access to a 24-hour clinic run by Cornell University’s
veterinary college. Even animals that don’t need to be quaran-
tined - a huge dog that can’t fit in the cabin and has to travel
as cargo, for example - will be held at the facility until depar-
ture or pickup by its owner. “A lot of our design making is in
collaboration with veterinarians and consultants to help mini-
mize the amount of stress placed on the animal,” said Cliff
Bollmann, a leading airport architect working on The ARK for
the San Francisco-based architecture firm Gensler.

Kennedy receives the bulk of animals entering the United
States, but there are similar facilities near airports in Chicago,
Los Angeles, Miami and San Juan. Until Kennedy’s ARK opens,
animals in transit will continue to be handled at the airport’s

aging 10,000-foot Vetport, built in the 1950s. Lachlan Oldaker,
an Oklahoma-based equine specialist and key member of the
architectural team, called The ARK “an enormous leap for-
ward.” “The design allows planes to taxi directly to the build-
ing, so horses can be transported in a seamless fashion that
reduces stress,” she said.

The ARK is being built on the site of an unused cargo ter-
minal that has been demolished. ARK Development, an affili-
ate of the Madison Avenue real estate company Racebrook
Capital, has signed a 32-year lease for the airport property
with the Port Authority of New York and New Jersey agency
that runs Kennedy.

When completed, the facility is subject to approval by the
US Department of Agriculture. Animals will be charged fees -
still being determined depending on services - that will help
fund the terminal. High-end dog “suites” could top $100 per
night.

‘Poo chute’ 
Transporting animals by air is not aimed at low-income

owners. A flight to London for a dog can cost about $1,000,
plus a crate, airport fees and vet certifications. And moving a
horse can add up to at least $10,000. The ARK’s designers have
had to meet challenges not found in other architectural proj-
ects - for instance, figuring out how to dispose of animal
waste. They came up with the idea of a “poo chute,” an angled
floor from which manure slides into a container.

Among the supporters of this unusual animal kingdom is
Dr. Richard Goldstein, the chief medical officer at New York’s
Animal Medical Center, which treats sick animals of all species
from around the world. “Our veterinarians have often been in
a position of having to arrange transport for many of our trav-
eling patients at all hours of the day and night, and will look
forward to working with The ARK to make this experience bet-
ter for everyone involved,” Goldstein said. But even when it
comes to healthy animals, the equine wing is a welcome
improvement to international show jumper and organizer
Derek Braun.—AP

Aswarm of spontaneous selfie sessions has commenced
in the lobby of the Anaheim Convention Center as hun-
dreds of fans have gathered for impromptu interaction

with folks they watch online. There are no personal body-
guards or VIP areas. It’s simply a sea of human energy. “This is
why you come to VidCon right here,” says Nicole Perret, a 16-
year-old high school student from San Diego, as she waits to
pose for a photo with YouTube personality Olan Rogers.

In its sixth year, such frenzied exchanges are commonplace
at VidCon, the annual celebration of online video that kicked
off Thursday and continues through Saturday. It’s among the
reasons the convention continues to expand its footprint and
attract more corporate sponsors.

A few flights up on the third floor of the convention center,
the VidCon experience is a much more subdued affair for the
industry executives from online video networks, talent agen-
cies and corporations who are gathering to discuss where the
medium is headed and how to capitalize on those thousands
of passionate viewers downstairs - and the millions more
beyond the convention center.

“In our efforts to break down the walls, break down the
barriers, change the game, change the  industry and validate
ourselves, we use all these numbers and analytics,” said Sarah
Weichel, a talent manager who has guided the careers of such
popular YouTubers as Hannah Hart and Lilly Singh.  “Frankly, I
would encourage all of us to stop depending on it so much
this year and start speaking more to the artistry.”

For the first time since moving from a Los Angeles hotel to
across the street from Disneyland four years ago, VidCon is
occupying the entire Anaheim Convention Center to accom-
modate more sessions aimed at content creators and execu-
tives with such titles as “Building Brand Campaigns Across
Multiple Services” and “Community Driven Platforms: Fandom
and Dan Strategy.”

Despite the medium garnering billions of viewers - and
dollars - online video content creators still say they are fight-
ing for wider legitimacy. They’re also not content only produc-
ing online videos. “It’s a really big problem that we all contin-
ue to have,” said Rafi Fine, one half of the Fine Brothers, who
have amassed over 12 million subscribers and crossed over
into TV with shows for Nickelodeon and truTV. “It’s holding us
all back. So if we can have something like TV shows that do
really well, it’s only going to change the conversation about
what we’re all able to do.” — AP 

VidCon: A chance for fans to see 
online video stars in person

NYC’s Kennedy airport building 
luxury terminal for animals 

Madi Keller, 18, of Moorpark, Calif., strikes a pose at NBC’s
“The Voice” booth during the 6th annual VidCon held at
Anaheim Convention Center. — AP photos
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JERASH, Jordan: A Jordanian man makes sand art bottles during the opening of the 30th Jerash Festival of Culture and Arts in the ancient Roman city of Jerash, 50 kilometers north of the Jordanian capital Amman. — AFP 

On the mean and traffic-choked streets of Mexico City, a
fearless superhero is fighting to protect the planet from
the worst the internal combustion engine can throw at it.

The mighty Peatonito (Little Pedestrian) pushes cars blocking the
path of pedestrians, creates crosswalks with spray paint, and
climbs on vehicles parked on sidewalks-though his mother has
begged him to stop stepping on them.

“Pedestrians are happy because they finally have a defender,”
Peatonito said, his face covered by a wrestling mask adorned with
a pedestrian symbol and wearing a striped cape (sewn by his
grandma) adorned with the black and white stripes of a pedestri-
an crossing. “We live in a car dictatorship. Nobody had fought for
pedestrian rights until some activists emerged a few years ago.”

Meanwhile, below the city streets five clowns are on a similar
mission to send up urban incivility, barging into a metro carriage
making monkey noises and holding a sign saying “It’s better with-
out pushing.” Peatonito and the clowns from the civic association
the Claustrofobos (Claustrophobes) are among a wave of activists
fighting uncivil behavior and bad urban planning in this metropo-
lis of 21 million people, four million cars and five million daily
metro commuters.

In 2013, around 30 groups from across the country formed The
Pedestrian League, which published a “Mexican Charter for
Pedestrian Rights” and lobbies against public policies that favor
cars. Some groups post pictures on social media to shame drivers
illegally parked on sidewalks or in handicapped spots. With buck-
ets of paint, they create crosswalks or trace sidewalks. But humor
is the weapon used by Peatonito and Claustrofobos.

They face a city where drivers only need an ID and 704 pesos
($46) to get a  license and joke that red lights are a “suggestion”.
Underground, moody metro riders battle to enter and exit trains
like rugby players in a scrum.

Metro clowns 
Six philosophy graduates founded the group “Ponte la del

Metro” to restore metro etiquette in 2010, and later created
Claustrofobos. “We think that giving information through art and
culture makes information more fun,” said co-founder Aldo
Giordano, 27, who works at a film production company.

This year, the city gave them one million pesos ($65,000) to
fund the clown troupe, conduct research and make a short film.
As the clowns entered one of the orange metro trains, some riders
stared blankly at their phones, but many smiled and took pictures,
happy to see something other than illegal sellers of CDs or other
contraband.

A curly-haired clown moaned and pretended to faint while
holding a “baby” (her purse) wrapped in a purple scarf, mocking
the unwillingness of younger commuters to give up their seats.

“There are no gentlemen like before. Now they act like they’re half
asleep to avoid giving up their seats to women or the elderly,” said
Susana Hernandez, a 53-year-old housewife whose frown turned
into a smile during the brief show.

The performances can have an immediate effect. At escalators,
they convince people standing still on the left side to move to the
right and let others pass. The clowns also bring smiles at ticket
booths, where sellers and customers are often rude to each other.
“We’re trying to break a vicious circle,” said Julio Cesar Ortega, the
27-year-old artistic director of the Clownoscopio troupe, which
works with Claustrofobos, after dabbing white make up on his
face with a red dot on his nose.

But changing attitudes will take longer than the daily com-
mute. “Many people congratulate us but also tell us that nothing
will change,” Giordano said. “I think we are planting the seeds, and
another generation will obtain this change.”

‘We need you!’ 
Claustrofobos and Peatonito both say they were partly

inspired by former Bogota mayor Antanas Mockus, who deployed
mimes to mock traffic violators. Peatonito aims to reduce traffic
deaths in a city where pedestrians account for more than half of
around 1,000 annual road fatalities, according to health ministry
statistics.

On a recent weekday morning, Peatonito policed a side road of
the capital’s iconic and congested Reforma boulevard. “We need
you,” said a driver who sheepishly reversed after Peatonito pushed
his car back with both hands on the hood, both laughing as they
waved goodbye. Peatonito’s real identity is Jorge Canez, who
works in non-governmental urban policy group. But twice a week,
he puts on a black mask with a green pedestrian symbol.

He even has a business card. People contact him on Facebook
and Twitter, asking for help to improve their streets. He spray
paints circles around holes on the sidewalk and sends pictures to
city officials. In a country where wrestlers are national heroes, he
got the idea two years ago after watching a lucha libre (Mexican
wrestling) event. “You have to be creative for people to be enter-
tained and want to help you in this pedestrian revolution,”
Peatonito said.

With his newfound fame, he gets invitations to urban planning
events abroad. “I’ll keep doing this until nobody is run over,”
Peatonito said, as he removes his mask and cape and turns to walk
away, blending in with ordinary Mexicans walking to work. — AFP  

Mexico’s masked hero 

making streets safe

Bangalore
Fashion Week
Models showcase the creations of designer
Ashok Maanya on the penultimate day of the
four-day Bangalore Fashion Week 2015 in
Bangalore. — AFP photos 

The mighty Peatonito (Little Pedestrian) pushes cars blocking the path of pedestrians, creates crosswalks with
spray paint, and climbs on vehicles parked on sidewalks in Mexico City. — AFP 
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